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OVERSIGHT ON CURRENT STATUS AND ADMIN-
ISTRATION OF FEDERAL STUDENT ASSIST-
ANCE PROGRAMS

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 27, 1982

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUIWOMMITITE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCAIION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuarA to, notice, at 2:15 p.m., in room
2257, Rayburn Ilouse Office Building, Hon. Paul Simon (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present. Representatives Simon, Ford, Peyser, Weiss,
Erdahl, and Bailey.

Staff present. William A. Blakey, majority counsel, and John
Dean, minority counsel.

Mr. SIMON. The subcommittee hearing will come to order The
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education begins 5 days of over-
sight hearings today on the major Federal student assistance pro-
grams.

This is the first time since the enactment of the Education
Amendments of 1980 that we have taken a comprehensive look at
the administration and operation of these progratm which are so
critical to the realization of the postsecondary education dreams of
so man, Americans. -

Several ogler factors make these oversight hearings appropriate
at this time:

First, current cost constraints necessitate congressional review to
insure both administrative efficiency in the Education Department
and on Lhe campus, and to guarantee that the target populations
are being served. We are talking about those who otherwise would
not be able to have educational opportunity.

Second, several internal department studies, General Accounting
Office reports and the semiannual mport of the Inspector General
have outlined concerns and problems w hich require subcommittee
review and action, if appropriate.

Third, many in the higher education community have explored
thoughtful solutions to the issues raised in these reports and we
want to give them an opportunity to share their views with the
subcommittee. .

Finally, many of the changes in our"student aid programsen-
acted in the haste of our consideration of the Omnibus Budget Rec-
oncililition Act of 1981also need reexaminkion.

(I)
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The new dollar limitations placed on the l'ell grant, supplemen-
tal educational opportunity giants, college wail study and the na-
tional direct student loan program are of special concern to me.

The potential impact ot these reductions on the poor, the educa-
tienally disadvantaged, students from families shose parents work
hard every day to make a living wage, and public and private insti-
tutions across America,could be devastating in the shoit run and
disastrous in the long run.

I think it is the feeling of most of us on this subcommittee, if not
all of us, that we have to make sure all of those who desire to
expand their educational horizons through higher education have
that opportunity.

I will enter my full statement in the record.
[The prepared statement of Paul Simon followsq

PRF,PARLD STAUMLNT ol HuN, PAtL SIMON, A REPRI:SI.NTATIv I.. IN Cutionss FltuM
DM &An OE ILLINOIS. CHA.RMAN, SuicuMMITrEL uN POSTSF.cuNDARI EWA ATION

The Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education begins five days of oversight hear-
ings today un the major Federal student assi1ant programs. This lb the first time
SAWA' the enactment of the Education Amendments of 1980 that we have taken a
comprehensive look at the administration a d operation of these programs which
are so critical to the realization of the postse(:ondary education dreams of many low
and middle income Amerkans.

Several othei factors make these oversight hew ings appropriate at this time.
First. current Lost constraints necessitate congressional review tc ensure both ad-

ministrative ern iency in the Education Department and on the campus, and to
guarantee that the target populations have been served.

Second. t,everal internal Departnwnt studies, General Accounting Office reports
,ind Semi-annual teurt of the Inspector General have outlined concerns and
problem:, which require Subcommittee review and action, where appropriate..

Third, many in the higher educatian community have explored thoughtful solu-
tions to the issues raised in these repurts and we want to give them an opportunity
to share their views with the Subcommittee.

Finally. many of the changes in our student aid piogramsenacted in the haste
uf our consideration of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981also need
re examination, The new dollar limitations placed un the Pell Grant, Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Giants, College Work Study and the National Direct Stu-
dent Loan program are of 'special concern to me. The potential impact of these re-
duLtions un the_pour, the educationally disadvantaged, students from families whose
parents work hard everyday to make a living wage, and pubhc and private institu-
tams across America could be devastating in the short run and disastrous In the
lung run. Feder,d Student aid, which has grown in the recent past, is declining at
the same time the cost of attaining a college education rises:

In fiscal year 1979, 6,117,991 awards were made with expenditures of
$3,211,350,908;

In fiscal year 1980 6,821,951 awards were made with expenditures of
$5,s90,528,765:

In fiscal year 1981 7,707,12 awards were made with expenditures of
$7;255,825,762;

Fur the currerit year it is estimated that 8,900,000 awards will be made but ex-
penditures will decrease to $6,065,750,000.

Because I believe the opportunity to aaLod college should be available to all re-
gardkss of income, race ur sex, wher, you live ur who your parents happen to be. I
will continuF to support the continu,Ation of a bnunikant Federal rule in postsecond-
ary education. I, fur one, don't behe.e that whether you live in Michigan,

or Montana should determine whellwr ur nut you to college. The rule of Feder-
d assistance in postsecondary education has had positive effects. The Federal gov-
ernment first became involved bectuw,e States and iocal governments did nut and
could nut provide necessary erius Slorkin,g uur responsibility and sending it to
the states is not providing leadership. Nor will it solve the probk,fil.

Our witnesses today are the Inspector General of the Department of Education,
James B Thomas, and the Deputy Assistant Secretary fur Student Financial Assist-
ance Dr. Elmendurf and his associates
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Mr. SIMON. Mr. Peyser, do you care to add any.91ing?
Mr. PEYSER. No, not at this time.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Bailey? .

Mr. BAILEY. No comment, thank you.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Erdahl?
Mr. ERDAHL. I am here to listen and learn, too-.-Thank you, Mr.

Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. I don't know what the witnesses have &lie to our

subcommittee.
Mr. Ford, do you wish to add anything?
Mr. FORD. No, sir I am here to hear what is going to happen to

it. ,

Mr. SIMON. That is an unusually silent subcommittee. That will
not prevail very long, but we shall proceed with our witnesses.

First the Inspector General, James B. Thomas, Jr.

STATEMENT OF JAMES B. THOMAS, JR., INSPECTOR GENERAL,
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, ACCOMPANIBD BY JOHN C. YA-
ZtRLO.
Mr. SIMON. We are pleased to have you with us here today, Mr.

Thomas.
Mr. THOMAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the commit-

tee. I have with me John C. Yazurlo, Assistant Inspector. General
for Audits in the Department of Education.

I am pleased to be here today to provide you with an over-
view--

Mr. ERDAHL. I think some people in the back of the room have
difficulty hearing.

Mr. SIMON. It doesn't sound like the mikes are on.
Mr. THOMAS. I am here to provide you with an overview of the

Office of Inspector General activity as it retitates to the postsecon-
dary education programs, especially in the student financial aid
area.

The OIG shares the committee's concerns as to how well the De-
partment is administering its student assistance programs and how
effectively they are being implemented by postsecondary education-
al institutions. 4

This is especially true in view of the magnitude of expenditures
for postsecondary education. We recognized early that we would
have to devote a significant portion of our audit and investigative
resourceS to reviews of postsecondary programs, especially those re-
lated to student financial aid.

To date, our audit and investigative efforts in this important
area have been fruitful and have contributed both to improved
economy and efficiency in the administration of the programs and
to the reduction of fraud, waste and mismanagement.

In fiscal year 1981, we issued 4,811 audit reports on postsecond-
t ary educatio% programs. Costs disallowed or questioned amounted

to $25.3 million. The vast majority of these reviews were financial
and compliance audits of the campus-based and Pell grant pro-
grams performed by independent public accountants.

These audits were made in accordance with audit guides devel-
oped by the Office of Inspector General. Quality assurance reviews

-1,

r ...,'
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tire selectively perfornwer by ODA auditors of the actual work per-
;armed by independent public accountants to insure that the work
meets auditing standards established by the Comptroller General
and OIG audit guides.

In fiscal year 1981, the OIG used a significant portion of its audit
staff resources on postsecondary education programs. Our fiscal
year 1982 audit plan provides fen approximately 12 staff years or
about 2:; percent of all available audit resources to review f1ostsec-
ondary programs.

This time will be spent on both external and internal audits, in-
cluding reviewing audit reports prepared by independent public ac-
countants.

Additionally, a significant amount or our investigative resouiceg
e e &Noted to conducting investigations dealing with abuses in

studeiit financial aid programs.
Departmental managenwnt has generally been responsive 'to rec

onimendations stemming from our audits and investigations and
has initiated appropriate actions to strengthen the programs and
or to recover improperly expended funds.

Some ot our more significant audit results achieved during 1981

An audit of a State guarantee agency disclosed that the Depart-
nwnt paid about $346,000 in excess interest because of differing in-
terest compuLation methods.allowed by curl ent regulations.

Projections of the audit results nationwkie indicated that the Del-
partment may have paid as much as $4 million in excess interest
over a 4-year period.

A review of cash management pi actices ay postsecondary schools
in one region disclosed that about $11.6 million in excess Federal
cash was being maintained by schools administering student finan-

,t cial assistance programs.
The auditors estimated that this excessive cash retention cost the

Federal Government $1.3 million in interest in this region alone in
fiscal yea: 1980. Projecting these results nationw ide suggests that
about $11 million in excess interest costs may be involved.

BACKLOG OF AUDITS

The backlog of unresolved student financial aid audit reports has
been a continuing concern or the Department. Ilow ev el, during the
last 1 mon,ths, exceptional progress has been made.

As of Decembei 31. 1981, the Office of Postsecondary Education
had 1,36:-) unresolved audit reports on hand.

I might add only about 500 were over t months old.
Questioned costs on the reports which iemained unresolved to-

taled $2.3.8 million. Questioned costs sustained by program manag
ers and mai ked for recovery amounted to $10.1 million during
fiscal year 1981.

The OIG is in the process of establishing a formal audit resolu-
tion system which will involxe the Department's top managers and
which should furt hel impiove the timeliness and effectiveness of
the resolution process.



Since the inception of OIG, our investigators have presented
about 118 cases to the Department of Justice for pote4ilal prosecu-
tion which involved student financial assistance programs.

Of these cases, 72 were accepted by the prosecutors for prosecu-
tion. To date, .58 indictments have been returned and 15 indiviauals
have either negotiated guilty pleas or have been convicted.

Typically, these cases involved the submission of false data or
misapplication and 'or embezzlement of funds. The following exam-
ples of investigations depict some of the schemes which have been
used to defraud student financial assistance programs.

In a plea agreement accepted by the Federal District Court of-
Colorado, the Bell & Howell Co. pled guilty to three counts of false
statements and one count of mail fraud.

Bell & Howell will be subject to a fine of $31,000 by the agree-
ment.

The company pled that it lied to the Government in itS handling
of default claims submitted under the guaranteed student loan pro-
gram. Significantly, the plea agreement also 'stipulates a civil set-
tlement with the Department of Education by which Bell & Howell
will pay $3.7,5 million.

The Department of Justice will continue with the prosecution of
two former Bel: & Howell employees indicted as a result of an ift-a.
vestigation by our office and the U.S. Postal Inspector St rvice.

A former college finarr:ial aid officer was indicted by a Federal
grand jury in August 11, on 16 counts of embezzlement and false
statements.

The finant aid officer falsified approximately $4,700 in Pell
grant c1eLk w Audents and then converted the checks for persOn-
al use.

The president of a proPrietary school pled guilty to one count of
aiding and atettiog as part of a scheme to defraud the Pell grant
program. The criminal counts related to 134 Pell grants and ap-
proximately $19,000 were diverted to the defendant's personal use.

The defendant AN as sentenced to 6 months' incarceration, 2'
years' probation, and restitution of the misapphed funds.

I appreciate, you asking me here today and I will be happy to
answer qpestions.

Mr. &VIM; Thank you very much.
When you sa)' costs disallowed or questioned to $25.3 million, can

yOu separate those two?
Mr. THOMAS. Not in the accounting system that we have, Mr.

Chairman. Generally speaking, the same report may have both
NA hat we would call disal:owed costs and questioned costs, sot it
comes out in a lump sum.

MI SIMON. It seems to me,,maybe the system needs to be altered
or else the terms need to be altered, because the cost disallowed 01
questioned seems to me to be quite possibly of valiance.

On theyou are familiar with the GAO report on NDSL?
Mr: TuumAs. We have seen that report, yes, sir. We are eneiall

familiar with it.
Mr. SIMON. On that NDSL report, they talked about a high de-

fault rate oE 16.04 percent as of June 30, 1979. Has that improved
since that time? Do you know, or is this not something that youis
it within the pun, iew of y ow responsibilities as Inspectoi general?
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Mr. Thom As. Well, it is an area of interest, Congressman, but not
an area that I am in a position to answer for you now.

I think pei haps Mr. Elmendorf might be able to do that.
Mr. SIMON. Well, we will get to our next witness on that.
Mr. Ford?
Mr. FORD..Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to get back to

your question, if I have time. But, first, looking at the paragraph
entitled "Activities in 1981," I think it is page 2 of your statement,
which states, "additionally a significant amount of our investiga-
tive, resources were deoted to conducting investigations dealing
with abuses in student financial aid programs."

Generally, when we have heard the use of the term "abuses," it
Is associated with an abuse by an institution or a student benefici-
ary or their family in the sense that money is misapplied, the
common phony story about the kids buying sports cars with stu-,A
dent loans and so on.

Then, having said that, and having devoted all of this effort to
your study you come up later with three specific examples of what
you were talking about, all of which actually amount to violations
ofclear violations of the law, one by a major American corpora-
tion, one by a college official, and one by the president of a private
proprietary school corporation.

Does thatis it safe to assume from that that you didn't really
find any abuses uf the programs, but yon found some people steal-
ing money from the Government?

Mr. THOMAS. I would have to answer that, Congressman, in that
we found both. We have both abuses and we have occasions of
people stealing money.

Mr. FORD. Again, it is the same thing raised by the chairman.
We lime a little problem in semantics, perhaps, but if you look at
the record of years of consideration on these programs and over-
sight over them, by the Congress, and previous administrations,
then just look at the kind of material that gets into the print in
other media, you get the impression there are widespread abuses
that need to be addressed, that have to du with the deliberate acts
of evasion by students or beneficiaries of the program.

None of the people you are talking about here who have pled
guilty are beneficiaries of the program 1.p, virtue of being the
people for whom the program is intended.

Bell & Howell certainly is not a student. The college financial
aid officer, a simple case of plain, clean, embezzlement.

It happened to be the only thing that that thief could steal was
Pell grant money, but he is neertheless characterized by your de-
scription here as a thipf, who stole something that happened to be
student aid. It didn't have anything to do with abusing the pro-
gram.

The next one the pres:dent of a proprietary school who appar-
ently falsified some kind of information to qualify somebody to re-
ceive some kind of money, you are not at all specific about it,
except to say that it related to MI Pell grants.

What I am interested in is it is believed by some people in this
city and certainly by spokespersons for the administration that
there is rampant in the Government abuse of Federal programs,
fraud and abuse is generally referred to.
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One of the programs they tick off all of the time in a general
sense is student aid. I note that apropos of the chairman's question,
when you talk about Cost disallow ed or questioned amounting to
25.3 million, you then qualify by saying the vast majority of these
rev iews were financial and compliance audits of the campus-based
and Pell grant programs.

Inasmuch as you spend all of this time looking for fraud and
abuse, and using your own words, devoted a major portion of your
resources to it, don't you have some examples of students ripping
off the system you can tell us about?

Mr. fHomAs. Yes, sir. The items listed in the prepared testimony,
Congressman, just to try to illustrate some of these different cases.

We have in the latest semiannual report sent to Congress a laun-
dry list of the types of cases that we had and I w,uld be happy to
go through some of those, if it would help.

Mr. FORD. Let's see if we can get to students abusing the pro-
gram. Tell me how often you found abuse and what kind you
found?

Mr. THOMAS. We have a case in the Northeast of an individaal
getting guaranteed studsmt loans by using a fictitious ,iame and
social security and birthdates. A series of loans by falsify in6 the ap-
plication forms.

Mr. FORD. Hasn't he, by what you said, committed at least two
and possibly three felonies?

Mr. THOMAS. Yes, sir. And has been sentenced for that and gone
to jail. It is a student.

Mr. FORD. That is not some kind of ft aud and abuse going undis-
covered and unhandled, we have this jasper in jail, dnn't we?

Mr. THOMAS. We have that particular one, yes, sir. If I can char-
acterize perhaps a group that happened in the State of Rhode
Island, we had a joint investigation there with the Immigration
and Naturalization Service.

We were concerned about illegal aliens taking advantage of both
the grant and the loan program and, working with the U.S. attor-
ney, we had a single case which resulted in indicting 27 individ-
uals, in one locale.

We presently have a majpr project going on concerning illegal
aliens taking adv antage of these programs, who are not eligible in
other parts of the country and we should be seeing the fruits of
that investigation in the not-too-distant fulure.

Mr. FORD. YGu are saying that some aliens have been sneaking
into Rhode Island to get a college education? Were they legally in
the country?

Mr. THOMAS. I beg your pardon?
Mr. FORD. Were they legally in the country?
Mr. THOMAS. Illegally in the country.
Mr. FORD. Whether they are legally or illegally in the country,

they might nut be eligible anyhow because we do have very strange
citizenship requirements in some of the programs. What kind of
program were they ripping off?

Mr. THOMAS. This particular one was Pell grant and guaranteed
student loans, 27 individuals we are talking about here.

.4.
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Mr. Fonu, They got the guaranteed loans by telling the bankers
thator not revealing to the banker that they had sneaked aLross
the border?

Mr. THOMAS. Yes, sir.
Mr. Font). Maybe I shouldn't make that assumption. These

weren't Haitians and Cubans, Were they?
Mr. THOMAS. No, sir, they were not.
Mr. FORD. Where did they come from?
Mr. THOMAS. Most of this particular group of 27 individuals came

from two or three countries in Africa.
Mr. FORD. Where else in the country do you expect to find the

additional people in this classification? You said that you have a
continuing investigation going with Immigration people

Mr. THOMAS. Yes, sir.
Mr. FORD. How are you going about that?
Mr. THOMAS. We are working with the universities and we are

working .% it h the Immiwation people to try to ascertain whether
the individuals are, in fact, qualified for the studeitt grant program
by being a Litizen or by beingI think the term is, having an ade-
quate green card.

Mr. Font). What if they are a permanent resident?
Mr. Tuorvms. I can't tell you all of the details of eligibility off the

top of my head. But the case here is that these people are clearly
irvAigible for the program.

Mr. Font). Without trying to be impolite to you, the American
public is entitled to get to the bottom of this. We created a Com-
mission last year to look at student aid programs. I have been more
than a little distressed in the recent years with the number of in-
stant experts who write in broad-bushed strokes about all of the
fraud and abuse that goes on in these programs.

You are telling me out of all of these resources you use, you have
been trying to find out who is a legal resident and you have been
concentrating time on trying to find that kind of abuse?

Mr. THOMAS. That is one of the areas we are looking at, where
we have had--

Mr. FORD. How much have you produced for the Government out
of this investigation?

Mr. THOMAS. We have people who have been indicted, I be-
lieve about 19 of whom have been convicted at this point in time.

Mr. Fotm. Did you recover any money for the Government?
Mr. THOMAS. Not from those, no, sir. Hopefully we will have

avoided paying those individuals loans and grants in the following
years by having caught them early in their efforts.

Mr. FORD. Tell me about another kind of student abuse.
Mr. THOMAS. We have one situation which is an ongoing investi-

gation now, which we have some early results in where individuals
are falsifying applications for Pell grants and it works something
like this. An individual will go on the college campus and look for
students and tell those students that he will help you get a grant.
They will take the information from the student, fill out the appli-
cation form.

The application form will go in, the student will receive back an
eligibility review form. They will then go and get the grant.



The grant will then be shar'ed with the person who helped the
student falsify the application report.

We are presently working in three or four States on this particu-
lar activity.

Mr. FORD. What is the violation involved in that case you just
nwntioned?

Mr. THOMAS. Falsifying a document and getting benefits to which
people are not entitled.

Mr, FORD. You have not prosecuted that ease?
Mr. THOMAS. We have not prosecuted the case.
Mr. FoRD. The people doing the falsifying here and the person

that is getting the illegal benefits is not the student, it is some
third-party hustler?

Mr. THOMAS. They are both illegally getting the funds.
Mr. FORD, The student, to tilt extent that the student was

conned into believing he needed help to get the grant, participated
in this, but the illegal benefit that inured to somebody who
shouldn't receive it was the other guy, wasn't it?

Mr. THOMAS, They bought it illegally, Congressman. Whether or
not the person was conned into it or whether or not he was aware
is subjective, I think.

Mr. FoRD. If they picked a Poor fellow off of the campus who had
all of the chtiracteristics of an eligible Pell grant recipient and had
him fill out the application and presented it fo him and then took
a cut for the service performed, how did he get the Pell grant if he
didn't have the proper characteristics to be entitled to it?

Mr. THOMAS. He falsified the statement. The person that filled
out the--

Mr. FORD. He did not, indeed, have the characteristics
Mr. THOMAS. Did not have the characteristics of an eligible re-

cipient, yes.
Mr. FORD. Was he a student?
Mr. THOMAS. Yes, sir. Was not otherwise eligible without falsify-

ing the application.
Mr. FORD. How many cases like this have you run across?
Mr. THOMAS. This investigation is ongoing in three States.
Mr. FORD. How many people like this have you found?
Mr. THOMAS. We have found one person perpetrating this fraud

He has a series of people located on different college campuses that
are helping him, then you have that branched out into the students
who are either willing or unwilling participants.

Mr. FORD. You have not litigated this case, so we are just talking,
and obviously we don't know where it is or who the people are, so
it is going to be some kind of a proceeding.

Can you give me any other kinds of instances of students abusing
the program? It is studeats who abuse it that I really want to go
after, you understand. Because those are the people that we read
about all of' the time.

Mr. THOMAS. We have, with a particular case, an individual that
pled guilty to fraudulently obtaining a $2,500 guaranteed student
loan.

We have now found that that person has been involved in a
series of such fraudulevt activity at different universities and we
have also found that in this same type of thing, there are as many
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as 13 additional popk being pursued at the pre.s.-at time--the Lor
tinuation of the same investigation.

Mr. Fox). This pettson who fraudulently obtained more than Oh
student loan or a student loan, what was the E kment of fraud in
solved? Did he lie about his family income? Di: he lie about beng
a student in attendance at the college, or did he lie abuut how he
was going to use the money?

Mr. THOMAS. I don't have that information in front of me, Con-
gressman. I apologize for that.

Mr. FORD. You see, that seems to me to be exautly what is at the
core of what this committee has to do. Ii w do not have adequate
safeguards in the law at the present time to prevent fraud and
abuse, we ought to be legislating them.

It is not very helpful if you say in some general way this porFon
got a bad guaranteed student loan but you don't know what is bad
about it. You don't know whether they 1 about their statm. e.s. a
student, with respect to the institution, their qualifications w-.rn re-
spect to the family income, or, in fact, J they used a phony name
or whatever?

Mr. THOMAS. We have that information. I just don't ha:- it in
front of me.

Mr. FORD. How many of those kind's of things have you run into?
Mi. THOMAS. I don't have a number, I have an example that hap-

pened during this last 6-month period.
Mr. Fop. Do you have more than one?
Mr. THOMAS.% 1 don't have more than one, other than what I

listed here.
Mr. FORD. I have gone well beyond my time, I apologize to mem-

bers of the committee. I would like to come back later.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Erdahl.
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you, Mr Chairman, I was just going to ask

the gentleman from Michigan te yield in his little jousting match
here, because I think what we are getting at i the stereotype, that
many people from the media report when they tall( about fraud,
abuse in the student loan program and the defaults.

My understanding, I think, that many people have is that an eli-
gible student gets either a Pell Grant or a guaranteed student loan
and then, to use the vernacular, the kid bugs out and doesn't repay
the loan.

I think that is a commcr, assumption many people have. I think
the administration gives that impression. I think the media does. I
take it y c.0 have picked some isolated cases to make examples and
I accept them as stall, but what can you tell us about the eligible
recipients of the loans, whu just don't bother to pay them back?

1 would assume that is the real big part of the whole problem?
Am I right?

Mr. THOMAS. That is a part of the problem, yes, sir. I think that
the people who are following me here would be in a better position
than I to address that particular issue.

We are, 2 or 3 year., ago, the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare did a match program trying to identify those people
who worked for the Federal Government, who had loans but had
not repaid them.
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They found, a large number. We presently are in the process of
getting ready to du that again, trying to identify people who are in
a pa'rticular program. namely Federal employees who have these
loans and are not repaying them so we can make extra efforts to
make collections.

In addition to that, there is the normal collection effort which
the student financial-aid program people are going about and
which they now have contracts with outside contractors to pursue.

So they are intensified in the last year or so, they have intensi-
fied significantly the effort for -trying to make those collections

Mr. ERDAHL. Could yoti tell us what the magnitude of those de-
faults might be? Or maybe we have other witnesses yet this after-
noon that would supply that information?

Mr. THOMAS. If I may, I would just like to defer to the witnesses
following. I am sure they could provide that to you.

I don't have it in front of me.
Mr. ERDAHL. I happen to endorse the concept that we should not

abandon the guaranteed student loan program or the Pell Grants. I
commonly give he example of the local banker back home; if he
has trouble in collecting or with loans, he doesn't quit making
them. He does a better job of collecting.

I think we have the mechanism in this country even though it is
tough to use the Federal income tax and maybe there are legal
questions involved in all of that, but it seems to me we are defraud-
ing not only the Government, but also the bona fide recipients of
the program if we don't do a better job on collecting the loans.

Later on today, maybe we will find out how to deal with that
program.

Mr. THOMAS. I think one of the significant things the Depart-
ment has been doing recently has been to issue proposed regula-
tions putting a little more pressure on the institutions to do a
better job in this collection process.

I think those regulations are now outstanding and I am sure
they will be discussed later.

Mr. FORD. Will the gentleman yield for a moment?
Mr. ERDAHL. Yes.
Mr. FORD. It seems to me the last Congress, we specifically

changed the law to authorize the Internal Revenue Department to
give the Department of Education the last known address that In-
ternal Revenue has on the student-loan person who is in default.

Is that being used?
Mr. THOMAS. I think it is being used in the collection process.
Mr. FORD. Thank you.
Mr. ERDAHL. Mr. Chairnian, just one other question. One of the

things that I had thought about, we also talked about that last ses-
sion. I wasn't sure if it is being implemented or not. One of the ex-
amples in your report concerns a rather large company and in-
volves a considerable amount of money. Good auditing in such situ-
ations would be one that is cost-effective for the Government.

The question I would have is how does yotir Department stand as
far as available personnel. We hear of some reductions in Govern-
ment employees. Are your auditors being RIFed; I guess to use a
word around this town, reduction in force?

Is that going to be a problem?

9s-n-i - A2 - 2
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Mr. THOMAS M,!, auditors are not prenntly being RIFed, Con-
gressman. We started this calendai y ea r with a staff of about 202.
Our ceiling at that point was about 304 total staff.

At the present time, our onboard staff is 272, so we are down
about 30 people, roughly 10 percent. The continuing resolution
with the cuts, as we are now carrying it out, will require that my
staff go down in the v:cinity of 235 to 260 in order for me to contin-
ue to carry out any kind of an operation.

Because of the be% ere problem that we are having with onboard
staff, relatiVe to the amount of money available, I have now in-
structed my regional inspectors general that when they finish the
current audits they have ou;standing, that they are presently
working on away from their duty station, they are to return to
their duty station, and try to find audits to be done at the duty t a
tion because we cannot afford to continue to pay travel costs.

Mr. ERDAHL. I think that raises very serious questions because I
think your brief report here makes an argument fur the success of
your operation. I think that most of us and certainly on this com-
mittee hu are committed to maintaining adequate student pro-
grams woald also be committed to rooting out, to use the term we
hear around" this tow n, any fraud, waste, mismanagement that
Occurs.

Can they do the job if they are restricted to home base, so to
speak? I would think it would be essential that they be out in the
field to do their job?

Mr. THOMAS. They have to go where the problems are, Congress-
man.

Mr. ERDAHL. I thought you just said you were going to tell them
that they can't travel at all.

Mr. THOMAS. I have to, I can't pay them and it is a criminal pen-
alty if I spend more funds than I have mailable. Consequently,
they will hat e to do audits at the site where they are located, even
though those are nut the primary targets of where we found prob-
lems that exist.

Mr. ERDAHL. I think you have outlined a ery serious problem,
not one of your making. I hope that someone else in the 4:ommittee
or myself follows up on this last point because I think it is ratlwr
critical.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Peyser. ,

Mr. PEYSER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I was just thinking as I
was listening to you about the inability of getting your people out
that this is a part of the President's program on tolunteerism. We
could run an ad and ask these people to come in who have been
abusive.

Mr. ERDAHL. I think you are heading for the President's cabinet.
Mr. PEYSER. Well, you know, seriously, I am upset. I read the

report ar d I have listened to your comments and I am trying to
figure out what your office has really done that relates to the prob-
lem. I looked (low n at the bottom the next-to-last page which says,
cases referred to the Department of Justice.

I assume this is of a culmination of the work that your organiza-
tion has been doing. It says that 118 cases have been presented to
the Department of Justice, of k hich 72 were accepted, so I gather
that means 13 were not considered worthy of prosecution. Of the
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72, indictments have been returned and 15 have negotiated
guilty pleas or been convicted.

Can you break down, of that group, w wther these were students
who had somehow cheated the Govern tent in these programs or
whether these were financial-aid office s, members of financial in-
stitutions or how does that of the g oup that we come down to,
does this figure of 45 break down as to who was who'? What is the
percentage of students and what is the percentage of other people,
financial aid people or college presidents, or whoever eye has been
cheating the Government?

Mr. THOMAS. I don't have a breakdown of those numbers exactly,
Congressman. Of the 58 indictments, the majority have been stu-
dents I say the majority simply because, in the one case,_ we had

the 27 illegal aliens.
Mr. PEySER. Are they included in that group?
Mr. THOMAS. They are included in that group.
Mr. PEysliu. So if you took the 27 out of there, you are really

down to 31 other people?
Mr. THOMAS. That's correct.
Mr PENSER. Out of the 31 other people, what would you say the

percentage of students are?
Mr. THOMAS. The percentage of students is, it would just be a

guess on my part, I will venture a guess to say perhaps 25 or :30
percent. One of the things that we find is that an individual stu-
dent. an individual student, even though he or she commits a
fraudulent loan in a one-time case, they are generaily not prosecut-
ed.

This is so of those cases that were not exempted from prosecu-
tion. The U.S. attorney, in looking at his or her priority schedule,
generally will not prosecute a single student for a single fraud

Mr. PEYSF.H. Well, let me ask a question.
In your opinion, having done this investigation and even though

it is still ongoing, do you feel that based on what you have uncov-
ered. that there are flagrant student violations of the Federal grant
programs and guaranteed student loans based on what you know
noSv?

In other words, let's start off with flagrant and ie you don't think
they are flagrant maybe we can define it down into another word
that would be more understandable or more acceptable.

How would you categorize it based on what you know?
Mr. THOMAS. I would say that from the information that we have

available and the investigations that we either have completed or
in process that there are a large number.

Flagrant, I think, would probably be an overstatement.
Mr. PEYSEH. How would you qualify large number? Would you

want to put a percent figure on it?
Mr. THOMAS. No. sir. There would be no way for me to do that,

Congressman; because the only cases of fraud or abuse that we
have are those that we know about.

Mr l'Evsgit. Is there a pattern? Because you know, I believe, that
you have a little over 5 million students involved in the Federal
grant programs and the guaranteed student loan program.
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And, is Mr. Ford nwntioned before, the image that has been cre-
ated by the administration's statements is that out of these 5 mil-
lion people ripping us off.

The tich kids are ripping us off', the poor kids are ripping us off,
and the program is like a sieve. We are not getting anything back.

Now, we hate net er been able on this committee to find informa-
tion to substantiate that belief and in reading your report, I cer-
tainly don't get the fee:ing on the cases that you are citing and on
the information you are giving. Where you cite one student here,
and one student there and there are aliens that are cheating us,
and that this is something we can condemn a program over.

I mean I don't get that at all. Maybe I an, misreading what you
are saying here but I understand you have nearly 90 people as-
signed to working on this. Is that correct?

You indicate 25 percent of your staff is involved here and you
mention 370-some people, so I assume that maybe you have 90 of
your people involved in this investigation?

Mr. THOMAS. Of ihe city investigation; no, sir.
Mr. PEYSta How many people were involved in putting the in-

vestigation together?
Mr. nitwits. You are talking about the investigation of the il-

A legal aliens?
Mr. PEYSER. Oh, no, about everything. Of all the 172 cases that

we have come up with that the Justice Department has taken, I
gather that there has been a lot of investigating going on.

I am trying to find out how much investigating.
Mr. THOMAS. We have a nationwide staff, including management

and secretarial and investigators of about 70.
Mr. PEYSER. So 70 people have been involved full time in this op-

eration?
THofgAs. That is correct.

Mr. PEYSER. And out of all of those people and all that work that
is going on we seem to be coming up for each one of them we have
got one case that has been accepted by the Justice Department.

My feeling is that there is not a great deal out there. You say a
large number and say 70 people, over how long 4 period of time has
this investigation been going on for all of these things?

Mr. THOMAS. We have been in business since May of 1980 and I
came to the Department in the fall of 1980 and that is when we
began to put the staff together.

Mr. PEYSER. So for nearly 18 or 20 months, with 70 people work-
ing full time with the whole country involved, with over ,5 million
students under the program, not counting other student aid pro-
grams, it seems to me like we have come up with a handful of
cases, and these are people who are not just abusing. They are law-
breakers, people who are outright breaking the law and doing it
with full knowledge of what they are doing.

I think if that is the case, Mr. Chairman, we are doing much
better than I thought we might have been doing on these pro-
grams.

Mr. SIMON. Would my colleague yield?
Mr. PEYSER. I will be glad to.
Mr. SIMON. Let me follow up.
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As I read the costs disallowed and questioned, I assume when
you say questioned these are things where there is a question of
what is right or wrong, it ameunts for the fiscal year to $25 3 mil-
lion. ,

Since the total program costs about $6.4 billion we are talking
about less than one-third of 1 percent of the total when we talk
about costs disallowed or questioned.

Now, that does not include the student default problem, I recog-
nize.

From your experience in other departments or as you talked to
other Inspectors General, it strikes me that this may be an excep-
tionally good record rather than one that we should hang our head
in shame about. Or am I reaching some conclusions that I should
not reach?

Mr. THOMAS. I don't think you are reaching conclusions that you
should not, Congressman. I think that the dollar amounts that are
showed are the result of audits for a 1-year period that have been
done primarily by independent public accountants of the student
aid programs.
,, The numbers that you have recited, the $25.3 million, reflect
that effort.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
Mr. Bail ey.
Mr. BAILEY. I have a couple of questions for you, Mr. Inspector

General. And I would like to preface this by telling you that we
have had some rather heated discussions on the committee con-
cerning misapplied or that word in the law that seems to indicate
that a substantially wealthy person might obtain funding for their
college student and instead of applying that to the college student's
education might simply buy money market funds in order to take
advantage of the low cost.

And we have made certain changes in the law during the last
session through the resolutions among much wailing and moaning
about whether the remaining need or income limits should be ap-
plied.

As Inspector General do you look at income limits or remaining
needs as an aid in inspection toward misapplication of funds or is
that misapplication so difficult to ,determine that with your 70
people nationwide you have to really go after the larger cases?

Would you care to comment about that?
Mr. THOMAS. The investigations that we have done are primarily

the result of some kind of allegation that we have received of
wrongdoing. And as a consequence, generally speaking, there has
been a reason to believe on somebody's part that there is some-
thing wrong before the case comes to our attention.

The 70 people that you mentioned and I believe Mr. Peyser men-
tioned earlier relate to the number of people that we have through
all the programs not just the student aid program, although the
majority of the staff is involved in the student aid activity.

Mr. BAILEY. Do you have other activities that yoki are working on
in addition to these?

Mr. THOMAS. Yes; that is right.
Mr. BAILEY. And -as you indicated, you cooperate with the Justice

Department. You really don't have time, manpower or incentives

,
9
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to go after individual people where it might be very, very difficult
to prove that they misapplied money, whether they really were ap-
plying this money as people indicated, whether they bought a
sports car with or n6t, even though that is the intent?

You don't have the iools to accomplish that, do you?
Mr. TWA1AS. It seems to me, Congressman, that there may be

two issues here that you are dealing with.
Let me see if I can separate them in my own mind. If we did not

have an indication that a person obtained the funds through an il-
legal process then we probably would not look at how the funds
were speut at all as part of our investigative effort.

So it would only be in followup of the person who had gotten
those funds illegally that we would be involved irr a specific stuaent
loan or grant. And our concern there would be primarily on wheth-
er or not there is any criminal act committed by that individuals
obtaining those funds from the federal system as opposed to where
those funds were used.

Now, as a general rule we would not have gone out to look at a
case and see whether or not a person had used the money for
money market certificates or for a sports car unless there was an
indication that he had obtained those funds in an illegal fashion.
That is not the kind of thing that we would normally do.

Mr. BAILEY. And that, I think, is of substantial public concern
about the college program.

Thank you for your comments. I hope that if you uncover during
your investigation of these large numbers of doubtful claimants
that your iaspection procedures indicate better reforms that we
can make.

I hope that you will ccntinue to indicate those to this committee.
Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Weiss?
Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. 'inspector General, is the investigation or foliow up on default

at all touched upon by your department or is that handled by other
people?

Mr. THOMAS. That is generally handled by other people. We
would do an internal evaluation as part of the process of internal
audit. We have not yet done that.

Mr. WEISS. I think that the reason that you are feeling some ex-
pressions of frustration is not because of your work but because of
the political use to which this whole issue has been put, allegations
made without substance, distortions, so that when you read the
headline you get one impression.

You read the story in the press and you get an entirely different
impression.

As far as I am concerned within the realm that you have been
assigned to do work, you are doing good work. And what you, I
think, are demonEtrating, and you can tell me if I am correct, is
that which has invariably come forth in all the IG investigations

hich is tkat the bulk of the fraud is not by the recipients, that is
the heavy fraud, the fraud that costs money, but by some element,
of prov iders or third parties who decide that they are going to get
in the gravy. And that, in essence, is what you have found as far as
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the cases that you have sent to the Justice Department as far as
the dollar value of the cases that you referred, is not That so?

Mr. THOMAS. I would say that is very definit:Ay so; yes, sir.
We have focused, in some cases, on the institution, on a particu-

lar proprietary school that has abused the system and, therefore,
all tlw students or the majority a the students for that institution

4. And those are the kinds of cases that we have worked with with
the Justice Department. Those are the cases which have taken the
largest portion of our staff effort.

Mr. WEIss. The Bell & Howell case, it is hard to really under-
stand what that case is, about but apparently almost $-1 million is
being returned to the Government that was improperly gained by
That company or officers of that company; is that correct?

Mr, THOMAS. Yes, sir.
Mr. WEISs. And through sonw kind of fraudulent or inappropri-

ate illegal means, yes?
Mr. THOMAS. Yes.
Mr. WEiss. And then you cite some examples of problems,and I

am shocked that in the first instance the excess interest was taken
by the State guarantee agency because it was, in your words, "al-
lowed by current regulations."

So that was not an abuse of the system but a vagueness in the
regulations NS h tch appropriately and properly allowed that agency
to choose whichever system was more beneficial to it; is that cor-
rect?

Mr. TuomAs. That is correct. They were options of different
kinds of processes and the agency to whom the loans were sold
used one and the um to whom the loan was made used another
and it resulted in different results for a period of time.

Mr. Wiass. And it is perfectly within the law and you have made
recommendations to tighten that up so it does not continue?

Mr. THOMAS. That is r:ght.
Mr. Whiss. And the last item, the cash management practices ap-

parently you say tlwre may be $11 million in excess interest costs
involved.

I assume that that, too, was money that was retained properly
but to the detriment of the Federal Government; is that correct?

Mr. TnomAs. It was obtained properly ii one context. Even
though there are rules that say you should only draw down a short
period of time for usage and, in fact, greater amounts were drawn
down. So as far as an ilkgal act it was not an illegal act It was a
judgmenrcall, I would say.

Mr. WEISS. Right.
Mr. THOMAS. That report has not been issued yet. We have

issued drafts and generally the management of the department
supports the recommendations that they are making and we antici-
pate that this will be tightened up.

Mr, WFAss. Has e you had discussions, incidentally, within the de-
partment as to V. hat happens to your operation upon dismantling
of the department?

Mr. TuomAs. It is my understanding that a decision I-as not been
made as to exactly w hat kind of reorganization will come about In
my formal discussions I have an indication that it. there is a new

11)
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educational organizaion that there will be an Office of the Inspec-
tor General within such an organization.

Mr. FORD. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. WEISS. I would be pleased to yield.
Mr. FORD. After reading the other day that there are some $600

million this year in oil and gas royalties that were not paid on
Indian /lands and other Government-owned property that maybe
the Interior Department could use your 70 investigators over there
because yo :. could really collect some money for us if we put you
over there.

Thank you.
Mr. WEISS. Together with the Department of Education?
Mr. FORD. Well, they are not making much money here but it

looks like you could pick it up by the hundreds of millions over at
Interior if you catch these guys who are plugged into our Indian
lands and not paying for the oil.

Mr. BAILEY. We will call it the Oil and Gas and Indian Education
Foundation.

Mr. WEISS. But I gather that they are scheduled for elimination,
too. So maybe you will go into business for yourselves, I don't
know.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr:SIMON. Mr. Thomas, if I may just follow up on the last ques-

tion by Mr. Weiss, this $11 million in excess interest, in your
report I note that you refer to this as caused by poor cash manage-
ment practices in student financial aid programs.

From your observation of personnel we have 'in these programs
operating like this, do we have a good balance, and I hope the
bookkeepers in here will forgive me, between hard-nosed bookkeep-
ers and education policymakers in the office so that we can avoid
this kind of a mistake?

I would just be interested in your impression.
Mr. THOMAS. I don't have any reason to think otherwise, Con-

gressman. You are talking about now, in the department?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. THOMAS. The people that I have been working with have ex-

pressed an extreme amount of interest in taking actions and they
demonstrate to me the ability to take those actions so I don't have
any reason to think otherwise than what you said.

Mr. SIMON. Have you, in any way, received any political pressure
to do or not to do things as an Inspector General? It is just a very
general question.

0
Mr. THOMAS. Absolutely not; no, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Then, finally, ana this has nothing to do with the im-

mediate questions in front of us but one of the bills that is before
this subcommittee is one that affects DQ University, an Indian uni-
versity in California.

My understanding is that you have some studies going on regard-
ing that institution. Are you at liberty at this point to indicate
what those studies show or can you indicate how soon the subcom-
mittee can have the results of those studies?

Mr. THOMAS. The basic field work, Mr. Chairman, has now been
completed and the staff is in the process of bringing together a
draft report.
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My feeling is that until such time as we have had them bring
together that draft report to make sure that the points are well
stated and well founded that at that time we will be giving a draft
of that to the auditee, in this case DQ University, for them to go
over and make sure that they do nost have any additional informa-
tion which we did not have access to or did not consider in our
audit process.

And once we get that information then we would be happy and
willing to sit down with you or your staff and share with you the
results of that.

Mr. SimoN. So we are talking about 6 weeks, roughly, or what
kind of timeframe?

Mr. THOMAS. I would say around 6 weeks would be satisfactory.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Ford?
Mr. FORD. The first question is, have you encountered any abuse

of the student financial aid programs that you have no L. been able
to reach legally?

In other words, do we have any gaps in the law? Is it possible to
abuse the program and not violate the law?

Mr. THOMAS. OfT the top of my head, Congressman, I can't think
of anything that would fit that category.

Mr. FORD. Well, one of the.problems we have and I have read the
sections of the law to so many Members of Congress that I really
ought to remember it.

On October 3, 1980, we added to title 20 United States Code, sec-
tion 1097 Criminal Penalties, and made it a felony, as a matter of
fact, for people to do the kind of things that have been described in
your examples even when those things would also be a violation of
State laws such as the embezzlement you talked about.

Obviously, the person who did the embezzling could have been
prosecuted in the State courts without the Federal statute but the
statute says that:

Any person knowingly and willfully mbezzles, misapplies, steals or obtains by
fraud, false statement or forgery, funds, assets or property pro% ided or insured
under this Title shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned for not more
than five years. or both.

I still find that as a result of new people in the administration
assuming that no one in Washington ever cared before they got
here whether people violated the law or not that they don't know
that it is a felony to do the things that they say are being done on
a wholesale basis out there by young people who are abusing the
program.

And if you tun across a case where you see an abuse and the
U.S. attorney is telling you that we have not got tough enough
with 5 years in prison and $10,000, I hope you will let us know so
we can toughenthe law up, because Mr. Simon and I are two of the
great law and otder members of this body.

In your report submitted earlier, the semiannual report to Con-
gress, after reviewing the numbers of things that you were doing in
the Office of the Inspector General, on page 23 you have a heading._

STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

Student Financial Assistance programs are administered by the Office of Educa
tion to proade financial aid for Indiv iduals or training beyond a ,..gh school level-

11
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Findik *di did 1111,%idi d presoited about $6 billion in giants. interest on
loans. gu,n.nitved loan-. and varnings on vork stud> plograms

Then you go on to enumerate the problems that 3 ou found, the
first one, la, different interest computation methods in excess of in-
terest payment and you indicate that the Department of Fducation
paid $34fi,o(t) in excess interest during the period April 1977 to
September 19.SO because of the different interest computation
methods used by the lenders and the Student Loan Marketing As-
sociation of this State.

We estimate that as much a 4 millijn in excess payments may
have been made nationwide from 1975 to 1979, $4 million over -1
years. But, nesertheless, that appears to be an auditor's quibble
about how bankers compute interest, something that would prob-
ably be incomprehensible to me if you tried to explain it to me.

Poor cash management practices in student financial aid
programs resulted in unnecessary interest costs of $1.3 million.

"icl Abuse of student financial assistance programs by two 'pro-
prietary"colleges resulted in termination and proposed fines of $3
million.

And then, "td), erroneous interests of $2 million paid by ED. The
Education Department erron'eously paid lending institutions $2
million in interest for loans that they paid to the Student Aid Mar-
keting Association."'

Again, it sounds like the bankers and auditors are quibbling
about what is right. They don't allege any illegal activities here. It
appears that the administrative errors here cost far more than any
of the cases 3 ou haw enumerated with respect to fraud and embez-
zlement.

That, indeed, the argument about the interest rate differences
here totaled more millions of dollars than all of the cases you have
enumerated of people who has e been discoNered to has e deliberate-
ly stolen from the program.

"tel. ED. oNerpaid State agency $2 million for losses on defaults
01- guaranteed student loans.

Again, an argument between the State-guaranteeing agency and
the Office of EducatiOn on what the proper amounts would be.

What I find here is in this report not one single mention of the
misapplication of funds such as Mr. Bailey mentioned a few mo-
ments ago as one of the things I came across.

Although in this report you do talk about the 27 aliens and it is
interesting that today you talk about them as illegal, aliens but in
your report to the Congress you did not call them illegal aliens,
you called them nonresident aliens.

Can you tell me what the difference between an illegal alien or a
nonresident alien is with respect to the student aid program?

Mr. THOMAS. No, sir, I guess I can't. I am not sure that, there is a
technical difference in the terminology that was used there.

Mr. FORD. Well, there certainly is a technical difference. It hap-
pens esery day in my district. I have Canadians who drive legally
across the bridge every day and work at the Ford MotOr Co. Wel!,
they did when we were still making cars.

But before the depression, people drove from Canada eNery day
to work. They had a green card. They are nonresident aliens but
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they are legal aliens and you are using artful terms. You are the
No. 1 Inspector General over there. "

These are terms of art that even a lawyer as inexperienced as I
am can recognize have, some meaning, and it seems to me that if
we have got a glitch in the law that lets people sneak across the
border i had better be careful because I ar. right on the Canachan
border and those people are going to be sneaking over getting On

education at our expense.
Now, would you find out what the difference is between the time

you filed this report. in Se,?tember when you referred to the 27
cases as nonresident aliens and now in your testimony to Us and
your formal statement you, refer to them as illegal aliens and,
indeed, does it make any differeqe it they are aliens whether they
are nonresidcnit or illegal with respect to getting the student loan9

I think that since you use that as one of your prime examples
and the only one that has any substantial evidence of students
themselves participating, in a sort of massive effort-27 of them

It has alarmed you enough s, that you indicated earlier that you
intend to pursue this problem to other parts of the country. I
assume you are going to go to Buffalo, N.Y., and see how many
people come across Niagara Falls and ga to Buffalo Community
College. And the University of Detroit and Wayne State University
commuting by bus from Windsor all up and down our borders.

Most of the time we talk about illegal or nonresident aliens
around this country you are talking about Mexicans, Cubans, Hai-
tians and other kinds of people who tend to irritate some part of
the population and certainly have got this administration upset
But in my .part of the country 6:: ,thances are 99 out of 100 that
they are nice Canadians who up until now have been our friends
and allies.

I Avish that you would tell the committee, if not now then follow-
ing the hearing, what the significance of illegal or nonresident
aliens accessing this program really is.

Mr. Timms. All right, Sir. I will provide that for you.
[The information followsl

D,S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION,
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL,

Februaty 26, 1982

Hon Nil. SIMoN.
Chatrman. Subcommittee on Postsecondar,v Education, House of Representatives,

Washington
DEAR MR. CHAIHMAN. VHS is in response to your letter of January 28, 1982, re-

questing additional information on the activities of my office relative to audits and

investigations of student financial aid programs. The clarifying information you re-
quested and specific imswers to questions raised are attached

Please excuse the delay in my response. Unfortunately, we did not receive your '

letter in this office until f'ebruary '22, 1982.
Sincerely,

Enclosure

QUESTION FROM MIL SIMON

JAMES B. THOMAS. Jr.

Question /, What is the difference between "questioned" and "disallowed" expend.
itures" A definition of,your use of each term would be helpful.

Answer Questioned* costs are costs incurred by a grantee or contractor on behalf
ot ED.funded activities but, because they lack adequate supporting documentation
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ur written policies .. procedures. etc . <Alt' questioned by the auditor. In other words,
these are eusts fur which the auditor s unable tu express an opinion regarding their
eligibday or alluwabilitY ED management officials must determine- what action to
take on the questionedcusts based un the auditor's explanation uf the finding as
well as un subsequent evidence proYided by the auditee that the costs were support-
able and allowable under the program regulations. If costs questioned in an audit
report are subsequently determinA tu be eligible by ED numagement, the costs will
be reclassified as eligible and no financial adjustment ill be required by the auch-
tee If. however. ED managenwnt officials deternune that the questioned costs have
nut been properly supported ur are in fact ineligible, tlw 4:UM.) are recidssifwd as
disallowed and e,teps taken by ED management tu effect fimincial reeewery uf adjust-
ment

On the other hand, disallowed costs are costs incurred by grantees or contractors
on behalf uf ED-funded actiy ales which are determined by the auditor tu be clearly
ineligible based un law. contractual ,egreements ur ED, State ur local agency policies
and regulations. The auditor awn recommends that ED managment officials disal-
low the costs and effect financial recovery or adjustment.

QUESTION FROM MR. Rath

Qwestwn 1. What IS the difference between "Illegal" and "nun resident" ab used in
your testimony and the Semi-Annual Report to Congress': You should indicate how
each dfinition relates to eligibility for or partiupation in title IV programs.

Answer In tlw context uf both the Semi-Annual Report and my testimony, the
terms "non resident and aIIegd were broadly used tu describe nun immigrant
aliens who were ineligible for Title IV program benefits.

Eligibility requirements for student financial aid are set forth in the 1981-1982
Federal Stade nt Financial Aid Handbook. With respect to cituenship requirements
es.sennal proeisions require that a student must be one of the following.

U S citizen, U S. national, Have an I 151 or I-331 tAhen Registration, Receipt
Card, Permanent resident uf the Trust Territory uf the Paufk Islands, Permanent
resident of Northern Mariana Ishmds.

It a student lb nut in une uf these categories. then the stqtlent must have one uf
the following documents from INS:

I 94 Arrival Departure Recordzo with one of the following endorsements. 'adjust
ment applicant ". refugee", conditional entrant'', "indefinite parole, Official docu-
nwntation that he or she has been granted asylum in the U.S. or. Other premf from
INS that he or she is in the US. for other than a temporary purpose.

In the cases referred tu n both the Semi-Annual Report and rny testimony, all
ahens indicted %Nen: non immigrant aliens tany alien whose reason for coming to the
U S involves .1 temporary stay that will end when its purpose has been accom-
plishedJ at the time they filed their appheations fur Pell Grants and. ur Guaranteed
Student Loans and did not meet any uf the elgibility requirements described above.
They all falsely claimed to be US. citizens on their applications.

QUESTIONS FROM MR.

Qttsttor, ; During your testimony, you indicated that your staff has been reduced
and your naYel budget restricted. What additional reductions ur travel restrietions
do you anticipate as part of the fiscal year 1983 budget?

AllbM't Thy staff reductions and travel restrictions referred tu in my testimony
relate to problems dt,bouated with the limited funding pros ided under the fiscal
,yedr 198.: continwng resolution The President's March budget request included
$1211 million, 333 positions and adequate travel funds fur our office. The revised
budget included omy $11 1 million and our OMB ceiling is 304. The continuing reso-
lution. howeven limas our fundmg to $11 million, 16 percent less than the March
request This luntittion required that we freeze hiring, curtail promota.ns, and sig-
nificantly reduce necessary travel. Thus we haYe been unable tu fill acancies as
they occurred or meet our travel needs. Our full tinw equiYalent staff has decreased
from 302 in January 1981 tu -09 m February 1982. The fiscal year 1983 Department-
al Budgt provides 304 positions and an increase in travel funds

Quostwn .2 In Your best judgment, how much staff and travel funds du you re-
quire to effeenyefy carry out your responsibilities %Nith respect to Education Depart-
ment programs tassume no further changes in the programs)?

Answer The fiscal year 1983 btaffing leYel request of 301 fb the .54111e /lb our fiscal
year 1981 and fiscal year 1982 leYels. I believe this "hold steady" ievels is appropn-
ate in light of changes we know are coming Aside from any possible changs in
programs, coming ch.mges include unplementation of OMB Circular A-102, Attaeh-
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ment P. which establishes a single audit requirement for State and local govern-
ment entities and provides that we build on these audits in any work we do The
impact on our staffing needs from A-IO2 will be unclear until we gain some experi-
ence with in. Changes coming also include those resulting from block grant legisla-
tion already passed for many Departmental programs. In terms of travel funds
needed, we believe the V36,000 requested in our budget will be sufficient

Question d. Could you specify what part of that staff would focus on studént aid
programs?

Answer. Our fiscal year 1982 audit work plan provides for approximately 34 staff
years of audit effort on student aid programs. This represents about 27 percent of
our available audit resources. Based on the number of allegations received and cases
opened last year, we plan to devote about 65 percent of our investigative resources
to student aid programs, This represents approximately 42 staff years

OTHER Qt.) EsTiorts

Question /. You cited two separate cases where the Department made excessive
payments to Guarantee agencies. Could you estimate for us how much money in
excess payments is made to Guarantee agencies nationwide?

Answer. At the present time, we do not have a basis for estimating all excess pay-
ments made to Guarantee agencies nationwide. Where appropriate, however, we do
project the results of individual audits to show nationwide impact In one of the two
cases cited, for example, we estimated that excess interest payments to Guarantee
agencies nationwide may have totaled as much as $4 million over a four-year period

Question How many Guarantee agencies have you investigated? Do you have
any current ongoing audits involving Guaratitee agencies and the amounts of
monies they receive from the Department of Education or collect?

Answer. We have issued audit reports on two Guarantee agencies An audit report
on a third Guarantee agency is in draft. We are currently doing audit field work at
a fourth agency. Our work plan for fiscal year 1982 calls for audits of four more
agencies, however, this number will probably be reduced because of the hiring
freeze and travel restrictions. In the central office, we are reviewing the current
need for advance funds provided to Guarantee agencies in the past

Question .1. Overall do you have any estimate of how much money or what per-
cent of total Federal monies going to institutims or Guarantee agencies are ems-
sive? How much of this do you feel is deliberate fraud and abuse as compared to
administrative inefficiencies and errors?

Answer. We do not have an overall estimate of excessive Federal monies that go
to institutions or Guarantee agencies. However, regarding the Pell Grant program,
a draft report prepared by an ED Contractor entitled "Quality in the Basic Grant
Delivery System" identified widespread errors. This report indicated that 73 percent
of all grant disbursements were in error and net disbursements to students included
overawards of $572 million and underawards of $119 million or a total of $453 mil-
lion in net overawards.

My personal belie; is that the majority of all excess funds paid are probably the
result of administrative inefficiencies and errors. However, the incidence of deliber-
ate fraud and abuse may well be above tolerable levels, We do not at present have a
scientific basis for providing estimates.

Question 4. Generally, how long does it take the Department to act upon your rec-
ommendations? How actwely do you monitor whether or nat your recommendations
are being followed?

Answer. Generally, the Department is trying to close all aua.ts within six months
As of January 31, 1981, 535 or 33 percent of the unresolved 1,617 reports on hand
were over six months old. This represents a significant improvement over the 1,804
unresolved audits over six months old reported as of September :30, 19)31 and reflects
the Department's commitment to remedy this problem,

The Office of Inspector General has been actively monitorirg the audit resolution
process. In this regard, We provide the Secretary and the Under Secretary with
monthly status reports on unresolved audits along with a brief analysis and aging
schedule of all open audits. Additionally, where necessary we specificaly follow up
with individual offices that are experioncing delays or difficulties in rlsolving old
audits. Also, we are nearing completion of a formal audit resolution system which
should further improve the timeliness with which audit reports are closed

Question .5. Have you conducted any investigations into Pell Grant overawards9
Do you plan to do such an audit in the near future?

Answer. We have not conducted any audits wholly devoted to the subject of Pell
iGrant overawards. We have, however, ncluded audit steps to detect overawards in
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our audits of the student ud programs at iristautions. Steps aimed at detecting
ucerawtud, are also me hided 111 the audit guide fur independent public accountants
for use in their tiudits 01 institutions participating in the Pell Grant program. These
audits tire usually conducted biennially.

In addition, we are currently surveying Pell Grant application processing, award
colidation, paynwnts to institutions. and related acticities in the Office of
Postsecondary Education We will make a bimilar survey at the Systems Develop
ment Corporation, the cunti actor which processes applications and produces Student
Eligibility Reports In determining the specific scope uf the Juhsequent audit of the
corporation, we are considering the overawar4 problems cited in the draft report un
Quality in the Basic Grant Delicery System awntiuned abuce. We expect to begin

the audit during the current fiscal year,

Mr. FORD. Thank you, Mr. Ch
Mr. SIMON. I might mention

additional questions to you, Mr.
Mr. Erdahl?
Mr. ERDAHL. Mr. Chairman,

time.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Bailey?
Mr. BAILEY. No, thank you.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Weiss?
Mr. WEISS. No, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. We thank you very much, Mr. Thomas, for being

here and for your testimony.
Mr. THOMAS. Thank you, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Dr. Edward Ehnendorf, Deputy Assistant Secretary

for Student Pinancial Assistance, accompanied by James W. Moore,
Director of Student Financial Assistance Programs, William L.
Moran, Chief of the Pell Grant Policy Section, Joseph Vignone, the
Chief of the Basic Grants Branch, David Bayer, Chief of Guaran-
teed Student Loan Branch, and Richard ILAings, Director of the
Division of Certification and Program Review.

Dr. Elmendorf, we are pleased to have you. You may read your
statement or we can enter it in the record and you can summarize,
however you wish to proceed.

[The prepared statement of Edward Elmendorf follows.]

airman.
that we would like to submit some
Thomas, for entering in the record.

I have no further questions at this

PREPARED STATEMENT ok DR ELAN ARD M. ELMENDollt, DE.Puri ASMSTANT SEL RETARN,
STI. DENT FINAM IAL ASSISTANI.E, ACCOMPANIED ON JAMEs W. MooRk., DIRELTuR,
STLDENT FINANCIAL ASsisTANT PRooltAMS, RICHARD A. DASTIM,S, ACTINt, DIRFA
TOR, DIVISION OF CERTIM ATION AND PathatAm 14.1,1m, DAN ID C. 13MER,

PatANTELD Sn DENT LoAN BRAN( H, DPIs1uN u Pout AND PRoultAM DEN LIMP-
NIENT, JosErn A VIoNoNE, CHIEF, BASIC GRANT BRANCH, AND Wn.huot L. MORAN,
OHM POLIC1 SECTION, BASIC GRANT BRANCH

I am pluatAA tu have this opportunity to repurt to you un the- status of our student
assistance programs, and some of the managenwnt initeatices !tact! undertaken
in the Office of Student Financial Assistance.

In this academic year we estimate that some S,9110,(MO awards will have been
ndt 1.111dvr OSFA administered programs with expenditures of $6,063,7:Ai,000, Let
me bring you up to date on each of our major programs.

PELL GRANTS

The Pell Grant program has grown dramatically from a modest prui,itini began in
the 1973 74 academic year with an appropriation of $122.1 milholi which enabkd
grants to be made to IKON) students In the current year we expect to pros ide as-
bIStcluly to approximately t.l.S million students. The aceiage award is expected to be
$S3$. resultilir in an estimated expenditure of $2 346 billion.

As the Subwmmittee well knows. for a period early last year the processing
b:rbtern Naz. stopped arid applications Vk ere not processed, resulting in a huge backkg



by tile rune prises-one ts+is resuno (I We tail haeopily report that by nod summer.
the hatklog had been depleted and plotessing has since proceeded at a norm,d pace

We %%Ill begin pr+Sessing appl u at ions for the coming st hind Near within I

weeks A Famity Contribution Schedule for the Pell Grant program tSaS submitted
October Pi, I Is I. and rejected by the Senate on December 10, 19S1 The develop
went of a new scheduie was governed bN pros isions of the third continuing appro

tation resolution lor fiscal year I9s2 'That resolution, under which we are now
operating, specifies that the 1:0-2 s+1 Pell Grant Family Contribution Schedules shall
be the same as the 1:Isl Schedules, with the exception of A.ertam specified moddi
cations The Continuing Resolution also authorued int lontinued use of separate
need allab "Is 5% sterns for the campus+based progianis for the 1982 1++3 award year
The final tegulations for the 19s2-s3 Pell Grant Fannly Contribution Schedules. re
fleeting the directices of the Continuing Resolution and the Resolution of Disappi oc
al. were submitted to Congress un December 30, 19S1, and published in the Federal
Register On +January e+, I9s2

Consistent with the authority granted in the Reconciliation legislation of last
August, we will hace a series of assessmeat tates on parental discretionary income
The rates will range in lour steps how 11 percent for the first $5,000 to 25 percent
tor income aboce SIA000 The asset teserce has been raised for the parentts of de

pendent students ,and fur independent students who hace dependents A . mocided
In the Senate s resolution, there will be a $2500 asset reserce against .+rlier person
at assets, and ..i,'s0.000 against farm and. or business assets Llowecr the total asset
reserce that a tainal, can use will be linnted to $100.000 41+,,,ist all ol their assets
In addition, the Lundy size offset., hace been raised kt 1 percent over those used
in pist-2 to reflect inflation

Another major modification bur 1982-s3, uusistent with the Senate resolution, is
the exclusion or the student's Soual Sec unty benefits and ceterans educational
benefits paid under chapters $1 and 3:; of title 3. United States Code, in determin
mg a student s eligibility index These benefits will, howecer. be considered in deter
mining the amount ol a student's Pell Grant. because tbe total of the student's Pell
Grant, expected family contribution, Social Serum ity, °Ad VA benefits may not
exceed the student's cost of attendance

twat liv CONTROL, riTunv

The findincts ol a Departmental Quality Control Study indicate serious errors in
Pell Grant awards The study further indicates that most awald errors are the
result of inaccurate inhumation reported on the application form As the Committee
knows. the student aid programs hace traditionally relied on self reported informa
tionmuch of which is of an estimated or projected nature Most of the errors,
therefore, are not the result of willful and intentional fraud and abuse on the part
ot students and parents, but can be attributed to an application process with an in
herently high probability of error

The result, howecer. as found in our study. is that 11 percent of all recipients re
ported erroneous information which affected their award amounts by plus or minus
two dollars or more The total net ocerpayment attributable to erroneous applica
non data for the 1itsu-s1 academic year is il2$9 million The reporting of items re
lattng to family adjusted gross income was particulory error-prone

As first but significant step in correcting award errors. the Department pro
poses to expand ur eiit altdat itin efforts to include the requirement that all eligi
hie applicants submit coptes of the lrr 141 tax forms relating to the Pell Grant applica
tnin

"Die effort will focus on two partit ularlc error prone items on the student applica
tion--- adjusted gross income and taxes paid The central processor will notify all ap
phtants on the basis of uncerified data that they must submit appropriate
10 Ins to the tnstitution they wish to attend. The institution will then check the op
pheation against the information on the 1010 and teturn the correct+ d information
to the central processor lot reprocessing in those cases where a significant discrep
ancy is found Taniaing the c ification to only two Items should serce +to minimire
the burden on Inst it WW1 v af the same time achiec e significant socings in.the
Pell Grant Program We anticipate tla proposal would cield approximately $129

uiillioon in from error reduction at a cost to the Federal Government of $:-+
indium in centtal pi-4K essing orts and S5 million in admintstratice allowances for
educat lon 111,a MUM,

AN haiNf' requested that million of the progiam funds made acallable under the
ontinuing Resolution be it+mogianinied to pay for the additional central pi ocessmg

(lbsts and that institutions reteice an administrative allowance for 2 00 per verified
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application appruxiniately $5 2 million in aggregate-to 4 umpens.,te them for this
verifiLation effort It should be noted that this request dues nut mar Ise the overall
funding level for the program our dues it result in a Z., ignilk.tnt redu tom in indi-
vidual student awards for academic year 1982-83. We would also note that we view
this as an interim solution fur the 1982-83 academic year. The Department's longer
term proposals are currently being developed and we expect that they will be an-
nounced along with the fiscal year i9 budget We are hopeful that our request
will be received faborably The savings achieved from preventing these ovenawards
will allow additional and increased awards fur students who truly heed that assist-
ance

STATE STUDENT INCENTIVE GRANTS.

We estimati. that in this school year approximately 307,000 students will receive
State grant awards aberagini, $500 It seems apparent that this program has truly
fulfilled its inetntiv e role All states are now participating and this year total State
grant payout will exceed $90( milhon of which only $76,75 million are Federal SSIG
funds

CAMPUS-BASED

During this academic year, more than $1.1 billion has been obligated under the
three campus-based programs, the College Work-Study CWS,, the Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grant iSEOGi, and the National Direct Student Loan
IN1)SL1 programs We estimate that these funds will assist approximately 1.5 mil-
lion needy students at 4,300 colleges and universities.

Spocifically. with funding of $550 million, we estimate some 990,000 students are
being provided work opportunities under the CWS Program at 3,307 participating
institutions These stuients earned on an average, apprommatel) $600 tu assist in
meeting their expenses uf this school year Four thousand, twenty-four schools are
participating in the SEOG Program, with funding of $370 million, We estimate some
5S6,000 students have received grants averaging $600,

Mso during academic year 1981-82 3,365 institutions received new Federal capital
contributions under the NDSL program. We should note that 340 institutions re-
quested no new Federal capital and habe gone into voluntary revolving status An
additional 370 schools were denied new capital because of then tailor,. to provide
due diligence in loan collections. In all, a total of $761,881,000 was available from
which we estimate over 790,000 students will have received loans this year.

We do continue to experience problems in collections. As the Committee knows,
the GAO came out with a report last fall critical of the high default rate in the loan
program Earlier this month, proposed regulations were issued which would prevent
schools with a default rate ober 2.; percent from getting new Federal capital, except
under specific appeal criteria This measure was taken to lessen the likelihood of
loss of NDSL funds, to encourage institutions to better manage then loan funds, and
to base awards (311 actual collection results rather than on instatutionai claims. We
estimate that approximately 800 institutions have default rates exceeding 25 pel-
cent.

Under the terms of the proposed regulations, institutions may appeal the penalty
if they can ow that the figures do not reflect their current collection effort.

In the near future, we expect to issue two additional sets of regulations. The first
would address due diligence requiiements, the second would deal with loan assign-
ment specifics, gibing institutions clear cut procedures for submitting loan paper.

We would note that the complexity of program admimstration has increased with
the changes in interest rates, i.ancellation provisions and other elements of the stat-
ute While billing can be consolidated for the student, we cannot consolidate the
loans because of the different terms. Consequently, institutions must maintain
action on separate accounts on each loan made. We are consequently unable to
eliminate the burden on institutions as we have to some extent fur student borrow-
ers.

GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS

The Guaranteed Student Loan Program, the only entitlement program in our stu-
dent aid portfolio, continues to grow both in loan volume and cost to the govern.
ment For example, in fiscal year 1981, 3.5 million students obtained loans in the
amount of r 7 billion- a "whopping" 52 percent increase in the number of borrow .
erS and a 60 percent increase in the amount borrovved. In program costs to the gov-
ernment. we have a similar situation. Fiscal year 1981 required $2.5,35 billion in ap
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propriated funds. an Ile of 5s peicent o%er the prior year And. unless further
legislatire changes ale made rer% earlr this year. we project that $3,091 billion will
be required this year. assuming that 91day Treasury bills will average 11 73
cent for the rest 01 this year We rrould note that with a poi tfolio of approxima"Ply
:$29 billion erery one percent annual change in Treasury bill rates translates into
$299 million in pi ograni costs Ob%musly, in these days of economic stringency, we
must examine ways to restrict these expenditures We hope that working together
rre can come up %kith a legislative package to control the costs of this program

A number of activities and problems in the GSL program warrant your attention
We have recently completed a preliminary study of the financial position of the 52
guarantee agencies that administer the GSL program m every State except Missis-
sippi and North Dakotaand I am pleased to state that these two States expect to
hare guarantee agencies operational this spring The incentives enacted into law in
1976 have worked There were onb 29 States with guarantee agency programs prior
to the Education Amendments of 1976. But I think %N e have provided more than ade-
quate funding to the agencies to pay their operating costs, build their reserves and
cover their current default costs. In addition to Federal funding for these purposes,
the agencies are permitted by Federal law to charge insurance premiums and they
receive investment income on their reserve holdings It is clear that many agencies
can now pay their own way We find it extremely difficult to recommend to the Con-

gress, funding cuts that affect studeats and colleges while we continue to improve
the agencies reserves with more funds than they need We have to look seriously at
the way we are now supporting, the guarantee agencies. especially in the area of
their administrative expenses. A letter has just been sent to all agencies asking that
they work with us in proposing solutions to this problem

The Postsecondar% Student Assistance Amendments of 1981 made two major
changes to the PLI..) Program It allowed graduate or professional and independent
undergraduate students to borrow under that program and also raised the interest
rate to 14 percent for all new loans.

These new statutory changes to the PLUS program have resulted in some addi-
tional delays in some States in implementing the PLUS program Program litera-
ture. applications, promissory notes, operating forms, computer software, among
other things, had to be redesigned. In addition, the guarantee agencies had signifi-
cant other new legislative changes to implement, most on rather short notice, and
many of which required a major labor intensive effort In order to maximize savings
of Federal dollars, we had to ask that a very short time frame be provided before
the new changes became effective. However, in doing so, we recognized that many
administrative problems are created for program participants In an ideal world, we
would probably suggest considerably longer periods of time between enactment and
implementation, Because so many students were able to obtain loans prior to the
effective dates of the various new statutory provisions, the pressure for PLUS loans
this academic year has, to a large extent, been minimized However, as the full
impact of these new changes are felt for the 1982-83 academic year, and especially
if Congress quickly approves our new legislative proposals, the demand for the
PLUS program in every State will rapidly escalate.

As of December 31, 1981, the PLUS program was in operation in 23 States We
anticipate that It will be operational in every State in time for the 1982-83 aca-
demic year There are still a couple of States which require State legislative approv-
al before they can implement the PLUS program And frankly, there are a few
States where the guarantee agencr has been dragging its feet Commercial lender
participation and Interest in the PLUS program is also a concern Yet, for those
who are familiar with the history of the GSL program, there was a lot of "foot drag-
ging" by the States and_commercial lenders in 1965 when the Higher Education Act
was originally enacted The loan volume and data on guarantee agency participa-

lion I quoted earlier vividly demonstrates that there is virtually no "foot dnagging"
today in the GSLP A lot of people had to work very hard and Congress has also
responded with numerous legislative changes to assure student access to GSLP
loans. While it may require a similar effort to "sell" the PLUS program, we are
convinced that this is the way to go and are dedicated to making that effort

In another areawe plan to submit the GSLP Family Contribution Schedule to
the Congress in the very near future. At the same time, this will be published in the
Federal Register as a notice of proposed rulemaking for public comment We expect
to propose that, for 1982-83, we follow essentially thii same procedures that are in
effect for the current academic year, the school may use the same "needs test" that
a uses for the campus-based stuoJent aid programs or it may use a short-form, table
lookup which was developed very quickly last summer with a magnificent joint
effort of Congressional staff, financial aid administrators, organizational and State,

H, -
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representatis .md our own staff Because of the need to publish the FamilyContri.
button Schedule as a final rule as boon as possible, we do not think it appropriate to
make any iagnificant changes to the urrent process. To do otherwise would not pro-
vide sufacient lead time to the schools The only change will be to update the Table
used in determining a fannWs financial contribution. However, for the 198344
year. we do expect to modifr the current system. In order to provide adequate plan.
ning time we expect to publish both the 1982-83 and the 1983-84 Family Contribu
tion Schedules at the same time. The same publication will include our proposed
regulations relating to the verification of the borrower's adjusted gross family
income 'This is part of our effort to reduce fraud and abuse in the student aid pro.grams

And that brings up an additional point. The legislation governing the GSL pro-
gram has been amended so -often and has become so complex that virtually no one
can comprehend it One of the major goals of this Administration is deregulation.
One of the major goals of the previous Administration was to write regulations in
simple English Neither of those laudable goals is possible in the GSLP with the
complex legislative base we have to start from. There is much that could be done to -
simplify the law and I suspect we would be surprised how much "fraud and abuse"
could be eliminated if we did We would be pleased to work with you in an effort to
clarify and simplify the law,

I would also like to highlight some of the measures we have taken and are taking
to improve our administration of these programs and reduce the incidents of waste,fraud, and abuse.

SATISFACTORY PROGRESS

As you know the Higher FAucation Act requires that a student be maintaining
satisfactory progress according to the standards and practices of the institution in
the course of study he or she is pursuing in order to receive financial aid under the
title IV student assistance programs In a recently published GAO study, the lack of
reasonable standards and adequate enforcement at many institutions is cited as a
serious abuse of Federal student aid programs In addition to cases in which institu-
tions failed to enforce their published Ltandards, this study cites the use of stand .
ards by institutions which do not adequately measure students' "progress" toward
their educational objective As an example, students at one of the institutions in the
GAO study remain eligible for title IV aid according to the satisfactory policies ofthe institution although they are never required to attain the institution's 2.00
grade point average graduation requirement. As another example, at a studied insti-
tution due to the institution's policies allowing for excessive withdrawals, a student
earned a total of only 14 credit hours.during six full-tirne semesters for which she
received $11,1145 in title IV aid.

With the deletion in the Education Amendments of 1980 of the limitation on
years of eligibility for aid from the Pell Grant and SEOG programs, the establish.
went and c 'orcement of reasonable satisfactory progress standards are increasing-
ly eritkal Therefore, regulations in this area are being developed to help ensure the
integrity of the student aid programs without encroaching on the statutory preroga-
tive of institutions to establish specific satisfactory progress standards.

Proposed standards were developed and approved by the American Council on
Education, the National Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Offi-
cers, and the National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators to assist
in the achievement of effective self-regulation by the higher education community.

The regulations we are developing would in general simply equate reasonable
standards with the adherence to pacies of good practice as developed and accepted
by the education community Adherence in general would be demonstrated by con-
formance with the standards of satisfactory progress set by the mstitution's nation-
ally recognized accrediting agency which incorporate certain basic elements devel.
oped by the community If no agency standards exist, or if an institution is-Aot gov-
erned by an agency, the propoSed regulation would require the institution to incor-
porate into its standards of satisfactory progress the basic elements developed by
the postsecondary education community. This community-based initiative does not
affect the insfitution's statutory prerogative to establish satisfactory progress stand-
ards but does provide guidelines to help ensure the integrity of the student aid.pro-
grams.

PURLIC.PRIVATE LOAN COLLECTION EFFORT

In March of last year, Secretary Belrannounced _plans to consolidate the Depart-
ment's defaulted Federal Insured Student Loan iFISL) and National Direct Student



Loan iNDSLi collection efforts to Just three of the ten Office of Student Financial
Assistance regional offices, mid initiate contract arrangements with private collec-
tion agencies to supplement this effort. This move was made after studies commis-
sioned both by the previous Administration and this Administration found that pri-
vate collectors were at least as successful as Federal collectors The internal consoli-
dation, which included all documentation transfers was completPd in late fall of last

year.
In late summer of 1981, the Department published a Request for Proposals. A

number of agencies responded with proposals to meet these contract requirements
Proposals were reviewed over a two month period following the closing date; and in
late December, contracts were awarded to Gulf Coast Services of Houston, Texiis. for
collection activities associated with the Atlanta and Chicago regional offices, and to
Payco American of Columbus. Ohio for collection activity associated with the San
Francisco regional office. These contracts will result in average commissions of 29c

per dollar collected. The initial transfer of 60,000 FISL loans took place yesterday,

January 26 Durinithe first year of these contracts, the private agencies will re-
ceive at least 90,000 FISL loans and 48,000 NDSL loans. The average value on each
of the FISL loans is $1,732.00 while the average dollar value of the NDSL loans is

$850.
Regional collection activity in fiscal year 1981 for the FISL program produced

$36,763,000 in recoveries, compared to $40,150,000 in fiscal year 1980 under full ten
region activity. The NDSL program showed collections of $6,554,000 in fiscal year
1981 as compared to a total of $2,620,000 in fiscal year 1980 'Under the consolidated
regional structure, totals for fiscal year 1982 thus far show recovery figures of
$1,300,000 in NUSL for the riot quarter, and $9,554,000 for FISL.

The Department's consolidation collection effort using both private sector collec-
tion agencies and Federal collection forces began yesterday. The strategy to be em-
ployed, will include initial regional office attempts at converting default&I loans to
current repayment status within 120 days of initiation. If conversion to repayment
is not effected within this time period, accounts will immediately be eligible for
transfer to the contracting agencies. These agencies will then have a 15 month
period during which specified collection activities must be performed At the conclu-
sion of that time, those accounts not converted into repayment or otherwise re-
solved, will be retuned to the Department for final close-out aCtivity We will be
monitoring this new collection effort very closely Under the terms cif the contracts,
each contractor will have two of our Department personnel acting as on-site moni-

tors. Their responsibilities will include resolution of any program-related problems

in addition to ensuring that mandatory collection activities are performed by the

contracting agency.
I would also note that we have an internal Collections Task Force at work looking

at ways in which we might further improve our collections effort.
Finally, I would like to emphasize the fact that the Department of Education's

responsiinlity for collecting defaulted student loans extends only to NDSLs which
are assigned or referred by institutions and to GSLs which are made under direct
Federal insurancea program which is fast phasing out or which maybe assigned
by guarantee agencies under a recent statutory provision. The bulk of the responsi-
bility for collecting on defaulted NDSL accounts rests with the schools themselves,
while GSL default collection responsibility rests with the'State and private nonprof-
it guarantee agencies We are keeping a close eye on the guarantee agency collec-
tion effort and we will be proposing regulations in the near future specifying the

circumstances under which GSL default accounts will be assigned to the Depart-
ment. We will also be proposing legislative changes allowing schools to assign NDSL

accounts to the Department earlier than the two year period now required (allowing

the Secretary to set such rules), and allowing Federal recoveries on NDSL defaults

to be reused in the program itself, Currently, such NDSL collections must be turned
over the Treasury Department, while Federal collectors and contractors are paid

from GSL collections (thus unnecessarily increasing GSL costs).

AUDITS Ala REVIEWS

As part of the general effort to prevent fraud and abuse, institutionsyparticipating
in the Campus-nased programs were requ?red, beginning in 1976-77, to have regular
non-Federal audits of the programs completed at least once every two years A simi-

lar requirement took effect for the Pell Grant Program in 1978-79. While this work-
load bas placed a tremendous strain on our review stuff, we can report that the
number of audits closed rose from 643 in fiscal year 1978 to 1,800 in fiscal year 1981
Recoveries over the past four years have averaged $5 million per year We are now
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working with the Insp...ctor General to ievise the Departmental audit processing
procedures in order to locus attention on significant audit findings and -educe em-
phasis on minor types of findings. This will mean that OSFA can direct attention to
audits with the more serious problems while the number of audit reports requiring
action is kept within manageable levels.

In addition, our Program Review Branch has, since the spring of 1977, conducted
3,7SO institutional program reviews, which have yielded an estimated $51,767,281 in
liability due the Federal Goernment. In the spring of 1979 we also began conduct-
mg reviews of lending institutions Two thousand, eight hundred, fourteen such re-
dews have yielded an estnnated savings to the Federal Government of $24,454,649.

We would also note that since 1977, OSFA has executed 95 Limitation Agree-
ments with program participants, initiated 61 termination actions and imposed
Emergency Actions on 27 institutions to prevent the likelihood of substantial loss o"
funds to the Department. Since the authority to fine institutions became effective
on October 3, 1980, we have also initiated fine actions against 12 institutions. OSFA
has also been extremely successful for the past year in litigation and negotiation to
protect the integrity of the Federal Insured Student Loan Program. Almost $5 mil-
lion was recoered through these procedures. While the list of actions is in no way
comprehensie. I may convey to you some sense of the scope of OSFA's management
activities,

I trust that this testimony is responske to the points raised in your lk ter of invi-
tation I would be plcased to respond to any futher questions.you may ha.e.

3 t)
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STATEMENT OF EDWARD M. ELMENDORF, DEPUTY ASSISTANT

SECRETARY, STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE, ACCOMPANIED

BY JAMES W. MOORE, DIRECTOR, STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSIST-
ANCE PROGRAMS; RICHARD A. HASTINGS, ACTING DIRECTOR,
DIVISION OF CERTIFICATION AND PROGRAM REVIEW; DAVID

C. BAYER, CHIEF, GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN BRANCH, DIVI-

SION OF POLICY AND PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT; JOSEPH A.
VIGNONE, CHIEF, BASIC GRANT BRANCH; AND WILLIAM L.
MORAN, CHIEF, POLICY SECTION, BASIC GRANT BRANCH

Mr. ELMENDORF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for
the opportunity to appear before you and talk about some of the
accomplishments in the student financial aid program.

I have only been in Washington for 5 months now and I came
from an institution as a chief executive. I can see from where some
of the 'questions you might ask are coming. I think I can also re-
spond knowing vie had in the Office of Student Financial Assist-
ance some of the most complex programs I think are in Govern-
ment today.

I think it is a tribute to some of the people around the table here
that I have a much different impression of the kind of people who
support o r student aid programs.

They a e dedicated; loyal professionals who care about students.
They cer ainly operate under very difficult circumtances, I would
say that they have problems which may outnumber the accom-
plishme ts in our written testimony hut they certianly do not
outweigh them.

I beli ve you have before you a written statement whieh I would
ask youJ to include in the record.

Mr. 1MON. It will be entered in the record.
Mr. LMENDORF. Thank you, Sir.
We stimate that some 9 million awards will be made to students

under Ithe Office of Student Financial Aid administered programs
with e penditures coming to approximately $6 billion.

In beginning I would sort of like to give you a feeling about what
my pl ilosophy is relative to student financial aid.

I thnc it is shared by more people than not. Basidally I believe it
is th rent and student responsibility to finance postsecondary
educ ti n. They have that primary responsibility. .

When the cost to attend an institution of postsecondary educa-

. tion,1 however, is greater than the parents' and students' ability to..

pay, I believe there is a role for the State and Federal Government.
In filling that role, what we are trying to do is seek the best way

to combine the resources that we have to allow access to some form
of postsecondary education. Secretary Bell has set in place a set of
goals for us. I won't give you thcise goals in detail but I can simply
say that they are simplification of programs, self-regulation where
possible, consolidation when possible, cost-effectiveness and I could
go on.

.

One of the first things we did i-as try to set forth for the Office
of Student Financial Aid a simple understandable mission. Briefly
paraphrased it is to administer our programs and to deliver in an

, accurate and timely way to rightful constituents the funds that you
have entrusted to us.
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The second part of that mission is to propose alternatives to this
delivery of student financial aid programs to you,

We set forth a number of basic general goals. The first of these
goals and the most important is the accurate and timely delivery of
the programs you see discussed on pages 1 through 12 in the testi-
mony -Those programs are: The Pell program, your campus-based
program, the Guaranteed Student Loan program, the Parent Loan
program, and the State Student Ificentive Grant program.
% On pages 12 through 19 our second goal is addressed and that is
to focus on the reduction _of waste, fraud, and abuse in our pro-
grams.

"o
: . I am proud that in pages 12 through 19 we have some accom-

Plishments that we are prepar'td to talk about today. Those accom-
plishments focus upon our ability to collect funds from students

owho have defaulted, to resolve audits prepared by institutions for
use of student financial aid funds and to, in one way, or another,
the trust that you give us to manage the funds.

Given that introductory statement I would lik now to ihtroduce
those people who are with me at the table.

Mr. Vighone, on My far left, is the policy branch chief for the
Pell program. Mr. Moran is the section chief in the policy area for
that program. Mr. Hastings is the divilsion director for the Division
of Certification and Piogram Review where most of our audits, pro-
gram reviews, and validation efforts are focused.

Mr. Hastings is also on special assignment to me to coordinate
the collections effort and to coordinate the validation effort that we
would like to talk about a little bit later in the testimony.

On my right is Mr. Jim Moore who I am sure is no stranger to
you. He is the Director of all Student Aid prograMs, my right
hand, my left hand and sometimes my history because I don't have
much of a history.

On his right, Mr. Dave Bayer, who I am sure you all It-rlw is the
policy chief in the Student Loan program.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much.
You say on page 3 of youe statement most of the errors are not

the result of willful and intentional fraud and abuse on the part of
students arid parents but became attributed to an application proc-
ess with an inherently high probability of error.

Students estimate what their family income will be?
Mr. ELMENDORF. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. Have you done any sampling of what wodld happen

if we used last year s income and last year's income tax state-
ments? -

Mr. ELMENDORF. I can have Mr. Vignone answer the specific
question. Let me see if I can't give you an umbrella answer. When
we talk about errors on the form of not being intentional fraud

what we are talking about is two things. One is that the data sub-
mitted by students is self-reported That kind of information is in-
herently error prone.

The second thing and the point you are making is that we are
askirig 'a student to project into the future what it is that will
happen. In one case we ask them to identify the number of broth-
ers and sisters who will be in postsecondary education 6 months

4 F.../
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from the time the submit the application. That is an example of
' the kind of projection of information w,e are asking.

Mr. Vignone, could you answer the question?
Mr. VIGNONE. Mr. Simon, I think there may be some definition

of terms needed. We do, in fact, ask for last year's income. That is,
for 1982 we will be asking for the 1981 tax information.

I think the thrust of yotir question is addressed to those appli-
cants who file after January 1 and before the family completes its
income tax forms on the IRS deadline of April 15.

We have had some studies in the past that have shown thdt the
closer we get 'to April 15, the better the quality of the data. And
that i. true od both sides of April 15. This is an indication that at

, about that time students and families have their IRS documents4

ready, easy access to them, and consequently use them to complete
their application form.

As we move beyond that date, forms tend to get lost.
Mr. &moil. What if you simply ask for a xeroxed copy or some

evidence of what that previous income is and if you file between
January e,,J April that you go back to 1980 or a year before?

Mr. VIGNONE. Those two questions I believe Dr..Elmendorf will
, be addressing in the specifics of our proposal. One of the niainstays

of our proposal for corrective action is to request a student to bring
a copy of the IRS 1040 and 1040-A along with the student eligibility
report when he goes to the school for payment.

r. SIMON. And I guess my only hesitancy there is what if the
family has lost their form? How do we handle that?

Mr. VIGNONE. That is going to be a little sticky but in essence we
are going to require it. e

Mr. SIMON. But you are going to accommodate flint in some way?
Mr. VIGNONE. Yes.
Mr. &mom I read this sentence as I was glnncing through your

statement here, which at first stunned me. It says, "Forty-four per-
cent of all recipients report erroneous information which affected
-Chili. awa-rd-anickints."

At that point I was a little startled and then I read the rest of
the sentence, it says, "by plus of minus two dollars or more."

What if we instead of saying $2 or more we made that $100 or
more?

Mr. ELMENDORF. Sir, we asked that question ourselves when we
got the study. We went to a $150 discrepency and the data we have
on that shows t le essentially if you havewell, Joe, why don't
you provide that? ,

Mr. VIGNONE. If an error tolerance of $150 were used, then 47
percent of the recipients, and I believe I am reading this right,
were paid in error but,41 percent were plus or minus $2.

Mr. SIMON. So something is wrong with your statistics.
Mr. HASTINGS. If I understood your question it wbuld be what

percentage of the students are within $104 of the reported income.
Is that your question?

Mr. StiaoN. No, your statement is 44 percent of all recipients re-
ported erroneous information which affected their reward amounts
by plus or minus $2 or more.

Now, I am frankly not worried about a $2 error. I think when we
,get into ;3100 or $150 then you are talking about something signifi-

r
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cant and obviously if you go to $100 or $150, you-said it is 47 per-
cent, then something is wrong with the statistical data ti at you are
using.

Mr. V1GNONE. The problem I think is in the way it was present-
ed. The answer to that is that 73 percent of the recipients, were
paid in error and if you used $150 plus or minus in award error
then 47 percent of The recipients would have been in error.

Mr. SIMON. That still does not add up. If you can send me a clari-
fying memo I would appreciate it.

[The information follows:]

PELL GRANT AWARD ERROR

When only applicatwn error is considered, that is, student reportmg error, then
41 percent of students were paid in error withm a tolerance of plus or minus $2,00.
If a tolerance of plus or minus $150 is adopted, 24.6 percent of recipients were paid
in error due to application mistakes.

Mr. SIMON. Then, on your request for $5 million of program
funds made available the continuing resolution being reprogramed
to pay for the additional processing costs, I understand you are
before the Appropriation subcommittee on that request today?

Mr. ELMENDORF. Yes, sir.
Mr. SimoN. I have conveyed to our colleague, Bill Natcher, my

concern. I am concerned that we nibble away on it. Five million
dollars is not a huge amount in terms of the total program, but if
we start using the Pell grant program for administrative costs,
where are we going to stop? And I have to say on that basis I am
not very enthusiastic about reprograming $5 million. I would be in-
terested' in your comment.

Mr. ELMENDORF. I understand that from the tenor of your ques-
tions you would like to get into the validation que...tion immediate-
ly so let me see if I can't give you the overview on the study and
then get specifically to why we are recommending what we are.

The questions you asked of the Inspector General bother me too
because I have not found significant cases of willful abuse in the
program. However, we do have from a study that we have conduct-
ed for ourselves, as a result of our quality control effort, enough
nationally based and significantly determined evidence to assess
the fact that there is a great deal of misreporting in the program
by students.

Our determination is that if we can correct the misreporting we
could, in fact, save $289 million in that net overaward to students.
That is a significant dollar finding.

Mr. SIMON. $289 million?
Mr. ELMENDORF. $289 million in net overawards to students

could be saved. It was our opinion that we had to take the initia-
tive and propose alternatives for savings.

We have made sever.. -uch proposals. The first was to have the
contractor centrally validate applications.

Timeliness was the issue in that case because the processor could
not make the necesary changes for 1982-83, if we did not notify
them with some degree of accuracy by December 30.

Realizing that that was not going to be possible we chose our
second best alternative and one which I personally favor; that was,
to return the authority to the institution to verify all the eligible

JP'
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Pell Grant applications using 1040 data. We would validate only
two elements. Two elements were selected because they were the

_ two most critical elements. They are most critical in the sense that
they could retrieve for us the greatest amount of funds. The great-
est amount of that $289 million could be saved doing the least

Gamount of work by institutions in the field.
And doing that, we estimate the cost to us, exclusive of a per ap-

plication verification fee of $2 for the institution, to be about $1 9
million. That would involve additional corrections, returns to the
contractor, from institutions for new data, and telephone inquiries
and so on. It is an estimated figure that we feel is justifiable.

At the same time, we felt that the institutious should be com_pen-
sated to some degree foi their work. We estimated that to be about
$2 per eligible applicant from which we derived a figure of $5.2
million to be returned to the institutions.

Mr._SimoN. Is time the probkm in asking for that in the Supple-
f

mental?
Mr. ELMENDORF. Yes, sir, if we expect to have that system up

and running to cover the awards for this year, we will need to have
a decision rather soon because we are now waiting to notify institu-
tions that this is the appropriate way to go for this processing year
We would like to effect those savings in this processing year. So,
yes, it is, a rather critical time question.

Mr. SIMON. Finally, two questions on NDSL. In a GAO report of
September 30, 1981, they report a default rate as of June 30, 1979,
of 16.04 percent. The report is dated June 30, 1981. I am a little
startled by the lateness of that date. GAO said 1979 is the latest
datelor which data were avaijable. ,

I guess-my question is really a_twofold one. Why doesn't GAO get
a more recent date? What does it look like now? Don't we have any
better idea?

Mr. ELMENDORF. It is very close to those numbers. The reason we
can't get that data in a more timely fashion is because it is institu-
tionally determined and institutionally submitted data. It Comes to
us as part of the fiscal application for funds which usually is sent
to us around November. That' information is now being key-
punched and is available.

Mr. Moore is our expert on the NDSL program and is prepai.ed
to answer your questions in that area.

Mr. MOORE. Mr. Simon, the most recent data we have is foi aca-
demic year 1979-80. The 1980-81 data, as Dr. Elmendorf indicated,
is now being moved through.the system and will be available later
this spring.

The institutional default rate in NDSL as of June of 1980 was
11.9 percent. I want to underline institutional default rate because
it is a term that you will see us increasingly using and that means
the default rate on paper held by all of the participating Colleges
and universities.

It is true that the overall default rate in the program is 16 per-
cent. The reduction has come about in two ways. The largest part
of it is because institutions have asSigned paper over to the Federal
Government. We now hold about one-third of a million accounts
which are being fed into our collection system.
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When those accounts are assigned to us they come off the institu-
tion's books and reduce the default rate.

The second is the fact that institutions, through their own efforts
with billing and servicing agencies, have cured defaults that they
have been holding and that has further reduced the rate.

What we are trying to do right now is to push through new regu-
lations which with our collections effort and our general urging of
institutions to take old paper off the shelves should help institu-
tions resolve a default problem that is 15 years in the making; that
is, from the sixties and early seventies.

Having been involved with it one way or another since this time
in 19604 I have a rather personal feeling for seeing the problem re-
solve before I eventually retire from Federal service.

I can't retire until we get that default rate down to about 8 per
cent.

Mr. SIMON. You may be in Feieral Government a long time.
Mr. MOORE. We are headed in the right direction and it seems to

me that within another year or year and a half we will have the
institutional rate down below 10 percent.

Mr. FORD. That makes it about even with the unemployment
rate.

Mr. MOORE. There is a certa:n similarity there. I don't know
quite what it means.

Mr. FORD. They are passing each other.
Mr. SIMON. Two other questions, Mr. Moore, if I may direct this

to you. The GAO report shows outstanding loans submitted to you
of $215 million and collections of $3.8 million. That is not a particu-
larly impressive number.

Mr. MOORE. That is right. And the reason for that is that at the
same time we were picking up all of these assigned notes from in-
stitutions in 1979 and 1980, we also had mounted a major effort
with our portfolio of defaulted FISL paper. That portfolio amount-
ed to half a million loans of a much larger amount.

Both of those default portfolios are in our automated system
about which Mr. Hastings can comment in much more detail. We
hope to obtain the same recovery on our NDSL portfolio.

NDSL collection actually was a manual process being used at our
regional offices which is not nearly as efficient as the contracting
system we have now. .

Mr. SIMON. And then finally, let me just toss the same.question
out to you. As I was reading the Inspector General's report, it oc-
curred to me, do we have the right kind of mix in personnel in edu-
cation policymakers versus people who are watching those dollars
very, very carefully, the accountants and so forth?

Mr. MOORE. I would say yes, because if one look's at the sources
of our personnel over the last 15 years, we are staffed by people
who have come from State agencies, for example, Dave Bayer from
New Jersey in the midsixties.

I came from California out of the banking community. We have
people from other Government agencies who have worked with
credit programs, a lot of the original GSL staff came from FHA
with a"lot of experience in handling long-term obligations and Gov-
ernment guarantees.

(1 q
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We have a number of people with DP background, with account-
ing backgrounds. Certain y in our policy organizations we have had
people moving in from financial aid slots on campuses.

Now the converse is true. We have a number of very capable
young folks saying goodbye and exiting to go and help the same or-
ganizations that we got other people from over the years.

Now, I would say with some Irish luck and good hiring practices,
we will achieve a fairly decent mix in the agency.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
Mr. Ford.
Mr. FORD. How many loan collectors do you have?
Mr. HASTINGS. During 1981, from March, when the Secretary" or-

dered us to rely on private collection agency efforts, rather than
continuing to do this with total Ftieral employment, we have gone
from about 1,000 down to 288 Federal collectors on board, I believe.

Mr. FORD. I am not talking about the individual. I am talking
aboqt the positions you need to meet the Office of Management
and Budget's requirement of reduction in the Department and the
impression that you absorbed 500 or so slots.

Mr. HASTINGS. I can't speak for what the Secretary did on that. I
don't'think that that was necessarily the nexus of events.

I can tell you what happened to the SFA staff.
Mr. FORD. When did you get started with the private contractors

Mr. HASTINGS. The Major contracts were awarded 2 months ago
and' the first day of operations by the private contractors was yes-
terday, as a matter of fact.

I think what is important to note, however, and this is the point
that we have made to the Secretary, is that while we had on board
about 800 fewer Federal employees, we collected virtually the same
amount of money in fiscal year 1981 as we collected in fiscal year
1980 with many fewer people.

Now, there are several reasons 'for that. One of them is that we
benefited from an annuity because the accounts had already been
started in payment and we were reaping the benefits of prior ac-
tions. But the fact is that we were able to accomplish several
things. One, we consolidated 10 regional offices to 3 with respect to
the collections effort.

That entailed confusion with respect to pieces of paper moving
back and forth, people being transferred, writing the request for
proposals and awarding the collections contract, yet still maintain-
ing those dollars for the taxpayers. The credit for that 'certainly
has to go to the fine people in our regional offices, primarily who
were involved in that effort

,Mr. FORD. Well, the formal statement indicates on page 15 these
contracts will result in average commissions of 29 cents per dollar
collected.

Mr. HASTINGS. That's correct. ,
Mr. FORD. They started business yesterday so we don't know how

it: is going to work out, obviously. Can one of you explain to me
how it is supposed to work at 29 cents on the dollar?

Mr. HASTINGS. Well, the contractors, of course, get nothing if
they.don't produce, which is the standard practice when we are
paying E commission rate. This is unlike the Federal employees, of
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course, whom we had to pay whether or not they brought in a
dollar.

Mr FORD. The Federal employees, last time I looked, were bring-
ing in 2 bucks or something for every buck it cost them.

Mr. HASTINGS. Yes, and an average rate of 25 percent.
Mr. FORD. But it is only 29 percent of that which they collected.

They get nothing for what they don't collect.
Mr. HASTINGS. I don't understand.
Mr. FORD. When they collect the dollar, they get 29 cents instead

of nothing, so 29 cents on the dollar doesn't mean a thing to me
because if they cream the business and send you back a paper that
is hard to collect, you will lose your tail.

You ought to be at least as smart as Montgomery Ward when
you pay your bills.

Mr. HASTINGS. If you look at it from a cash flowI don't think
there is anything wrong with creaming from a--

Mr. FORD. There is nothing wrong with creaming, provided some-
body else has to pick up the tab for what is left. If you were a
doctor with a practice out there and you hired a collection agency
and they creamed the top off and let the rest of your accounts go,
you wouldn't put up with that very long.

Mr. HASTINGS. I see what you are saying.
Mr. FORD. What protection do you have?
Mr. HASTINGS. As you may know, we had two-pilot contracts, one

in Atlanta and one in San Francisco, which Secretary Califano or-
dered us to implement. We learned a little bit from that experi-
ence.

One of the things we learned was that collection agencies went
about this business a little bit differently than we had been doing
with respect to the documentation of the paper necessary under
the joint standards promulgated by Justice and the GAO.

So when we wrote the RFP, we learned a little bit from that. We
required that they can go ahead and cream the paper in the sense
that they take the largest accounts.first and work them. If they do
that and it is successful, we all win because the money will be,
coming back to the Treasury in the biggest amounts first.

On the other hand, we don't want this paper to be kept by the
Contractor. The contractor has to give that paper back to us within
15 months if they have not been successful in getting collections
started on it.

Yet we don't want to get that back and start the process all over
again. The RFP was written with a number of steps required, steps
which varied with the dollar amount of the loan. The contractor
has to perform certain minimal specified steiA on every single
piece of paper that they hae. Our ultimate desire and our point of
view when we wrote the RFP is that if that paper comes back to
us, it is either repaid or the person has died, is disabled, he is bank-
rupt, has been discharged, or the case is right for litigation.

We move it on to whatever is appropriate under the joint stand-
ards at that point. That is our desire. Now, whether or not we are
going to be successful on that, we don't know.

We do know that we have a lot of people who bid on those pro-
posals. They said they could do that and they signed a contract
with us saying that they would do it.
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Mr. FORD. I am startled at the arguments that you have and I
just wantthough it sounds really great, what requirement is
there that I don t collect the 10 percent of the easiest money and
send back the rest and then get a new batch of paper and take 10
percent of that?

How much am I allowed to acCumulate in uncollected paper
before they will give me more paper to cream? You said you are
not bothered with creaming?

Mr. HASTINGS. We have attempted to provide som ... safeguards in
that area. We have onsite monitors in each of the three locations
where the contracts are being performed, Chicago, Atlanta, and
San Francisco. They will be selectively sampling the paper that is
in the hands of the contractors now and will be during the first
year of operation.

We will be measuring what is happening to that paper and
where dollars are not coming in. The way the contracts are writ-
ten, contractors are not guaranteed that we will exercise their
option to'continue their service beyond the first year.

And if it turns out we have a bad contract, we know what to do
about that. We can publish the same RFP again and reopen the
competition if that is necessary.

Obviously, we don't think that will be necessary. We think we
have good, competent folks who know what they are doing in this
business and who will perform.

Mr. FORD. I am sure the chairman shares my concern that you
succeed in this effort because, as you well know, this committee
put a great deal of effort into forcing the old Office cf Education
and subsequently the Department of EducatiOn to take tut cords
out of the shoebox and put things on a computer and start collect-
ing loans. I was shocked to discover, as chairman of this committee,
a few years ago, that we had all of this bad publicity about the de-
fault rate on guaranteed student loans and nobody in Washington
ever asked anybody to pay the bill.

Nobody ever sent a letter and said, by the way, Charlie, do you
know you owe us some money. When we finally started sending let-
ters, we discovered it was too late, we didn't know where they
lived.

Those people who did get a 1ett6x,a Mr ingly large amount,
just by getting a letter from the Offi orE ation went into the
office and got into repayment status. hen'we permitted you to ne-
gotiate repayment schedules and to corIprornise balances like other
lending institutions and then last year Q, gave authority to get the
recent addresses from the IRS.

Now all of these things over a period f years were a response to
what this committee perceived to be no only the public concern,
but our own concern that the integrity f the program which de-
pended on getting that default rate into a realistic frame so that
you can understand what the reason was.

Because the implications were that the efault rate was extraor-
dinarily high, vis-a-vis other kinds of credit, and that that was be-
cause students generally were a nondeservi\lg bunch of creeps left
over from the sixties who had been stealing from the system.

We have been fighting against that image for these programs for
a long time. I personally feel that the taxpay rs out there would be
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a lbt happier in supporting the program if they knew we were
doing the very best job possible tc collect.

And I am sure that that is what you are trying to do, but we
want to make sure we don't get six months or a year down the
road and then see that we are under fire on these programs be-
cause the previoOs put-into-place collection system has now been
dismantled.

Literally, you just have'begun that work over there with the col-
lectors and you have the computers going and now we are going to
a whole new way to do it.

I don't want to see a lot of this paper laying in collection agen-
cies' back rooms because they are waiting for you to send them
some new stuff. That is easy to collect.

One more question about that worries me a little bit; we are not
allowed to share the IRS information agency with the collection
agency, are we?

Mr. HASTINGS. I am not an expert on the Privacy Act.
Mr. FORD. It is not a question of the Privav Act, it is the Inter-

nal Revenue Code, which makes the person J income tax return
confidential from all sources, absent that exception we made for
you?

Mr. HASTINGS. We are doing a tape match with IRS before the
paper goes to the collection agency.

Mr. FORD. You keep the information you get from IRS in-house
and you give them an address?

Mr. HASTINGS. We send the first bill on it, as I recall the way the
process is being done.

Mr. FORD. We don't want somebody coming up with an injunc-
tion in the middle of this.

Mr. HASTINGS. Let me provide verification for the record.
Mr. SIMON. Fine, we will enter that into the record.
[The information follows:]

MOST RECENT ADDRLSS INFORMATION

The Department uf Educati.m submits social security numbers and names uf de-
faulted burrowers tu IRS annually in order tu secure the student's must recent ad-
dress If the social seLurity number matches IRS records, this information is then
recorded on the GSUNDSL data base as best address information.

The loans that are being turned user to the collection contractors have these up-
dated addresses within the indisidual records and any other address that may be
asailable. The contraLturs du nut hase direct access tu IRS skip trace. This access Is
only through the Department.

he information pros ided by IRS consists uf the borrower's Lurrent address as in-
dicated in the last applicable tax retui In the past, if we had a correct social secu-
rity number un the burrower, IRS would provide us with the first fuur letters of the
new name in Labes where there had been a nanw Lhange (burrower married, legal
Lhanges. et ), It is important J note that we nu longer receive that name change
information and this has restricted us severely.

Mr. HASTINGS. I am glad you raised that issue, because we had
the same concerns you raised about making sure thaL what we are
doing is not going to result in any sort of diminution of the efforts
already started.

The IRS match has been very successful in the last year. We are
getting a very large percentage Of new addresses as a result of that
additional authority Congress gave us.

Mr. FORD. Thank you very much.

`..1
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Mr. Chairman, I would like to come back after the other mem-
bers have had a chance.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Bailey?
Mr. BAILEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairrhan. I have only one question.

Could we have proposals for next year's level of funding from the
Department of Education?

Mr. ELMENDORF. I think those proposals will be to you by Febru-
ary 8, as part of the Department--

Mr. BAILEY. Why don't you just go ahead and tell us now?
Mr. ELMENDORF. There may have been changes in the proposals

that were submitted by us early in the year. We have not seen
what we recommendeld since it has gone cut.

Mr. BAILEY. I have recently heen in Missouri and I have seven
institutions of higher learning in my district and they seem to have
some sort of premonition. In fact, they have numbers and they
wave them in my face.

Now, why don't I know what they are?
Mr. ELMENDORF. Well, I think the--
Mr. BAILEY. They have been on the radio talking about what is

going to happen, in my district, before I get there. It is all primed
and cut for my arrival in Columbia, Mc?

Mr. ELMENDORF. I would like to have the same numberS. I think
that--

Mr. BAILEY. Would you like for me to have someone call you?
[Laughter.]

Mr. ELMENDORF. ,I would like to corroborate those numbers with
the ones we sent up.

Mr. BAILEY. I can go down to last year's and they say that is
gone, that is zeroed out, this is .a billion less, this is 100 million

less. You have not seen those?
Mr. ELMENDORF. L am going to have to wait myself until the gth

of February to see those numbers.
Mr. BAILEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you, Mr. Bailey.
How many institutions participate in the NDSL?
Mr. EL,MENDORF. Approximately 4,000.
Mr. SIMON. Of that number, how many are over 25 percent in

default?
Mr. ELMENDORF. I think about 800, I am estimating now, prob-

ably 800.
Mr. SIMON. How many are between 10 and 25 percent? Roughly?
Mr. ELMENDORF. Roughly 900.
Mr. SIMON. So we have about 2,300 below the 10 percent?
Mr. ELMENDORF. 1,700 above 10 percent.
Mr. SIMON. If I am following you, 800 are above 25 percent, 900

are between 10 and 25.
Mr. ELMENDORF. We have in there, Mr. Chairman, some institu-

tions that are not now receiving Federal capital contributionsA,
because they have been denied or, B, because they never requested
it in the first place, which is a result of the fact that they realized
the default rate is too high and they could not meet the due dili-
gence requirements.

Mr. HASTINGS. Or because they are revolving.

qs-7a) 0 - A2 - 4
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Mr SIMON Can you give me a breakdown, using whatever
ligureI am just trying to get a picture.

Mr ELMENDORF. Yes, sir, I have got that available in the record.
Mr SIMON. Can you just give it to me orally here at this point?
Mr HASTINGS. If you look at the :3,300 schools that received capi-

tal last year, which break did you want to know, Mr. Simon?
Mr. SIMON. Just very rough?
Mr. HASTINGS. In 0 to 10 percent, 45 percent of the institutions

had less than 10 percent. That is about 1,500 schools, 1,484.
Mr, FORD. You qualified it. Are you only giNing us those institu-

tions who received additional capital last year?
Mr. HASTINGS. These 3,200 schools rereesent schools that re-

ceived capital last year.
Mr FORD. As distinguished from a school that has a successful

program where they have a revolving fund now? Why don't you
throw the successful ones in the pot?

Mr HASTINGS. Because our program's operations folks have the
numbers on who they gave capital to last year.

Mr FORD That doesn't make sense. You talk in your statement
here about ones that have their own program, the ones where it is
working the way that idealistically we expected it t. work in 1965,
apd.those are not covered because it is working.

Mr. HASTINGS. I am not sure for what purpose Mr. Simon is
asking this question. If he is asking this question to determine the
impact of the new regulation on schools, I think these are the ones
he wants to know about.

Mr. SIMON. I want to get an overall picture of where we are.1
gather from your response to my colleague's question that we are
and from your earlier response, you are dropping both those who
are successful and those who are massively unsuccessful who have
not reapplied. Is that correct, or is that not correct?

Mr. HASTINGS. The figure I just read you is based on the experi-
ence of the 3,266 schools that got capital contribution last year.
That is the way the computer spit it out.

Mr. FORD. So maybe it averages out that a school is really bad
and can't qualify, didn't ask for money and the schools that are
doing well didn't ask for additional capital.

You donl know what that means in terms of the percentages on
this.

Mr. SIMON I would be interested if you could submit those fig-
ures for the record, including the schools, the 800 you do not in-
clude and why they, you know, are not included.

Mr ELMENDORF. Could we answer that question from the point
of view that you need to know or would like to know the type of
institutions that are affected by the new regulations, those with de-
fault records over 10 and those with default records over 25?

Would that be satisfactory?
Mr. SIMON. That would be.
Mr ELMENDORF. I will give you that data now: 782 schools with

default rates over 10 percent, 800 schools with default rates over 25
percent. The breakdown, roughly, in the over-25-percent category is
nearly 58 percent proprietary institutions, 19 percent 2-yeal public,
about 4 percent 2-year private, roughly.8 percent 4-year public, and
13 percent 4-year private.

O.L1
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Mr. SIMON. And that is on a base of how many? Is that 3,200,
then?

Mr. ELMENDORF. Yes,-I believe it is.
Mr. FORD. Are those percentages based on number of institutions

without regard to size, or based on dollar volume for your pro-
gram?

Mr. ELMENDORF. I believe that is number of institutions through-
out.

Mr. FORD. So we can't assume from that that 55 percent of the
bad money out there is coming from proprietary schools?

Mr. ELMENDORF. No; I can't make that assumption.
Mr. FORD. They are generally pretty small, aren't they?
Mr. ELMENDORF. Yes.
Mr. FORD. Can you punch another key over there and tell us a

\ dollar volume of the bad money we are talking about, where it is"
\ Mr. HASTINGS. I am pretty sure we can, sir.

\ Mr. SIMON. Then, finally, the GAO made seven specific recom-
mendations. Of those seven specific recommendations, where do we
stild upon their recommendations?

M . ELMENDORF. In which program, sir? NDSL?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. HASTINGS. I think we will have to provide that for the

record. \
Mr. ELMENDORF. Mr. Moore will have to respond to that, but he

has had to\ ake a call from his secretary.
[The infor ation follows:]

RESPONSE TO GAO RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO recondnendation.Require school to comply with the Department's loan
servicing and collection procedures, particularly with respect to bringing suit
against defaulted borrTers and submitting defaulted loans more quickly to collec-
tion agencies

Action taken to date.The Department is in the process of tightening its program
review effort in the area of NDSL billing, collection andlitigation to more specifical-

,ly pinpoint areas of non.cpmpliance which.require corrective action
GAO.recommendation.Require schools to monitor results of collection agencies'

actions.
Ailion taken to dateAn article is being prepared for the OSFA bulletin, which

is distributed to all institutions participating in the NDSL program
GAO recommendation.,-Establish limits for the time a loan remains with an

agency for collection.
Action taken to dateA Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRIVI) has been draft-

ed incorporating a six-month limit on the amount of time a collection agency may
work and NDSL account This NPRM is currently in the first stage of clearance

GAO recommendation.Establish an acceptable default rate and suspend from
the program or withhold Federal funds from those schools that exceed the estab .
lishd default rate

Action taken to dateAn NPRM was, published on January '7. 1982, on the
NDSL CWS, and SEOG funding procedures. A provision was included in the NDSL
portion of the NPRM providing that institutions with default rates above 25 percent
will not be entitled to any new Federal funds. In addition, any institution with a
default rate between 10 and 25 percent will have a penalty applied against the
amount of Federal funds it will receive. The public comment period ended February
25 and the final regulation is currently in clearance.

GAO rtrommendation,Determine whether submissions of National Direct Stu-
dent Loans to the Department for collection earlier than the statutory two year
time limit would be beneficial to collection efforts and, if so, consider proposing leg-
islation to allow schools to submit defaulted loans as soon as possible after corinple-

tion of required collection activities.

Cr
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Action takenoto date An amendment to the statute has been drafted and is now
in final clearance The amendment will be included with other proposed amend-
ments in a legislative package which will be forwarded to Congress.

GAO recommendation Propose legislation to allow credit bureaus to redisclose
student loan data referred to them if the Department's review shows that such re-
disclosure is presently restricted by law Should the Department's review find that
present law does not restrict credit bureaus from-redisclosing student loan default
data, the Secretary should advise schools and credit bureaus of this matter.

Action taked to date We have pulbished an article in the August/September
issue of OSFA Bulletin.

GAO reconinwndation Assess the economic feasibility of its plan to use private
collection agencies to insure that their use is the most cost effective means .of collec-
tion defaulted student loans Any reassessment should consider the potential of
agency wide application of the collection program presently in pidce in one region
,that is returning approximately $6 for every $1, spent.

Action taken to date The Department did not concur with the recommendation.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Pord
Mr, FORD. I am fascinated with these new regulations. How do

you clear these with the fellow at the White House who counts the
pages of regulations for the President's speech record? I have never
seen a Chief Executive that can rattle off the number of pages of
regulations.

I have been here 18 years and it absolutely awes me when I hear
those people down there, as if you could measure the effectiveness
an,d value of programs by the number of regulations.

Here you are describing those regulations that you feel are abso-
luttly essential to restore honesty, iritegrity and all of the good
things to the program. How many more regulations have you got
in the pot at the moment which we are going to have to consider
this year?

How many pages are you going to take up in the Federal Regis-
ter this year with regulations from this excess agency called the
Department of Education?

Mr. ELMENDORF. The answer to that question, if there is an
answer to that question, is that there will be as few regulations as
possible but those that are, be developed, we hope will be under the
rubric of self-regulation, self-regulatory standards of satisfactory
progress. These are being developed right now but need clearance
as a response to the GAO report on satisfactory progress.

Others will be regulations we feel cail improve the management
of programs and can be of some benefit to institutions and stu-
dents. I see the reduction of the default rate in the NDSL program
as a long-term benefit to new students who have not yet begun
higher education by contributing to the revenues of those funds,
which are not now there.

So we have to answer that question. If it promotes good manage-
ment and self-regulation, we hope to put out more of Shem.

Mr. FORD. Now you just said the magiC words and I remember
what was bothering me about what our former colleague, the
under secretaiy, said in the Appropriations Committee and what
was repeated today about the mandatory requirement that a stu-
dent applicant furnish the family's income tax return.

Why can't we rely, as we have up until now, on the same kind of
self-regulation and simply be satisfied with the affidavit-type appli-
cation that says: My dad told_me he made $25,000 last year?

54,
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Why, with this concern against overregulating and deep concern
that the Federal Government is in everybody's pocket, peeking
their bedroom: ara.we talking now for the first time in ia long time
of telling-every family out there that has'children going to school
that you have to submit to each of the schools they are going to the
family's income tax`hturn?

I think that is h terribly deep intrusion into the privacy of the
family and I don't think it relates to the obligation or the family to
support the child's efforts to go to school?

Mr. ELMENDbRF. I would be in your court on that. Intormation
should first be self-reported and accurate. Our findings from our
studies show -that as much as we would like to trust the accuracy
of that information, it is, in fact, not accurate.

Mr. FORD. The main problem with the accuracy has nothing to
do with the honesty and integrity of the person making the infor-
mation. You ask a child at the beginning of the year to tell you
what iL going to be on the tax return in April, and then maybe the
father gets called back to work or something has happened the kid
doesn't know about, and what they said in September and what ac-
tually shows up on the tthc return is something different.

You know, there is no evidence again that we were able to find
when we-looked at this and really rejected the idea of putting fami-
lies through this, as a matter of fact, the orthodox conservative line
for years was that the middle-class Americans couldn't get a Au-
dent loan without going over., too many hurdles, too many hoops,
and answering too many personal questions about their life that
the Government had no damq business asking.

Now here we are, after all of these years of moving away from
that, suddenly now coming back to the most intimate document the
Federal Government forces people to file.

We already intruded on the privacy of that filing last year when
we gave the Office of Education the special exemption that lets you
find somebody by seeing where they are paying their income tax.
That was, to me, at the time, a matter of some concern and I.raise
it again today.

But now you are asking ta put in the hands of every employee in
a public or private institution a copy of the return.

Why wouldn't a form that contained the necessary information
repeating what is on the tax return, limited to those numbers that
you really need, signed by the student as his commitment of what
the return shows, do the trick?

Mr. ELMENDORF. I think tha, in fact, is what the program appli-
cation is now. It is a statement including data from records and a
certification that the information is accurate.

Mr. FORD. But you don't have to attach a copy of daddy's tax
return to the Pell Grant application at the present time?

r understand you will mandate that?
Mr. ELMENDORF. We are proposing that that application fol

1982-83 be processed without the 1040, because there simply isn't
time to do that.

When it is sent back to the institution, the student is directed to
send a 1040 directly to the professional student aid officer where it
is attached to the application and the information is verified. The
eligibility index, to avoid delays on behalf' of the student getting his
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money Advance paynients .would be given ito the student so he
would not be prohibited from enrolling.

That kind of system, to me, doesn't seen' to restrict the sNtem.
Rather, it allows us to say that data we had is'accurate and the
student is nor being prohibited from joining the program on a less-
than-honest basis.

Thal is my major concern with the program. Too many people
are getting awards that are, in fact, 8300 million in excess of what
they Olould be.

That bothers me and I think we have a responsibility,at the pro-
gram office to propose a solution. NOw this may not be in your
rriiri the best solution, but after considered thought, it is the best,
drieve tould come up with at this point.

Mr. FoRb. But the essence of your solution smacks of the sugges-
tion that there is a deliberate attempt to mislead or misrepresent
the facts. And somebody else here said that it usually happens be-
cause they don't know; they really don't know.

Now, that is not going to be helped by filing the family tax
return, But I will tell you what is going to happen, if you want to
savq some money in the budget, this is one of the ways to do it.

Nye wrestled with this problem for a long time because several
years ago we had major lending institutionswe had a real prob-
lem of availability of guaranteed student loans. So we started
really,trying to find out why are.there parts of the country where
peoptellovon't and types of communities where banks woq't get into
the student loan business?

We found the single most important complaint that banks had
was that we made them force the family to bring in a tax return
and .rerify a family income as a condition precedent to the eligibil-
ity for the loam

And the loan application was not enough. And banks were using
that argument wholesale across the country as an excuse for not
handling that loani and making it available to kids.

I am afraid that the anxiety of the ordinary citizen who used to
believe that the one thing he filed with the Government that was
secret between him and God and his Goverment was his income
tax return. Now we not only are going to get information from it if
his kid doesn't pay his loan, but we are going to have the whole
thing on file someplace where it is no longer protected by the sanc-
tity of the rules of the IRS.

Now, having said that, I am indicating to you that the last alter-
native, if there is anyone else available, that I want is something
that provides that kind of a threat to privacy that inhibits the will-
ingness of the parent to cooperate with the child in securing the
loan.

Suppose the father made 810,000 as a bookie or a numbers
runner last year If he is smart, he is going to pay his income tax
on it, but he doesn't want to tell everybody else in the world that ishow he is making his income.

That seems to me to be something you ought to try to avoid, and
I am not so sure with a little bit of thought that we couldn'tjust
a little bit of trust, not too much, but we might be able to come up
with an affidavit-type application that gave you the numbers that
you need and not the details.
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Mr. ELMENDORF. Sir, " would be more than willing to have that
kind of system if l thought it would work. My problem is that I am
sitting here with the Pell grant application in my right hand which
requires the parent and student both to certify to this statement:
"All of the information on this form is true and complete to the
best of my knowledge. If asked by an authorized official, I agree to
give protif of information that I have given on this form. I realize
this proof may include a copy of my 1981 U.S. State and local
income tax."

They realize, also, that if they do not provide proof, the student
may not get in.

Mr. FORD. That is if you catch somebody you think has lied to
you, they have in advance agreed and I don't even like that part of
the procedure, ut they have agreed, if it becomes essential to look
at the family income tax return, we will bring it in, look it over
together.

They have not agreed in there to file a copy of their return ui3 at

one of our huge factories student aid offices with thousands of part-
time students having access to it and God knows what is embar-
rassing to the family on it.

I don't think that I want to file a tax return as a congressman
and everybody see who I owe money to.

Mr. ELMENDORF. 300,000 of those parents and students now do
submit their 1040's because they are identified for validation by us
and they are required to submit those forms directly to ,the institu-
tion. The institution gives a very thorough analysis of all the ele-
ments on the form to find, out if there is fraud or abuse. That is'10
percent of the total appliowits,

Mr. FORD. Does a person walk in and say, here, I will prove to
you I am correct, take a look at my tax return, at least you will
know if I lied, I lied the same way to Uncle Sam as, I have to you

That is one, thing. But having a person, as the condition prece-
dent to processing the paper, file and put into the permanent pos-
session of an institution the family's 1040 seems to me to be quite
different.

It has been permissible to ask for that inforation and even ask
to see it in the pat. It 1.1

in
not something that we just soe of did by

accident. Over the year6, this has been argued back aild forth
I wish Mr. Ashbrook was here. He is for some a guaranteed

orthodox conservative who i know agrees with me on this and he
would let you knoW this is nbt a liberal/conservative concern of
this committee, but 'one of long standing.

Maybe we could wbrk out an alternatiye to that.
Mr. ELMENDORF. I think I undecstand your point.
Mr. HAsTiNtis.11 would point out that the pcoposal we presented

to Congress wou not reveal to whom you owed money. We were
only asking for page 1 and 2, which do not have the deductions, for
insi4nce. don t have tichedules A and B and all of the rest of the
attachments.

Mr. FORD. A very alert person in the audience just asked me,
how do you know-that the copy of the tax return is legitimate?

Mr. ELMENDORE We don't.
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Mr. FORD. You don't know win.. I filed with Uncle Sam. Itan
show you what I made out and then my wife refused to sign it be-
cause I was cheating by ,5,000 bucks so I made out a different one.

You really are asking--
Mr. Smort. Are we relating history of yourself now, Mr. Ford?

[Laughter.]
Dlr. FORD. That doesn't give you the integrity or security you are

asking for, but subjects the honest, overwhelming majority of the
American people who want to participate in the prugram to a
whole lot of redtape, if you will, and bureaucratic intrusion in their,
private lives.

The payoff is not very good. If I want to cheat by lying under
oath on an application for a student aid, do you think I would hesi-
tate to bring you a phony copy.of a 1040? No; if I am going to go
that far, I have already committed the felony, why not get another
6 months and make it look gpod.

What you would get filed with these people, a copy of the return,
you .couldn't get a copy returned from IRS, this verifies that the
taximyer paid their tax according to this return this year.

You would get the carbon c py that H. & R. BloLk gave them
when they had their tax made up. And most of them would be
honest.

But the very person you are trying to catch would have certainly
the imagination to realIze how easy it is to getgo down to the
post office-, get an extra 1040 and make out a phony.

Mr. HASTIAS. To turn around the statement you made a minute
ago. The problem we are attempting to address here is not that cat-
egory of people who are going to lie to U's a second time. We want
to get the tax returns from the people who are giving us the honest
returns, who have made, in most cases, an honest mistake on their
application originally,

That will be corrected.
Mr. FORD. Why don't you ask them for specified relevant infor-

mation from the return, rather than the filing of the return? That
is th6 whole point. Ask me what my adjusted gross income was and
ask how much I paid in State and local income taxesthat is now
a factor, isn't it?

And all of the relevant facts that I have disclosed 'on my return,
let me put that on an application and sign my name. Don't ask me
to ask my father to put his tax return on file at Podunk State Col-
lege.

Mr. ELMENDORF. That is what we are asking for and getting right
now on this application form, by everyone, signed by student and
parent.

That is the reason We have reached the conclusion we have. Be-
cause I would rather go this way, and believe that self-reported in-
formation is accurate. Our study shows it is not, in 44 percent of
the cases.

And the difference between the, 44 percent and the 71 percent
error rate is the :nstitutional error rate and we could talk about
that if you wish at some later time, perhaps now.

But we are saying 44 percent of the students are making errors. I
don't think they are intending to make errors, but they are making
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errors on their application forms, significant enough to cause $289
million in over award.

And the low-income studenk, at least the trend that we get from
the data we looked at, is that the lower the income of the student,
the greater they list their income to be. They, in fact, have under
awards.

The converse of that is true as well. Higher income students un-
derstate their income and therefore, we have an over-award situa-
tion. It is quite significant.

Mr. FORD. Have you, in formulating this regulation, talked to the
people in the student financial aid business?

Mr. ELMENDORF. We have been working with the National Asso-
ciation of Financial Aid Administrators, Dallas Martin, before
Christmas, sent a questionnaire--

Mr. FORD. He agreecrto this regulation?
Mr. ELMENDORF. I am sure he will agree with it. He has not gone

on record as agreeing to it,.but--
Mr. FORD. I bet he wouldn't want you to tell me if he did. On tne

serious side, I feel I may be overly sensitive to this, but I would like
to know what some of those old pros around town in this business

s
for so many years feel the impact will be?

Are we buying a whole bunch of additional problems for the
schools? Are we cluttering up the whole process here? What is the
payoff?

Is it likely to produce enough to make the effort worth while?
Mr. StkoN. If my colleague would yield, I think this is also why

we also ought to have the breakdown of not $2 or more, but much
more substantial amounts. We need an idea of what kind of abuse
we are talking ithout and what may be necessary to correct that.

Mr. ELMENDORF. I might say we are proceeding in collaboration
with the National Association of Student Financial Aid Adminis-
trators. They are collecting information to the extent to which this
data is already being collected, in some cases it is being collected
on a statewide basis for all students attending, in States like Cali-
fornia.

Perhaps 2 years ago I would have had the same feeling as you. It
is a different environment now. More people are supporting this
because they, I think, feel they are protecting their own funds out
there.

Their funds are scarce and they are trying to allocate them the
best way possible. They are using the 1040, and not just the front
page, but all of the schedules attached, to sort out who should re-
ceive the aid, not only for Federal aid, but institutional aid, schol-
arships, grants, assistanceships.

My concern also is like yours, when you get information as sensi-
tive as a 1040 or as an application for admission which has some
very personal information on it.

How do you treat that? Under the Buckley amendment, which in
my institution we followed, was that information held by profes-
sionals in files and not abused and misused in the institution.

I would consider the 1040 to be in the same category. It is that
kind of protection that I think institutions can afford, and would
afford to this system.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Bailey?
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Mr. BAILEY.,Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I don't find your analysis
of the 1040 unreasonable.

.Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. You have no further figures from Columbia, Mo., for

US. 9

Mr. BAILEY. No, but I wonder if someone in the room might not
know. Perhaps it is Congressman Ford's friends at the back of the
room.

Mr. FORD. I think you are being discriminated against as a
member of the minority party.

Mr. BAILEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. We will submitting some additional questions to you

for the record, we appreciate your being here today, we look for-
ward to working with you. .

The subcommittee will resume hearings tomorrow morning at
9:30 in this room. .

[Whereupon, at 4:30 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to re-
convene at 9:30 a.m., Thursday, January 284 1982.]

J
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OVERSIGHT ON CURRENT STATUS AND ADMIg-
ISTRATION OF FEDERAL STUDENT ASSIST-
ANCE PROGRAMS

THURSDAY, JANUARY 28, 1982

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:35 a.m., in room
2257, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Paul Simon (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Simon, Weiss, and Erdahl.
Staff' present. William Blakey, majority counsel; John Dean, mi-

nority counsel; and Mary ln McAdam, legislative assistant.
Mr. SIMON. The Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education today

coritinues its oversight hearings on the Federal student assistance
prograins. We are pleased to welcome seVeral distinguished repre-
sentatives of the higher education community who will provide
their perspective and responses to several important issues.

Jack Peltason, former chancellor of the University of Illinois,
will lead off our panel today. I want to commend each of the orga-
nizations and you gentlemen individually for spearheading a re-
sponse from the higher educEction community on the subject of
"satisfactory academic progress" of students receiving Federal stu-
dent aid. The response of the community is not only important to
students and the institutions, but to the integrity of the programs
themselves. Senator Pell, in particular, along with me and others
on the subcommittee have been concerned about the "qualityl
issues in postsecondary education.

As the subcommittee elicited from witnesses at yesterday's hear-
ing, one cannot believe everything you read or hear about student
aid abuses. Today's testimony is an excellent example of the re-
sponsiveness of the college and university community to congres-
sional concerns.

Also today, we will have the concerns of institutional administra-
tors and of students about the processing problems in our Federal
student aid programs.

Our panel consists of Dr. Peltason, president of the American
Council on Education, Douglas Conner, executive director, Ameri-
can Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers,
and a frequent visitor to our subcommittee, Dallas Martin, execu-
tive director of the National Association of Student Financial Aid
'Administrators. I am very pleased to have the three of you here.

(53)
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Dr. Peltason, we will start with you. For these witnesses and any
other witnesses today, we will proceed as you wish. We can enter
your statements in the record. Summarize them or however you
want to proceed.

STATEMENT OF JACK PELTASON, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
COUNCIL ON EDUCATION

Mr. PELTASON. Thank you very much. I am pleased to be here. I
will enter my statement in the record, and rather than summarize
it, supplement it and make a few comments. I want to assure you
and your colleagues that we have a longstanding tradition of self-
regulation in the higher education community, but we have been
accelerating our efforts in the last several years in that direction,
because we are as anxious as anybody to reduce to a minimum the
abuses in the programs of student financial assistance.

We think the most effective way to do that is to get the commu-
nity sensitivp to the problems, to adopt guidelines and enforce and
implement them, working closely with our colleagues in the De-
partment of Education rather than to try and enforce inflexible
single national standards on the 12 million students in the 3,000
educational institutions of the United States.

I can report that we have had considerable success. We have had
an Office of Self-Regulation since 1978 working with the other edu-
cation associations. We have now promulgated the self-regulation
guidelines. Copies of these are available to the members of the
committee. And let me just mention some of them and show you
how I think they serve as a model.

We have had a problem for some time, for example, in the area
of tuition refunds. The student loan program calls for a tuition
refund statement. It has been the contention of those of us in
higher education that there should not be a single refund policy for
each and every institution in the United States. There is too much
diversity out there. However, we do accept the notion that if you
participate in a program you have an obligation to have a refund
statement, and you should publish it -and make it available. So
working with the Department of Education we developed guide-
lines, and distributed them widely. We have had workshops. Our
guidelines have been adopted as the official regulations of the De-
partment of Education.

We feel the same approach will be effective, the most effective
single way to deal with the problem of reasonable progress toward
a degree. We worked on that problem for some time preceding the
recent publicity that has been given about some abuses, and I want
to make it clear that we in no way defend those abuses and are
anxious to do all we can to stop them. We think they are not wide-
spread, but we acknowledge that some exist.

Our approach has been to develop, guidelines working closely
with our colleagues from thd Department of Education. Those
guidelines have been developed. We accelerated our effort after
talking with Congressman Simon I believe a year or so ago when
the question came up, I think, during the discussion of reorganiza-
tion legislation as to whether or not we should put in a Federal
standard.
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I assured the Congressnum that with reasonable time we would
give top priority to desdoping guidelines. They have been devel-
oped, 10,000 copies of them have been distributed. Workshops are
now being held around the country,as those responsible for the im-
plementation of this program are being informed about them.

Copies of those guidelines are again available to you. They essen-
tially say that every institution must have a policy. It must have a
policy that applies across the board. It must have an appeals proce-
dure, and every institution must evaluate each student at least
once a year to insure that they are in compliance. It does not try to
spell out in any mechanical way precisely how to measure reason-
able or satisfactory progress.

Let me conclude by saying that having been a Clean of a college, I
know how difficult it is to develop a standard. You can be commit-
ted to the notion of being tough and holding to the standard, but
you still have to have some discretion to deal with the so many dif-
ferent kinds of situations tha. develop.

I remember from my experience at Illinois we had a rule that
you had up to I think the eighth week of a semester to drop a class.
After that you could not drop a class. You were then committed to
it, and if you did not do well you failed.

It is very easy to state that rule, but there were always excep-
tions. On the beginning of the ninth week of class somebody who
had some personal tragedy in the family or with some particular
reason, with the application of good sense and judgment without
minimizing the standards 'Some compassion and discretion should
be given, or otherwise that student might be forever doomed to not
being able to complete the degree. So that discretion I think has to
be left at that level.

At the same time you have to insure that those who take Federal
dollars and administer these programs do so fully conscious of the
responsibility to see that the dollars are spent for the purpose Con-
gress intended, and we think we are well launched on that effort.

I will be glad to answer additional questions, but I think it might
be more helpful to turn to my colleagues who are heads of the asso-
ciations most immediately responsible for the development of these
guideliues. But I emphasize we work with all the educational asso-
ciations. They have the expertise, they have developed details, we
have discussed them, they have been widely commented on, and
they have the actual support of the'whole association of education.

[The prepared statement of J. W. Peltason followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT OF J. W. PEETASON, PRMIDENT, ANIFlik AN COUNCIL ON
EDUCATION

Mr, Chairman and nwmbers of the subcommittee. I am pleased to haw this up-
portunit% to speak with you today about actions of the higher education cutmnunity
on standards of satisfaLtory progress fur students receivmg federal financial assist
ance 1 haNe already sent 4.opies of the Jomt Statenwnt un Satisfactory Progre,s to
CNeD, member of this subcommittee but 1 would also wish to insert a copy in the
hearing record At thh; time

I would like to desk ribe briefly out process of self-regulation and to outlMe the
bhp!, we haw taken to addiess problems regarding campus polit.ies on satisfactory
progrez,:. My colleagues, representing the Amerman AbSI lmt ion of Culkgiate Regi,
trars and Admissions ()timers and the National Assmiation of Student Fimmcial
Aid Administrators. will offer speiIk cumments un the GAO teport and un ow UNN n
approach for improving campus poliths on satisfactory progress
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We first became aware of problems with satisfactory progress requirements sever-
al years ago and, in 1980, following the debate on this subject during passage of the
1980 Amendments, we moved forward with a self-regulatory approach to their reso-
lution. These actions are part of a larger program of self-regulation to which the
higher education community committed itself in 1978. We agreed then thatrather
than risk further federal involvement in areas which are the rightful responsibility
of the higher education communitywe would work systematically to strengthen
our own ability to address problems subject to public concern. To do this effectively,
we have had to mobilize the resources of a good many education associations, to call
on the volunteer time and expertise of individual campus administrMors, and to
enlist the active Looperation of college presidents in dealing with a wide variety of
problems.

Our approach has three key components:
1. to develop and distribute aational policy statements of recommended practice,
2. to work together jointly as associations to alert campus administrators to the

issues and to the need for prompt campus implementation of the national policy rec-
ommendations; and

3. te ask the pertinent association or associations to assume leadership for further
follow .4p actions on the subject. Fellow-up actions may include advisory publica-
tions and workshops, consulting assistance, development of model policies, or other
actions designed to achieve full institutional cooperation with the national effort.

This is an ambitions and serious undertaking, particularly in view of higher edu-
cation's diversity and its long traditions of campus autonomy. I'm proud to say, how-
ever, that we have made substantial progress with this effort and have gained wide
support among our constituent institutions. To date, we have issued Self-Regulation
Guidelines on seven topics and have issued longer reports on several other topics.
One of our earlier self-regulation statementson fair and equitable tuition refund
pohcieswas eventually recognized by the Education Department as an appropriate
means of compliance with GSL requirements on tuition refund. Our recognition of
the importance of proper campus management of student aid led to the publication
of both a technical manual and shorter guide on management of student aid. Other
self-regulation actions have dealt with college policies on student recruitment and
adnussions, collegiate athletics, and the confidentiality of faculty tenure decisions.
New statements are presently being developed to address concerns in such areas as
foreign student recruiting, ethical practices in college advertising, and privacy of
employee records.

On satisfac;tory progress, we completed the development of a national policy state-
ment last October. It was developed in close cop...siltation with the Department of
Education. We understand that the Education Department fully supports these com-
munity-developed standards and will recognize them as a basis for institutional com-
pliance wah the Department's requirement in situations whtre state laws or accred-
iting requirements do not already apply. We are now in the midst of a major infor-
mation campaign to foster immediate campus action to review and improve policies
on satisfactory progress. By joint actions among education associations, more than
10,000 copies of the statement have been issued. Recipients Include the presidents of
all U.S. colleges and universities, as well as registrars, business officers, student af-
fairs officers, academic vice-presidents, and financial aid officers. We have also
called It to the attention of accrediting agencies and have asked them to take it into
account as they review campus policies and procedures.

Two additional actions add further Impetus to our campaign. the National Associ;
ation of Student Financial Aid Administrators iNASFAA) has just completed prepa-
ratica of a monograph that offers sample policies and detailed explanations of
points coNered in the national policy statement. Further, ACE together with
NASFAA and AACRAO have already sponsored a day-long workshop designed to
.ins.ver questions of individual institutions on their policies for satisfactory progress.

These actions represent a voluntary community response to problems that we
have recognized in this area. In this instance, I believe that we have been able to
mme forward effectively to correct problems that have come to light, yet in a
manner that supports local institutional autonomy to the greatest degree possible.

Mr. SIMON. I would like to enter the guidelines in the record, be-
cause we may be referring to them as we move along in addition to
the formal statements.

[The information referred to follows:]

6,
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'From Ow Am,rhan Counoi n Eduotion, Do:ember ISSI1

SELF RIJALATIoN INITIATR E GI. IDMINES FOR COLI.FA,ES AND UNIVERSITIES

JOINT STATEMENT ON STANDARDS OF SATISFACTORY ACADEMIl PROURF,SS TO MAINTAIN
FINANCIAL AID ELIGIBILITY

The Education Amendments of 1976 required that institutions limit federal finan-
cial aid to those btudentb who. according to institutional standards, were in good
standing and making satisfactory progress. A 1978 study of the management of fed-
eral financial aid programs by the General Accounting Office took serious exception
to the pauuty of such standards and to ecidence of nistitutional nonadherence even
when standards did exist,

Senator Pell iD.-R Li. who held hearings on the subject of satisfactory academic
progress during the des elopment of the 1980 Education Amendments, proposed a re-
quirement that students successfully complete at least 7:5 percent of their initaI
academic load per term or period. Although he was persuaded not to Insist on so
stringent a requirement, the intent of Congress clearly was to give the education
community an opportunity to develop effective self-regulatorN standards. The need
for such standards has increased with the recent removal of the limn on years of
eligibility for receiving Pell and SEOG awards.

The American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers and
the National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators have proposed
the following guidelines to assist institutions in developing their own standards of
satisfactory academic progress to maintain federal finanuar ind eligibility. In doing
so, institutions should consider the relation between these standards and other insti-
tutional polides regarding academic progress.

A Each institution should take all necessary steps to fulfill the federal require-
ment to implement and make public the standards for saUsfactoly academic prog-
ress that students must meet to be eligible to receive federal financial aid.

The btatement of institutional policy on satisfactory academic progress for pur-
poses of continued aid ehgibthty should be mailable to all requesting it and should
be made public through readily avadable institutional publications. Each federal fi
nanual aid recipient should be provided with a copy of the institutional statement
of satisfactory academic progress.

B. In establishing standards of satisfactory academic progress, each institution
bhould respond to the diversity of its students and academic programs. Within a
gicen category and program, such standards should be applied consistently to all
students receiving federal financial aid.

Each institution bhoud establish standards in accordance with the diversity of its
btudents, for instance, to recognize fferences in eductional objectice and oetween
full-tmw and part-time status. 0 established, such standards bhould be uniformly
applied to all students recewn ederal financial aid within a gic,en category For
example, all full-time btudentb ih a gen institution and program ,,hould be expect-
ed to nmintain the same minimum academic progress.

C Each institution should establish and announce a reasonable length of time for
students receing federal financial aid to complete their educational objectnes.
This time bhould be consistent ccith the academic goal of the student and would
%ary according to enrollment btatub. The institution's policy on standards of aca-
demic progress should include a statement of the effect on acadenni, progress and
flnta ad eligibility of course int.ompletion, course withdrm%al, course repetition,
and noncredit remedial courses.

Institutions should establish limits on the amount of time allowed for student, in
different enrollment categories ke.g., half-timo to complete their objeLti%es
to be eligible to recen,e federal financial aid The time established should include
,iny additional time needed to Lomplete nonixedit remedial courses The institu-
tion's polk% should clearly dest.ribe the effect on satisfactory progress of course in-

i.ourse %%Ithdraals, and course repetition. A giNen institution may
deude to impose a limit on the number of cours incompletions, course %%ithdrals,
and course repetitions Clock hour institutions should establish a maximum numbd
of dock hours of instruction for students to compkte their programs

D P UltIkreb for appeal and reinstatement of ind should be part of each institu-
tion's polity on Odta aLtoo, progress and should be readily acadable m writing to
all students receicing federal financial aid. When an institution denies aid, re% IOW"
a case. or reinstates a student %% ho %%as pro101isly considered not to be making sat
isfactory progress, docunwntation to justify the action must be maintained

Institutional policy bhould clearly desulbe the procedures I'm appeal and rein-
statenwnt. possibly including the conditions under %%hich an appeal may be sought
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and the procedures by whkh students may satisfy the deficiencies that led to ineligi-
bility.

E. Evaluation of a student's academic standing and progress to determine federal
financial aid eligibility should be made before each oward period, but no less often
than once per year.

Although some institutions are able to make a formal evaluation of a student's
progress after each academic term, many other institutions, due to processing and
time constraints, are not able to do so. If an institution can complete formal evalua-
tions only once per year, an effort should be made to conduct more frequent evalua-
tion/monitoring during the year. This will be particularly important in situations
involving a probation/warning status or with appeals and reinstatement.

Mr. Smola. Mr. Conner.

,STATEMENT- OF J. DOUGLAS CONNER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGIATE REGISTRARS AND
ADMISSIONS OFFICERS.

..,114r. CONNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am going to try to follow my text a little more explicitly than

Dr. Peltason did, because I am going to try to comment on the
GAO report specifically in terms of at least some of the misconcep-
tions that that report may have developed. Our association has a
long history of cooperation with a good many of the agencies, par-
ticularly those included in the report, and we feel that self-regula-
tion is the best "way to address these problems. As I comment on
the report I want to assure the committee that in no way do we
intend to be defensive, or that my association and the higher edu-
cation community in general have any desire other than cooperat-
ing with any and all Federal officials to see that institutions strive
to insure that Federal aid dollars are used appropriately to proper-
ly enhance students' educational goals.

For this reason, my comments will concentrate on GAO's recon,
mendation that the Congress authorize the Department of Educa-
tion to issue regulations setting forth general requirements for in-
stitutions to follow in establishing academic progress standards.
The senegulation,initiative prepared by the American Association
of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers and the National
Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators and approved
by the American Council on Education provides a framework to ac-
complish this recommendation without the specifics that are in-
cluded as part of the GAO recommendations. In my view, coopera-
tive voluntary efforts between the Govt.rnment and higher educa-
tion seem to be the most effective way of accomplishing this basic
objective.

May I now amplify this and also offer some specific comments on
the report that will illustrate that basic point.

As I read the report I had to remind myself in terms of the con-
text of the report that it was an auditoes,perception of what satis-
factory progress would be, that is in this case an overall "C" aver-
age, for theee separate Federal programs which have different ob-
jectives and requirements.

First, as acknowledged in the report there are no satisfactory
progress standards for social security students except that they
carry a full-time load by the institution's definition. In 1979,
AACRAO and social security worked out a voluntary (nonreim-
bursed) certification plan that saved the Government $75 million in

6 I
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fiscal 1980. This Illustrates, I believe, the very best in terms of vol-

untary cooperation between the Government and the private
sector.

Second, the VA has very rigid standards on progress, nonpuni-
tive grades, changes of program, and full-time status that are not
only supported by regulation but often are in the law itself. The

VA had 20 lawsuits before Public Law 94-502 was amended, and it
seems to many of us wha worked on that effort unlikely that
anyone would want to repeat a comparable experience of cement-
ing standards into law and regulations. Again, voluntary coopera-
tion such as the AACRAO/social security certification process, the
ACE/AACRAO/NASFAA self-regulaion initiative on satisfactory
progress, and ACE/National Association of College and University
Business Officers' self-regulation initiative on tuition refund poli-
cies would appear a much better opt-ion. c

I would like to give you a few more interpretations in terms of
points of the study that I think will be helpful toward this overall
aim.

The General Accounting Office admits in the report they did not
survey any institution., that were selective in their admissions
process. The 20 they did review included many with open-door ad-

missions and those institutions did provide flexibility in terms of

academic probation, suspension, and so forth, to provide reasonable
opportunities for students to succeed. In fact, many selective insti-
tutions are flexible in not applying the "C" average requirement in

the freshman year. Some of these institutions then also permit
such programs as academic bankruptcy, and so forth, and may not
require an overall "C" average to graduate. Institutions sometimes
compute a separate graduation average that usually requires a "C"
average on all work that applies to the degree. This enables a stu-
dent not to be penalized for 'F's" if he/she passes the course when

repeating it. Consequently, the overall "C" average standard as ap-
plied by the auditorS is not necessarily a good or fair measure.

Since the 1960's, institutions de'Veloped very liberal course-drop
policies, nontraditional grading, and so forth, allowing studerits to
drop without penalty, sometimes up to the day of final exams. This

trend is reversing itself now, but open-door admissions institutions
may still not have completely revised their policies on dropping

courses.
Last, and I guess this is kind of in the picky, picky vein, I have

seen a lot of references in the press about coed jogging and ad-
vanced weight training. I was interested in terms of the bottom

line as far as that student was concerned because the student refer-
enced did graduate. So it is my assumption that those courSes in
some way applied toward the degree requirements. I say that just
in passing because I was interested in how quickly some of the
media picked up that fact.

There is also a statement in the report that VA payments are
made directly to the student, and that is not complete)), true. The

VA in the seventies asked higher education institutions in a coop-
erative vein to participate in advanced pay programs and to deliver
checks up to 2 months of advanced pay to the veterans upon their
registration.

6,)
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This process was a factor, perhaps a major factor, in the VA
overpayment problems in recent years. The premise is that the stu-
dent is responsible for meeting the necessary requirements of Fed-
eral aid. Students sign onto this on their Federal financial aid and
on the VA eligibility forms. Institutions report enrollment, with-
drawals, terminations, and so forth, but they use their own aca-
demic standards to monitor students. We think 'AN system can
work this way with the cooperation that now exists between the
Department of Education and the higher education cummunity.

Thank you.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of J. Douglas Conner follows.]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR J Dot.ULAs CONNER, EXEl UTIVE DIRECTOR, AMERR'AN
ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGIATE REGISTRARS AND ADMISSIONS OFFICERS

The aSt,ocIation which I represent, the American Association of Collegiate Regis.
trars and Admissions Officers, is a national, non-profit educational association
which is composed of membership of ocer 2,200 accredited postsecondary instat
tions These institutions are represented by more than 7,2110 ind:valual staff mem-
bers from the fields uf recruitment, admissions, registration and records, student fi-
nancial aid, and institutional research at the undergraduate, graduate, and profes.
storm! levels

Traditionall,, our association has(had a elose and rewarding working relationship
with federal agencies concerned with higher education. This has been partaularly
true tn terms ut the Social Security Administration, the Veterans Administration,
and the Department of Education Through mutual understanding and cooperation,
for example, we haw been able to bring institutional collegiate staff members in to
Washington to work on ad lax committees with these agencies in order to provide
implementation adcice on the respectwe laws with the users' expertise.

We'ce been incited to comment on the GAO report andl would like to offer re.
marks M that regard. emphasiting to the committee that in no way do I want to
make tt clear that the comments are defensive or that my association and the
higher education community in general haw any desire other than cooperating
with any and all federal officials to see that institutions strice to ensule that federal
aid dollars arc used appropriately to properly enhance students' educatmnal

Kw this reason. my comments will concept:ate on GAO's tecommendation that
the Congress authorite the Department of Education to issue regulations setting
birth general requirements lur institutions to follow in establishing academic pstg.
res. standards The self regulation initiatice prepared by the Ante, .can Association
of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers and the National Association of
Student Financial Aid Administrators and approced by t e American Council on
Education procides a ft amework to accomplish this recommendation without the
specifics that are included as pat t of the GAO recommendations In my view, coop-
er nice coluntary efforts between the goeloment and higher education seem to be
the most ellecticP Wai, of aceomplishinOhis basic object we

Mac I ii M. amplify this and also olfei some specilk comments of) the report that
will illustrate that basic point

A common standard was applied in terms of an auditor's concept of what satisfac.
Tan progress is 'an ocerall ('' aceragel fur three separate federal progiams. with
thflerent oblectIces and requirements

1 1,s acknowledged in the report there are nu satisfactory progress standards for
si.curitc students except that they carry a Iull-tinw load by the institution's

delnotam In I979, AACRAO and Social Securitc worked out a coluntary 4non-relm-
bur-eci, certification plan that ...aced the gocernment 7i nollam in fiscal 10s0, nits
illustrates. I betteYe the cery best in terms of tailantary cooperation between the
gocernillete and the pricate sector

The V A haw cure rigid standards on progress, nonpunitice glades, changes
ogfate and hill WM. Aaf a, that at& not onlc supported by regulation but often

Ow 1(.14/ The V A had lawsuits be-fon. Public Law :11-102 w'as amend-
ed ,ad a seims ti 111,111V ot u M.ho worked on that elfin to me that af),,,olle
would want to repeat a k umparable experience of cementing stand:ads into law and
regulations Again. toltintarc cooperation such as the AACRAO Social Securitc Cer.

cram procc.s. the ACE AACRAO NASFAA sellaegulation initiatie on satisfae-
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tory progrew and ACE, National AssokiatiLni of College and University Business Of-
ficers self-regulation initiatiye on tuition refund policies would appear a much
better option

A further interpretation on points of the study:
GAO admittedly did not survey any institutions that were selective in their ad-

mihmons process. Many open door admissions institutions provide flexibility in
terms of academic probation, suspension, etc., to provide reasonable opportunities
for students to succeed. In fact, many selectwe institutions are flexible in not apply-
ing the 'C" average requirement in the freshman year. Some of these inkitutio
then also permit such programs as acadeniic bankruptcy, etc an may not require
an overall "C'' swerag 19 graduate. The Institutions sometimes compute a separate
graduation average that usually requires a "C" average on all work that applies-to-
the degree. This enables a student not to be penalized for "'F's" if hefshe passes the
course when repeating it. Consequently, for overall "C" average standard as applied
by the auditors is not necessarily a good or fair measure.

Since the 1960s. mstitutions developed very liberal course drop policies, allowing
students to drop without penalty, sometimes up to the day of final exanis This
trend is reversing itself now, but open door admissions institutions may still not
have completely revised their policies on dropping courses.

Lastly, in the picky, picky vein, the co-ed jogging and advanced weight training
courses, the bottom line is that the student did graduate. Those courses must "have
been used as elective hours or the physical education requirement.

The statement in the report that V.A. payments are made directly to the student
IN not completely true the V.A., in the 1970s, asked higher education institutions to
participate in advanced pay programs and deliver checks (up to two months of ad-
vanced pays to veterans upon registration. This process was a major factor in the
V.A.'s overpayment problems in recent years. The premise that exists in the V A
regulations and in Department of Education programs is that the student is respon-
sible for meeting the nec.essary requirements of federal aid. Students sign on to this
on their federal financial aid forms and on V.A. eligibility forms Institutions report
enrollments, withdrawals, ternimatwns, but Use their &Yin academic standards to
monitor students. The system can work with the cooperation that now exists 6e-
0,wen the Department of Education and the higher education community

Aentsaux I

DEPART:1NT OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION,
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

Baltimore, Md., March 17, 1981.

Mr. -L DOUGLAS CONNER,
Executite Association of Colkgwie Registrars and Admissions Officers, Washington,

DEAR ME, CONNER. As you are aware, over the last two ye, the Social Security
Administrata SSAi, with the cooperation of your organization, has initiated sig-
nificant changes in the student benefits enforcement operation While all of these
changes have not been implemented as smoothly as you or I would have hoped for,
nesertheless, data available to me indkates the changes have resulted in significant
upprovements m our program. For example, we estimat that the verification re
quirements, in which your organization plays such a vital part, helped us avotd
making over 875 minion in incorrect payments during fiscal year 1980 On behalf of
SSA I would like to thank you, your staff in Washington, and the thousands of
members of your orgamzation who have assisted in our efforts to make the student
benefit enforcement program more effective.

Sincerely yours,

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Martin.

SANDY CRANK.
Associate Comnussioner

for Operatwnal Policy and Procedure;

0
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STATEMENT OF DALLAS MARTIN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NA-
TIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT FINANCIAL AID ADMINIS-
TRATORS, ACCOMPANIED BY JEAN MILLER

Mr. MARTIN. Thank ybu, Mr. Chairman. We appreciate the op-
portunity to be here today and to discuss the area of satisfactory
academic progress with you.

You have heard from my colleagues. Dr. Peltason talked about
the joint efforts of the higher education community, and Mr.
Conner talking about the development of the American Association
of-CollegiateRegistrars and Admissions Officers and our efforts to
develop the statement which is in the record. I think that the
course that we have launched ourselves upon today in terms of the
joint efforts of the postsecondary education community in develop-
ing the self-regulation initiatives is very important, and I think Dr.
Peltason pointed that out.

You recall, Mr. Chairman, that you along with some of your col-
leagues, Mr. Ashbrook, Brademas, Ford, and Buchanan on the com-
mittee discussed this issue at length during the development of the
Education Amendments of 1980. It was a contention at that time
that rather than writing specific language into the law, that the
reference in the law be a broad statement thereby providing flexi-
bility to institutions to develop those standards that would be the
most appropriate for their institution. And so it is in that vein that
we have enjoyed working with the other people in trying to develop
a statement that is worthwhile that we think can work. I think
this is even more important today when we look at the growth and
the complexity of the student aid programs and realize that there
are so man) variances out there that we have some standards and
guidelines that institutions can follow. In that regard we began
work on this issue some time ago. It was our title IV committee
that accepted the challenge to begin to develop specific reconirnen-
dations. As we began that .approach and working through that
statement we worked closely with our colleagues at AACRAO, be-
cause there is a close coprdination with the monitoring and control
with the registrars along with the financial community of an insti-
tution.

We have developed a joint statement of standards which was ac-
cented by the American Council on Education and other organiza-
tions in October of 1981. I think we should also make it clear that
it was not jUst- the community that was involved, but people from
the Department of Education and other places were consulted and
advised and were given copies of the draft for their input as we
proceeded.

Ve are pleased today to say that we have developed the state-
ment, but really it is only the beginning of the effort that the com-
munity is undertaking. While we have a statement now that I
think makes a lot of sense and provides flexibility, the next thing
is to assist institutions in implementing that policy.

We are in the final stages of completing other efforts that we
have been involved in for the past few months. One is the develop-
ment of a comprehensive monograph which we have been working
on that w ill provide specific step-by-step recommendations along
with a checklist arid some models of other schools that have devel-
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oped good standards to use with our institutions. That will be pub-
lished and will be delivered to all the institutions across the-coun-
try in the next couple,of months. We are in the final stages oredit-
ing that document, and as soon as it is final, I will be happy to pro-
vide a copy of it for your review...

That monograph will be useful as a guide in trying to develop
policies. This is critical because in developing such a policy af an
institution, we are not only talking about the impact and the use of
Federal student aid funds, nut getting into some of the basic princi-
ples of postsecondary education, the goal of admission and aca-
demic programs at institutions. So the policy requires close coordi-
nation between not only the,financial aid office and the registrar,
but more importantly, will involve the President, probably repre-
sentative*, from the faculty and academic vice presidents and many
others, because the policy will impact on Me recruitment, reten-
tion, class size, ansirother things.

We are excited about the development and the efforts to have
the publication done, and once we have the publication completed,
we will undertake other activities. For example, the Americ-an
Council on Education in cooperation with AACRAO and NASFA
conducted a workshop in New Jersey where we invited college
pr%idents, financial adminstrators, financial officers, to help de-
velop their policies as a workshop. Another workshop is going to be
scheduled in the next ponth.

Additionally through our State and regional hssociations, we
have sent out a letter asking them to provide a forum at those
State and regional meetin6s where this issue can be discussed ard
information exchanged between other institutions of how they are
progressing with them. We think we will be able through that to
have in place an adopted policy that h.is been designed and fitted
to each inatitution, but we will be able to share the experiences
that we have had and try to get more uniformity across the coun-
try In that regard, I think it proves once more that the self-regula-
tion iMtiative that has been undertaken can work. It is indeed our
hope that we can continue in this effort with the Department of
Educationand with other Federal agencies to allow the postsecond-
ary education community to be self-regulating.

I must point out another thing about the study done by the GAO,
and I think Mr. Conner is correct. We do not want to sound picky
on the study, k.it I would be remiss if I did not provide for the
record that.I know some institutions we visited during the study
were engaged at th time in a review of what was going on and
had changed a part of their pohcies substantially. They had a news
release coming,out about a number of students at that institution
that they had dismissed because they were not doing this, and they
had really cleaned up their act. Unfortunately, the time frame the
study was conducted under looked at data in the files the priors
year. There were people that had not taken the responsibility seri-
ously, and therefore it appeared to be in worse shape than it was.
That has been changed at thai. institution along with the others.

At this point I would like to stop snd give you a chance to ask
questions, and also just to say that I have somewharoversubscribed
myself today mand have another comitment. I have a colleague
here, Mrs. Jean Miller, who is a fcr.,er president of our associ-.

4.1,
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ation, who works in an opt:a-door community college that has been
actively involved with, us and ifj there are questions I am sure she
could assist as well.

Mr SIMON. Let me play the devil's advocate for a moment and
say to the Department, there are people in the Department whb

il! say self-regulation sounds great, it simply has not worked. And
they will say these guidelines are fine, what about schools that do
not accept the guidelines, No. 1, and No. 2, what if we have a
school with a 30-percent default rate, can we just ignore that?
What is your response?

Mr. PELTASON. I think a school that fails to properly police its
own house, that does not have an effective program to insure that
reasonable progress is made toward 4 degree, that some action
should be taken against that school to say that you are not carry-
ing out your responsibility. We do not believe that self-regulation
means that the Federal officials have no responsibdity to insure
that the law is complied with. It provides a standard tor them to
implement and enforce.

Mr, MARTIN. One other thing that I think will assist the Depart-
ment of Education is that we have been working with the national
regional accrediting associations for postsecondary education get-
ting them to subscribe to this and to make certain that institutions
we are accrediting develop such policies. It is my understanding
from talking to people in the Department of Education that when
they issue the regulations that they plan to specify that this will be
a part of it, and then for those few institutionsand there are very
few not covered under accrediting agenciesthey plan to reprint
those as the guidelines that you should follow. When they are
doing compliance, if they discover that an institution is not adher-
ing to those policies, they no have a basis to write that up as an
exception. I think we will find quickly that the vast majority of in-
stitutions will adopt these and will police themselves very well.

Mr PELTASON. It is my understanding that the Department will
make these guidelines part of its regulations.

Mr. SIMON. Do either Mr. Dean or Mr. Blakey have any ques-
tions?

Mr. DEAN. In the 1980 amendment Senator Pell's recommenda-
tion that 75 percent of the initial courseload had to be satisfactori-
ly completed, what arguments could you make that we should not
adopt that now to kind of address the problems in the GAO repot t?

Mr MARTIN. I would like to comment and perhaps my colleagues
would like to say something about that. I think the main concern
that the community had with an , rbitrariness of the 75 percent is
that not all institutions, when you begin to look at various systems
of judging academic performance, would adhere to that. For exam-
ple, there are academic programs out there that are lab kinds of
courses, particularly in medical areas or nursing, where a student
will engage in that course, and it is really a pass/fail. You either
completv that and develop the expertise and skills necessary out of
that, or you are required to repeat that.

Under a stiff requirement that is arbitrary, there is no way to
assess that. In this case the student might be dropped out altogeth-
er, when in fact maybe all they needed was additional work for 2
or 3 weeks to complete part of that and they woultitido it. It was
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primarily in that vein that we expressed our concern about the ar-
bitrariness of having in the law the 75 mcent. In actuality, many
schools may have standards higher than that. So our concern was
the grading policies.

Perhaps Dr. Conner would like to commerit on that, since he is
much more familiar with those procedures than I am.

Mr. CONNER. I think we have a general concern about overlegis-
lating requirements, as I suggested, or standards into the law. If
you will look in the GAO report and the V,.'s response to that
report and see the scenario of problems they hove had with doing
that in terms of law itself, they have had to amend those laws, and
in fact when we looked at Vice President Bush's initiative in terms
of reducing regulations, we found that we could not make a lot of
comments on some of the VA programs because the requirements
were in the law, not in the regulations. I think that is my big con-
cern, and the fact that we think the self-initiative process as dem-
onstrated, for example, through the social security program, will be
much more effective.

Mr. PELTASON. The difference between a university regulation
and a Federal law is significant. I would not object to that kind of
regulation if a university chose it, but I would insist that there be
some human being to apply some discretion to take care of the case
where there is not abuse, where you are standing in the way of
some student's progress because of some special circumstances.

You cannot waive a Federal requirement. That is the difficulty
But again from my own experience, it is not an uncommon thing
for a student to start off his or her academic program in the wrong
field. Maybe they started in the college of engineering because
their father wants them to be an engineer, and they do not do well
there. You have to apply some judgment. Maybe if that student
transferred to another college there is a course of study he or she
could complete. If you have a rigid requirement saying if you flunk
so many courses that is it, you cannot exercise that discretion. We
do not want an institution that has no standards, but the Federal
law imposing inflexibility across 12 million different students, each
of whose course of study requires some individual attention

Mr. DEAN. Has anybody looked into effect that an academicsay
that Senator Pell's standard was enacted, has anybody looked into
what effect that would have on some schools that are struggling
now and they could lose a substantial number of students? Say we
put in a rate-of-progress peovision and the nonpunitive-grade provi-
sion and a grade-progress provision. Would some schools be jeop-
ardized, or would we see the professors being instructed to give
them all "C-pluses"?

Mr. PELTASON. I have not myself looked nor do I know of studies
that looked at the consequences of that either in terms ofI think
there would be a general attempt to comply, but ,again I think as
you suggest, there are other problems-75 percent of what? If
people did want to cheat, there would be ways to cheat even nr
that kind of standard, cheat in the sense that they were allowing
the students to stay in school only to get Federal funds rather than
to be making some progress toward some educational goal

Mr. WEISS. Let me ask, and Mr. Martin may know the answer to
this. Is there any data existing as to what standards exist in the
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community of various institutions? Is that going to be in your
monograph?

Mr MARTIN. We will provide models of several of those that we
haYe collected They have not attempted to survey to make certain
that every institution has one, but I would say that for a number of
years we also have another publication that the association has
used, and it is actually accepted by the Federal auditing agency,
which is our institutional self-evaluation checklist. In that docu-
ment it also goes through as one of the items that you must have
in compliance and t.Alks about the development of a policy, institu-
tional policy of satisfactory academic progress standards. We are
going to build on that and try to expand that checklist with addi-
tional items to make certain that the*arious points covered in the
guidelines will be included so we make certain that every institu-
tion can make certain that their policies are adhering to the stand-
ards that have been developed.

Mr CONNER. The self-regulation suggests an institution should
publish those policies in their bulletins, catalogs, or brochures. In
anticipation of this hearing I went through about 50 catalogs to see
if there was some statement on academic, progress or probation. I
found each institution's catalog that I checked had fairly specific
statements in terms of academic probation on satisfactory progress
and so forth. That is certainly not a sufficient sample. It is more
institutions than the GAO study included.

Mr DEAN. One concern that has been expressed to me 4 number
of times is that a number of institutions had economic and racial
de facto segregation before the 1960's, and what they have done
now is set up a preferential admissions policy for these students.
Many of those schools now have flunkout rates that are pretty
much zero, and they will not flunk out anybody even if the grading
is blind In many institutions examinations are graded by a ran-
domly selected number. Given that that is the fact in many institu-
tions, and disagree if you do not think that is the casebut I am
under the impression that at many institutions, including those
with selective admissions processes, that there is in fact nobody
flunking out of those schools.

Mr MARTIN. One distinction that needs to be made, if we may,
and I am certain I would agree that that is true at a lot of
schoolsI think there are a lot of schools adhering to standards,
and there are students admitted under special programs that may
not succeed. One of the lines that we tried carefully to draw here
that I think is the concern in terms of the taxpayer and in terms of
our role as custodians of public funds, is we were not attempting to
tell an institution what its academic standards or policies might be.
If we are going to use public tax dollars to provide financial sup-
port to students that may not have the financial means to obtain
that education, that at some point if that student is not working
reasonably toward completion of a degree under judgments that we
have invested quite a bit here and by this time he ought to be
through, the goal was to say you may still be allowed to stay in the
institution, but you are not going to be eligible to receive public
funds any longer. The purpose of the student aid programs is to
provide assistance to students to obtain postsecondary education. It
is not an income maintenance program qi sustain people for the



rest of their lives. The distinction we wanted to draw is that the
student aid funds are there to obtain an education. At a reasonable
point, if the student is not doing that, the public tax dollars that
we are responsible for cease.

Mr. PELTASON. I would also elaborate, we also want to leave some
room for the institutions to adopt a variety of different approaches
to education. We have some very highly selective admissions
schools that have as a policy rigid standards for admission, but
once admitted they generally tend to be rather generous about the
length of time it takes the students to obtain their degree. They
have counsel and so on. And their approach is we will admit only
the academically talented and we will work with them and get
them a degree. We have other schools with open admission and
their approach is we will- give everybody a chance the first year,
and they are rather coldblooded about flunking them out quickly
We have all kinds of distinctions in between.

The statement here is that that is the only approach to solve
that problem. We do not believe that the Federal Government has
an obligation to perpetually support people as professional stu-
dents. At the same time we do not want to cut down opportunities
fur institutionsit poses a question as to whether 4 or 5 years is
normal. The fact is a good many very good students today may be
working, may have other kinds of part-time obligations. If you
must start, you must take 14 hours, must also make a "C" and you
have to complete in 4 years and you do not, there is something
wrongI think that is an overly rigid specification.

Mr. DEAN. I can appreciate that. In this self-regulation effort,
what percent of the students do you see actually being determined
to be ineligible for aid as a result of that? In reading this document
I can easily see some schools would promulgate regulations and en-
force them very strictly and everybody would still be eligible for
aid. I think that is likely to happen unless the Department sets
more rigid standards. Do you see a lot of students being made ineli-
gible, or just a few?

Mr. MARTIN. I certainly do not have any concrete data to sub-
stantiate what the numbers might be. I can tell you from discuss-
ing the matter with my colleagues at the institutions that I know
that a number of them following your stan yds review those once
or twice during the year in terms of progress of the student, and
when students are found that they are not doing that, they are re-
moved. Mrs. Miller has just shared with me here that in her
tution at, Pasadena City College in California, she has noted that
under the guideL es, 5 percent of the students would be disquali-
fied annually at her institution with the guidelines that you have
She says that is her procedure. Can she expand on that?

Mr. DEAN. Do you think these students will wind up dropping
out orschool as a result of no aid?

Mrs. MILLER. Yes.
Mr. DEAN. So you will lose them altogether?
Mrs. MILLER. We will lose them at that time. However, many of

them get religion and return at a later tim, another semester or
another year.
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Mr DEAN And if we left them eligible for aid, do you think a lot
of them would straighten out in another term, or do you think it
helps them when they see the sword over their head?

Mrs. MILLER. I think we would find at an open-door institution, if
they did not have standards, they would take advantage of the
system.

Mr. DEAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr SIMON. Let me make a comment in line with Mr. Dean's

question here. I think ope of the concerns of one of my colleagues
who were- in the other body, one that I share, is that we have to
pay some attention to this whole quality problem and that there is
a danger, particularly as we cut funding and as we lose students
that schools are going to hi moving in the wrong direction, and I
think there are at least several of us who have some concerns in
this direction.

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. Simon, I might just add though while I think
that has been a suspicion, there has been a lot of evidence recently
that many, many institutions are actually tightening up on their
standards that are getting more and more selective on admissions
policies There have been some major universities recently that
have announced tightening of policies. Ohio State is one, Florida is
another, that are going to tighten up on this, just the opposite of
what we would assume during a period of tightening funds and re-
duced enrollments.

Mr. PELTASON. Miami Dade Community College is, also. I think
Ai are right, the apprehension that you express is one that some

of us have, the fear that in a time of shortage of students people
might en;age in recruiting. We also have some self-regulatory
guidelines hav ing to du with ethical advertising, with recruitment.
We are now working over those relating to recruitment of foreign
students. because I think everybody in the higher education com-
munity dues not want to see us go through a period in which we
lose the public confidence by abusive practices or engaging in
things that we consider improper. I think that danger is real, but I
think we are alert to it. There will always be some who will violate
those standards, but by having the standards it will be readily
identified, and then if punitive action needs to be taken, it will be
against those institutions rather than adopting a regulation con-
straining those who do behave.

Mr SIMON. I was nut suggesting that the grade point average
was a way to solve this problem. I am aware of what Harvard and
Stanford and Ohio State; I was not aware of the Miami Dade
action I am not sure the examples cited are necessarily going to be
ty pica( of what is going to happen in the higher education commu-
nity. I hope maybe they are.

Mrs. MILLER. I thinkI was going to say earlier, before you even
asked the question, that I would have less concern about satisfac-
tory progress guidelines with the shortage of funds, because I be-
lieve that most institutions will tighten up their standards as what
we call a fund rationing device. It is one way of using fewer func:0
fot the students that you have. And it may mean a loss of some
students.

Mr. PELTASON. In the fifties it well might have been if we had
more students, that would bring more resources to your institution,
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but that is nut necesMarily going to be the case today. If you have
fewer dollars, you want to make sure you are spending them on
those students that are most promising.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Erdahl.
Mr. ERDAHL. I have no questions, but thank you. I have looked

the material over quickly.
On second thought, I guess I will ask one question. Perhaps this

is one you should be directing at us rather than any one of us to
you, and of Mr. Peltason. On the third page you mentioned that
the "On satisfactory progress, we completed the development of a
national policy statement last October. It was developed in close
consultation with the Department of Education. We understand
that the Education Department fully supports these community-de-
veloped standards . . ." and so forth. Where might this commit-
ment be if we see modifications in the U.S. Department of Educa-
tion, or to whom will they be shifted?

Mr. SIMON Answer this carefully.
Mr. ERDAHL. If I af ever invited down to the White House, I will

ask the same question, but I will ask you, since you are here.
Mr. PELTASON. I assume that there will be somebody responsible

for enforcing these particular regulations, wherever he is located in
the Federal structure. If you ask my guess as to what the ladies
and gentlemen of the Congress are going to do, my suspicion is that
there will probably still be a Department of Education for some
time.

Mr. ERDAHL. I just talked to a group of intelligent young people
from the Close-Up Foundation and I coined a new initial definition
of PPP. One of them asked what that stood for. I said PPP stands
for the force in Washington, personal Presidential persuasion I

guess I would take issue if the President decided to abolish the De-
partment, as he said in his recent speech. I suppose he would be
successful in the Congress in accomplishing that I hope we will see
these programs carried on in a satisfactory manner someplace else,
though I am dubious that that can be accomplished.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Weiss?
Mr. WEISS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no questions
Mr. SIMON. We thank the three of you for your testimony We

look forward to working with you.
Mr. SINION. Mr. William Ihlanfeldt, vice president for :nstitution-

al relations of Northwestern University.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM HILANFELDT, CHAIRMAN, FEDER-
ATION OF INDEPENDENT ILLINOIS COLLEGES AND UNIVERSI-

TIES, AND VICE PRESIDENT FOR INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS,

NORTIIWESTERN UNIVERSITY

Mr. IHLANFELDT. Mr. Chairman, I welcome this opportunity and I
come here not as vice president for institutional relations at North-
western, which is a rather innocuous or amorphic title and in-
cludes such areas as admissions, financial aid, registrar, govern-
ment relations, et cetera, but I am here today as the chairman of
the Federation of Independent Illinois Colleges and Universities,
which represents 52 different institutions in the State I happen to
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be one of three representatives tu that organizaticn that is not a
president.

I have been asked tu address the question of the financial aid cal-
endar and the processing of the Pell grant program, and I welcome
this opportunity. I have submitted testimony for the record, and I
will simply supplement that testimony.

Mr. SIMON. Your statement will be entered in the record.
Mr. IHLANFELDT. The financial calendar, from our perspective,

has been untimely and has minimized the impact of billions of dol-
lars of Federal funds, I do not wish to negate the significance of the
Pell grant program, but I simply do not think it has realized its
full potential.

In 1977 two ideas merged. One idea was to simplify the financial
aid process, and that was Under the capstone multiple data entry,
with the idea that students would file a single application for re-
ceipt or eligibility of all types of funds, Federal, State, and institu-
tional.

The other idea was a concern of the Department of Education,
and that was how could they better monitor abuse in the program
ur fraud in the program. What emerged out of those two ideas was
an agreement that applications for Federal funds, particularly the
Pell grant program, could not be submitted until after January 1,
and there must be particular line item reference from the IRS
forms to the Financial aid form.

Alsd a part of that was the fa that the major contractors in the
country wanted to be a part of this system, and therefore moved
their dates forward so that all applications allegedly would bescom-
pleted after January 1 or after the W-2 forms had been received.
Families attempted to complete the IRS forms and then extracted
information from IRS to the financial aid form keeping in mind
that the reason for this requirement was to address the concern of
abuse and fraud.

Now, in the admissions business, and I have been a part of that
business fur 17 years, from our perspective the issue is that the ear-
lier people hu information the better choices they can make, and
frankly, nu matter how much one makes an effort to communicate
that people are eligible for funds, until they actually receive a chip
or a voucher which says you have the funds, they cannot plan.
Frankly, they do not work very well in a world of uncertainty.

Now, there were many alternatives suggested at the time this de-
cision was made in 1971, and one of those was that families could
submit information on the basis of estimated income. Awards could
be made during the fall of the year, and verification documents
could be sent to these families or the recipients after April 15. My
financial aid staff tells me that would include six items.

What has happened to the system or what has the financial cal-
endar wrought? Has it been simplified? For some of the major
States and fur the Federal Government it possibly has been simpli-
fied, but in recognition that this would mean a lack of planning
and would encumber the admission processes of many schools, the
schools have spent record amounts of funds to try to penetrate
many markets that I think have been disenfranchised to some
extent by this. program. We now have in fact More applications in
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the environment than we had in 1977. Many of those_are institu-

tional. .

Has abuse been decreased? Is there less fraud in the system
which was the principal reason for tying it to the IRS statement? I
think I address this in terms of some data that I cite in my state-
ment, but the behavior of the Department of Education suggests
thqt they are not satisfied with the system as it is, because they do
require verification of campus financial aid offers and have asked
for verification of 100 percent on the campus. The-reason why they
have tied this to the IRS statement does not seem to exist any
longer.

Has the number of applications been reduced by various market-
ing segments? I think NASFA studies, studies more recently by
Howard University, would suggest that it has impacted as but one
example in the black community in terms of increasing mobility.

Has this affected the college on broader horizons? I think I an-
swered that question. I ti-ank the lateness of the system simply
does not permit broader horizons. .

Let me give you an example. What has happened in the higher
education system is that students go through the process of trying
to make a decision of where they should go to school, and after
they have made the decision they find out that they are either eli-
gible or ineligible for funds. If that system was moved forward by 6
months and they knew they were eligible, I think you would find a
different behavior pattern with respect to where students would
elect to go to school and their own commitment to education
during the senior year. If you are told that you have '$1,800 or
$3,000 or more available to you upon completion of your high
school degree, I think ru will perform differently than if you find
that out in August after you have graduated from high school.

What are the options available to change this system9 I recognize
that there are all kinds of study committees, but that is part of the
problem. I do not think there would be any difficulty in moving
that calendar forward 6 months if Congress could make decisions
quicker in terms of taxes on income.

How could we validate the system? The Pennsylvania Higher
Education Assistance Authority has now demonstrated as did the
Illinois Scholarship Comdission, that prior year data is a better
index in terms of accuracy and in terms of making sure there is

less fraud and abuse. If that is not acceptable or if that cannot
work, we can always go back to the idea of estimated income with
a followup in the spring of the year. And the followup document
would go directly to the subcontractors, who would then verify it
and move it onto the major contractors.

4 The irony of this, it strikes me as ironic, is that we are investing
billions of dollars in this program over tinie and several billion a
year, a couple billion at least, but when we get to the processing
question and say should we in fact have this kind of verification in

April. we are told it is too costly, that a million bucks is too costly

in order to make sure that we are maximizing individual opportu-
nity when the expenditures exceed several billion Now specific
early information would fulfill the prophecy of the program and
the goals of the Senator for the program which bears his name. It
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would expand opportunities. zeduce some of the inequities between
Social classes, and also optimize the use of Federal funds.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of William Ihlanfeldt follows:]

PREPARFX STATIMINT OF WILLIA,M IHLANFELDT, CHAIRMAN, FEDERATI,ON OF

INDEPENDENT ILLINOLs COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

The I.NMIe that I have been asked to address today Is the Federal Financial Aid
Calendar From the perspective uf the member institutions in the Federation of In-
dependent Illinois Colleges and Universities. the current processing of student fi-
nancial assistance is untimely, limits InChNidual educational opportunity, and mini-
nutes the impact that billions of dollars in federal student assistance should have
upon reducing social class inequities through the Pell Grant Program, The problem
is the lateness of the processing schedule. which is caused by the explicit require-
ment that, before a family can qualify fur assistance through the Pell Program, spe-
cific line item information must be extracted from the Internal Revenue Service
Form and placed on the Financial Aid Form, The earliest that such information is
available to most families is in the first week uf February upon tin: receipt of the
W-2 Forms Moreover, most families do nut comPlete their Internal Revenue Serv-
we Forms until March and April Bureaucratic and processing problems often cause
further delays Thus, families are inhibited in their college planning. 1,4 it is
common for students not to receive an announcement of their award until near ur
alter they have graduated from secondary school. By this time, tlw vast majority of
students have already deckled where they intend tu pursue their educamm beyond
secondary school As a result, the current Calendar, instead of broadening individu-
al horizons and educational opportunities-the hope of the Senator whose name the
program bears- limits the effect of the Pell Grant Program mainly to providing
access at the local level,

The aforementioned application requirement was imposed by the Office of Educa-
tion in 1977 with the intent of limiting fraud and abuse Alternatives to achieve the
same purposes. without undermining the original objectiv es of the program, were
suggested at that time HoweYer, these other options were rejected and the focus
was placed upon curbing fraud and abuse rather than expanding educational oppor-
tunity Since that time the data suggest that abuse has nut been remedied, that
there is a more accurate methodology an utilizing the base year income informa-
hoe mil related line item laconic Tax Form referencing, and that black enroll-
ments as but one index of program impacthave either leveled uff oi decreased at
many four-year public and private colleges and universities.

Froirc/ ant! thlok The Department of Education, apparently now less confident
of reducing .,buse through delayed processing and line item referencing with tax
forms, has me-reased its la by requiring the campus financial aid offices tu vali-
date reported income information on a random sample of recipients through the col-
lection of Internal Revenue Seri, ice Forms. Moreover, a recent proposal has been
generated by the Department of Education tu validate adjusted gross income and
other items for all recipients through the campus financial aid officera burden
that could not be easily accommodated In other words, the very reason for the ex-
istence of the cui rent processing schedule no longer is yr.. ,d,

Methothdogl -Currently. knowledge of 19SI income data Is required, as reported,
on specific line items of the II/SI Internal Revenue SerYict! Forms, below a family
can complete a financial aid application This Is known as the base year. A recent
studY by the Pennsylyania Higher Education Assistance Authority found that prior
Neal data. or in this instance, l9so income, adjusted for inflation, is a more accurate
nwasure of determining family financial need. A similar result was found by ethe
Illinois State Scholarship Commission in the early 19Tu5 These findings invalidate
any claim that the processing of financial aid applications ought to be delayed in
order to rtsiture the inclusion of base year income, In other words, the Calenstiar
should be moved forward

bopm I Periodical:, the questiim must be asked of any program, 'Is it achieving
its original purposes"- The Pell Grant Program was created to increase access tu
postsecondary education and to expand educational choke The answ el with regard
to access is, "possibly", with regard to choice, -doubtfully, at best"

7
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Studies by Aqua,' tiladieux' ,ind the Institute tor the Stusis of Edw. ,on Policy 3
hoe presented tlw following findings_ IA that 33 percent *all freshmen had not
heard of the POI Program.420 that from I977 to 1979 there was a dramatic decrease

both in Pell Grant applications and in full-time freshmen enrollment among all de-
pendent students from &undies with real Incomes under $12.000. IT that the per
S'entage ut bl,Kk btudentb nut rmelying Pell Grant s. at predominantly black colleges
mcreased by at last ten points from 1977 to 1979, and 14) that black enrollments
either leveled oft or decreased at four-year colleges and universities during the
latter half of th 1970s As members of the Committee well know, these reported
chaniiifi, occurred during a period when the amount of student aid was reaching its
zenttir4

A SIMPLE SOLUTION

In order to primde students with the fullest opportunity to achiew their educa-
tional objmives as well as to accommodate Congressional concerns about fraud and
abuse. I recommend a procedure that would move the Financial Aid Calendar sub-
stantially forward. with the intent of adnexung the dual objecthes ofc.expanding
educational opportunity and minimizing hand and abuse As suggested above, prior
year data adjusted for inflation provide a more accurate index than base year data
in determining a family's ability to pay for higher education This fact perMitS the
acceleration of the Financial Aid Calendar and allows more time to validate infor-
mation Validation ot prior year data could be continued on a randomly selected
basis through the campus financial aid office.

Should base year income information be required, in addition to prior year, such
information could be collected through a subcontractor after April 13 Should cost
be a factor. it is recommended that the student recipient pay a nominal fee for the
procssing of the selUnd document. For example, a famib would be able to complete
ttto Financial Ant Form as t-arly as the summer between a student's junior and

t,emor year in high i.chool based upon prior year data Awards could be announced
as early as October 1, which would substantially facilitate a student's educational
planning If base year information were also required, a subcontractor could collect
such information in the 6pnng of the student recipient's senior year in high school

Should the reported base year mformation deviate leos than or 10 percent from
the adjusted prior year information the award would remain the same Deviations
m incomes that were greater than :; or 10 percent would possibly require a change
in the award. This validation procedure, if necessary, would permit a national
svstem of verification without third party institutional invohement Subcontractors
would not transmit any inforMation to the major contractor until the system had
been updated or until a specific date. Except for a limited number of cases, there,
would only be une transfer of data from any one subcontractor to the major contrac-
tor

Mese Comments are not intended to minimize the signcance of the Pell Grant
Program. because, dearly, its impact upon the educational system has been substan-
tial, yet, only with a change in the Financial Aid Calendar can the original objec-

tives of the program be realized. that of expanding educational opportunity and re-
ducing the inhere*, inequities between social classes. Moreover, an earlier process-
ing hchedule woulenot onb permit better family planning but would provide the
federal and state governments with more time to %alidate information, thus, redue
ing fraud and abuse while increasing the impact and breadth nf the program
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Mr SIMON Thank you. Do I understand your suggestion, what
you are suggeSting is that in October you can apply or use the 1980
basis? Then sometime after April 15 there would be a verification
document or a dccument that could modify that irlt went over 5 or
10 percent; is that correct?

Mr. IHLANFELDT. I think there are two ways to approach this.
One is use the prior data and then simply have a sampling on the
campus, or you could use the prior year with a verification after
April 15 The alternative would be estimated inconie on the base
year rather .han the prior year, with a verification document after
April 15. Because the concern that the Office of Education ex-
pressed in 1977 was that they would reduce abuse by tying the ap-
plication proceas to the IRS document, that seems to be no longer
valid because they do not use it anyway.

Mr. SIMON. I was interested in your statemeat on 'page 3, I have
to say I was not aware of this before, that 33 percent of all fresh-.
men had not heard of the Pell program. Is that the Pell program

o identified as the Pell program--
Mr. IIILARFF.LDT. It is referred to in NASFA's questionnaire of

roughly 300 colleges and universities across the country. The ques-
tion is have you heard of the basic grant program. They still used
the term in 1980 and called it the basic grant prograni. Thirty-
three percent had not.

Mr SIMON. Getting back to the calendar schedule, would that be
of assistance to you at Northwestern University, shifting this cal-
endar or just simply--

Mr. IHLANFELDT. SeiTral things would happen. First of all, we
would eliminate a lot of the supplementary applications that are in
the environment, and that would simplify the process, No. 1. No. 2,
it would permit us to be able to not only say orally, but with some
kind of chit or voucher, you do have money. We would attempt to
again penetrate some environments that we fiankly have found it
extremely difficult to penetrate during the last 3 oi 4 years. In the
sixties and serenties one of my responsibilities changedwe went
from less than 1 percent minority to 14 percent minority, quite a
different distribution in terms of income on the campus. Bw since
the change took place in the Pell program, and I recognize some of
the data are soft and it is hard to draw positive facts, but when we

,reached the zenith in terms of financial aid we found that it was
'ncreasingly more difficult to penetrate some of the inner city
areas I think the Harvard study also comes to that conclusion.

Mr. SIMON. gr. WV?
Mr. WEISS. Thank ou, Mr. Chairman. I am not sure if I under-

stand the program or the point that you raised factually. I missed a
witness who testified yesterday afternoon before the subcommittee
for the Department of Education, but the report I had of their testi-
mony was that their very complaint seems...So be that applicants in
fact are allowed to estimate what their adjusted gross income and
their taxes paid have been. As a result they complained that there
have been overpayments to Pell recipients by almost $300 million.
Now, is there some discrepancy in my information, or are these -

P facts as we understand it?
Mr. IHLANFELDT. No. Let me give you my version. The rule as

now applied to the financial aid process is no application can be
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submitted if you want to be eligible for Federal funds until after
January 1. Many families complete that application and guess
before they get their W-2 forms. They will complete it in January
and still have rlot gotten to their IRS statement. If you follow the

logic of the Department of Education--
Mr. WEISS. The form apparently provides for that kind of esti-

mate to be made by the applicant, is that not correct?
Mr. IHLANFELDT. Well, it says in effectI think there are four

items, to extract this information from the 1040 forms, but not all
families do that because they have not coffipleted their 1040 forms.

Mr. WEISS. And they are allowed to estimate?
Mr. IHLANFELDT. They have no alternative but to estimate.
Mr. WEISS. No, it is not a matter of alternatives. My information

is, aetOrding to DOE, the application form currently allows or au-
thorizes the applicant to intimate what the taxes and income were
for the preceding yea:. And they complain that because that is per-
mitted they have been paying out too much money. You are saying

that they are not allowed to do that, and as a result they have to

wait until they have actually gotten their W-2's back, and by,that
time the whole sequence has run so late that they are dicaavan-

taged, a very serious discrepancy it seems to me of a factuai
nature.

Mr. IHLANFELDT. If they complete their application after January
1, there is a reference that they should extract information from

the IRS form. The fact is that many do not, and for that reason
they operate on estimated income rather than actual income. Now

the Department of Education, if you follow their logid, would like

to move these applications back to April 15. I would like to move
them forward with a verification document on the other side which

would give you better validation. You would have 100 percent or
universal validation in the example Th1it I am suggesting.

Mr. WEISS. But you are starting with the premise that in fact the
administration wants to follow through on the basic assumption of

expanding opportunities?
Mr. IHLANFELDT. No, I am not assuming that premise whatso-

ever. I am simply stating that the initial intent of the program was

to do that, and I think from 1973 to 1977 we were making good
progress. In 1977 when we made a decision to delay the application

process rather substantially I think it was attenuated or the prog-
ress began to slow up.

Mr. \rms. But now if, in fact, DOE is asking for it, they get it

either because of legislative changes or more likely becauge they

are goingzitb put in regulations which will change the formnever
mind Kiting it into the position that you want, which is an esti-

mate with verification.
Mr. IHLANFELDT. Or the use of prior year.
Mr. WEISS. Or prior year. Apparently what they want to do is

eliminate altogether the capacity to work on any kind of estimate
verification at all. They want absolute hard information as to what

that income mid tax criteria paid was and earned for the yearfor
that previous year, which is going to make the situation worse
than it is right now, would you not say?

Mr. IHLANFELDT. If that is their intent, then I think it would de-

stroy the original purpose of the program. If all the Pell program

t6,
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becomes is simply a subsidy to finance higher education, then it
does not broaden one's horizons.

Mr WEISS I am advised by counsel that what they may be after
is universal validation.

Mr. IIILANFELDT. That is another matter, and that can be
achieved in some of the ways that I have discussed. I understand
they requested funds yesterday to do that. They want the financial
aid officer on the campus to do it, and I would suggest there is a
better 'way.

Mr. WEISS. 1..et me ask you a tangential pointI am sure that
within your role you have come across itwhat has been the
impact, if you know, so far, on Pell grant applications of the elimi-
nation and phaseout of social security education benefits?

Mr. IHLANFELDT. I do not know. I think it is too early to tell.
Mr. WEISS. What kind of--
Mr IHLANFELDT. We made estimates in terms of the cost on one

singlr campus, but that is unrelatedthat would vary from
campus to campus.

Mr WEISS [continuing]. Can you give us the information on the
single campus?

Mr. IHLANFELDT. $360,000 at NorthWestern.
Mr. WEISS. At Northwestern?
Mr. IIILANFELDT. Yes.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you.
Thanleyou very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
Mr. Erdahl.
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.'
Thilt,o is a question that maybe goes beyond the scope of your

testimony I do not think it goes beyond the scope of your experi-
ence and expertise. This is a phgosophical question, maybe a prag-
matic one, as we are faced with budget cuts. Some say we have the
option of emphasizing either the grants or the loans. Which way do
you think we should pursueguaranteed student loans, Pell
grants, or some related thing?

Mr IHLANFELDT. Are you giving me an either/or question?
Mr ERDAHL. I am giving you an either/or question, but you can

answer it any way you wish. I want to give you broad latitude;
Mr IHLANFELDT I do not think that you can emphasize loans at

the expense of grants: particularly if our intent is to broaden
access in this country and to create greater opportunities. At the
same time, there clearly have been abuses in the guaranteed stu-
dent loan program that have to be resolved, and the one that I
would recommend and haVg recommended since 1975 is that all
guaranteed loans and the subsidy related should be on the basis of
residual need only Let us quit kidding ourselves; recent changes
have created a lot or loans of convenience, and I do not think they
are at all necessary We became, frankly, in 1978 a bit too genet.-

and now we are going to live w, ith those Costs for a long time.
Mit we should not 'throw the baby out with the bath water.

Mr ERDAHL. In other words, you are saying that maybe because
of what was done; several years ago, obviously those are costs that
society and the taxpayers have, incurred, the loans hopefully will
be raid back over a period of time. But I take it you still endorse
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the concept that there are people that would not have an O`Ppartu-

nay for higher education it 'ley did not either receive the loans or
the grantt,.. One thing that, aas bothered me as'we have looked at
the cuts in education. that at some indefinable line, whether undetr
pressure from the administration or coming out of Mr. Stockman's
office or whetnot, in implementint, the cuts we are making a fun-
damental social distinction that abfamily at a certa:n income level
is not going to be able to send its son or daughter to school Obvi-
ously there aie exceptions. If you are below that level, ;cm are Pot
Would you care to comment on that? Are there still resources
available, so that the great American spirit will triumph and
people will be able to find a way? I think you said maybe--

Mr. THLANFELDT. I would like to address that, but I want to make
sure I say it c redly. First I think there needs to be a system in

place that maximizeN the current utility of funds available, and
do not think that is in place, and that is 'what I was addressing
today. How do we maximize the use of those funds in an optimum
way? Second, I think we have to look,at those programs that have
been extraoldinarily costly, such as GSL, and ask ourselves where
can we begin to change regulations, reduce benefits, without elimi-
nating the program.

Th, principal ingredient of GSL, for example, is the guarantee,
and sonic subsidy while a student is in school. The question of
whether or not a studeLt should receive or his borrower should re-
ceive a total subsidy while he is repaying is another matter alto-
gether, so that is a choic- that has to be made.

On the other hand, th.. Pell program has a specific purpose, and
it the calendar is propel it will achieve that purpose The supple-
mental grant program is very important if we are going to have
aceess to private colleges and universities across this country for
the people who have been disenfranchised in the past Please keep
in mind that many of these private institutions have invest:?d

ot dollars of their own moneys over the last 15 years. and now
ti.ey have the rug pulled out from under them. It simply means
that they no longer can affort: to participate in this society change
and this transforraation that has taken place, and we get back to

hat I would call the resegination of American society.
Thank vou very much for the specificity of your re-

u.tak you, Mr. Chairman.
Ir SimoN. Thank you And we thank you very much for your

.--.;tirnolit and for your suggestions.
Mr hil.ANFELDT, Thank you. Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity.
Mr SimoN Our final witness is Miriam Rosenberg, the legisla-

tive dir,ctor for the Coalition of Independent College and Universi-
.tv Student,

41TEMENT OF MIRIAM ROSENBERG. LEGISLAT1 E DIRECTOR.

Co kLITIO N. OF INDEPENDENT COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY STU-

DENIS
r:(PANBER. Mr Chairman. I am going,to follow the text of

niy ,Ar,!ten testimony ,
Mr SivioN Proceed
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MS. ROSENHCitc Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommit-
tee, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you to discuss
some student concerns regarding the delivery system for student fi-
nancial aid programs. My name is Mariam Rosenberg, and I am
the legislative director of the National Coalition of Independent

. College and University Students (COPUS). The coalition, now in its
seventh year, is a national student organization based in Washing-
ton, D C., with State student association§ and chapters at independ-
ent college campuses across the country.

Our primary concern, as students, is that the student financial
assistance delivery system should allow for the limited amount of
Federal funds allotted to student aid programs to be distributed in
a manner that is as equitable, as timely, and as uncomplicated for
students as possible. Several modifications of the current student
aid delivery system are now being considered by the administration
and the Department of Education. We believe that some of these
modifications may unnecessarily disrupt the flow of Federal assist-
ance to students who require those funds in order to attend college.

First, we are deeply concerned about the threat to prompt stu-
dent notification of Pell grent awards posed by the potential for
further reductions in fiscal year 1982 funding. Now that an accept-
able family contribution schedule has finally been developed, we
hope that any additional delays in the processing of Pell grant ap-
plications for the coming academic year will be avoided. Students
must plan ahead for ..heir school year budgets, and it is the intent
Jf the forward-funding mechanism of the Pell grant program that
they be enabled to do so. Rescissions and other budgetary develop-
ments should not impede the p.ogress of this forward-looking
awards process, this year or in future years.

Second, students, as the recipients of Pell grants or campus-based
awards, strongly support the elimination of waste and fraud in
those student aid programs, since that could help to insure the
equitable distribution of program funds to those who most need it.
We are cqncerned, however, that the proposed 100-percent valida-
tion procePure for Pell grant applications may create several prob-
lems for students.

Requiring financial aid officers to peL .m validation procedures
on each eligible student's application will be an additional burden
on the resources of an already busy office. This could only lessen
the quality of financial aid services rendared to students by the
office The $5.2 million ($2 per verified application) that the De-
partment believes will pay for administrative cost allowances to
the institutions for validating the applications falls far short of
easing the burden, a greater amount ($5 per application) was al-
ready authorized by the Higher Education Amendments of 1980,
before any proposals for 100-percent validation procedures. Fur-
ther, the Department has requested that $5 million of funds availa-
ble for the Pell grant program in fiscal year 1982 be reprogramed
to pay for the central processing costs of the proposed validation
procedure.

We adamantly oppose using funds that were appropriated for the
purpose of providing grants to our Nation's lowest income students,
for the purpose of subsidizing a sialidation procedure that was not
even in existence at the time of appropriation. If this validation



proceduie is deemed necessacy by the Department, they may re-
quest i supplemental appt opt iation fur that purpose in the next
continuing resolution.

Finally, the proposed alidation procedure raises many questions.
Since many families do not file their tax return until April, will a
1.alidation procedure which uses the 10.10 tax form create further
delays in the processing of Pell grant applications? What will be
the Na lidatiim procedure for students (15 percent of the eligible stu-
dents( whose families haw incomes so low that they do not file
1040 tax forms? Is it ka to require families to divulge confiden-
tial income information on the 1040? Is it intrusion on the part of
the Goernment to require the 10-10 for validation purposes? Is the
concept of 100-percent validation consistent with the administra-
tion's policy of reducing bureaucratic "red tape"? These and other
questions are particularly difficult to iAnswer, since the report upon
which the entire validation proposal is based has not yet been re-
leased.

Third, the complexity of the application process for students
tThng si..%ei al different financial aid application forms f.z several
difkrent plogiams IS considerable. Moves toward simplification
would be greatly appreciated by students, and could, perhaps, help
to soke the problem of overawards in the various student aid pro-
grams which may be due, in part, to applicant confusion. Further,
students should nut be charged application fees for any of the pro-
grams, We oppose charging students money in urder for them to
prove that they are needy.

Our fourth concern is that endeavors by the Department to insti-
tute strict guidelines fur satisfactor academic progress could result
in a significant Federal intrusion into the academic requirements
of inch% idual postsecondary institutions, a practice which is
shunned by the current administr-tion. Colleges and universities
around the country are now taking self-regulation initiatives which
Dallas Maqin and preious speakers spoke about which should
pruN e tu be an important mos,e toward establishing adequate stand-
ards for satisfactory progress.

We are also concerned about the Department's proposals to
change the definition of an independent student. Although stu-
dents who are nut fully independent should not be permitted to
attain independent student status, stricter requirements must not
exclude from ligibi. those students who do not have any paren-
tal financial resources available to them.

COPUS perceives the overall lack of stability of the stu-
dent aid programs as a major contributing factor to students' con-
fusion surrounding these assistance programsand confusion com-
pounds the maccuracks on applications which are later reported as
fraud and abuse- in the programs. We hope that the administra-

tion, the Department of Education, and Congress will take this
factor into consideration as they deliberate further major alter-
ations of all student aid programs.

I thank you again for the opportunity to discuss our views on
these issues, and I hope that we may be of service to you in the
fut

Mr. SIMON. Thank ycu very much for an excellent statement.
One of the things you touch upon that really meshes with the pre-



N Ltiss e,.. vst nd that is you speak about the com-
plexity or the apphiation pit/Lt.'s fol students using %di iuus forms.
Mr Ihlanfeldt testified that I think it was 33 percent of all fresh-
men have not heard of the basic programs. I run into college and
university groups who du not understand the financial aid pro .

nd it is nu wonder that a student from a rural school in
southern Illinois ut an inner city school in Chicago gets totally con-
fused by it all I think one of the things and this goes beyond the
i.aniediate budgetary pcublems ari dialing Nith right now, but
I think one of the things that this subcommittee has to deal with
before too lung is to see if we cannot simplify this procedule and
make it clear to everyone in the No'ion how you go bout getting
help fur college.

Mr. Weiss.
Mr Wiass Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no questions. I du

want to complinwnt the witness on her testimony. It was very
clear.

Just a \Nord on your last statement. Again you are assuming that
in fact the administration wants more and more students to know
how they can get help.

Mr SIMON. I am not making that assumption, Mr. Weiss.
Mr Erdahl for the defense?
Mr. Enomm, Mr. Chairman, I am not sure that I am the proper

one to call for the defense.
I have a couple of questions. I 1Nould also concur that you have

given us a tine statenwnt today. Mi. Simon already touched on the
complexity of the application form. Could we not have a simplifica-
tion there?

I had another question that I should have asked thf- previous wit-
ness, but since you are here I \Nil: ask you. Where has the break-
,dow n been in the failure of students to find out about these giants?
Is that something that the colleges and universities them _hes
have failed to get their people onto the high school level? Has it
been the high sdiroul guidance counselors, the teaihers? Where is
the breakdown? The prev ious witness said maybe half of the young
people are not aware of the grants. Wliere has the breakdown oc-
curred, in your opinion?

Ms. ROSENBERC, I do not think I would have facts or figures but
my feeling is it would have to be all of the above. If the high school
guidanie counselors do nut understand the programs or are not
aware of exactly how a particular student contemplating college
would be aided by them, then the students are going to suffer. Col-
lege financial officers certainly do not have the time to have a lot
of outreach programs to students Nho are already in college to sup-
plement the infoi motion that students may get on these programs.
I think it is a combination of a number of factors.

EnnAin... Another you mentioned and you questioned is the
validation procedure. Do you see ways that that probably could be
done without disiriminating and still be in!xpensive to students
and aclueve sonw kind of accountability?

Ms IlosENBEnu. I think I agree with 1. ae of the comments that
have been made that the fact that people are using estimated data
is a iause foi disirepancks between any data on the application
form and then later verification, validation. Pi>rho.p.-: thy, zuggection
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of the pre% ious itness that we use previous-year data, which could
be substantiated inimed.lati ly with the application form and with
an earlier application forra so that the process could not have the
delays that 18 e hate been experiencing, I think perhaps that is a
solution. I am not an expert on that, so 1 would have to refer to
others.

Mr, &DAHL. Sounds reasonable to me. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you for your testimony ,This concludes ow

hearing. We will resume out hearings Tuesday at 10 a.m.
tWhereupon, at 11.05 a.m., the subcommittee was recessed, to re-

convene at 10 a.m., Tuesday, February 2 1982.]
1Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows.),

tat GENERAL, s REctaRI To nit. CHAIRMAN, SENATE Cum:win-LE. 0N LABOR
AND HUMAN RESOURCES

sit ut tat. BEL Ei% Eva IFDKRAL AID ARE NOT MAtiarsti sitTlsFATORI M,ADEMa PlowatEss.
TOUGHER STANDARDS ARE NEEDED

Liii AMA thy I. S Cuwernment procides billions of dollars in financial aid to stu
dents welNing " postsecondary education. While a wide array of assistance is acaila
ble. the inajca programs are administered b the Department of Education (ED), thc

etei'ans Administration .VAl, and the Social Security Administration ISSA) These
programs pro% ided abunt S billion in student aid during fiscal year 1980. (See p.

1

There ,tu Ito uhdorm requirements among the three Fedetal agencies regarding
satisfactory academic progress of students receicing finimcial aid N'A requires an
institution to establish and enfoice a ieasonable Polio on satisfactory progress and
meet specific requirenwut. tq.-t b lats arid regulation. M also requires that an insti
tution set and enforte a poli, but dues nut procide specific aiteria SSA does not
inwo,e standards kr awdenth. progress A its program since there is no require-
ment set by law See pp 2 to s

In %tz.otz. to 290 institutions of higher education and a reciew of more than :1,800
randomly -.elected student transcripts, GAO found that many students receic mg fi-
nancial id were not making satisfactory progress MMnly dui: resulted from school
standards that llowed students to remain eligible fur aid without proc mg that they
were mocin, toward a definite goal with adequate grades and at reasonable rate.
Some of the institutions were nut ecen enforcing their own standa.ds (See p 9

GAO conducted its reciew in response to concerns raised in precious reciews of
student aid programs on the adequacy of standards for detei mining satisfactory aca-
demic progress After this began, the Chairman of the Senake Committee on
Labor and Human Resources expressed an interest in the issue and requested GAO
to prepare a report on Its findings for the Committee (See p. 8

STANDARDS ARE NOT ADEQUATE

An eftec tick akadeum progress standard should consider all factors which affect a
student s acadt noc performance Howec et, many of the schools cisited did nut have
reasonable requirements concerning such factors as nummun grade point acerages
0IrPAs,. nonpunince grades, and the rate of moi.ement toward completion of a pio
grant of stud,. iSee p 9 0

While the schools cisited uniformly required a 2 GPA on a -1 0 scale for gradua
lion, the nornialic set their standards for determining academe progress at consid
ci tbly lowet lecels This resulted in large numbers of students pn financial aid with
low grades ONeiall. 11010 percent of the ED aid recipients, 22.1 percent of the SSA
aid recipients...Ind 12 1 percent of the VA recipients in GA samples had cumula
too,. GPAs below 211 In many cases, the averages were belt 1 7), or the equiNalent
al a 0-pluis 'See pP 9 to 12

1 he perk mance of man:, students in GAO's samples s distorted by their
sihools u'.erus' of nonpunito,e grades grade., which hace n .ffect on the GPA or
do not coonl toward progiain completion The schools often offered wide ranges of
grades IA hi. h had nu effect un the measurement of progress At two schools, nonpu
ndice grades accounted for more than 10 percent of all grades assigned daring
recent term (See pp 12 and 13 0
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A common example, of a nonpunitive grade is that assigned for a cuurse withdraw-
al. The sehools visited often alluwed students tu withdraw from a cuurse without
penalty far into the term. GAO fuund minty examples uf students whu had with-
drawn from courses, alloway, them tu maintain higher CPAs, but also adding to the
time necessary to complete a course of study. During the spring term uf 1980, mure
than 20 percent of the ED and SSA aid recipients in GAO s sample withdrew from
courses so that the number uf hours they took was less than the number uf huurs
required under their aid programs (See pp. 13 and 14.)

Other nunpumtive grades weie given fur courses nut cumpleted or later repeated.
Incomplete grades were uften carried on a student's recur() for an exteridPd time
and, ;n some case,. wo-e aever eonverteti. Tnis rebated in higher CPAs than wuuld
have otherwise be'en the case In sume instances, students were alluwed tu repeat
the same course numerous times. (See pp. 15 and 16.)

Only 10 uf the 20 schools visited had specific requirements concernmg the rate uf
a student's academic progress, and these requirements were often ineffective. This
led to instances where students stayed in school and un financial aid fur inordinate
lengths uf time Amung the ED tud recipients sampled, 56.3 percent of thuse attend-
ing school on a quarter system and 61.5 percent of thuse un a semester system were
behind in their studies. (See pp. 18 to 20.)

In general, fewer instances uf poor progress were nuted among VA aid recipients
than either ED or SSA aid recipients. GAO believes that this is due to the more
stringent requirement. set by VA, including tli prior VA approval of a school's aca
demic progress standard and a student's course of study and (21 refusal tu pay fur
eourses outside uf an approved course of study, from which the student withdrew, or
which did nut euunt tuward program completion. Neither ED nur SsA has such re-
quirements ED officials said they do not believe ED has the statutory authority to
issue regulations setting specific requirements. There are nu statutory requirements
for academic progress in the SSA program. (See pp. 3 to 8.)

STANDARDS ARE NOT ENFORCED

Nunenforee uent uf academie progress standards Is a nnuor probkm Nine uf the
se.houls visaed were nut enforeing their published standards. Three schools were nut
enforcing their standards fur ED or VA aid recipients, five schools were nut fur ED

iecipients only, and one sehool was nut for VA aid students only. SSA had no
academic progress requirements. (See pp. 22 and 24.)

Fur the SC hOOIS which had nut enfurced their standards fur ED aid recipients,
GAO estimated overpayments of about $1 :28 million. GAO did nut projeet overpay-
ments fur VA reelpients because the schools did nut has e information on the
amuunt of financial aid paid by VA. (See pp. 22 and 23.)

CONCLUSIONS

Weak and nonspecific Federal requirements un academic progress have led tu
abuse uf the student aid programs, particularly those administered by ED and SSA.
A uniform Federal policy is needed. Although VA standards set by existing legisla
tam and regulations d re generally adequate, standards are needed fur the rate at
which a student is progressing. GAO believes that ED and SSA reqwremenh should
be essentially the san e. as those set by VA. This wuuld require ehange, tu both
authorizing legislation and program regulations. (See pp. 25 and 26.i

These changes would accomplish the following objectives:
Tighter aeadema. progress standards wuuld tave Federal funds now being paid tu

students not making satisfactory progress.
Schools would encounter fewer differences in the requirements fur administering

the three agencies programs.
Federal tomeies uuld be able tu better coordinate their efforts n setting dui

demic progress requirements and munitoring their enforcement.
Also, students might be eneouraged tu enrull in programs whieh are more suited

to their abilities and which they are more likely to complete. (See 0.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE CONGRESS

In a previous ieport (see p 7i, GAO recommended that SSA student benefits foi
postsecondary students be diseuntinued. The Congress has provided fur the disco')
tmuance of these benefits m the Omnibus Budget Reeuncihation Act uf 1981. Since
the prugram will be phased out over a 4-year period, however. GAO believes there is
a need for academie progress requirements for students who contmue tu receive
SSA benefits. Therefore, GAO recommends that the Congress amend the Soeial Se-
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cut-ay Act to require students ret:eiving postsecondary education benefits to main-
tam satisfactory progress in the course of study pursued, according to the standards
and practices of the school attended GAO also recommends that the Congress
amend the Social Security Act and the Higher Education Act of 1965 to authorize
SSA and Ed to Issue regulations setting forth general requiretnents for institutions
of higher education to follow in establishing academic progress standards iSee p
27

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE SECRETARY OF EDUCATION AND THI.: SECRETARY OF HEALTH

AND HUMAN SERVICES

If the Congress amends the legislation as GAO recommends, the Secretaries
shouk .ssue regulations setting forth general requiremeats that institutio.is must
meet in establishing academic progress standards for postsecondary students receiv-
ing ED and SSA financial aid, ,

These regulations should rpecify that an institution establish, publish, and enforce
academic progress standards for students receiving aid, subject to the agencies'
review and approval While the regulations should allow each institution discretion
in setting its own standard, the school's standard should provide for

a reasonable relationship between the minimum proficiency levels or GPAs re-
quired and the requirements for graduation or program completion;

movement toward graduation or program completion at a reasonable rate;
limitations on excessive withdrawals, repeated courses, courses for which nonpun-

awe grades are assigned, and courses that do not count toward graduation or com-
pletion of a program; and

application of the standard on a timely basis, preferably at the end of a grading
period

The school should also be required to show ID how the academic progress stand-
ard relates to the school's probation, suspension policies and (2) what a student has
to do to have aid reinstated. (See p. 283

RECOMMENDATION TO THE ADMINISTRATOR OF VA

The Administrator should issue regulations, supplementing those now in effect, to
require institutions of higher education to include provisions in their acath mic prog-
ress standards which would require students to move toward graduation or program
completion at a reasonable rate. (See p. 28.i

RECOMMENDATION TO THE DIRECTOR ot THE WI Mt. OF MAINAGEMEN1 AND BUDGET

The Director should ensure that ED, SSA. and VA coordinate their efforts in set-
ting and enforcing requirements for academic progress standards under student fi-
nancial aid programs in an effort to improve administration at both the Federal and
institution levels. iSee pp. 28 and 29.)

AGENCY COMMENTS AND GAO'S EVALUATION

I II IS and OMB gei er eed %kith GAO's monunendations MIS questioned,

however, the usefulne s. p ementmg standards for its program, which is being
phased out VA did not ee with GAO's recommendation, claiming It would be
unworkable and an administrative burden. (See apps VI, VII, and VIII GAO did
not agree with either agency iSee p '93 ED was given the opportunity to provide
comments on a draft of this report. It had not done so when the 30-day statutory
comment period etipired and this report was finalized.
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OVERSIGHT ON CURRENT STATUS AND ADMIN-
ISTRATION OF FEDERAL STUDENT ASSIST-

ANCE PROGRAMS

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 1982

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington. D.0

The subcommitt e met, pursuant to call, at 10:20 a.m., in room
2251, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Paul Simon (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present. Representatives Simon, Peyser, Erdahl, and
DeNardis.

Staff present. William Blakey, staff director; Mary In McAdam,
legislative assistant, Betsy Brand, minority legislative assistant,
and John Dean, minority counsel.

Mr. PEYSER. This hearing will come to order.
Chairman Simon has been delayed for a brief period of time but

he will be with us shortly. In the meantime, Mr. DeNardis and
myself will get the hearing underway.

This begins the second week of oversight hearings on major Fed-
eral student assistance programs.

This morning we will hear from the executives of three State
guarantee agency heads who will contribute to our knowledge of
the Guaranteed Student Loan and Auxiliary Loan programs.

We will hear spme suggestions on how we can improve these pro-
grams within current cost constraints.

I would like to enter Chairman Simon's statement for the record..
lOpening statemeivt of Hon. Paul Simon, chairman.]

OPENING STATEMENT OE HON PALI. SIMON. A REPRESENTATIVE. IN CoNGRESS FRom

THE STATF IW Ilia:sant,. AND CHAIRMAN. St IR ommaTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDI:CA-

-1W.

Otred morning the Subcommittee on Po4setondary FAucation begins its second
lAcek ot oersight hearings on the major Federal student assistance programs This
morning e V. ill sear from the executhres of three state guarantee agency heads

ho %%ill contribute to our knowledge of the Guaranteed Student Loan rGSL, and
Auxiliar Loan programs We will hear some suggestions on-how we -an improve
thew programs vo.ithin current cost constiaints

I %ant to emph.e.ire the 1,1.4 plant because I think it is clear that we are not in an
era ot e\pan-,om With the Administration contemplatmg further massive reduc
tions including

Ehmmatmg graduate and profe!stonal school student eligibilit3, in the Guaran-
teed $tudent Loan mogram,

IN.7o
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Eliminating the Skli)plumuntal Eiluwitainal Opportunity Grant and the National
Direct Student Loan LLapiLd LuntributionJ, while reducing the College Work Study
program by more than $100, and finally.

Reducing funding for Pell Grants by $1 billion below the fiscal year 1981 appro-
priation

I intend to oppose these changes and the recommended reductions. I believe myst
ot rn oneagues share my VII:Vob and will work cooperatively tu find responsible sav-
ings and seek suund legislative solutions which will maintain a viable set uf Federal
student assistance programs These programs are important tu sustaining the Na-
tion's tniLaeitt tu tduc..uoiial upporvunivies rur low and middle income students.
The,y are also ritiLal tu maintauung diversity among public and private postsecon-
dary institutions.

Ilnow that several uf our witnesses today have specific, suggestions, while others
have information which will guide our thinking. I look forward tu hearing from
each of you.

Mr. PEYSI.R. I think that one of the most critical things for all of
us who am involved in this week and who are concerned about
what is happening falls right on that line of the constraints that
are being placed on the education community by this administra-
tion It is something that we have to, (1), learn to, if we can't win
the battles, to work effectively wiThin them.

And then, (2), by the knowledge we learn of what is happening
out there from the people who are going o be testifying, of seeing,
perhaps, if we can restrict further cuts in these programs. That is
going to become of tremendous importance to all of us.

Now, having said that, I will defer to Mr. DeNardis if he has any
opening remarks and then we will get our hearing underway.

Mr. DENARDIS. Mr. Chairman, no, I don't. Let's commence.
Mr. PEYSER. Very good. The first panel includes Mr. Joseph

Cronin, piesident of the Massachusetts Hight.4 Education Assist-
ance Corp. from Boston, Mass.- Richard Hawk, president of the
Higher Education Assistance ioundation, Overland Park, Kans.,
and Dr. Dolores E. Cross, president of the New York State Higher
Education Service Corp.

I would suggest for the benefit of all who will be testifying, your
entire statements will be put into the record. You may either read
them, summarize them or 'handle this in any way that you see fit.

I would also like to remark on the importance of these types of
hearings and these programs to the public was well illustrated to
Mr Cronin and myself just 2 weeks ago in Massachusetts when I
was speaking at a program in Framingham at Framingham State
College. There was a blizzard going outside, and with all sorts of
travelers' warnings of people to stay home, we had a couple hun-
dred people who were in that place. They came out regardless, be-
cause of their concern.

It %as a very graphic demonstration to me of how the public
feels and is concerned on these issues.

So, Mr. Cronin, if you will lead off, we would be delighted to hear
from you.

Incidentally, we will hold an% of our questions until the panel
has completely testified and then we will have nuestions.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH M. CRONIN, PRESIDENT, MASSACHU-
SETTS HICIIER EIWCATION ASSISTANCE CORP., BOSTON,
MASS.

Mr. CRONIN. Thank you, Congressman.

9.
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I was asked if I would comment in particular on the experience
with the PLUS program, that being one of the newer programs and
one that we implemented at the first possible opportunity in Mas-
sachusetts on January 2 a year ago. We have.had, perhaps, a little
bit of a headstart and have a few suggestions to make about both
the Parent Loan program and on the amendinents which hgve
been called the Auxiliary Loans to Aid Students, ALAS.

I believe rev colleagues will probably speak on other aspects of
the guaranteed student loan program although they may have
some comments on PLUS as well.

We are going to differentiate, at least in my testimony, between
/ the PLUS program and the ALAS.

The parent loan program for undergraduate students, we think
achieves the objectives established for it by Congress in 1980 and
only a few changes are needed to perfect PLUS.

But the ALAS program is a disaster. Very few banks wish to par-
ticipate in such a poorly designed, low yield, uncertain program,
and any thoughts of putting all graduate professional school stu-
dents on ALAS should be summarily dismissed as unworkable,
unwise, and unfair to students and schools.'

The ALAS program, if it is to survive at all, needs major repairs
beginning: with the unfortunate acronym and 'including ptactically
every major structural component.

Now, why does PLUS pass and ALAS fail? Well, first of all, the
PLUS program was created not as a substitute for the GSL but as
a supplementary program, mainly at the request of the higher cost,
independent colleges of which we have very many in the North-
east.

For example, of the first 6,000 parent loans that we have guaran-
teed in Massachuetts, 94 percent of them w,ent to aid parents to
pay for tuitions at 4-year colleges and 84 percent of them were for
tuition at independent colleges and universities.

How doeS the program work? I will just give you some of the
highlights. We do ask for a credit check. We ask the banks to per-
form this just as they would for any other personal oi consumer
loan using due diligence. And more than 95 percent of the appli-
cants have proveia to have satisfactory credit histories and to begin
repayment within 60 days at at least $30 a month.

That is the essential ingredient of the PLUS program and that is
why it, costs less to the Federal Government.

We have had on 6,000 loans only three insurance claims to date,
all of them related to the death or disability of the borrower. There
have been no financial defaults.

I understand you have at least one bank testifying. They will tell
you that the PLUS program requires 'somewhat more work than
the guaranteed student loanibecause the loan goes into repayment
right away and because of the credit check.

However, our banks say that they have been very, much im-
Dressed by the quality of borrower and by the fact that this gener-
ates additional business for the banks.

Su, we have about one-third of our lenders in Massachusetts, 125
who have joined the par'ent loan program in the first year. It took
us 25 years to get 380 lenders in the student loan program

We think we are making good progress in recruiting banks:

9



We had a national (.unference in Demer a few weeks ago with
the 23 States that hae already joined the parent loan program.
Many of the 25 States that are planning tu juin it this spring and
summer attended and we exchanged infdrmation.

We are nut tuo happy about the raising of the rate last October
from 9 percent tu 14 percent. We thought this might chuke off new
burrow ing, but it did no_t. Since October we have had 1,000 parent
loans processed. We have had excellent cooperation .from, the ,col-
leges and uniersities in tei nm uf processing these loans.

We ha e made them tu 150 schools all over the Nation, in Massa-
chusetts and outside. I mention sume of the colleges in-my testi-
mony.

Now, what changes should be made in PLUS? What specific pro-
posals should this committee uf the Congress consider? One flaw
that we see is the proposal tu hold the interest Tate firm for 1 year
een after the Treasury bill falls below 14 percent as it did last Oc-
tober. -

If that pros ision stays in, it means that next summer when tlie
President's economic program is Working and inflation curtails and
interest rates are down to 8 ur 9 percent we are going to have this
sky-high 14-percent program.

Su what the committee needs to consider is some kind of trigger
mechanism ur twice a yeat readjustment mechanism which I think
you can build in, probably taking about a paragraph, tu adjust the
interest rate perhaps twice a year. People, think in terms of Treas-
ury bills and first quarter, se'cond quarter.

The ideal times would be the end of the ,second. quarter whic17:11
would be the beginning uf the summer season- and then at the end
of the year. We do fiave some second ,semester or January loans.
We du 'haw a number of students, students who begin their aca-
demic work in January of eadh year.

So those ire two good points to adjust it and we should not wait
the 12 months.

That provision which was hastily put together during the August
conference committees w.as copied almost verbatim from the GSL
language on 9 percent going down to, 8 percent.

Well, that was so far below market that that is not a serious
problem but it is for a loan su close to market rates as is the PLUS
loan.

Just as an example, in Jive 7ind December, if the T-bill were
below 14 percent, this should trigger a 12-percent PLUS loan rat&.
If below 12 percent, it should trigger a 10-percbnt PLUS an d. even-
tually go to S percent and maybe below if the Claremont economics .
peutile are correct ith some uf their predictions but I did' not want
to overload the circuits at this particular hearing.

The second change is to take a look at the loan limit. Three thou-
sand dollars a year was OK as ,we mdved into the 1980's but with
unkersities And colleges playing catch-up ball with tuition and
faulty salaries it. would be better to make a,word change and say
$3,000'a semester rather than $3,000 a year with, a maximum eli-
giblity of $6,000. Mind you, this will still be less than half of the
total cost of education at many of our fine colleges in the North-
east which are going to go up next year to $12,000 and $13,000.
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Many of these families inay not be eligible for the gtihranteed
student loans. So, this is a serious proposal, especially important if
some of the other grant programs are further curtailed this year.

A final recommendation on approving the PLUS program, the
law should authorize the use of credit life insurance by State guar-
antee agencies to reduce claims due to death.

Now, this is not as serious an issue for the GSL. We find that our
parents participating in the program Kange ip age from the late
thirties right up into the seventies.

Actuarily the chances of some of our older PLUS loan recipients
making it through the 10th year are just a little bit shaky. But life
insurance would 6e a very modest addition of cost maybe 40 or 50
per $1,000 and would protect both the Federal and State guarantee
agencies.

It sounds like a modest change but it would help curtail the cost
to the Federal Government.

The auxiliary loan program, ALAS, we have found no lenders,
ready to make these immediate repayment loans to students who
may have nu money to repay and who have the right,_ under the
law, tu ask for deferments from payments right away. It is just con-
tradictory. The illegic is built in.

The acronym, ALAS, itself, deplorable and, perjorative, even the
Department of Education refuses to use it and we agree with that.

In fact, we suggest that this label be dropped immediately, this
being the only change that could take effect at once without calls-
ing severe problems.

Now, we have tried tp make ALAS work in Massachusetts. We
had a ork conference with 15 lenders and 30 graduate profession-
al school aid administrators to see how it could go. After 3½ hours
of tense discussion we said, look, what really makes sense, and this
is ideal, is a provision allov.ing a graduate student to demonstrate
need for and obtain up to $8,000 a year for graduate professional
studies under the graduate student loan,program. This is the right
solution.

We realize it is more costly to the Federal Government than the
existing $5,000 limit but, it is needed by students in our part of the
world attending graduate professional programs costing as mucicas
$11,000 to $18,000 a year.

The Tufts New England Veterinary Medicine School costs
$18,500 a year tuition this year and of that some of the 'States bay
seats for about $6,00 or $10,000 leaving those students with a bor-
rowing need of up to $8,000 a year. That is, the only veterinary
medical school in New England.

Second, the.next preference would be to redesign the programs
the parent loans to undergraduate and graduate students. Several
of our bankers have proposed this. The acronym would be called
PLUGS, which, of course, fills the gap. With the graduate compo-
nent exactly parallel to the PLUS program except for the right to
ask for deferments could be eliminated and up to $6,000 a year per
student could be loaned with a payment to begin within 60 days.

Now, this vorks for the younger graduate students, not for the
older ones who may be married, in which case a paragraph could
be added saying that a.,working spouse, there has to be somebody

. 3
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creditworthy and able tu repay would substitute for the parent if
one-was not willing or available to take out the loan.

The third possibility would be to allow discounting the loans
such as is common in many consumer loans. That is to say for a 1-
year master's you could pay the interest up front from the loan
proceeds.

This would require an exemption from the truth7in-lending dis-
closure which, is an Idea whose time may hav,e come for the GSL as
well, this program being rather tightly regulated by the Congress
as it is and with a number of unconventional features such as de-
ferments and origination fees and the like.

Every time we have to change the promissory note and that was
three times in the year 1981, the program changed in January and
August and October, we have to go and iedesign the computer
which produces the promissory notes and then get all the signoffs
from State and Federal officials in terms of disclosures and truth
in lending. It is very cumbersome.

Another progressive proposal is to m rge the PLUS and HEAL
prograim Last year the, HEAL program rose at an interest rate of
above 19 percent. We should not call this the HEAL program but
the gash or wound or maim program, anything but HEAL because
it is absoLutely unhealthy. I got that idea from some of Your folks
in New York State.

The 14-percent interest rate should be the highest that anyone
would pay for any of our graduate programs. There is a possibility
for consolidation pr merger.

Again, the most serious criticism we would have of making grad-
uate students pay for their loans while they are in school is that by
the second year in a doctoral program or law school program or
any master s, programs,, the interest alone on two ALAS loans
would be 3810 a year, $70 each month. By the third year, $105 a
month or: $1,260 a year.

Our colleague, Col. Rbbert Ziegler, head of the Ohio agency,
within monipnts of hearing this scheme, said this would pt'ovide
the "quick, slick road to default."

We feel strongly that if a nation is to invest in the scientific, en-
gineering, medical, management and educational expertise that we
require, that this is not the time to relinquish quality in these
fields and discourage enrollment.

In the help, wanted ads .that the President of the United States
referred to at a recent press cunference, 22 out of 24 pages were for
highly qualified and educated professionals, the kind who graduate
from these specialized schools.

We must not now forsake the mo-t ambitious and most intelli-
gent students in America.

Thank you. _

Mr. PEYSER. Thank You.very much for your testimony.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Joseph M. Cronin follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OP DR. JOSEPH M. CROND4, PRESIDENT, MASSACHUSETTS HIGHER

EnuesTioN ASSISTANCE CORP., BOSTON, MASS.

1,, .1 PARENT AND AUXILIARY LOANS

The PLUS program, Parent Loans for Undergraduate Students, achieves the ob,

jective established for It by Congress in 1980. Only a few changes are neededito per-

fect PLUS.
The ALAS, Auxiliary Loans to Aid Students, is a disaster born of last Suinmer's

reconciliation Orocess. Very few banks wish to participate in such a low-yield,poorly
designed program. Any thoughts of putting all graduate and professional schdol stu-
dents on ALAS should be summarily dismissed as unworkable, unwise and unfair to

students and schools. ALAS needs major repairs begjnning with the ,unfOrtunate
acronym and including practically every major stractural component I

Why does PLUS pass and ALAS fail? I /

PLUS was created as a supplementary program, mainly for higher coat independ-
ent colleges. Of the first 6,000 PLUS loans in Massachusetts 94 percent, Went to pay

for four-year colleges and 84 percent paid for tuition at high-cost collegei.
Parents were asked to submit routine credit information for analysia identical to

that which would be required for a personal or consumer loan to employed adults
More than 95 percent of applicants proved to have satisfactor credit histories and
the capacity to begin repayments of at least $50 a month within sixty1 clAys of dis-

bursement of the loan, MHEAC has paid only three insurance claims on Ove'r 6,000
PLUS loans, all relating to the death or disability of the borrower. Thei4e have been

no financial defaults.
Banks report that PLUS loans require more work.than guaranteed stUdent loans

because of the credit check and the immediate collection activity Hot er, this is
offset by the excellent quality of borroWers and the variable rate tied t he Treas-

ury Bill which carried a total yield of 19 percent for two quarters in 9S1 and 16

percent for the fourth quarter.
Our largest PLUS lender reports an increase in other banking business from

PLUS borrowers.'
One hundred and twenty-five lenders have joined the PLUS program compared to

384 lenders in the G.S.L. program.
The 9 percent rate was quite popular, but the-change to 14 percent wds accepted.

We have guaranteed more than 1000 PLUS loans since October 1st, 1981 when the

nue changed. Some 450 schools processed PLUS loans. Fourteen of the'top twenty
universities were in Massachusetts and included Boston College, Boston University,
Northeastern, Harvard and the University of Massachusetts Others included
Brown, Syracuse, Providence College, Colby College aryl the Universities of Vermont
and New Fhmpshire.

Colleges in the Northeast, both high tuition independent colleges and the major
land-grant universities, have cooperated to expedite the processing of these loans.
College administrators welcome the cash flow and the assistance to families with
two or three students in college at once.

44

What changes should be made in PLUS?
1. Consideration should-be given to a proposal to adjust the interest rate at least

twice a year at the end of the second quarter and the end of thetourth quarter (two
critical points for volume). As inflation subsides and the Trea4ury Bill falls below 14

percent, it should not be necessary, as under the 1981 AMendments, to wait twelve

moAris for the downward adjustment. This timetable, copiecU almost verbatim from
language used in the G.S.L. 9 percent to 8 percent transition, is too rigid for loan
rates set so close to market level. The June and December 91-day if below 14

percent, should trigger a 12 percent PLUS rate, and if below 12 percent, should trig-

ger a 10 percent mus rate, and eventually go to 8 percent.
2. The loan.11 its for PLUS should provide four $3,000 a semester or $6,000 a year

for the academic year 1982-83. More thai one hundred colleges now cost gI0,000 a

year or more to 4ttend. Several colleges w.11 this )ear announce $13,000 in total tu-

ition, fees, room land board, and transporvition. A student loan of $2,500 and a

parent loan of $ ,000 may have .been adequate for 1978 college ,costs, but not for

ind work opportunities remnin constrained, the pressure on fami-1983 prices. If Pp grants are further reduced, loan eligibility for middle income

families limited,
lies to borrow more will be enormous.

3. The law shoUld authorize the use of ceedit life insurance by state guarantee
agencies tol-educe death claims on PLUS loans. It would be discriminatory to deny

loans to parents in their sixties or seyenties (our agency has guaranteed three PLUS

(-4
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loans to septuagenarmas). It may pist as little as $.30 per $1,000 to obtain credit life
coverage to cope with actuarial inevitabilities.

The ALAS or Auxiliary Loan program in Massachusetts, alas, in 1981 found no
lenders'wilhng to make "immediate repayment- loans to students who may have no
money to repay and who have the right to ask for deferred repayments. Any pro-
gram so illogical andcontrachctory is inhkely to succeed. The acronym ALAS itself
is deplorable and pejorative. Even th. J.S. Department of Education refuses to use
it. My agency suggests it be dropped immediately this being the only changes which
could take effect at once without causing severe problems.

On.January thirty Massachusetts financial aid administrators for graduate and
professional schools met with fifteen lenders to see how the ALAS program might
be made to work. There was a general consensus that:

1. What makes more sense is a provision allowing a graduate student to demon-
strate need for an obtain up to $8,000 a year for graduate and professional studies
under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program. This is more costly to the federal
government than the existing $5,000 limit, but a is needed by students attending
programs costing as much as $11,000 to $18,000 a year,

2. The next preference is to make Parent Loans to Undergraduate and Graduate
Students (PLUGSto fill up a gap) with the graduate component exactly paralleled
to the PLUS program except that deferments could be eliminated. Up to $6,000 a
year per student could be loaned with repayment to begin within sixty days. A
working spouse or guardian could substitute for the parent if on*. was not willing or
availabk to take out the loan.

1. Another unprinement would be to allow discounting of the loan such as is
common to many consumer loans (one year interest paid up front from the loim pro-
ceeds). This requires an exemption from the Truth-in-Lending disclosure which is an
idea whose time has come for the GSL as well. The purposes of Truth-in-Lendnig

.are satisfied by the tight regulation of both programs and the unconventional
nature of these loans u.e. deferments, origination fees, differing interest rates, etc.)

1. Congress Slit) uld consider merging the PLUS and HEAL programs. Charging
future doctors and dentists as much as 19 percent last year unhealthy and is scaring
lenders almost its much as it wounds the student. The 11 percent interest rate
should be the-unnersal maximum with parents (or spouses) encouraged.to make in-
terest payments during the in-school period.

Most of all, it must be realized that many graduate students have very little
money and La nnot pay even the interest on two loans ($810 a year, $70 each month)
while ui scnool the second year, or $1,260 or $105 per month in the third year. Such
a scheme is, as Colonal Robert Ziegler of the Ohio agency vividly suggests, "the
quick, slick road to default."

The nation must invest in the scientific, engineering., medical, management, and
educational expertise which we require. This is not the time to relinquish quality in
Cies*: necessary fields. The help wanted ads emphasize the need fin highly quahfied
and educated profesmonals. We must nut now forsake the most ambitious and most
intelligent students in America.

Mr. PEYSER. Nextlwe have Richard Hawk.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD C. HAWK, PRESIDENT, HIGHER
EDUCATION ASSISTANCE FOUNDATION, OVERLAND PARK, KANS.

Mr. HAWK. Thank you very much, Mr!' Peyser.
This is a ery serious matter. There is a great deal which needs

to be said. Accordingly, Mr. Chairman, my written testimony is
longer than I would like for it to be. I shall not burden the reading
of that but I shall make comments on that written testimony.

Mr. PEYSER. Thank you.
As I sttited it will all be entered in the record.
Mr. HAWK. Thank you.
There is contained in that testimony a plan for reducing Federal

expenditures for the guaranteed student loan and I do refer to re-
ducing Federal expenditures rather than reducing costs because
the fact of the matter is that there is relatively little, if any, oppor-,tunity to reduce costs of the program.

Q
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Hence, when one talks about reducing costs, one is really talking
%bout reducing Federal expenditures. Reduction of Federal expend-
itures can come through one of two alternatives, both of which are,
frankly, undesirable.-

One is to restrict the volume of loans on which the Federal Gov-
ernment incurs costs, thereby reducing opportunity for the citizens
of this Nation to have access to postsecOndary edtication.

The other alternative is to simply transfer the cost from the Fed-
eral Government to other parties, in particular the borrowers and
students who need assistance to begin with.

Nonetheless, I am advancing a plan which would provide for re-
duction in Federal expenditures in amounts approximating $750
million over the life of loans originated next year.

Assuming that volume would remain relatively constant, another
$750 million would be saved over the life of loans originated in the
subsequent year following and thereafter.

The plan has two components, Mr. Chairman. The first, of which
involves elimination of the new origination fee with a substitute in
its place of a change in the reinsurance arrangement.

I am sure we are all gratified to see Mr. Simon arrive.
Mr. SIMON. My apologies. I have just come from the airport and

there is nothing I can do about those things.
Please continue your testimony and my apologies for getting'

here late.
Mr. HAWK. Mr. Chairman, I just said to the committee that the

plan which is contained in my written testimony would provide
savings on the order of $750,million over the life of loans originat-
ed next year and another $750 million over the life of loans origi-
nated in each year thereafter.

The plan has two components, the first of which involves elimi-
nation of the origination fee and a replacement of that origination
fee with a change in the reinsurance arrangement.

The proposed change in the reinsurance arrangement would gen-
erate net savings after elimination of the origidatidn fee of in
excess of $140 million over the life of the loans to be originated
next year.

Moreover, the change in the origination fee which would involve
an increase in guarantee:fees, fees which are charged by guaran-
tors to ,student borrowers would not result in a net increase in
costs to student borrowers because with the elimindtion of the
origination fee the student, oil average, tomes out the same.

So that component of the elan results rn significant savings over
the life of loans originated in e-ach year and does not cause an addi-
tional cost burden on the average to the student.

The modification of the reinsurance arrangement, essentially
\ says that we should discontinue the practice under which the Fed-

eral Government always carries the initial and major burden with
respect to defaults and we should place that burden on the guaran-
tee agency.

An you knowOrthe present time the Federal Government reim- .
burses guarant or 100 percent of all claims for death, disability
and bankruptcy and 100 percent of the first 5-percent of defaults
which occur in each year with the determination of that 5 percent
default rate being based on a comparison of loans which go into de-
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faith in that year with loans which happen to be in repayment
that year.

-
Next year the cycle starts over again with the first five percent

being fully reimbursed by the Federal Government.
This proposal is to turn that around and cause the first defaults

in each year or the-first defaults with respect to any loan portfolio
to be borne by the guarantor with reimbursement by the Federal
Government coming in only as default rates increase.

Now, to achieve this kind of arrangement we would need to
change the basis on which we calculate default rates. We could do
that by saying that all loans originated in 1 year constitute a port-
folio.

What we will look at is the percent of those loans which go into
default over the life of that portfolio.

So, if we have $10 of loans originated in one year, one dollar of
those loans goes into default sometime. The default rate on that
portfolio is 10 percent. With this mechanism the plan proposes thatthere would be no Federal reimbursement of claims, including
claims for death, disability and bankruptcy for the first 5 percentof defaults or nonpayment on that portfolio, with a sliding scale
which would provide for 100-percent reimbursement only at the
bulk rates ,or claims rates including death, disability, and bank-
ruptcy, get above 12 percent.

It is just the reverse of wL it is happening now. What is happen-.
ing now is the Federal Government always picks up the burden of
the defaults on the front end and that is a costly proposition for
the Federal Government.

An additional advantage to that kind of arrangement would be
that the Federal Government would be placing greater responsibili-
ty and hencP accountability on guarantee agencies, No. 1.

And, No 2, the Federal Government would be providing a genu-
ine, realistic financial incentive for guarantors to address the de-fault rate.

I am not suggesting fhat guarantee agencies do not address de-
fault rates effectively now, but I am suggesting that the incentives
are backward.

The guarantee agency has a real financial incentive to reduce de-
faults now only after defaults have already gotten hot because 3,9u
start out with the Federal Government always providing 100-per-
cent reimbursement.

I am proposing to turn that around.
The guarantor agency would have to bear the burden and utilize

its own funds for that initial default and hence it would have a fi-
nancial incentive to be concerned about the default rates from the
beginning.

That is the first incentive of the plan as it is presented. I think it
has important advantages in teems of incentives to keep default
low, placing an additional responsibility on guarantor agencies.
With the elimination of the origination fee it would achieve savings
without increasing the cost to the student.

The second component of that plan, Mr. Chairman, if I may, in-
volves the area of the guaranteed student loan which is the most
expensive for the Federal Government and that is the special al-
lowance payment which is paid to lenders.
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As you knows at the present time, the special allowance pay-
ments vary with the 91-day T-bilt rate without limitation. This, of
course, causes financial strain for the Federal Government during
periods of high interest rates. ,

It is possible to shift the burden or the risk of fluctuations in in-
terest rates from the Federal Government to the borrower, hence,
putting the student borrower in much the same situation as other
borrowers in the economy. --

The Post of money to them would vary with general market in-4
terest rdtes. .

Now, this can be done without having a variable interest rate
paid by the student. The way in which it could be done would be by

,increasing the rate at which interest is charged to the student to 14
... percent but permitting the cost of interest as opposed to the rate to

vary as general interest rates in the economy go up and down,
through a mechanism under which a portion of a standard 4-per-
cent spe-cial allowance, a portion of that would be allocated to loan
principal depending upon what the level of interest rates were.

The effi t of this would be that the student would be making re-
payments cased on a 14 percent interest rate. The Federal Govern-
ment wouia be providing a standard 4-percent special allowance.
That would not fluctuate. There would be a calculation every quar-
ter just as there is now based on the 91-day T-bill rate.

The purpose of that calculation no longer would be to determine
the amount of the special allowance which the Federl Govern-
ment pays but rather to determine what portion of that standard 4-
percent special allowance which is being paid to the lender should
be allocated to repayment or reduction of loan principal as opposed
'to being used as an interest supplement.

The effect of that is as interest rates decline, larger portions of
that standard 1p ercent special allowance payment gets allocated to
reduction of oan principal, thereby reducing the effective rate or
the effectiv cost of that loan to the student.

/4.

I know, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, that in a
first passing that sounds like a somewhat complicated formula.

In actual fact it is probably no more complicated than the con-
cept which we now have gotten very used to and seems very simple
that we have a special allowance which is the 91-day T-bill bond
equivalent rate minus 3.5, or minus 5.5, or minus 7.5, whatever, de-
pending upon the interest rate which determines what the return
to thglenders would be.

The concept which I am talking about is really no more complex
than that. It seems more complex than that at The outset because
it is a new concept and one with which we have pot worked.

Now, the savings from that kind of an arrangement would be in
the neighborhood of $600 million over the life of all of the loans
originated next year. Another $600 million would be saved over the
life of loans originated in the following year and it is the combina-
tion of that $600 plus million dollars with $140 million in the other
component of the plan which would yield the savings in the
amount of $750 million over the life of loans originated in 1 year.

Now, Mr. Chairman, I think we should keep in mind the words
of Thomas Jefferson when he said that nothing more than educa-

U
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tion advances the .power, the prosperity and the happiness of a
nation, nothing more than education.

I think Afe-Xould also keep in mind that it was the leaders of
past generationtk in keeping with this kind of philosophy which pro-
vided the basis for the economic development, the richness of life
and the sophisticated civilization which this generation enjoys now
because of their continuing emphasis on increasing educational op-
portunities as a basis for developing this kind of a sophistiCated
and profitable society. -

I think we should also keep in mind that it was the sacrifices of'
past generation's which ,provided this Nation with an impressive
array of colleges, universities, and full secondary educational tech-
nital institutions which do, indeed, provide marvelous opportuni-
ties for the citizens.of this Nation.

But the reality is that opportunities without economic access are
not opportunities at all. And when we begin to restrict volume of a
program like-the guaranteed-student loan we are -eliminating eco-
nomic access which ineans we are, in fact, denying those kinds of
opportunities.

Now, the guaranteed student loan is not a giveaway program. It
is a program which permits individuals to assume responsibility for
the cost ir own education. Society, through the Federal Gov-
ernmen' ,nizing the benefits of having an educated citizenry,
provide., mechanism to permit those individuals who are going
to be.net directly to pay for their own expenses through payment
from earnings after the educational experience rather than from
resources at the time.

So, I would urge you, Mr. Chairman and members of the commit-
tee, to keep these kinds of principles in mind as you consider cost-
saving measures.

Now, my testimony does propose some criteria against which you
conld evaluate different kinds of cost-saving plans and they are in
priority order.

It says that, No. 1, you ought to be concerned about whether or
not any plan reduces access to full secondary education and if' it
does, rank,. low.

No 2, you ought to be concerned about the impact that a plan
would have on the ability of the participants in the delivery of a
product to perform effectively. If it diminishes that, it probably.
ought to rank low.

Third, keep the prograin as simply as possible but not just for
the sake of simplicity because it is obviously more important to
'beet needs.

Fourth, you ought to be concerned about the cost to the student.
The' reason the cost to the student is ranked last is because of the
conviction that it is better to piovide an opportunity at a higher
price than it is to eliminate the opportunity.

So, if the committee and the Congress had to Ikake a choice, if
you had to make a choice should we restrict loan v ume and deny
opportunity or should we create a modification which increases the
price to the student but still preserves that opportunity, it seems to
me that every time you ought to opt in the direction of preserving
that opportunity.

1 6,
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Mr. Chairman, my written testimony also includes some reac-
tions to other possible plans for cost savings. We periodically hear
thing§ like, well, we ought to eliininate the tax exemption on stu-
dent loan revenue bonds. That, 110. Chairman, would be a disaster
in at least 20 States in this Nation.

Those States which are not major money market centers cannot
provide the total amount of capital which is needed to meet this
kind of a need. ,

There are reactions in my testimony to the other possible ap-
proaches and there are some suggestions with respect to the PLUS
program as well.

...

Mr. Chairman, I would like to make it clear that in advancing
this plan for Feducing Federal expenditures for the guaranteed stu-
dent loan program, I am doing so only because it seems to me it is
essential that th'is kind of program be continued and if, indeed, the
priorities of military spending and tax reduction require it; if the
pressures -from- those are-so-great that the program has to be re-
duced, I want to make any contribution that I can to assist you in
making responsible decisions which will preserve opportunities to
the maximum extent possible.

Thank you.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much for your testimony.
[The prepared statement of Richard Hawk follows:I

PRVPARED STATF.MENT OF RICHARD C. HAWK, PRESIDENT, HIGHER EDUCATiON
ASSISTANCE FOUNDATION

This testimony is intended to provide constructive suggestions on reducing costs
to the federal government of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program The offering of
these suggestions Is not inte*- ied to imply that federal expenditures for guaranteed
student lot,ns are higher that, ,:an be justified in terms of benefits of the program,
Ow federal expenditures for this program are not being put to good use, or that the
return on the investment in the form of future contributions.by those who are as-
sisted by the-program is less than adequate.

On the contrary, current and projected expenditures for the program as presently
structured represent a prudent investment in this nation's youth, and the future
contributions to the society and economy from thbse who are assisted by the pro-
gram will multiply the retvrn on this investment time and time again Thomas .Jef
ferbon's observation that, "nothing more than educati n advances the prosperity,
the power and the happiness of a nation" has stood, test of time, and i§ as rele-
vant now as it was in his day. Indeed, it is the for ght of the leaders of past
generations in providing for ever expanding educational opportunities that has pro-
vided much oflhe basis for the present richness of life and human achievements
which prevairm this nation. Whatever roblems and deficiencies may exist, let
there be no mistake that this nation continu.s to surpass ttll others in terms of both
the quality of life and contributions to humar, progress, due in large part to continu-
ing emphasis on incr6asing edilcational opportonity, .. i

This generation has had the benefit of an mlvanced society built on the founda-
tion of expanding educational opportunities atm increasing development of human
resources, In return we have an obligation to inv ,st in youth who will provide con-

, tinuing advancement of the ideals and quality of . his nation for future generations
The relationship between development of huma, resources and future economic

progress hecomes more pronounced wjth each increi. ental step in achieving a more
complex and-sophistleated civilization and economic , nvironment The Sputnik era
jolted the nation into recognition of the importance of 1 ducation to national defense
in a time of unpaealleled technological complexity Praiding opportunity for every ,.
individual to achieve a full and productive life by develo;ing his or her capabilities
must continue to be a prime national goal.

This nation's past generations have made an enormom investment in develop-
ment of a rich variety of publk and private colleges and um 'ersities and postsecon-
dary vocational institutions. 'rhis magnificent national resource provides an im-
pressive array of educational opportunities. But opportunity without provision for
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realistic economic access to it is meaningless. Aqd failure to provide the economic
'access which utilizes that great reimurce to the atent desired and deserved by the
citizens of the nation would make these institutions nothing more than a hollow
monument to the efforts of past ienerations.

Extensive utilization of the Program reflected by substantial volume indicates
that the-Guaranteed Skudent Loan Program has become a major national ty.-)cha-
nism for providing economic access to postsecOndary education. Moreover, the .
nature of the mechanism a'ppropriately reflgcts the shared benefits from, and
shared responsibility for, investment in the education. The program causes the mdi-
yidual who benefits directly from the educational experience to pay the cost. In rec-
ognition of the indirect benefits to the sodety. at large, the society through the fed-
eral government provides the mechanism, including necessary subsidies, whichpermit the student t pay those cot.s from earnings after completion of the educa-
tion.

Given the propriety of the investment in terms of future socio-economic benefits,
and given the soundness of the program in allocating responsibility appropriately
between the individual who benefits directly and the total society which benefits In-
directly, attention to reduction of expenditures would seem appropriate only in view
of a compelling force which requires curtailment of both providing individual oppot-
tunities for the nation's youth and developing the nation s human resources. Based
on the recent federal budget reconciliation experience, it appears that the priority,
which has been assigned to increases in military expenditures pnd reductions in
taxes may have become that compelling force.

This Committee and-many other members of Congress are to be commended for
courage in resisting inappropriate expenditure reductions on the Guaranteed Stu-
dent Loan Program Mil session This Committee also is to be commended for initiat-ing these hearings in preparation for ratimml decisions in the..midst 6f additional
pressure for expenditure reductions this session.

IDENTIFICATION OF COST'SAVINGS ALTERNATIVM

The attached discussion paper is all abbreviated and slightly revised version of a
draft which was prepared last November iv order to stimulate constructive atten-
tion to pessible cost savings measures; should they once again become necessary.
The paper contains three alternatives for reducing cost to the federal government of
the Guaranteed Student Loan Program.'

Each of the three alternatives addresses a differept one Of the three major
expense areas of the program The smallest of these expenses is the reinsurance
reimbursement of claims for non-repayment of loans and the administratwe cost al-
lowance, which together serve as a subsidy reducing the price of insurance paid for s-by the student The largest of these expenses is the specml allowance payments to
lenders whicti provide a reasonably competitive return to the lender while the stu-
dent pays interest at less than market rate. The third expense,Ahe size of which
falls in between the other two, is paymentS of interest on the loan while the Student
is M school, thereby permitting postponement of repayment until after the educa-
tion is completed and the student preSuniably is gainfully employed.

This testimony proposes a plan for your possitde consideration which incorporates
the first two alternatives desCribed un the paper. The plan is not an Ideal one.
Indeed, as this Committee knows very well, opportunities for cost reduction in the
Guaranteed Student Loan Program are virtually nil. Reduction in federal expendi-
tures for the prowani must-be achieYed through one or the other kor a combination)
of two undesirable alternatives:

(1) Reducing prograni volume which can be accomplished only by curtailing avail-
ability of loan funds, thereby curtailing access to postsecondary education, or

)2) Transferring more of the cost of the program from the federal government to
other parties, particularly to student borrowers who are already in need or assist-
ance.

CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING COST iAVINGS "ROPOSALS

This and other plans for federal expenditure reduction must be evaluated in
terms of sonic) criteria which reflect policy objectives. The criteria on priority order)
which were used in selecting this plan for presentation and which are offerd to be
considered for use in evaluating other plans are:

I Preservation of availability of and access to loan funds.This critenon ema-
mites from,the very purpose of' the program and reflects the national commitment
In developing the nation's human resources and to maximizing individual opporium-
ty to achieve a satisfying and productive life by devebping one's capabilities
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through education. Cost reduction measures .which ,would curtail access to loan
funds either by hunting ehgibility to borrow or by reducing available loan amounts
below the amount needed to meet expenses would rank low on this criterion-

1: Preservation of accountability and incentives for sound program operation The
Guaranteed Studer, Loan Program is a complex program involving a substantial
alnaunt of money. T: e fact that the funds for loans are provided from private capi-
tal rather than Wend approprmtions does not diminish the need for responsible
program operation consistent with the total amount of money be:ng utilized in the
ptogram. The complexity of the program has increased almost geometrically in
recent years as the Congress has sought to modify the pritgram to reduce federal
expenditures in the context of increasing interest rates Any program, which Affects
so many people and insulations, which involves such substantial capital from both
public anR private sources, and whiel is complei and growing in complexity, de-
mands responsible administration.

Action which would lessen the capability of any of the parties involved iu loans is
self-defeatmg in terms of, the long-range liakility of the program t."-r this crite-
non, a.cost saving measure which rEduced resources available to lend . lnd guar-
ante agencies below the amount-necessary to insure responsible administration 'of
the program would rank low. Similarly, a measure which enhanced accountability
or incentives for sound administration of the program would rank high

J. Preservcition of probram strupliccoGiven the comPlexity already built alto
the, program, cost reduction measures which increase that complexity clearly are
less desirable thah those which do not, if al other ththgs are eilual, This criterion
must be apphed with caution because simplicity just for the sake of simplicity is not
nearly so importan as meeting neAS, Accordingly, additional complexity might be
preferable to more simple solutions Wifidt deny access to loans

4. Preservatwn of low cost to users of the prograrn.This criterion has been,
ranked last, not because students are permitted to borrow at a lower price than is
desirable, but because of the conviction that providing opportuntiy for students ta
borrow funds at a higher price is better then denying oppOrtunity in order to keep
the price low. Obviously, there is a point at which the price is'sufficiently great as
to be prohibitive sand thus serves to deny opportunity. The price to the studeut of
guaranteed student loan is -114 at that prohibitive level, and, while federal gfibsidies
in amounts sifficient to pertuate the present price are clearly defensible, in,-
creases in the current price would be less damaging than restricting access to funds
The ranking of this criterion suggests that, if the choice must be made, charging all
students a higher Interest rare would be preferable to arbitrarily limiting loan
volume and hence denying opportunity for some students in order to keep the price
low for others.

THE APPROACH TO ESTIMATING COST SAVINGS

In,qddition to reasonable criteria for evaluating cost savinemeasur%. there-must
ako be some reasonable approach to estimating the savings to be achieved This is
especially crucial for a program like the Guaranteed Student Loan Program. be-

cause the program is not one for which annual appropriation levels are useful in
determining exenditures. Most of the federal expenditures for guaranteed student
loans this 'Year are not related to IOUns made this year Rather, they are expendi-
ture obligations already incurred on loans originated in previous years Accord-
ingly, the major portion of expenditures projected for next year cannot be4iffected
by actions taken this year. The obligation for the expense already has been in-
curred.

Because the polices under which loans are luade obligate the federal government
for expenditutes over several years. the mus.t realistic approach to estimating the
real impact of cost saving nwasurs is to v.:date expenditures over the life of loans
originated under the policies proposed. Otherv.ise, the ConFress may thstitute a
measure which generates savings for next year, but which is very costly as com-
pared Nyith alter..atiave measures over the entire lite of loans for which the federal
government incurs an expenditure obligation.

ONE POSSIBLE. COST SAVMG PLAN ,
The following plan involves II / elimination of the origination fee and replacing

that fee with a change in the reinsurance formula which will generate greater sav-
ings over the life of loans originated than will the origination fee and 2 changing
the interest rate and special allowance formula in a manner which reduces federal
expenditure. significantly during penods of high interest l'ates.
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Ehnunanon,of Aolgina bon fee and 0,511 ta Inn lig federal reinsurance
Under t he present ,a ultimo ance all :ingeinen t , t he federal gut ei nmen t bearsA

ally the full cost of claims foi nun pay meat of loans This IS the iesult of a reinsur-
ance arrangement under which the federal government provides 100 percent renn.
bursement to guarantors on claims fin death, disability and bankruptcy, and WO
percent of the first 5 percent of default claims each year, determined by comparing
the dollar amount of defaults with the dollar aniuunt of the original principal of all
outstanding loans in repayment. -

Tlw proposed reinsurance arrangement, as described more fully in the attached
discussion paper, would relate claims paid to the original principal amount of loans
originated in the year in which the nun repvid loan As originated, and %%milt' obli.
gate the federal guiernment fur partial reinibursement of LAMM, including death,
disability, and bankruptty hams, only after the claim tate reached 5 percent and
for full reimbursement only of those claims occurring after the rate reaches 12 per-
cent The'peoposed arrangement would also in vol e ehnonation of the administra-
tive cost allowance paid by the federal government to guarantors and would permit
guarantors to charge an insurance premium adequate to cove both the cost of
claims under the new reinsurance arrangement and essential operating expenses.

Estimated savings frunrthe change in leingurance are presented in Table I. With
elimination of the origination fee, net savings fur each $1,000 in new student loans
can reasonably be expected to be approximately $18. Based on this estimate,, the
savings on an estimhted $8 billion in loans made next year would be.$144
,wer the life 'of the loans Assuming constant volume, an additional $144 million
woud be saved On loans originated each year thereafter.

Although thy proposed change would require an increase in the maximum guar-
antee fee of insurance preinium.paid by the student, the average maximum cost to
the student would not be greater'than current maximum authorized charges to the
student with the origination fee. wis denionstiated in the attached discussion paper,
thrice, the i:114 aol lion savings would be achieved at no real expense to the student
borrower

The anaiiint of savings del keit flow the change in the teinsuianee arrangement
could, of course, be increased by continuing the origmation fee. Estimated savings
with continuatiou of the origination fee would be appioxiniately $68 pet $1,000 111
loans, or approximatt ly $541 ni ill ion on loans in iginated in 0 single yea! if arnual
volume is $s billion

The disadvantage of continuing the originatialt fee along with modification of elle
reinsurance arrangement Is that the average maximum chaige to the student would
be increased by 5 percent of loan arnants, 4ccurdingly, the objective should be to
eliminate the arigi aation fet. a all adoption of the ploposed reinsulanee arrange.
ment, if POssible

The proposed reinsurance ailaageinent with elfinmation of the originatiini fee
satisfies the proposed criteria fur Lost saving measures vely well. Access to loan IS

curtailed 'Causing guatantee agencies to assume more financial responsibility
ra claims costs would enhance accountability of these agencies and would cieate a
financial incentive ful these agent ws to keep defaults low The present reinsurance
arrangement. while theoretaally offering such an incentive. pl os iiles 110 teal lilian-
Cliii motivation fur the guarantoi to poi finni el*.tisely with respect to defaults
unlit after the default ra:e has already gotten high

The pooposed .atangment, combined with elimination of the origin&
tion fee, piovides sonw simplification of the progiain Adoptam of the origination
fee added an addition,d mallet for lendeis and the Department of Education to be
concerned with in making iliterest subsidy and special alloailt.A! pay nwnts It also
added' a factor in the program owl wind] students often beLonle confused and one
WhIch is not easily explained by Ihders and student financial aid officers

If adopted in connection with elimination of the in igniation fee. this pioposal also
satisfies the tritelion of keeping the price to the studeht as los% as feasible, If the
origination feu had to be continued in indei to preserve the mow am, students prob.
ably would reluctantly accept payment of additional 5 peicent in ordei to have
access to loans preserved.

ChangIng the inlet est tale and notrin'Innutg s'pectaI a floteame
Under the existing spetial allow anee fin amid. the fedetal government beal;.. the

" full burden of increases in mogram costs due tO high intetest :att.:. Federal special
allowance pay nients %ars da ettly with changes in the 91.dav Tieasury Bill rate
without limitation As descimbed inure fully in the attached' position paper. the
burden of Cost increases due to high inteiest rates could be transferred to the stu-
dent with modest risk to the lendet by intieasing the inteiest tate un student loans



to 14 percent, establishing a l'onst.int special allowance rate of 4 pereent and caus-
ing Tnanins of the standard *coal allo mwance payent to be iipplkd to repayment
of principal when interest rates are low.

As indicated by the data presented in Table II, savings to the federal government
from this-pkiposed change would be substantial in periods of high interest rates At
a bond equivalent 91-day Treasury Bill rate of 12.5.pereent, estimated savings would'
be.$9.1per $1,000 in loans originated over the life of the loan, or $570 million on $6
billion in loans originated in a year. At a Treasury Bill rate of 15.5 percent, the
savings to the federal government inexeases to $210 per $1,000 in loans, or $1 4 bil-
lion on $6 billion.in loaq.

As indicated by the Table, this proposal does not generate savings whed interest
rates are low, and in fact would increase the cost to the federal government by $30
per $1,000 in loans when tlie Treasury Bill rate drops to 9.5 percent Because it is
when Interest rates are high that the cost of the program to the federal government
is high, absence of savings dunng periods of low interest rates when federal costs
are lower anyway is not disadvantageous.

This measure for redukang federal expenditures during pefiods of high interest
rates evaluates favorably in terms of the proposed criteria The proposal does not
limit availability of student loans It does place an additional amir.:strative burden
on the lender, but provides conqiensation through a higher yield to the lender when
the Treasury Bill rate doa not exceed 12 percent and gives the leVer assurance of
a mininwm yield of 14 percent compared with the current minimum yield of 9 per-
cent.

The reduction in kderal expenditures is accomplished primarily by transferring
1\ the cost of high interest iates to the student. Although the student would make re-

payments based op a 14 percent interest rate, the mechanism has the advantage of
causing the actual cost to the, studwnt to Ve less when interest rates are lower
through mechanism of applying an appropriate proportion of the constant special
allowance to the principal reduction. This mechanism causes the actual cost (not the
rater of inter- st to fluctuate below 14 percent with prevailing short-term rates of
interest. Thus, while the borrower makes repayments based on a constant rate, the
actual cost fluctuates in the same direction as interest costs to other borrowers in
the economy.

An alternative woyld be simply to increase the interest rate on stucknt loans
from 9 percent to perhaps 12 percent with the appropriate correspondhig adjust-
ment in the special allowance formula. Akhough a straightforward increase in in-
terest rates has the advantage of initial simplicity, it could Lause the rate charged
on the loan to be higher than either desimble or necessary if intere.st rates deoline

. This situation could be alleviated by a provision which causes the rate on new loans
to be lower when interest rates are low and rates on additional loano to be higher
when interest rates increase. This arrangernent, of course, exacerbates 1,he problem
of multiple interest rates Lr the program, and if rates continue to fluctuate, could
cause some students to be paying rates which are higher than necessary for current
market coriditious and other students to be paying rates whidi are kmer than nec
essary in view of' prevailing market conditions.. 0

On the other hand, a simple cr. alge in interest rates might bu preferred by lend
ers wishing to protect an unlimited yield on student lbans ..711c proposal ,idvaticed
here does have the disadvantage of,an 18 percent nu:Annum rate to the I, dur This
is at least partially offset by thy higher minimum yield and the 7i percent increase
in yield when the T-Bill rate is between 10 mid 14 percent.

It should be emphasized that the phm presented here is not advancvd as an ideal
'proposal, although the component of the plan involving restructuting of the ruiniur
ance arrangement and elimination of the ongination fee has merit as an imprne
ment to-the program whether ar not add.tional savings of federal expenditures me
required lh,pelolly, the total plan Is useful :n providing additional perspective and
ideas on how any required expenditure redactions might be achieved responsibly

0 COMMENTS ON 0111E11 COST SAVINGS MEASURES

As isapparent horn the priority orderi4, of the recommended ci iteria for evalu
atmg expenditure reduction measures, you are urged to view %en cautiously any
proposals whit h wouk1 limit availability and access bi loans for students This woukl
mclude proposals fur arbiti'ary limas such as a Iv iximum number of boar s in each
state and any proposals to viatail the yield on st adorn loans to cominercM1 lenders
sufficiently to diminish their active participation n the program

Any proposal to 'diminish she oppom tumut 1 statewide last resort lending and
secondary market organizations to issue tax txempt revenue bonds to obtain funds

u
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for stu(lent loans should also be rejected because of the devasting impact which such
proposals would have on the availabihty of student loans in apprommately,twenty
states The ability of the commercial lending coal nunity tQmeet the total need for
loans varies dramatically from qae.state to anoth r. In states which serve as major
money centers, commercial lendWas may very we I be able to meet the total need
within the state and some need in other states as well. On the other hand, states .
which are not major financial centers badly need the back-up capability which
comes from participation of statewide last resort lending and secondary market or-
ganizations fin...ced with tak exempt revenue bends. Moreover, tin loss of federal
revenue throught the tax exemptions is counter-balanced by the lower special allow-
ance payments made to organimtions with tax exempt financing.

Also to be adopted only as a last resort should be any proposals which both ae-
..strict borrowing capacity of students and increase costs 'to lenders. An ekam%
would be a proposal to txtend the new needs analysis and expected family contrib
tion provisions to students from families below the $30,000 annual income level.

The expected family contribution provision tends to reduce average loan slZe
which increases cost to the lender of loan servicing as a percentage of loan princi-
pal Meeting, the total borrowing needs of a student though two loansone from the
Guaranteed Student Loan Program and one from the auxiliary or PLUS program
is twice a costly for the lender as meeting that same need y9th a single guaranteed
loan In addit,an, the "expected family contribution- provision complicates the origi-
nation process, extends the time period for originating loans, placeS additional bur-
dens on educational institutions, and makes financial planning for postsecondary e

education mort difficult tor the student due to.uncertainty over borrowing capacity
prior to receipt of the needs analysis results. It is questionable that the saeings from
extending the expected family contribution requirement below the $30,000 income
level are adequate to comptasate for the additional problems created by such a re-
quirement.

.4

IMPROVEMEN, 'OF AUXILIARY off PLUS PROGRAM

The effort to shift borrowing from guaranteed student loans to less hells dy subsi-
dized auxiliary or PLUS loans would be facilitated by three changes.

I Either the student or the parent should be permitted to borrow under PLUS in
order to preserse borrowing capacity when the needs analysis yields an expected
family contribution but borrow ing by the parent is not considered feasible by the
lender or the parent Ieg., the parent needs to preserve borrowing capacity for an-
other purpose or the parent has a poor credit rating).

2 The parent should be permitted to co-sign for the student boriower of a PLUS
'loan fot the interest payments while the student is in school without being obligated

for repayment of loan principal ithis will assist students whose parents are willing
. to commit enough of their boil owing capacity to cover inschool interest, but are ie-

luctant to commit an amount equal to the principal for an extended repayment
period).-

1 The special allowance formula in PLUS loans should be adjusted to prosaic a
gross yield to the lender of the T-1:3111 rate plus -1 dercent, tothet thaa plus 3.:) pet-
cent, in order to stimulate lender pal ticipation in light or the relati%e highei cost of
originating and servicing PLUS loans.

TABLE I FEDERAL EXPENSE FOR ClAIMWAYMENTS OVER LIFE OF GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS

PER41,000 IN LOANS ORIGINATED .

Current Proposed Sayew onDehara rate r toffy) e formura Ofaimi

(tnhnation of
adrna.stratnt Croon &wolf. ,1grtt,04;'totte Notett it (n4,
oat FIrma^te

5 percent $60 $8 <, - $52 $10 $62 ($50) $12
10 Ne'cnn't 110 50 60 10 10 450) 20
1' I.e(t.ent ' 15? 99s--, 58 10 68 (50) 18
:0 percent 205 148 56 10 66 (50) " 16

' Def,1 a'or refers to the WWI of top tux.rtry, ty,uontned ii 'nge yes' ntuch to oto default ol any ttme 01 of Si ON 000 in loan
Cfatanteed m rex defaa't eye Idly Si,c the default lee (5. 10 pement Parms. tot death dub.tty and banktuptcy ire not

mat we t,,,t re n:'i..401 'n Capem,e Strnneos at the rate of t percent over the ufe of a loan portfoto
O'd 0 1/OttnI 400 as-rnne that xerte polio 0 delats are not teirnbutsed BetJoY, netnIbthltnnen1 under the

'ormy'a 4 PeOed by i0OA, 0 boo gurettd n I yur ore dislutntted Oyer tene and the volume 0 t00% in repayment Itom
.trahe yer 3,0 jeLt, it 14 20 pecot fee xra

lo rfly U t;10 lot MI federal re.mtxestrnent

1
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TABLE ILESTIMATED FEDERAL EXPENSE PER $1,000 FOR SPECIAL ALLOWANCE AND INTE'REST

SUBSIDY OVER LIFE OF GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS

Stday LW tate 1

*oat allowance formula

feign 3 Proposed

Salflis

455 NO 30
628 533 95

801 561 240

975 561 414

Reference ts to each $1.000 m loins nude is the pram Calculations assume 2 Jilin MI school, a 6 month race ;cud, and a' 7 yer

lepaymeel schedule with 20 Want 01 each $1000 fn loans being OfigiNted or puithased ard held by a Ian-exempt ho4et

Bond equivalent rate
3 Does not include adowaxe lot cf.:gluten IN MO gold mem all amounts by S!,0 eictt conhnifed Assumes that 20 coccsi ol loans

made ate either onemated Ce putchaSed by tar-teemed hcidets

DISCUSSION PAPER

(By Richard C. Hawk)

This paper contains three alternatives for reducing federal expenditures for the
Guaranteed Student Loan Program. Each of the zilternatives would generate signifi-
cant-savings and the savings from all three would be greater than necessary or de-

sirable.
These alternatives are presented as viable substitutes for the cost saving meas-

ures which were adopted in the summer of 1981. Those changes, which were con-
ceived as budget reduction, measures under the severe pressures and time con-
straints of the budget reconciliation process, reflect the lack of opportunity for ade
quate deliberation and judgment. They generally are not sound social policy when
viewed as anything other than temporary expediences to achieve immediate savinn,
The ideas presented in this paper demonstrate that adequate savings can be
achieved through more constructive changes than those adopted in the summer of
1981.

Any proposal to reduce federal expenditures for the Guaranteed Student Loan
Program requires either-increasing costs or risks to other parties (students, lenders,
educatiqn institutions, guarantee agencies), or reducing loan dollar volume by re-
stricting opportunity. The alternatives presented in this paper reflect the premise
that the needs of both students a.id the society are better served 14 preserving op-
portunity at a higher price than by restricting opportunity in order to keep the
price low.

Accordingly, each of thelhree alternatives has been designed to achieve saving
without restricting opportunity for students to borrow funds needed to meet postsec.
ondary education expenses. Three alternative mechanisms are proposed that trans-
fer cost from the federal government to other parties, particularly recipients of
loans. This is consistent with the view of some that the need to reduce the federal
budget requires the shifting of some costs of fedcial Programs to the beneficiaries of
the service pr6ided.

The three alternatives in preferential order are:
1. Reduce federal cost for default and other claims by restructuring federal rein-

surance on student, loans and eliminate the administrative cost allowance, paid to
guarantee agencles.

ow
2. Elinuntite unpredictability and the high cost of federal special allowance pay-

ments dui ing periods of nigh interest rate by shifting some of the risk of fluctuating
Interest Cates to students and limiting the special allowance to 4 percent.

3. Reduce the cost of the inschool interest subsidy by relying on grants for the
first year of undergraduate education and loans for the last year of undergraduate
education.

Each alternative is discussed in detail in this paper.

ALTERNATIVE 1

FEDERAL sAvINGS TDROLvcm MODIFICATION OF REINSURANCE AND ELIMINATION OF
ADMINISTRATIVE COST ALLOWANCE

The existing reinsurance arrangement causes the federal government to bear the
fuleost of virtually all claims for nonpayment of loans by the borrower The federal

de'
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government reimburses the guarantee agency fot 100 pet cent of the amount 0(
clidnis paid due to death, disabihty and bankiuptey. The federal gosernment also
reimburses the guarantor for 100 percent of the rust S percent ol default claims
paid each year, with the percentage of defaults determined by comparing defaults
which occur during the year with outstanding loans in repayment during the yeat.

The effect of the current reinsurance arrangement is to cause the fedetal govern-
ment to stand the cost of claims as if it were the pi unary or even the only insurer-
of student loans. This major cost could be elaninated if the reinsurance weie
ceived as protection against disaster, with initial default costs paid by the guarantee
agency without reimbursement. ,

Elemen ts pf ,t h istproposa I are:
Eliminate 100 percent reimbursement of (Lillis due to death, disability and

bankruptey.
+2) Eliminate present reimbursement formula under which federal government

pays 100percent of the first 5 pc:1cent of defaults each year, 90 percent of the next 4
percent and.80 percent of all defaults thereafter,

:31 Substitute y new reimbursement formula to be applied to individual loan port-
folios ocer the life of each portfolio, with a-portVai consisting of all loans guaran-
teed in one year The new rates uf reimbursement for claims (including default,
deirth, disability and bankruptcy ) on each loan portfolio stemld be.

Federal reimbursemen ru te (perm (
'Chums as percent of portfolio:

0 to 0
to 9

9 to 12 - .. 90
Over 12

111 l)(Elinunate federal adnumsttative tost allowance paid to guarantee agenci(es)
presently authorized in the amount of 1 percent of all loans guaranteed each year.

t70 Pros ide for a guarantee fee or insurance premium sufficient in amount to re-
place the administrative cost allOWance and to provide for sufficient reser ves to
cover increased risk to the guarantor The maximum non-reflindable guarantee fee
under current regulation is 1 percent per year for the in-school perrod of the loan
plus une year Adoption of the proposed reinsurance structure and matron uf
the administratias cost allowance will ret,uire authinizau for non-i undable
guarantee fee uf 214 percent plus 2 percent per year for tin school an
period of the loan).

Sasings to the federal govelmnent will be approximately 1 percent of the amount
of loans originated each year plus 100 percent of thefirst 5 percent of defaults, 10
percent of the next .1 percent of defaults, and 100 percent of cl&iirils for death. dis- 0
ability and bankruptcy minus 10 percent uf defaults between 9 and 12 percent, and
20 percent uf all defaults ()vet 12 percent. Savings will actually be greater because
under the present forumula the default rate is cumulato,e only within a year.
whereas, the proposed modifkataon would cause the claims rate to accumulate over
the life of the portfolio.

DISCUSSION OF ALTERNATIVE t

Altt;rnotice incieases the liability of loan guarontee agencies and ttansfers some
of the cost of insuring student loans from the government to student bur rowers. Be-
cause the ch,u affects only the borrower and guarantee agencies, education insti-
tutions and lenders would not be affectci. Consequently, the changes could be ae-
complislied ea( ily.

Transferrirg additional insurance cost from the government to the borrower can
be justified on the basis that neither the preent nor the prop: ed guarantee fee Is
sufficient to coer the cost of insurance, which is (a) as broad as the student loan
guarantee, 'lb: granted on a non discriminatory basis and ic) covers an uncertain
period of time, extenaing as long as fifteen years. The proposed change also can la:d.
justified on the basis.that the purpose of federal reinsurance should be to proude
protection against a disastrous situation in ordet to maintain private funding
sources to remain committed to making student loans. Federal reinsurance should
be prmided by the goo nment at goernyient expense. A self supporting non-rein-
sured portion uf the total insurance liability could be botne by bortowvrs. The pres.

' An alternatice %could be a nun-refundable fee uf 4 percent per year on the anticipated ant.
ortiA principal outstaniling. assuming a five year repayment period,

lUtj
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ent reinsurance arrangement does much more than serve c.s protection against un-
manageable losses due to a disastrous situation. It serves as a subsidy which permitg
the guartijitee fee or premium charged to the borrower to be low

The administrative cost allowance also serves as an indirect subsidy to the bor-
rower By covering sonic- of the administrative costs of guarantee agencies which
insure loans, the administrative costs allowance reduces the athount which agencies
must charge the borrowers as insurance premiums or guarantee fees .

Althongh a good case can be made fur subsidming.the Program as heavily as pos-
sible to keep student costs low, benefits of theGuaranteed Student Loan Program
probably would not be significantly diminished with an arrangement under which
federal reinsurance serves priniardy as protection against disaster rather than as
an indirect subsidy of msuranco prennums. Moreover, as demonstrated by the data
below, adoption of Alternative 1 with the necessary increase in the guarantee fee
would result in no ncrease in the average permissible charges to students if the 5
percent originatkr :ee were eliminated. :

COMPARISON Or ;URRENT AND PROPOSED CHARGES TO STUDENTS PER $1,000 01 LOAN

PRINCIPAL '

littN6rNo
Sopkmote

/mot
Sent
Amp,

Yi'at m $0002
Current
one,

Popo:el
cute=

$95

85

75

65

80

8115

95

/5
.55
85

Ar..,coc> re 34nlotna
,6,n4e, *mot Neatvr fee a Metre te, at rate 01 peat)! per year a 3,:tal an4 6 roTh grse perro4

44,4 xr r,) pr,v,iwy tet Etwytte te 01 , percent pit,> 2 "01 ptr yer a Ood an b moetth of van,e peood

Avraze orpe pet $ I CO 3ssovear o eqal rflow% Iv each year ot undelgradate Waco

It should be noted that the need for an increase in the guarantee fee under the
proposed reinsurance arrangement. is very ret :.- Although the theoretical exposure
to guarantee agencies is higher under the existing reinsurance arrangement than it
would be under the proposed change, the actual exposure is greater under the pro-

. posal as evidenced by the actual default experiences of agencies

. Under the existing arrangement, guarantee agencies never suffei a loss until de-
faults exceed 5 pqrcent in any year. At the beginning of each year the slate is wiped
clean and the agency is once again fully protected against the first 5 percent of de-'s
faults In addition, the federal government stands the cost of all claims for death,
disability, and bankruptcy.

Under the proposed arrangement, guarantee agencies would always stand the loss
on the first 5 percent for defaults as well as for death, disability, and bankruptcy
Accordingly, conctitions of fly ooposed arrangement will require deposits to reserve
funds of approxanately 6 percent for each loan guaranteed Reserve ftind deposits
under the present arrangement normally are less than2 percent

ALTERNATIVE 2

FTDER A I. SAVINGS 'mown CHANGE IN SPECIAL ALLOWANCE

Under existing law, the federal government absorbs the cost of high interest rates
by paying a special allowance, the amount of which varies with the 91-day T-Bill
rate In addition to causing dramatic increases in federal costs for the Program
during periods of high interest rates, the present Apecial allowance arrangement
causes costs to the federal government to be unpredictable Greater predictability
and substantial savings during periods of high interest rates' can be achieved by
transferring the risk of fluctuating interest sate; to students and lenders The ele-
ments for the proposal to achieve this objective are:

(II Increase the interest rate charged to students during the repayment period of
loans from I percent to 14 percent.

Set the amount of the federal special alloWance payment by the federal govern
ment to lenders on repayment loans at 4 percent.

Gil Permit the interest cost (not ratei ta students to vary below 14 percent accord-
ing to fluctuations in general interest rates for loans in repayment by applying a
varying portion of the special allowance ta principal repayments when the 91-day T-

1 1
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Bill bond equivalent late (hops low 10 pet i;ent. The amount applied to the princi-
pal shall be the portion of ual allowance temaining after detommation of the
amount of. special allowance to be used as a supplemental interest subsidy. The per-
centage of the special allowance to be retained by the lender as interest shall be
determined by subtracting 10 from the quarterly average bond equivalent 91-day I-
BM rate and dividing by 4 iT minus 10 divided by 4 =interest subsidy).

f I) Require portions of the quarterly special allowance payment applicable to prin-
cipal reduction to be credited to the loan account only on the last day of each fiscal
year or on the date a loan is repaid in order to avoid prohibitive loan servicing cost.

(11 Provide special allowance payments on repayment loans, Le., loans in the re-
payment phase, from tax exempt funds only in the amount determined twin: used as
principal reduction according to the formula above.

fi; For interim loans (loans on which the borrower has not yet entered a repay-
ment phase) held by commercial lenders, provide special allowance payments only
in the amount determined to be applied to interest according to the formula above
and provide no special allowance payments on interim loans from tax exempt dol-
lars.

The effect of these changes will be >a> to reduce federal special allowance pay-
ments to a constant I percent fin repayment loans held by commercial lenders, ib)
to a varying amount which cannot exceed 4 peicent on interim loans held by coin-
mercial lenders, fc1 to a varying amount which cannot exceed 4 percent on repay-
ment kans for tax exempt funds and Id> to zero on interim loans made from tax
exempt funds Students will benefit because actual interest costs can be less than 14
percent by reducing loan principals when T-Bills fall below 10 percent. The effect
for lenders will be revenue linterest plus special allowance> from student loans in an
amount which varies between II percent and 18 percent, accompanied by an in-
crease in the rate of return of .5 perunt over the current return on loans.

DISCUSSION OF /,,I.TERNATIVE.2

Under existing law the cost of interest to borroweis can nevel exceed 9 percent on
student loans regardless of prevailing interest rates. linden Alternative 2 the tiost of
interest will vary with prevailing rates and could be as high as 14 percent.

This alternative transfers risk of fluctuating interest rates from the federal goven--
ment to students >and partially to the lender> without imposing the complexities
and uncertainties of a variable interest rate on students. Students would obtain
loans with the understanding that monthly repayments will be lower prevailing n -
terest rates when portions of a standard I pprcent special allowance is credited as
principal repayments when loans are in the repayment phase. If interest rates de-
cline, annual principal reductions from the special allowance will cause the loan to
be repaid more quickly and Ihe actual cost of interest of students will decline, even
though the rate remains at 14 percent. The government will benefit from declining
interest rates because more rapid repayment of the loan will shorten the period of
time for which the government stands the expense of the special allowance.

Advantages to the government are great. First, the cost of the Guaranteed Stu-
dent Loan Privram would be considerably more predictable, and, second, the gov-
ernment cost for special allowance would be reduced to a constant 4 percent on re-
payment loan held by commercial lenders and to a rate which can fluctuate ,below 4
percent an interim loans held by commercial lenders and on repayment loans ac-
quired with tax exempt funds. The special allowance Is completely eliminated for
interim loans acquired with fhx-exempt funds.

Although student., continue to 'A:nerd from predetermined constant interest rate,
and although students benefit from declines in prevailing interest rates, the cost of
interest to students necessarily will be higher than the present 9 percent cost. It
should be noted that the increase in cost would not affect the borrower while the
boriower is a student Federal interest subsidy payments to commercial lendeis
would continue while students are in school. Borrowers will experience an increase
in coSts after completing their education and ,presumable becoming situated in an
income producing endeavor.

This alternative has advantages and disadvantages for the lender. Return to lend-
ers on student loans would no longer be unlimited. For commercial lenders the
maximum return would, be IS percent. On the other hand, the minumum return to
lenders would be increased from 9 percent to ,l4 percent. Moreover, the rate of
return to lenders would be increased from T-Bill plus 3.5 percont to plus 4
percent In other words, the disadvantage of an I8 percent maximum return would
be balanced by the advantages of a I I percent minimum and a .5 percent increase
in the amount by which the return exceeds the 91-day T-Bill rate. Lenders would

11
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fare better undi ttw aim natty e when interek rates ate at a level which under the
present formula would produce ti return of 17'.: peicent in less. Lenders would fare
less well under the proposal when interest rates are sufficiently high to cause the
return on student loans under the present formula to exceed 18 percent.2

Lnder this alternative, lenders also would be disadvantaged by the administrative
complexIty of allocating a portion of the standard quarterly special allowance pay-
ment on loans in repaymkt to principal. The burden of this provision can be re-
duced by requiring that the portion of speual allowance pay nwnts to be applied to
principal be credited to the loan account only on the last day of the fiscal year or on
the date the loan is fully repaid. Such mechanism also will permit the lender to
have some 'float" as partial reimbursement for this administrative task.

ALTERNATIVE 3

FEDERAL SAVINGS THROUGH REDISTRIBUTION OF GRANTS AND LOANS

Because the Federal Government pays interest on guaranteed student loans while
udents are in school, loans to freshmen are more expensive than loans to seniors.

On the other hand, the kderal cost of grants to students is the sanw for all stu.
dents. Accordingly, significant savings con be achieved by reallocating grant funds
which increases expenditures for grants to freshmen and eliminates grants to ;e-
mors, with a corresponding elimination of loans to freshmen and an increase m loan
amounts to seniors, This can be accomplished without reducing total assistance
igrants and loans) provided to students and additional savings can be achieved by
discounung interest (and eliminating federal interest subsidy payments) for loans on
which the in.school period will be one year or less.

Elements of the proposal to achieve savings through reallocation of grants and
loans are:

tli Eliminate guaranteed student loans for the first year of undergraduate postsec
ondary education except for students in one year programs.

12) Make guaranteed student loans avadable to first yeat students in one year pro-
grams without an in-schoid interest subsidy by requiring that interest on the loan
for the in-school period of the loan plus the six month grace period be &counted
from loan proceeds at the time of loan origination.

(3) Continue subsidized loans (loans on which the interest IS paid by the federal
government while the student is in school) in accordance with misting terms and
conditions of the Guaranteed Student Loan Progiam for undergraduate students in
the second and third year of postsecondary education.

(1) Continue Pell grants for first, second and third year undergraduate students in
accordance with existing conditioas and tequirements, with a 73 percent increase in
the funding for first year sttidents.

(5) Ehmmate grants for students in the fourth year of undergraduate postsecond-
ary education.

i6i Make guaranteed student loans available to fourth year undergraduate stu-
dents of up to $5,000 on a nonsubsidized basis by requiring that interest for the
period of the loan :rid the 6 month grace period be discounted from the proceeds of
the loan at the tin c of loan origination.

Substantial savings to the federal government will be achieved. Savings will be
equal to I ) cogs associated Kith all loans to first year students except students in
one year programs, C21 interest subsidy payments for first year students in one year
programs, and t J nterest subsidy payments on loans to fourth year undergtaduate
students,

DISCUSSION OF ALTERNATIVE 3

Alternarive 3 is the only one of the three proposals which would requite changes
to programs other than the Guaranteed Student Loan Program. This altenative rec-

The disadantage ito thy lenden of the 1te pement maximum return lould be eltammted
permitting a deduLtion lor addawmd mterest from tht. next monthly drincipal repayment after
twi) quarterly speual alkmame pavment in the amount necessary to tissure that the return to
the lendet ts equal to the prescribed amount over the 91day rate The effect of this mod--
fmatton Nould be to tause the repayment period to be extended by the number of repaynwnts
netessary to make up for applwation of prahipal repaymelits to interest. With this modafkation
the return to the lendet should be continued tit T13111 plus 3 .7, and not aureased to T-13111 plus I
The formula would become minus 1U.:# dtaled by 4 Obiously, this tukantage to the
Wnder ssould be gained at the expense of students who would be required 11 assme greater nsk
with respect to increases in interest rates.
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()gimes that the fedetal effint in student financial assistance is ku oader ,than IOMIS
and that changes in one student assistance program can apptoprwtely be considered
in conjunction with changes to another as part of policy development fur the total
student assistance effort.

One reason for prevIous increases ui the total federal expenditures fur student as-
sistance is that, at least at the undergraduate level, the Federal Government has
attmpted to, make all 'forms of .issistance available to students throughout the
period of education. Alternative 3 seeks to enhance the efficwncy ol the federal in-
vestment in student asststance by relying essentially on grants fur the first year of
undergraduate education, on a combination,of grants and loans for the second and
third years, and on loans exclusively for the fourth year. Savings are genetated be-
t:dust the cost of a grant remams the same regardless of the school year which the
grant IS used to support, whIle the cost of a loan aiies significantly with the
number of remainIng years in school at the time of origination, due to the in-school
interest subsidy.

In general. use of grants at the beginning of postsecondary education and loans
neater the end of postsecondary education is reasonably sound policy if applopnate-
ly structured. Graats represent a more powerful instrument for stimulatmg emry
into postsecondary education than loans. Loans are more comfortably utilized by
Students as they progress through postsecondary education because each ialditional
yea! enhances confidence that they will complete their educational program success-
fully and earnings to repay the loan are in sight.

Eliminafing !chins fur first year students m four year proglams could create seri-
ous problems for some individual students if Increases in grant funds for first year
,students are not as great as the amounts of loans eliminated. Should suffiuent
grant funds not be available students with marginal need tthose without sufficient
demonstrated need to qualify for a grant) would be left out in the cold with neither
a grant nor a loan.

Under Alternative 3 additional savings would be generated through elnmnat ion of
the interest SubsIdy on loans to first year students in one yeat prop dms and.,to all
loans to stucknts in the last '.ar of undeigiaduate (Aucation. The result would be a
savings on in-school subsidy Hy ments ot approximately 50 percent. Achievement of
this savings to the government would, of course, be at the expense of Inct eased costs
to the borrower.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Each of the three areas of federal cost for the Guaranteed Student Loan Progiam
IS addressed by one of the .dternativ es presented ID this paper. The cost of the indi-
rect subsidy of insuraace ptemiums through the administrative cost alkwmice and
highly favorable reinsulance provisions IS addressed by Mternative 1. The cost of
the specMI allowance IS addressed by Alternative 2, and Alternative 3 reduces the
cost of the in-school interest subsidy on loans. Substitution of any, one of these Atm
natives for the fannly contribution and originatiop . fee provisions adopted in the
summer of 1981 would be advantageous.

Obviously, there arc differences in the ease with NN hia reductions can be
achieved :unong the three cost areas. Altenative 1 IS most easily implemented of the
three alternatims and is least disruptive to the program.

These alternatives are intended to stimulate constructive thinking on how tespon
sible action can be taken to achieve federal cost reductions NN hue preset.% ing inapt
benefits of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program and achieving sound social polky
objectives. Adoption of one or more of these alternatives would not preclude utiliza
tion of other temporary cost say mg measures to meet budget objectives in a suigle
year. However. such stop-gap measures should nut be considered as a Substaute
which reflect a balance in due consaleration for cost and for social policy objectives.

In addition to generating significant savings for the fedetal government, adoption
of Altenative 1 would provide opportunity to provide additional borrowing capacity
for students through non-subsidized loans at virtually nu cost tolhe federal govern-
ment. Availability of non-subsidized loans in itdequate amounts under the Guinan
teed Student Loan Program would eliminate the need for establishment of a multi
pia:ay of separate loan programs which are being proposed to countmact loss of
funds due to reductions in federal student assistance programs.

Mr. SIMON. Dr. Delores Cross, president of the New York State
Higher Education Services Corp.

We are pleased to have you here with us, Dr. Cross.

1
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STATEMENT OF DOLORES E. CROSS, PRESIDENT. NEW YORK
STATE IIICHER EDUeATION SERVICE CORP.

, Dr. CROSS. Thank you, Chairman Simon, and members of the
subcommittee. -

I would like to discuss issues and preliminary requirements in
the survey that we have conducted in New York and share with
you some of my concerns as they relate to Federal cutbacks in stu-
dent- financial aid.

New York State students receive more financid aid than stu-
-dents in any other State, either per capita or in absolute dollars.

The New York State Higher Education Services Corp. adminis-
ters New York's grants, scholarships and loan programs.

Additionally, the corporation coordinates the State's programs
with those of other levels of local, State and Federal government.

Thus, the corporation is deeply involved in New York State's
commitment to higher education as a growth and service industry
for its citizens.

The State's postsecondary enrollment is about 9 percent of the
national enrollment of 11 million. The State's students receive
close to 14 percent of the Federal Financial aid dollar.

New York itself will provide, in 1982-83, $327 million in grant
and scholarship aid to resident students, representing almost one-
third of the national total for all States.

In sum, the higher education industry is of profound importance
to the Stateand that importance is most easily measured in
terms of enrollments and financial aid to students.

As a result of the unprecedented dependency of college students
on financial aid, the corporation initiated a comprehensive survey
to determine how all postsecondary students in New York State fi-
nance their education; that is, how they package personal and ex-
ternal resources to meet their educational costs.

At a time when the Federal Govemment proposes changes in fi-
nancial aid that will alter the very nature and philosophy of higher
education, this survey will enable the State to plan effectively to
meet these challenges.

To date, New York is the only State to attempt such a survey.
Yet, we are working with other organizations and our colleagues

and looking at research in many areas. Among the questions to
which we hope to find answers are:

How do students from various backgrounds and at various insti-
tutions pay their costs or attendance?

-How w ill students be affected by changes in financial aid pro-
grams?

How are students likely to "react" to changes in financial aid
programs?

How can the State move-to deal with "pockets" of unmet present
or future financial need among the college-going citizens?

This survey imi3 be unique because we are not looking only at
students who are receiving financial aid 'but also students who are
nonaid recipients.

Preliminary findings from the Pilot indicate that graduate stu-
b dents and enrollees at proprietary institutions such as nursing and

business schools are wry concerned about possible financial aid re-
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ductions since major portions of their aid are provided by guaran-
teed student loans and Pell grants, both Federal programs.

City utilization of Pell grants may be as high as 80 percent. GSL
in the private sector Fs as high aS 40 percent and slightly higher in
the State university system.

When one looks at the State university system, in 1979 their uti-
lization of the guaranteed student loan was approximately 16 per-
cent. Undergraduate utilization of TAP, that is the State s tuition
assistance program, is approximately 50 percent.

The survey tells us that the income profile that would be the
most affected are those that are in the lower to middle income tax
bracket and that the cutbacks in the GSL may have an additional
proportionate impact on those students who are attending low-cost
community colleges in both the public and the private sector. The
survey will tell us who will be affected by the program.

At the current time we have completed the pilot study. The pilot
study included 30 colleges with approximately 800 students. These
results will be presented to our trustees next week as well as to a
committee of presidents and will be shared with the postsecondary
conunittee.

Thesomplete statewide survey will include 300 institutions and
over 4,000 students.

The results of this survey we expect to have available to our col-
leagues in other States and you as members of the Subcommittee
on Postsecondary Education as well as policymakers throughout
the State.

We trill, therefore, be using our findings to satisfy both the State
of New York and the Federal Government in the distribution of n-
nancial aid..

We believe these data will enable both entities to plan effectively
tu meet student financial aid needs at the postsecondary level in
New York State and'the Nation.

The development of rntional responses to Federal cutbacks and
our ability' to respond and counter additional proposals demand a
period (4 stabilization, a period in which States and the Federal
Government can examine the data and think things through.

It also demands that we can examine some deeper questions in
terms of how will the effects of the cuts be distributed? How will
the effects impact different regions?

How will these cutbacks interact with already identified demo-
graphic and enrollment changes?

While meeting these challenges we must continue to 'keep -the
purposes and objectives of financial aid clearly in mind. That is to
provide access by removing financial aid barriers and promoting_
choice of institutions based on ta)ents and career objectives rather
than costs.

This period of program retrenchment brings with' it a range of'
administrative challenges including adapting our processing sys-
tems to program changes quickly and efficiently so that timely no-
tification and distribution of aid is available.

This is particularly important in a period of instability. It also
requires that we<work with lenders to initiate new programs.

.1 1
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As my colleagues have testified, this is not an easy task. In New
York City we have only been able to identify four banks at the
present time who are willing to accept ALAS loans.

We are very concerned about the criteria that some banks seem
to be setting up as it relates to the PLUS money, criteria that are
in some cases beyond what the Federal Government requires or
what the corporation may require. We have to examine that and
look at that as it relates to the status of those banks and their par-
ticipants.

We are also working on developing and creating innovative sys-
tems of communication, communication to students and to parents
and to colleges about the changes in the regulations and the
impact of these cuts.

In sum, as we look at the data, New York, as a result of the cur-
rent changes, will lose approximately $275 million in student finan-.

cial aid. The loss means that every student who receives some form
of financial aid will have an average loss Of $850.

If the cutbacks that have been proposed for the GSL at the grad-
uate level are to occur this will impact on approximately 85,000
students and increase the loss in student financial aid dollars in
New York to over $350 million.

We are concerned, welippreciate this opportunity to discuss with
you a process that we are taking to help you and help the State of
New York and other States thiiik things through.

We view higher education as an industry, a service industry and
a growth industry that impacts upon the growth of other indus-
tries.

In my work in New York the concern has been what will be the
impact of the cuts? What is the interaction of tile various student
financial aid programs, will there be a period of stability in which
we can compare the data, look at what may happen to higher edu-
cation as an industry and also take time to see what the changes
mean to the quality of life for New Yorkers and the Nation?

[The prepared statement of Dolores Cross followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DOLORES E. CROSS, PRESIDENT, NEW YORK STATE HIGHER
EDUCATION SERVICES CORP.

New York State students receive more financial aid than students in any other
state, either per capita or in absolute dollars. The New York State Iligher Educa-
tion Services Corporation administers New York's grants, scholarships and loan pro-
grams. Additionally, the Corporation coordinates the State's programs with those of
other levels of local, State and federal government. Thus the Corporation is deeply
involved in New York State's commitment to higher education as a growth and
service industriy for its citizens.

The -State's postsecondary enrollment is about, 9.percent-of the national enroll-
ment of 1 l,000,taaL The State s students.receive close to 11 ci of the federal financial
tud dollar. New York itself will provide, in 1982-83, $327 million in grant and schol-
arship ani to resident students, representing almost one-third of the _national total
for all states.

In sum the higher education industry is of profound importance to the Stateand
that importance is most easily measured in terms of enrollments and financial aid
to students.

As a result of the unprecedented dependency of college students on financial aid,
the Corporation initiated a comprehensive survey to determine how all postsecon-
dary students in New York State finance their education, that is, how they package
personal and external resources Co meet their educational costs. At a time when the
federal government proposes changes in financial aid that will alter the very nature
and philosop14 of higher education, this survey will enable the State to plan effec-
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tively to meet these challimges, To date, New York is the only state to attempt such
a survey,

Among the questions to which we hope to find answers are.
How do students from various backgrounds and at vatious institutions pity*their

costs of attendance?
How will students be affected by changes in financial aid programs?
How are students likely to "react" to changes in financwl aid programs?
How can the State move to deal with pockets" of unnwt present or future finan-

cial need among the college.going citizens?
It must be noted that all other state surveys,ifave used financial ,ud recipiwits as

the population, that is, they have ignored thosekwho pay their own way from fanuly
and personal resources only. The New York suAey will enabks the Corpwation to
compare the financial profiles of aid recipients to those of non-aid recipients.

Preliminary findings from the Pilot indicate that graduate students and enrollees
at proprietary-institutions-such as nursing and business schools tire very concerned
about possible financial aid reductions since major portions of their aid are provided
by Guaranteed Student Loans and Pell Grants, both federal programs.

The Suivey will tell us who in the State will be affected by various fedeial pro-
gram cuts. Moreover that effect will be focused by income level and institutional
type. By factoring in student attitudinal data, the Survey may give indications of
consequent student behaviors with aid shortfalls over %JAWS income levels and in-
stitution types.

The Corporation win use its findings to assist both the State of NO% York and the
federal government in the distribution of financial aid. We believe these data will
enable both entities to plan more effectively to meet student financial ad needs at
the post.secondary level in New York State and the nation.

It seems useful here to indicate some of the major questions which will shape our
final research design:

I loW, is federal student aid distributed in New York?
a. which students and which institutions benefit most from guaianteed limns?
b. which from Pdl grants?
c. which from campusbased programs?
How is federal aid distributed over various income levels and regions of the State?
What fraction of real college going cost does federal aid cover?
Given various scenarios of federal financial tild cutliiiclzs, the Corporation will

need to consider deeper questions:
How will certain financial aid cutbacks affect institutions"
How will the effects be distributed over various sectors iind inconie levels?
Will there be acute regional difficulties caused by the cutbacks?
Will certain types of inatitotiolk, ithm sectors have mole (liii tit t& aldiessing

changes than others?
How will these cutbacks interact with almuly identified demographic and droll-

ment changes?
flow can institutions best plan for the dislocations implied by the fedelid cut-

backs?

Mr.SmoN. Thank you, Dr. Cross.
Is there any possibility the survey you are talking about can be

speeded up? We are i the process that we are going to be making
some decisions that are going to make that survey almost meaning-
less within the next couple of months.

Ms. CROSS. In my very slim documents I just shared with you
what the surrey is looking at,-next week we will have the results of
our preliminary.

I was asked to share the first with-the-board of trustees and the
committee of presidents and it should be available in your hands
by the end of next week, the complete survey, that is the pilot.

We use that pilot to look at our processes in terms of sampling
techniques and also to rework various aspects of the survey.

Mr. SIMON. How soon will this pilot reach- us?
Ms. CRoas. The pilot will be available to you at the end of next

week.
Mr. SIMON. What about the other survey?
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Ms. CRoss. Our time line is the end of March and early part of
April.

Mr. SIMON. The more you can press on time on that the more
helpful, frankly, it is going to be here at the Federal level.

Dr. Cronin, I regret that I was not here fbr your testimony.
What happens on the parent loans where you say in your testi-

mony more than 95 percent of the applicants prove to have satis-
factory credit ratings and capacities and so forth.

What about the other 5 percent? .

Mr. :..,ItONIN. If they feel, Congressman, that they have been un-
fairly treated and discriminated against they have access under the_
Equal Credit Opportunity Act to protest and we .have been aiting
to find out if that is going to happen.lt, has not.

In ,most instances, the families are counselled and realize that
the information they have provided to the bank shows that they do
not have the capacity to repay those loans and, therefore, the pro-
grdm cannot serve them.

And there may be a need, therefore, for the student to work an
additional few hours a week or to be considered for other campus-
based programs if the family is truly hard up.

Mr. SIMON. Are you finding that those 5 percent, my guess is
that they may be among the students who need the help the most.

Are those students then just skipping college? Are they rearrang-
ing the work schedule as you suggest or has* there been any follow-
up on that?

Mr. Cnorsnisr. We have not had any survey of those families. On
of the ironic commentaries we could make is that some of the fami-
lies, in order to qualify.for student aid go into the college and show
how poor they are. They show that they have got debts coming out
their ears, the number of monthly payments they have on the
house and on the automobile and everything else, there is no way
that they can do anything but apply for another grant or scholar-
ship from the college.

Unfortunately, some of these families have then taken the identi-
cal documents and shown this to a bank to qualify for a PLUS
loan. Well, a PLUS loan is really a middle-income device because
the way it is written you have got to go into repayment within 60
days. You have got to have enough cash not tied up to make a $50

repayment.
So using these documents to show how poor you are on campus

does not go over very well at the bank.
It could be,that in some cases the families have not shown us all

the resources becausein at least a couple of instances that we have
heard about anecdotally, people sgy, all of a sudden I realize I have
got to have some money to repay, let's go back and 'take a look at
the assets again, maybe I can qualify.

The truth is that in the first 12 months we really have not had
enough time to do a detailed survey of what happens to the 3 or -'

percent who have been denied. That estimate comes from the larg-
est bank in the program and we, frankly, have been surprised we
have not heard more concerns either from those families or from
the students or the college aid officers. So apparently 'they have
been able to get credit elsewhere or else other forms of student aid.
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Mr. SIMON. And you say 125 lenders have joined the parent loan
program compared to 384 lenders in the GSL.

Is that because it is more complicated or is it just simply because
there has riot been that much demand?

Mr...CRONIN. We have a large number of very small banks. We
have about 70 or 80 credit unions. Some of those have held off and
one or two of the largest banks have held off until, as they put it,
the Federal program stabilizes so that you don't have to reprogram
the computer every few months.

There have been several banks expressing interest in when the
Federal regulations are going to be finally approved. I believe for
the entire 1981 year we were operating on the basis of draft or in-
terim regulations. Some banks like the comfort of having final reg-
ulations in place before they embark on a new and pbtentially ex-
pensive program.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Hawk, I am intrigue& by your reversal on the
reinsurance idea.

Have you done any estimates at all, by any charice, of what
impact that might have in dollar terms on Federal costs?

Mr. HAWK. Yes, sir. If you were to look at table 2 of my written
testimdny which appears on what would, be page 13, following page
12 labeled as table 1, you will see a portrayal of the net savings per
$1,000 in loans originated in the final left-hand column.

The first column shows the cost to the Federal Government at
various default rates and I have listed a rate for default rather
than total claims. You will note that I have added in, arbitrarily, I
percent for death, disability and bankruptcy.

At a 5-percent default rate the net total savings per $1,000 of
loans originated for the Federal Government is $12. And nt. . 10-
percent default rate which would be an 11-percent claims rata in-.
cluding death, disability and bankruptcy, you will see the savings
at $20 per $1,000 in loans originated.

Th testimony says that you could reasonably expect savings in
the amount of $18 .per $1,000 in loans orignated over the -life of
those loans which would yield a savings of, based on $8 million in
loans a year, $144 million ori loans originated next year and each
year thereafter.

So, Mr. Chairr.mn, you have an opportunP., to achieve a greater
saKings over thc life of loans than what you are receiving presently
with the origination fee without increasing the cost to the student
while at the same time placing more responsibility and financial
incentives on the guarantee agencies with respect to the defaults.

Mr. SIMON. I am just cuiious, if I m'ay ask the other two wit-
nesses their reaction or have you heard of this report?

Mr. CRONIN. Dick is always coming up with intriguing°, some-
times radical proposals, Mr. Chairman.

We are assembling the 30 or 40 of' the other State guarantee
agencies on Thursday of this vygek to look at his proposals, to look
at sane of the proposals that Sgnator Schmitt and Senator Domin-
ici are advancing and we will have a collective response and a posi-
tion on cost-saving remedies coming out of our nati.nal council
meeting on Thursday. I think we can probably get it to the commit-
tee within a week or..10 days. ,

l j
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All three of us will be there. It is going to take very careful study
and review before we commit ourselves.

Mr. SIMON. Yes, I understand.
Ms. CRoss. One of the things that Dick did say was that he was

speaking for his own agency and I think that that is important.
The other aspect that is important is that the group is meeting
Thursday to look at this proposal and other proposals and yie
admit that Dick is very persuasive.

One of the things I would like to comment on as it relates to the
PLUS program, in New York we have similar concerns as it relates
to getting banks involved in the program.

We currently have 169 out of approximately 400 lenders who
have committed to the program. We see a situation where at this
particular time t he demand is not that high and as the demand in-
creases, many of the other banks may be joining the program.

Our concern is that for this partictklar loan there may be limited
access and that the assumption is that the cutbacks in the guaran-
teed student loan might be offset by the ALAS program and the
PLUS program.

It is not our feeling that these cutbacks' will be offset by these
new higher cost loans, that for some students are just not availa-
ble. Many of the banks perceive the PLUS program as a supple-
mental program, not as a program to take up the slack as far as
the GSL program. And it may not be to the advantage of many
parents or students to get involved in higher cost loans given their
economic profile.

So we have some real concerns_about unmet dollars because of
the cutbacks in the programs.

Mr. SIMON. One final qustion, then I yield to my colleagues.
The Senate Budget Committee is working out, among other

things, a proposal which would require of the students that they
take a second loan for the interest on their loans.

In other words, it would increase student indebtedness apprecia-
bly.

I am just curious what your offhand reaction might be to the pro-
posal. This is not a formal proposal of the Senate Budget Commit-
tee at this point but is being talked about over there.

Mr. HAWK. Well, Mr. Chairman, I would be happy to react in
two or three different ways. Obviously, the thrust of that kind of a
proposal is increasing the price substantially to the student, and re-
ducing expenditures by the Federal Government.

The second component of my plan, of course, gets at the same
cost area as does that particular proposal before the Senate Budget
ammittee.

The thing which I don't like about the proposal is that it tends to
transfer the whole loan to the student and it seems to mc that is
entirely excessive.

The other thing I don't like is that it does not provide any oppor-
tunity for the student to gain he benefits as interest rates decline.

We run a risk during a period of high interest rates to load the
student up as heavily as possible to save the Government from the
high costs. Subsequently, if we have a decline in interest rates,
which everyone keeps saying we are going to have, then the stu-
dent, in fact, has a greater burden than is necessary.

st
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1, personally, and I can't speak for my colleagues, would prefer to
see a more modest shifting of the burden for the Federal Govern-
ment and the students.

Mr. CRorsinsi. I took a look at this as one of 20 proposals that
would save money and I wrote on the margin "kiting scheme."
This is the way a number of countries finance their economy. I
think Poland is one right now where they have to borrow large
sums of money just to pay the interest on the money they have
borrowed before. 4

This is One of the reasons for thb deep crisis in that country right
now.

Mr. Chairman, you and I remember that the' city of Chicago just
2 years ago was rollingpver and borrowing money to pay the inter-
est payment on bad debts which facilitated a fiscal c:isis and a new
school finance authOrity similar to the other mechanisms that New
York City had had to be put it"( Place.

Families go out when they are in trouble, just before they go into
bankniptcy court and -have to borrow an additional loan to pay the
interest on their other loans.

So if this is going to be part of consumer education for the next
generation,4 that we encourage them at the beginning of their
career to borrow money to pay the interest on other loans, we are
going to have a very weird economy in the 21st century. I have
some problems withit.

Mr. IImvx. Mr. Chairman, I might just add that the whole con-
cept of borrowing interest to pay interest would put the students in
the sable kind of financial plight that many farmers in this coun-
try are in now when they have payments on loans due and they
find themselves in a position to borrow 'funds to keep up the inter-
est on loans toleep from going under.

Mr. SIMON. If I could just add, I am not advocating this by any
stretch of the imagination but my fear is that as we look around
for-alternatives, as the pressure mounts in these coming weeks, all
of a sudden some scheme like this isloing to look attractive.
- I hope it can be resisted and I hope the three of you and your
counterparts will continue to monitor very, very closely what goes
on in Washington in the coming weeks.

As the trial balloons go up I think many of them have to be shot
down, probably most of them, if not all of them. -

Mr. Peyser?
Mr. PEYSER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would first like to ask Mr. Cronin, dealing with the statements

on the graduate student loan, as we know, the administration has
now announced their plan, hopefully not the Congress plan lilt
their planto terminate the graduate student from the guaranteed
student loan program.

Do you have an estimate in mind as to what the impact would be
if the simple change that was made as they have illustrated of
simply making the graduate student now eligible for the parent
loan as :against the program that is now ill place?

Efo you have any graduate schools giving any indications as to
what this might mean?

Mr. CRONIN. Yes, the preliminary reactions from graduate
schools and there were some vivid quotes in the New' York Trines

12,
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by at least one dean saying students, as soon as they heard it, have
already begun thinking about dropping.out of graduate school Rext

, year.-
When the executive branch speaks, many people t:hink, well, that .

is the way it is going to be next year. And it is going to have a ery
negative effect on graduate and professional school enrollmentsa
minimum of 10 percent, as many as 30 or 40 percent in ce.rtain
schobts.

I know I spe nt hours at Harvard University, talkingovith all the
aid officers.,There will be schools like the business schools, which
has its own corporate sourceswill be able to surviveand per-
haps the law school. But the less financially endowed graduate
schools, divinity, health,.educationc", will suffer an immediate loss,
'apparently, as I mitt in the testimony, becausa we can't find banks
that will make these ALAS' loans.

If the student exercises the option, the yield to the bank is only
this quarter a srhall percent.'

It is a singuliirly unattractive credit mechanism for the banks
and the students jt.st will not be able to find the lenders. So' it is a

., ticket to nowhere.
Mr. PEYSER. Well, I appreciate-hearaig.that because, certainly we

are goihg to use that in an effort to cOunter what I would view as
an absolutely outrageous proposal by the administration-showing
an absolute disregard for the very aims that the President said this
country had to get on with when, he tobk office, gaining in techno-
logical skills and in learning howto be =Ire productive. He then
proposes, to eliminate graduate students, who presumably are
among the mo4t, academically accomplished students in the country
and make it impossible for them to go to graduate school.

I think-there is a lot of misconception andl would welcome your
thought On this.

I will use my own son, as an example, who is in graduate school
presently. He has used the guiranteed student loan. He works 17
hours a week. He has just made loans through the school to get
him enough money to finish out his year, and if he were faced with
trying to pay interest payments each month, he would have been
out of graduate school a year-ago.

Now, do you have the feeling, based on your close work in this
whole area, that graduate students, by and large, most are not
either independently endowed or have parents who can afford
graduate schol.

I have no objection to people who can pay their way. I think that
is great. But for those who can't, is it your impression that most of
them are trying to use all the devices they can, including working
during school and making additional loans ,through school where
available?

Mr. CRONIN. Absolutely. Universities such as Tufts, Harvard,
Boston University, a tremendOus percentage of the students are
working in the graduate schools; those- that are married, the
spouses are working o put them through and yet it is very difficult
to make enough to meet the tations that are now six, seven, eight,
up to.$10,000 a year.

I mentioned medical, dental, and veterinary medical, which are
.well up into the teens.
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The pressures'are enormous and the accumulated debt tremen-
dous. It' you had to begin paying the interest in school you would
either prolong the graduate programit already,takes too long for
a Ph. D. Sonte of the plasteK's programs that are part-time go 4
years. It is gbing to extend thOse even further.

One of the tragedies is that as,we expand the defense budget, es
pecially the contracts that are going to.go to the northeast, a lot of
them are going to generate an increased demand for electronic*
specialists, scientists, engineers, people in the 'computer area and

'the papers are already full of people who have a master's degree or
more in terms of competence.

We will be closing the valves training just the people we need for
the military system of the future. So it is going to work againat the
-national defense policy as well as naCional manpower policy to

, squeeze down the graduate students.
Mr. PEYSER. Thank you.
Mr. 'Hawk,. perhaps I have nt understood the proposal you have

bf saving the GcArernment money by cutting back on the guarantee
by the Federal Government

As I liSten to your statement, is the idea, as I understand it, that
the student, the recipient of the guaranteed student loan would be
the one whoseinterest rate, would be adjusted as there was a
change in interest rates and that they would have to repay that
irtterest rate adjustment?

I am not quite sure I understand that. And do they pay it in the
year that it is adjusted or is everything held off to the end of t he
line?

Mr. HAWK. Mr. Peysei, if I may, let's make sure that the two
components to the plan as presented do not get confused.

The first component deals with .,he reinsurance arrangement and
it is that component of the total plan which would'transfer much
of the burden for claims payments from the Federal Government to
the guarantor without the heavy reimbursement which exists now.

Under that proposal the student would incur an increase in cost
which would be essential for the guarantee agency to have the re-
serves necessary to assume that larger burden. But with the elimi-
nation of the origination fee the cost to the student remains the
same, on the average, with little variation from one student to an-
other..

But there is a savings to the Federal Government in a fairly sig-
nificant amount.,That is one thing by itself and I kind of like that.

I don't think that hurts students. I think it protects access. I
think?, it 'places greater responsibilty and accountability on the
guarantee agency.

The other component of the plan is designed to save or reduce
Federal expenditures for the special allowance made to the lender.
Whatlhat does is to say, "We will increase the rate on which, or at
whicti the student makes repayments on a guaranteed student
loan: ,We increase the interest rate from 9 Decent to 14 percent.
Whether or not the actual cost to the student will be 14 percent or
something less vvill depend upon what prevailing interest rates are
during the life That that loan is outstanding. The cost but not the
rate will fluctuate.

Mr. PEYSER. May I interrupt there just for a minute.
4
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I was just doing some figuring here. If a student had started in
your plan in 1968, he came under your loan plan in 1978, have you
done any calculations as to what the cost to that student would be
by the elimination of the.special allowance?

Mr. HAWK. Mr. Peyser, I.do not have that information iiiimedi-
ately available.

Mr. PEYSER. Generally, without getting into specific dollars, what
do you think the increase impact would be? And would that be pay-
able, that increase, would that be payable at the end of the loan
just the way it works now or would thit be payable during the
_period of the loan?

Mr. HAWK. Mr. Peyser, every quarter there would be a special
allowance payment, a standard amount of 4 percent and there
would be a formula which would determine what portion of ,that,
depending upon prevailing interest rates in that quarter, would be
allocated to principal reduction on the loan as opposed to simply
interest supplement for the lender.

Now, the way the plan is presently written you would do those
allocations once each year or at the time the loan is repaid just to
save administrative costs.

Mr. PEYSER. But the student does not pay anything during the
interim period right now?

Mr. HAWK. Mr. Chairman, during the Interim period of the loan
the student would still not pay anything.

Mr. PEYSER. Thaf is what I want to be sure of. During that 4-year
period, say the student is an undergraduate and these adjustments
are going on are there no payments being made by the student?

Mr. HAWK. That is absolutely true. v
PEYSER. So at the end of the time an accumulated figure is

then arrived at on the repayment, the increase. In other words,
let's assume that the interest when he went in was 9 percent and
when he carbe out it was 6 percent.

Mr. HAWK. Let me see if I can clarify. During the interim period
of a loan while the student is in school, the amount of special al-
lowance payment made by the Federal Government would be an
amount which would vary below 4 percent because during the in-
terim period of the loan there would be no payments'by students.

The only thing paid by the Federal Government during the inter-,
im period of the, loan would be the portion of the standard 4-per-
cent special allowance which sliould be attributed to an interest
supplement as opposed to interest reduction,

When the loan goes into repayment then the 4 percent would be
allocated depending upon the rate.

The only change would be the student then would have no repay-
ments during the interim period of the loan. The only change
would be when the student went into repayment his repayments
would be paid on a 14-percent interest rate instead of the 9 per-
cent. Actual cost to the student would depend upon how interest
rates fluctuated over the life of that loan.

Mr. PEYSER. If the interest rate stayed over 14 percent he would
certainly have 14 percent cost.

I would hope that the association and meeting would make a
firm decision against such a plan because we fought like crazy in
the conference when there was discussion with Senator Metz-
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enbaum about the similar type of concept' and the impact that
would have on students making the loans to start with would be
disasterous. We finally moved it up to 9 percent which was some-
ihing I did not feel we should have done but nevertheless we did.

Basically what, you are saying today, in spite of the President's
hopes originally for a balanced budget in 1984 and interest back at
8 and 9 percent, the interest rates will be higher.

I noticed the banks have just increased the prime rate today
going back to 161/2 yercent. The economists we met just a week or
two ago tell us that they are now anticipating 17 and 171/2 percent
prime rates before the spring.

So, I would say that any move likthis would have a disasterous
effect on the student loan program and on students and I will cer-
tainly study it closer.

I am afraid I come into this with a very strong bias on what the
implications of this would be. And so, while other Meniheri may
not share that opinion at all with me, I think it is only fair you
know where I would come down.

Mr. HAWK. Well, Mr. Peyser, I am glad to hear you say that.
Perhaps I have not emphasized strongly enough my firm position
that I don't think you should reduce costs for the guaranteed stu-
dent.loan program.

I am not here to advocate reduction of Federal expenditures for
the guaranteed student loan program!

Mr. PEYSER. I am glad to hear you say that.
Mr. HAWK. If you look at the first three pages of my testimony

you will see that it says you ought not reduce the cost but then it
recognizes that you have a lot of pressures because of desires to in-
crease costs for the military and that type of thing.

Mr. PEYSER. I hope that this Congress is no longer going to say
that, well, we simply better start figuring out some alternatives be-
cause we are going to lose. That is why I am a little concerned to
hear an alternate where a.great deal of time is spent both in my
discussion and your presentation that that is where we are going
because I sure hope that that is not where we are going.

I have just a minute more time if I may and I just wanted to
acknowledge to Dr. Cross, who is a represehtative of iny State, that

am delighted that she is down here with us, that the survey that
you are doing would be of utmost importance as the chairman indi-
cated to us. Frankly, there are very few surveys that Are out in
this whole area anyway and certainly one that is as comprehensive
as you are considering would be of great importance.

Now, the one question I would like to put to you deals again with
your feeling at the graduate level, the impact in New York State
and among New York State graduate schools that. an 9limination
of a.guaranteed student loan Program would ha\ e.

Ms. CROSS. Congressmant.as you may knoW, in the State budget,
the colleges lost many lines and positions. There is grevt concern
by the presidents in the private-sector as well as the public sector
about the cutbacks, namely as they relate to teaching and re-
searchers that they need for colleges. There is a lot of concern.

We anticipate that 85,000 students, will be affected by these
changes.
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I think the thing that is a big question fbr people in New York is
what will-be the cost of professional services should these students
be forced to higher tost loans.

What will dw.ttors charge in the future? What will researchers
charge in the future?

What will various professionals charge in the future as a result
of having to pay back these high-cost loans if this should go
through?

So, given the cutbacks in the budgets that schools are experienc-
ing and, also the high deriendency on gradude students as teaching
and research assistants, it will be devastating io many jf our col-
leges.

Mr. PEYSER. I thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Er.dahl?
Mr. -ERDAHL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and -I- apologize to you

and to the panel for being tardy. We had another education sub-
committee meeting on elementary and secondary education where
similar concerns' are being expressed.

Also, I am happy to see Mr. Hawk. He and I were together in the
Minnesota State Capitol some years ago.

Maybe this was touched on before. One of the things that I have
been mentally wrestling with because I don't view Dave Stockman
as a social engineer, yet it seems as we look at some of the deci-
sions that we are asked to make in this committee and in Congress
and made in the first session of the 97th Congress, at a certain line
that, is hard to define, we cross over from making not only a finan-
cial budgetary decision but obviously some very fundamental social
decisions. (..

We are saying, in effect, that if you, and your family, are at that
economic level, you are going to be able to go to school or you are
not going to be able to go to school, graduate school or college, With
some few eiceptions. ,

Obviously, some exceptional people move up and accomplish
things but I think we are at a fundamental crossroad, determining,
not only if a person goes toa school but what type of schoOl.

You mentioned Harvard University where the tuition is rather
high. Some other State-supported schools in 1,ew England, New
York, and my State of Minnesota, have lower tuitions.

Maybe you would like to comment on that. Maybetthat has al-
ready been discussed here today. What are we about as we are
doing what we have been asked to do?

Mr. HAWK. Well, Mr. Chairman, if I may I would like to respond
to that. Initially, very frankly, in the preparation of this testimony
I wanted to come in and say you did two thinss that were bad last
time.

Mr. ERDAHL. We did more than two things that were.bad.
Mr. HAWK. You increased the cost to the student with the origi-

nation fee which did not really serve any purpose. I: was a budget
line reduction.

The second thing wh:ch you did was you said, well, .from now on
we are not going to giveothe student, in many instances, the oppor-
tunity to assume responsibility for his or her own postsecondary
education cost.
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We are going W say the parents ought to pay that bill. We are
going to establish a social policy which says a student ought not be
responsible for his-or her own postsecondary education expenses.
That student's parents ought to be responsible foi that.

And the decision we are really making is how much the Federal
Government is going to pay and how much the parent is going to
pay and not giving the student that opportunity.

I think that was a serious mistake. I decided politically not to
come in and say what you did that time was not all that bad. You
reduced Federal expenditures by restricting volume in the student
loan program.

In order to restrict that volume yOu said we are going to require
a family contribution which means the issue is not does the stu-
dent peed assistance in the first instance with respect to his or her
own postsecondary education expenses but what portion is the
parent going to pay and what portion is the Federal Government
going to pay. ..

I think the implication of that is exactly what Mr. Erdahl is
eaying in making budget decisions. In this instance in restricting
volume in order to meet a budget requirement you are, in fact, es-
tablishing significant social policy.

Mr. ERDAHL. Dr. Cross?
Ms. CROSS. Or.e of the things that concerns me, as we look at the

situation last year and the climate there was so little information
about, whether.or not the savings could be achieved.

For example, when we get into discussions about the income cap,
we know that States were never required to keep information on
income for GSL so it got rather arbitrary. Should it be a $25,000 or
$30,000 or $40,000 income cap?
. I think the question that has to be raised and looked at is what
information did we have to come to .any kind of conclusions about
what the savings would be. New information might,suggest that
you look 'at higher education as an industry, what happens to that
industry.

As you look at lpari ex, a self-help program, what happens to
that whole concept of self-help?

But I think the larger question that we have to look at is, Is it
cost effective to introduce these new loan programs which have to

be marketed, which meanseadjustment in operations and adminsi-
traive details and whibh also may mean that both pfirent and stu-
dents are put in an intolerable position,

For example, the 'point that Dick raised, the whole issue of par-
ents having to be forced in some cases to take on a loan when they,
themselves, mav be at the point where they are planning to go
back to school.So it is not only the imposition of a whole new
philosophical position but it is also the whole question of whether
or not it is cost effective and whether or not the so-called savings
can be achieved. -

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much.
Dr. Cross, you made a point I would like to emphasize because it

came up at a previous hearing: Mr. Peyser said maybe we should
not knuckle under and say we will have to live with some cuts.
Maybe we will be resisting some.

*1 9
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The point I want to repeat is the absolute necessity for distribu-
tion and dissemination of information to students and parents
about what might be available in the area of student aid. We heard
that maybe the breakdown in communication was at the high
school level as far as assistance that might be available. This one
underscored that. -

Rut then also, Dr. Cross, you mentioned that in New York State
there was a $275-million reduction that would be available for stu-
dents from Federal assistance for post high school students. While
we hear much about this new federalism, and the new volunteer-
ism in the country, is somebody making this up to any significant
degree, families, private sector, corporations, labor unions, State
government? Where are these people going to go that have been
looking forwa) to or depending on some assistance in the form of,
I would guess, GSI, orTell grants, whatever it might be?

Ms. CR088. At this _particular time there is nothing on the draw-
ing board to make if up. As you know, last year New York added
$26 million to its tuition assistance program. With the cutbacks in
the other programs I don't anticipate thOt the States will be able to
make the cuts that have occurred in the-Federal student financial
aid programs..

I would like to mention, too,,as it relates to information, wedid
do something which I consider very important. We disseminated to
every high school student information on available student aid pro-
grams to help them figure out exactly what to do. But the informi-
tion problem is the greatest problem -which I feel parents are cur-
rently facing.

Mr. CRONIN. Congressman, if I could.comment I;riefly. One is on
the cost of education. I think most of us think that there is a great
gap between Harvard and a few other colleges and the rest.

Actually, we are finding that the cost of going to a public univer-
sity whether it is the University of Massachusetts or the Universi-
ty of Illinois where two of my children are attending, one is a sciph-
ornore right now and at the University of Minnesota the costs are
up to $5,500, $6,000 a year if you are living on campus.

And we are finding out- that the gap between Harvard fi n d the
other independent colleges and universities, the religious affiliated,
Brandeis, Boston University, Boston College, they are just about
$1,000, $1,500 behind some of the supposedly high cost or high tu-
ition institutions.

So it is a problem that whether it is public or private the reduc-
tion and the availability of Pell grants and student loans and origi-
nation fees and the bites out of the apple that we are taking before
giving it to the student art. really working against meeting the cost
of education.

I have got a longer paper which Tom Parker, a colleague, d I <----7"1

and one-other have written, talking about the change in social p *-
losophy away from a notion that was prevalent in the 1970's that
the Government will help education and will help students have
access.

Now, the shift in the last year or two has been toward saying,
students, you help yourself and, by the way, we are going to make
it costly for you but you invest in yourself.

8573 0 - 12 -
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And -now- we are-saying, parents, you invest -in yourself and we
are on the verge of saying to graduate students, you invest in your-
self and pay the interest simultaneously while you ,are going to
school which is probably going to be the final straw that will break
the back of graduate professional education.

But I will leave this paper which in somewhat more mellow,
terms describes the shift.

Mr. ERDAHL. If I can just comment on that, Mr. Chairman, be-
cause we have three sons attending a fine private institution in
Minnesota, St. Olaf College, and it is not that much less or more
expensive than the other institutions. They are all expensive.

You hfave sons and Mr. Peyser has a son in graduate school and
we have some in a private college. You and I may be in a higher
salary categorylours as Congressmen is public knowledgebut
there are a lot of people in this country that are trying to get by on
half Of that. I think 'here the determination comes that we are
saying by these policies and programs that with very few excep-
tions familiei below a certain income level will not be able to send
their sons and daughters to most colleges and universities.

I think what you said reinforces that and I did not think you
meant it as a 'counter.

---Mr.-CROffiiCTliat-is fight.
Mr. ERDAHL. You described Richard Hawk as being a radical?
Mr. CRONIN. Some of his most creative ideas are on the radical

frontier. We expect that from Minnesota.
Mr. ERDAHL. We expect that and we looked at him as being inno-

vative.
Maybe you talked about it, I did not get a chance to read your

statement yet. I think we are going to have to deal with limited
funds, we have to acknowledge that. They are already limited.

The Washington Post tellS us that further assaults are coming on
many of these programs. What about the idea of different interest
rates? Maybe as an incentive for paying back we could maintain
the loans for college students at a low interest rate during the time
a person is in college or graduate school, but following that to have
a higher interest rate, maybe even the market rate or escalating
up toward that as an incentive for repayment of the loans over a
shorter period of time.

Are any of you people looking at that possibility as a compromise
.to try to make these funds available for some students that really
need them if they are going to higher education?

Mr. H kWK. Well, Mr. Erdahl, with one little embellishment, that
is really what the one component of the plan that I provided does.
It causes the student to ,pay a higher interest rate and unless that
interest cost fluctuated below 14 percent--

Mr. ERDAHL. But when would that higher interest rate be kicked
in, during the time of the repayment i)eriod?

Mr. HAWK. No, the Federal Government would continue to bear
the cost while the student was in school just as the Federal Gov-
ernment does now.

It would affect the situation only during the period of repay-
ment. That is, in effect, en increase in the interest rate to the stu-
dent bringing it closer to market rate.
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The only thing under that .plan, his costs would never exceed 14
percent and his costs would fluctuate below 14 percent if the inter-
est rates were lower than that.

Let me make it very clear. I am a little concerned that Mr.
Peyser interpreted my presentation that I am here to advocate that
some way or another we increase the cost to the student.

That could not be farther from the truth. All J am dealing with
is the realities that this committee and the Congress is going to be
under pressure once again to reduce Federal expenditure, I would
like for you to look at an innovative, rather than radical plan, to
permit you to do that in such a way which causes the maximum
opportunity to the student to be preserved if those reductions are
necessary.

Obviously, the,first effort ought to be to resist any increases in
the cost to the student.

I was very serious when I said that everything which this gen-
eration enjoys in terms of economic productivity, in terms of rich-
ness of life, in terms of sophistication of this civilization is due in
large part because previous generations were making an ever-in-
creasinginvestment,in expanding-educational-opportunity.

That has been one of the hallmarks of growth we have seen in
this society. We are never content to say, "Well, now, we have de-
veloped educational opportunities to this level. That is good enough
and we will stop."

We have had an expansion of educational opportunity whic% has
provided for continuous productivity and economic and social
growth and that ought to be continued. You don't have opportunity
unless you have economic access.

You have to have that economic access and it seems to me the
guaranteed student loan program provides an excellent mechanism
for doing that. You don't want the cost to be higher to the student
than is essential.

All we are doing is recognizing the realities of the pressures
which are going to be on this committee and we are saying, if you
get in a situation where the program has to be cut, then please at-
tempt to do it in some way which preserves the objective of the
program and meets the student needs to the maximum extent fea-
sible.

Mr. ERDAHL. I appreciate the specificity of your explanation.
Dr. Cross?
Ms. CROSS. I would like to comment that I think we would like to

recognize the reality that the programs have already been cut; to
look at some of the d,fficulties in perhaps instituting some of the
new programs and to examine whether or not we should be looking
at any alternatives at this present time.

What my presentation has suggested and what I would appeal
for is a period of stabilization, some stability for students and par-
ents and colleges and an examination of whether or not we have
saved any money.

Is it best to save money at the cost of the industry of higher edu-
cation and how should those savings be made.

I think that when we look at what reality we should be living
with and accepting, we perhaps should be accepting the reality
that we have already made certain cuts and that we don't know
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what these cuts have done. We should take a period of time to look
at the fact that different sectors may be affected differently. There
may be regional differences and these regional differences com-
pounded with other differences in the regions could devastate por-,
tions of our population.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you. What you say makes a lot of sense.
Thank you to members of the panel.
Thank you, Mr. Chairinan.
Mr. &mom We thank ali three of you for your testimony. We

wall have some additienal questions we had to submit for the
record. You can respond to those.

Mr. CRONIN. A point of personal privilege, Mr. Chairman, if the
word "radical" could be struck from the record and the word "in-
mvative" inserted.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you ver'y much.
[The information requested follows:

13,
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Tele1dwmeli17421;-904

Mr. Bud Blakey

Ms. MarylnlicAdem
U.S. Nous, of Representatives

Subccomittee on Postsecondary Education
320 Cannon House Office Building
Washimgton, D.C. 10515

Dear Bud and Maryln,

March 1, 1982

NtwodNuscus
!NOV
Education
A.,kskonce
Orixratkm

The February Ouestions on PLUS/ALAS. Please tell the Committee:

I. enterest Rates

Borrowers would.only borrow once per year. No problem. Banks
change their prime rates, mortgage rates each month now, sometimes
more often. It is normal.

2. Fluctuations
'You could change the rates more often. I proposed June and

December, just twice a'year. Quarterly might be better.

3. Cssql.minces

If PLUS interest rates stay at 142 for a full year and the
prime reXe drops, the T-Bill drops to 12 or 10%, then PLUS/ALAS
will be an absolutely eslass program, high and very dry on the

, shelf. As inflation drops, usually interest rates follow it down.

4. $3,000 A Semester

I really would prefer GSL to go to $3,000 a semester. Let my
five kids borroW up to $6,000 a year! But this would mean a federal
subsidy of up to 162 this quarter for each loan.

PLUS loans qualify for a 22 special allowance this quarter,
one-eighth the cost of GSLs. Much less costly.

C80 can tell you more accurately than I how many schools have
a cost of edUcation above $6,000. Most are private colleges and
serve less than 102 of the poPulation. But they need the $6,009
oPtion.

40
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S. Paul Borden may present aome cost-sawing Ideas. my task was to
show you how PLUS can worlibetter. The PLUGS and spouse loan idea
will not cost: The twice a year rate adjustment will cost less
than GSL changes. (See 4)

6. Verifications of ,income should be done by schools, -not by
lenders. The banks are not as-good-at-this ior as willing. Many
schools-now ask for a 1040 foim.

7. PLUS will grow rapidly because of last year's cuts in GSL
4 eligibility and tuition inc eeeeee at most colleges. ALAS will

bomb. ." ,

P

If interest rates drop 142, PLUS will be a bomb, a source of ridicule,
parents and grad students won t be able to get education loans, and the entire
Cronin faiily will probably demonstrate in.. or near the Cannon House Office
Buildini, third floor/.

Sincerely,

ph Mr Cronin
sident

1-t4 c. .4..44 .1

44, 604'
e 14,uu

Am-w fis) evriZ . a
fr" ,

J14C/mal
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HIGHER EDUCATION ASSISTANCE FOUNDATION

7 34 Corporate Woods, Suite 270

10950 Grandview

Overland Park, Kansas 66210
913.648.4255

March 31, 1982

The Honorable Paul Simon, Chairman
House of Representatives
CoMmittee on Education and Labor
Sulicominittee on Postsecondary Education
320'Cannon House Office Building

D.C. 20515

Dear *inigressman Simon:

In accordance with your request. I am enclosing re,ponses to the
two sets of questions regarding my tostlmon, before the Solmonmottev
on Postsecondary Education.

Because answer.. to several of the questions required a fairly
extensive discussion of reinsurance. I have enclosed a paper titled.
"Anitnalysis of Reinsurance and Federal Cost for Student Loans", to
which reference is math in several of my response,. A revien of
this peper prioi lo reading the answers to questions may facilitate
untlerstanding of some of the ansners.

Thanks to the Postal Service, your lettei did not airiw mall about
thirty days tollowing!February 15. It was tho late arrival of the
letter and the complexity associated nith some Of the qutstions
which has caused this submtssion to be so late.

Thank you Orr youi continuing interest in prespiiing and stiengthen-
mg the Guaranteed Student Loan Program. The courtesy and
attentiveness of your Committee and its staff has been genuinely
appreciated.

Sincerely.

.. / r
Richard C. Hawk
Chairman of the Board

RCH/lb

Enclosures
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AN ANALYSIS OF REINSURANCE
AND FEDERAL COST'FOR STUDENT LOANS

The data presented in the attached Tables I through IV demonstrate
the effects of the current reinAurance arrangement on the distribu-
tion o/ the cost of defaults under the Guaranteed Student Loan
Program between the federal government and guarantee agencies.
All of the tables present the same information, but each table
presents ah analysis based on.a different percentage of defaults,
determined by relating the dollar volume of defaults over the
life of all loans originated in a single year with the total
dollar volume of loans originated in that year. Table I assumes
defaults over the life of loans originated in each year equal 5%
of the volume originated in the year, Table II assumes 10%.
Table III assumes 15% and Table IV assumes, 20%.

The tables show the annual "default rate" under the existing
reinsurance arrangement (identified on the tables as "Net Claim
Ratio") and the eost of reinsurance to the federal government per
sloamo in guaranteed loans originated each year (identified as
"Federal Reinsurance"). Cost to the guarantee agency also is
shown and is identified as "Net Claims Expense".

Because a purpose of the tables is to compare the annual "default
!hitt!" on which federal reinsurance is based under existing law
ith the actual percentage of loan volume which defaults over
he 1Pfe of a portfolio, all factors have been held conAtant for
ach year (for example, the volume of loans guaranteed ts held
at $100,000 in each ye'ar), and most'fghtors have been simplified
(for example, claims due to death, disability and bankruptcy are
represented at .75%'of loans originated and all of these claims
are charged in the year follow,ing the loan in Which each loan was
originated). .

.

Forecasts of loans entering repayment are based on actual experi-
ence of the Higher Education Loan Program of Kansas and assume
that some loans.begin repayment in the year following origination
and that all loans are repaid fully by the end of the twelfth year.
All default claims arc charged during the year in which the loan

s enters repayment, and the relationship between default claim
occurrence and loans entering repayment is a constant, true
default rate,

Supporting detail for
I.A. through IV.A.

each of the tables is provided in Tables

Because the annual default rate basbd on the existing reinsurance
methodology is affected by,the original principal amount of leans
which happen to be in repayment in the year prior to the var in
which defaults occur, regardless of wheri loans in repayment were
originated, actual experience will vary from the data presented
in the table, due to changes in such factors as total annual volume
and average loan size, which result in part from changes in program

0
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rteuirements from one year to the,next. It is only by holding
such factors constant that the impact of the existing reinsurance
methodology can be demonstratedAn a'pure sense.'

As demonstrated by the tables. the alihual default rate under the
existing reinsurance methodology is relatively high in the early
years'of a program and declines 1hrough about the eleventh year,
at which point the annual ate:feaches a relatively low level,
which will remain constant for all subsequent years, so lone as
actors such as annual loan volume remain constant. A tr,ue default
rate Of 5% yields an annual default rate of .8% under the existing"
reinsurance methodology. Similarly, a trqewiefault rate of 20% .

yitlds an annual defauXt rate of-3.6% under the exi4t-
ing reinsurance methodology. Because the federalgovernment
provides full reimbursement on claims Pakd by guarantee agencies
each year until the annual default rate.based on existing
methodology exceeds 5%, the effect of the existing reinsurance
methodology is to cause the federal government to bear.the full
financial burden of a:11 default costs for a mature program in
whi_ch factors such as annual loan volume remain lonstant, even CT
the true-default rate is 20% or more?

This situatioe,does not,negate,the need for guarantee'agencics to
establish and maintain substantial reserves to cover 1osses,due
to defaults because, even though Ehe likelihood is that virtually
all claims will be reimbursed by Ehe federalgovernment, anomalies

'in the pattern of annual loan volume and the rate at which loans. '

enter repayment could expose the guaranteecagen4 to mibsantiar
.losses in a given year.. Moreover, in the event of a complete.
disaster, it is unlikely that any guarantee agency would have
sufficient reserves to meet its guarantee obligations. In spite of
the fact that undhr normal conditions, thedvist of all cfaims mill
be borne hy the federal government. If, Sor example, all loans
were to default in one year,the loss to the guarantee agency in
a mature program would equal 18.6% of outstanding guaranteed loans.

V 4
With this background information on the effects of the present
reinsurance methodology, comparison becomes possible with othe .

approachelto.federal reinsurance. One alternative approach was
i

'-
suggested n teStimony to the House Subcommittee on Postsecondary
Education by Richard C. Hawk on February 2, 1082.

The essence of that proposal is to relate claims to the original
principal amount of loans originated in the year in which-the
non-repaid lopn was originated, to treat reimhuRsement of all
claims in the same manner (eliminate automatic 100% feimbursement
to the guarantee agency for death, disability and bankruptcy),
and to provide a reverse trigger mechanism on federal claims
reimbursement, with nO federal reimbursement_until the claim rate
reaches 5%.and full reimbursement only of those claims occurrinc
after the rate exceeds 12%. That proposal also included elimina-
tion of the administrative cost allowance which the federal govern-- ,

merit currently pays to guarantee agencies in an amount equal to
1% of loans originated each year.

3
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Based on the tnodel which genera! ed the ttaIn for Tables I thrinoth
IV, the of (Vet ukf e hang I ng 1,(4 I be. p)opo.ed AblinbileIonnent al rangc-
ment at, both a 57. nnd a 202 t.rue default rate for one year's loan
volume lie the amount of !Immo is presented below. ,

FIVE Mille TRUE 11:FAUIT ItATE TitaNIT plinceir MC% DEFAIIIX RAM
thrrent

Portfolio Federal
Year Cost

l'roposed
lixieral

(In4

Annual Annual Savings
Fed.Savings 06 Clairirt
on Claim. Plug ACA (\mem lic..4t1,secl

f$, (1,

0
4,775
4,875
5,000

,, 0
0
0
0"0

Sattigs

5 0
4,340
1,635

125
0
0
0
0
0

f47165

Saving,.
Plus at 1

1, $ .0

2 1.649
.3 1,604
4 1.251
3 1.231
0 0
7 0Iv, 4 0
9 f 0

10 0

,
Total, K"fr,

$ 0
0
0
0

601 .
0
0

. 0
0
0

flip'

$ 0
1,649
1.601
1,251

my
0
0
0

q
R71.51

51.000
I 619
1,604
1,251

630
0
0
0
0
0

KIN

.
s 0
4,31)
0,410
5.000
5,000 -.

0
0
0
0
0

..<0.66

. 4

$1,000
4,310
1,63g

123 ,

,0
0
0
0
0
0

$1706$14,650

Obviotislv. the el feats become more pi onouneed wi th t he addition
. of add I t i ona I years of voltime. Once again, uging the model which

I.:envy:LW,. 51po,000 in loan volume 'each !. ear . the ef fet. of
adept non of the pi opfted Ile insurance a r r anament are presented
below ,o

inNlVil. SAVIN65, .
5100.600 COVSFANT WA, IflAN Viking: .

ItAR FIttillaNT-1154ricalT MTh 71076Y PHICENT 7711, WW1 T Mil.

IkkVral Savings
Front:1Am

Savings on Claim's
Plug ACA

Federal 'invIngs
Co Clairn,

Sat inusw ou
Plus ACA

a,
-----,------,

I $ 0 51.000 1 5. 0 51,001

2 1,649 2.619 4,340 5,310
3 3.253 4,233 5975 6,975

4 4,501 5,5o1 MOO 7,10 P
3 5,1;.1 6,154 6,100 7.103
6 5.154 ' 6.461 6,100 7,1(X)

7 3,154 6,151 6:100 7,100
3 5,154 6.151 4 6,100 7.190

9 5,151. 6,154 6.100 7,104
10 9,151 ,' .

41,154 6,1()0 7,100

If ahnual volume %Ore $8 billion and the true default, rate were
5 . t be silv in gt t 44 t he federal govet amen t 1.n t he f i est tont after
adopt ion of the proposed rot nsuranee arrangement would anprm 1 mat t
t80 mil I ion, seeind year sayings %%out(' exceed 5210 rat 11 ion, and
ft Ilb %Tar saving '. uould be $490 Fii i I fon.

. ,

1 f the tine CiP fault rate inert. Ws. and tin. annual volume werek
:2.8 hi I I ion -,,av I nag to the federa I govement i n t he`-se4.-ontl c ar
would meet d 5425 int 11 Ion and f i f th year savings would approach
$570 IA I I igni.

.13's
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I I hould be noted Out. as 'used in this 'contest. savings to the
federal geverliMOnt is :will 041'd through a pure transfer of cost to
guarantee agencies. In order to /wild adequate restervev to cover,
the increases in cost for claims. guarantee agenoies obvioutdy
would have to shargo guarantee fees well in excess of the current ly
authovizod 1% per year for the interim period of ihe loan. As

indicated in Abe teseimony, a gnartialee fee of 2-1127 plus 2'; per
year for the interim period of the 'loan would be nceestkiry, but
imlb elimination of the 5 origination fee, average cost to the
est.udcat wallid nut increase.

On a r mai I at tye bas.is.., say ings to t he I ado ra I goviirnmetit over a
1..e I ye year period would exceed bi I ion 'insect on a 5$; I rue
default, rate, iind 341 billion dollars based on a 20% t vim default
rate. Cumulative .avings per 8100.000 o, constant loan volUrle

.tire presented below.
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DEFAULT MODEL DETAIL VON 149 POTH ET I CA CPROG R AM

1982
PROGRAM YEAR 1902
VOLUME 100,000

1963 1984 145

0068 751
DCFAMTS 1198 1,604 1,251
VOLUME TU POAYMENT 17,950 32,050 25,000
PAID IN Ma
YEA/1..1ND MATURED PAPER 16,301 46,747 70,496

p1100V4M you 1983

VOLUME 100,000
0068 , 751
DerAmas 898 1,604
VOLUME T) Amnion 17,950 32,050
PAID IN FULL
YEAR-.ENO memo PAPUA 16,301 46,747

'PROGRAM YEAR 1984
MAME 100,000
00611 751
DEFAULTS 896
Irwin 10 REPAYMENT 17,950
PAID IN FULL
YEAR-120 MATURED PAPER 16,301

PROGRAM YEAR 1985
VOLUME 100,000
0068
DEFAULTS
VOLUME, TO REPAYMENT

PAID IN rum.
YEAREND mraunEo PAPER

PPWRAM YEAR 1984

VOLUME
0068
DEFAULTS

, VOLUME TO REPAYMENT
PAID IN rum
YEAR..ENO MATURED PAPER

1 4 3

MILE
:

51 DEFAULTS

I -.11

PAGE 1 OF 3

1986 147 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

1,251

25,000

16,301 30,446 23,749 23,749
94,245 94,245 94,245 94,245 77,944 47,498 23,749

1,251 1,251

25,000 25,000

'16,301 30,446 23,749 23,749
70,496 94,245 94,245 94,245 94,245 77,944 47,498 23,749

1,604 1,251 1,251
32,050 25,000 25,000

16,301 30,446 23,749 23,749
46,747 70,496 94,245 94,245 94,245 94,245 77,944 47,498 23,749

751

098 1,604 1,251 1,251
17,950 32,050 25,000 ..25,000

16,301 30,446 23,749 23,749
16,301 46,747 70,496 94,245 94,245 94,245 94,245 77,944 47,498 23,749

100,000

751

898 1,604 1,251 1,251
17,950 32,050 25,000 25,000

16,301 30,44e 23,749 23,749
16,301 46,747 70,496 94,245 94,245 94,245 94,245 77,944 47,498 23,749



DEFAULT MODEL DETAIL FOR NYP^THLTICAL PROGRAM, , 5% DEFAULTS PAGE 2 OE 3

1987 1989 1999 4990 1991 1992 1991...., 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002

PROGRAM YEAR 1997 ,
VOLUME 100,000

751

DEFAULTS 899 1,904 1,251 1,251

VOLUMC TO REPAYMENT 17,950 32,050 25,000 25,000

PAID IN FULL 16,301 30,446 230749 23/749

YEWOID IMPILb PAPER 16001 49,747 -70,496 94,245 94,245 94,745 94,245 77,944 47,499 23,749

INGRAM YTA 1911$

VOLUME 100,000

120611 751 .

DEFAULTS c 1199 1,504 1,251 1,251

VOLUME TO RCPAYMDCT 17,950 ,32,050 25,000 25,000 r

PAID IN NIA. 16,301 30,446 23,749 23,74"

5EAREND MATURED PAPER 16,301 46,747 70,496 94,245 94,245 94,245 94,245 77,944 47,498 23,749

PROGRAM YEAR 19119

VOLUME 100,000

100611 751

DEFAULTS 898 1/604 1/251 1,251

VOLUME TO NEPAWIENT 17,950 32,050 25,000 25,000

PAID IN FULL 16,301 30,446 23,749 23,749

YEAR4N0 MATURED PAPER 16,301 46,747 70,496 94,245 94,245 94,245 94,245 77,944 47,490 23,749

'PROGRAM YEAR 1990

VOLUME 100, 000

DERR 751

DEFAULTS 898 1,604 1,251 1,251

VOLUME TO REPAYMENT 17,950 32,050 25,000 25,000

PAID IN rum 16,301 30,446 23,749 73,749

YEAREND MATURED PAPER 16,301 46,747 70,496 94,245 94,245 94,245 94,245 77,944 47,498 23,749

PROGRAM YEAR 1991

VOLUME 100,000
DO1.9 751

DEFAULTS 898 1,604 1051 1,251

VOLUME TO REPAYMENT 17,950 32,050 25,000 25,000

PAID IN rum 16,301 30,445 21,749 21,741

YEAR4MQ MATURED PAPER 16001 46,747 70,496 94,245 94,245 94,245 940245 77,944 47,4919 23,749

144
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DEFAULT MODEL DETAIL FOR HYPOTHETICAL PROGRAM 5%, DEFAULTS PAGE 3 Or 3

1992 1993 1994 1995 1994 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007PRECRAM YEAR 1992
"VOLUME 100,000

0068 751
DEFAULTS 898 1,604 1,251 1,251
VOLUME TO REPAYMENT t7,950 32,050 25,1140 25,000
PAID IN FULL

16,301 30,446 23,749 23,749
YEARE20 MATURED PAPER 16,101 46,747 70:496 94,245. 94,24 94,245 94,245 77,944 47,498 23,749

PFMAAM YEAR 1993

VOLUME 100,000
0068 751.
DEFAULTS 898 1,604 1,251 1,251
VOLUME TO REPAYMENT 17,950 32,050 25,000 25,000
AID IN rum

16,1'01 30,446 23,749 23,749
YEAR-E40 MATURED PAPER 16,301 46,747 70,496 94,245 94,245 94,245 94,245 77,944 47,498 23,749

PROGRAM YEAR 1994

VOLUME 100,000
0060 751
DEFAULTS 898 1,604 1,251 1,251
VOLUME TO REPAYMENT 17,950 32,050 25,000 25,000
PAID IN FULL

16,301 30,444 23,749 23,749YE/111-04D muum PAPER 16,301 46,747 70,496 94,245 94,245 94,245 94,245 77,944 47,498 23,749

PROGRAM YEAR 1995

VOLUME 100,000
0008 751
DEFAULTS ,098 1,604 1,251 1,251
VOLUME ID REPAYMENT 17,950 32,050 25,400 25,000
PAID IN FULL

16,301 30,446 23,749 23,749.YEAR-END MATURED PAPER 16,101 46,747 70,496 94,245 94,245 94,245 94,245 77,944 41,498 23,749

FROMM YEAR 1996
VOLUME

% ( 100,000
DWI 151
DEFAULTS 898 1,604 1,251 1,251
VOLUME lO REPAYMENT 17,950 32,050 25,000 25,000
PAID IN FULL

16,301 30,444 23,749 23,749YEARAND MATURED PAPER 16,301 40,747 70,496 94,245 94,245 94,245 94,244 77,944 47,498 23,249



rr.

02,9 AuI :401119. DETAIL FOR 11YerTTIR:TICAL prio(114An

4

TADLI;

102 DEFAULTS

-,2

PAGE 1 OF 3

1982 1982 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

Walla 2224: 1.87

voluef 100,000
0010 ." 751
0LEAR,TU 1,795 3,205 2,500 2,500

littomE 122 RETA2NLITT 17,950 32,050 25,000 25,000

PAID IN Full 15,404 28,845 22,500 22,500

0LAR-1190-mA1'UNE4) PAPER 15,404 44,249 44,749 89,249 89,249 89,249 89,249 73,845 45,000 22,500

PRoaRAD yEAR 1983 ,

v0LuDE 100,000

Doth 751

DFF401.21, 1,795 3,205 2,500 2,500

%%HAIRE To RETAyDrar 17,950 22,050 25,000 25,000

PAID IN FULL 15,404 28,845 22,500 22,500

YEAR-1710 MATURED PAPER 15,404 44,249 44,249 89,249 89,249 89,249 89,249 73,845 45,000 22,500

PIWCPum YEAR 1984

yaw' . 100,000

0068 751

PLEAuLTS 1,795 3,205 2,500 2,500

VoLUNE TU RFPAymENT 17,950 32,050 25,000 25,000

RAID IN RILL 15,404 28,845 22,500 22,500

YEAR-END AIMED PAPER 15,404r 44,249 66,749 89,249 89,249 89,249 89,249 73,845 45,000 22,500

Ploaom y1.411 1985
100,000

Dan
DEFAULT:, 1,795

5 1,70S 2,500 2,500

voLomp TO DIPAYMENT 17,950 32,050 25,000 25,000

PAID IN tyLL 15,404 28,845 22,500

YEAR-END DATUM TAPER 1604 44,249 66,749 89,249 89,249 89,249 89,249 73,845 45,000 22,500

PKT,P144 YEAR 1986

voLDPE 100,4100

Dew 751

DEFAULTS 1,795 3,205 2,500 2,500

1/9LUDE To REPAYmn/T 17,950 22,050 25,000 25,000

PAID IN HILL 15,404 28,845

YEAR-END tyauRED pApai 15,404 44,249 46,749 89,249 89,249 89,249 89,249 73,845 45,000

1994 1997

22,500

22,500 22,500

22,500
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DEFAULT MODEL DETAIL 46 HYPOTHETICAL PROGRAM 10% DEFAULTS

m 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
PROGRAM YEAR 1987

VOLUME 100,000
0045 751
DEFAULTS 1,795 3,205 2,500.. 2,500
VOLUME TO REPAYMENT 17,950 32,050 25,000 25,000
PAID IN FULL

YEAR-E74D MATURED PAPER 15,404 44,249 66,749 89,249

PROGRAM YEAR 1988

VOLUME 100,000
004.8 751
DEFAULTS 1,795 3,205 2,500
VOLUME TO REPAYMENT 17,950 32,050 25,000
-.PAID IN rum
YEAR-E740 MATURED PAPER 15,404 44,249 66,749

PROGRAM YEAR 1989
VOLUME 100,000
DUB % 751
DEFAULTS 1,795 3,205
VOLUME TO REPAYMENT 17,950 32050
PAID IN FULL
YEAR-END MATURED PAPER 15,404 44,249

PROGRAM YEAR 1990
VOLUME 100,000
0045 751
DEFAULTS 1,795
VOLUME TO REPAYMENT 17,950
PAID IN FULL

#4
YEAR-E2D MATURED PAPER 15,404

PROGRAM YEAR 1991

VOLUME
0048
DEFAULTS
OLUME TO REPAYMENT
AID IN FULL
'V 1-END MATURED PAPER

100,000

PAGE 2 OF 3

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1990 1999 2400 2001 2002
.

t "

15,404 28,845 22,500 22,500
89,249 89,249 89,249 73,845 45,000 22,500

2,500

25,000
1.

15,404 28,845 22,500 22,500
89,249 89,249 89,249

.4(
896249 73,845 45,000 22,500

2,500 2,500
25,000 25,000

15,404 28,845 22,500 27,500
66,749 89,249 89,249 89,249 89,249 73,845 45,000 22,500 .

3,205 2,500
32,050 25,000

.2,500

25,000

15,404 28,845 22,500 22,500
44,249 66,749 89,249 89,249 89049 89,249 .73,845 45,000 22,500

751

1,795 3,205 2,500 2,500
17,950 32,050 25,000 25,000

, 15,404 28,845 22,500 22,500
15,404 44,249 66,749 89,249 89,249 89,249 89;249 73,045 45,000 22,500

m



DEFAULT MODEL DETAIL FOR HYPOTHETICAL PROGRAM f411 DEFAULTS
PAGE 3 OF 3

rocut44 VEAR 1992

1992 1993 1994 1 l99t' 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

VOLUME 100,000

0061
751

DEFAULTS
1,795 3,205 2,500 2,500

VOLUME 11) REPAYND11"
PAID IN FULL

17,950 32.050 25,000 25,000
15,404 28,845 22,500 22,500

YEAR-END PATURED PAPER 15,404 44,249 64,749 $9,249 $9,249 89,249 89.249 73,845 45,000 22,500

PPEOW4 YEAR 1991 ,.

VOLUME 100,000

C0411
751

0EFAULT;
1,795 3,205 2,500 2,500

.VOLUME1OXPAYRENT
17,950 32,050 25,000 25,000

PAID IN flILI.

15,404 28,845 22,500 22,500

YEARLW MISTIMED PAPER 15,404 44,249 66,749 $9,249 89,249 89,249 $9,249 73,845 45,000 22,500

PROGRAM YEAR 1894

VOLUM 100,000 It

DDil)
751

DEFAULTS
1,795 3,205 2,500 2,500

VOLUME TO REPAYMENT
17,950 32,050 25,000 25,000

PAID IN RILL .

k 15,404 28;845 22,500 22,500

YEAR-FND MATURED PAPER 45404 44,249 66,749 $9,249 89,249 89,249 89,249 73,845 45,000 22,500

'

PROGRAM YEAR 1595

VOLUME
100,000

ono
751

DEFAULTS
1,795 3,205 2,500 2,500

VOLUME 10 REPAYMENT
17,950 32,050 25;000 25,000

PAIfi IN FULL

15,404 28,845 22,500 22,500

YEA11,4ND MrpR PAPER

worm YEAR 1994

15,404 44,249 66,749 89,249 89,249 89,249 89,249 73,845 45,000 22,500

*AA*:
100,000

-711040
751

DEVAULTI
1,795 3,205 2,500 2,500'

VOLUME 11) REPAYMINT
17.950 32,050 25,000 25,000

PAID IN FUL4

15,404 28,845 22.500 22,540

YFAR-940 mAilmo PAPER
15,404 44,249 66,749 89,249 89,249 89,249 89,249 73,845 45,000 22,500

t`

C 113
4



TARLE 111-A

DEFAULT MODEL DETAIL FOR HYPOTHETICAL PROGRAM 158 DEFAULTs

pooGRAm yEAR 1982
VoLUmE
0066

100,000

751
DEFAULTS 2,693 4,809 3,751 3,751
voLume TO.RepAymENT 17,950 32,050 25,000 25,000
RAID IN 11iLl.

YEAR-END mATURED pApER 14,506 41,747 62,996 14,245
..

pROGRAiliyEAR 1563
voLumE 100,000
00411 75!
DEFAULTS 2,693 4,809 3,751
voiUmE TO REpAymENT 17,950 32,050 25,000
pAtD IN FuLL

YEAR-END mATURED Nom 14,506 41,717..62,096

pREGRAm YEAR 19114

voLUmE 100,000

1582 1963 1984 1985., 1986

D0.6 751
ocro.burs *4 2,693 4,809
voLUme TO REpAymENT

17,950 32,050
PAID IN FULL
YEAR -1211) MATuRED pApER 1.4,506 41,747

4

pRoGnAM YEAR 1985

VOLUKE 100,000
4 0068 751

DErAULTS 2,693
voLDmE TaREPAymDfr 17,950
RAID IN FuLL

YEAR-END 14.4.1uRED pApER 14,50A

PRoGRAm YEAR 1986

VOLUME

mmuus
vocume 7) nEpAYNENT
pAID IN FuLL
YEAR-DID MATuRED pApER

1 4
100,000J

RAGE 1 OF 3I

1994 1995 1994 1947

at
-

14,506 27,241 21,249 21,249
.84,245 84,245 84,245 69,739 42,498 21,249

3,751

25,000

14,506 27,241 21,249
84,245 64,245 842245 84,245 69,739 42,498 21,249

.

3,751 3,751
25,000 25000 ..,

14,506 27,241
62,996 84,245 44,245 84,245 84,245 69,739 42,498

. .

'

/

4,80I 3,751 3,75k
32,050 25,000 25,000 ' !

14,506
41,747 J62,996 84,245 84,245 ,84.245 84..245 49,739

1987 1988 1969 1990 1991 1992 1913

751

2,693 4,809 3,751 3,751
17,950 37,050 25,000 25,000

14,506 41,79 62,996 84,245 84,245. 84,245 84,245

21,249

21,249 2(1,249

21,749

4i

27,741 ,21,249 21,244
42,498 -21,249

14,506 77,241 21,249 21,249
69,739 42,498 21,249



DEFAULT MOLL DETAIL FOR HYPOTHETICAL PROGRAM 15% DEFAULTS PACE 2 OF 3

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1994 1997 1918 1991 'N'00 2001 20,o2

PRCCRAM YEAR 1987

VOCUmE 100,000

.0048 751 1,
DEFAULTS 2,693 4,809 3,751 3,751

VOLUME TO mann 17,950 32,050 25,000 25,000

PAID IN FULL 14,505 27.241 21,249 21,249

YEAR-E71D MATURED PAPOI 14,506 41,747 62,996 '84,245 84,245 84,245 84,245 69,739 42.498 21,249

PICGRNI YEAR 1988 A

Imume 100,000

001.8 751

DEFAULTS .2,691 4,809 3,751 3,751

VOLUME TO REPAYANT 17,950 32,050. 25,000 .25,000

PAID IN FULL 14.504 27,241 21,249 71,249

YEAR-E2D MATURED PAPER 14,505 41,747 62,996 84,245 84,245 84,745 84,245 69.739 42,498 21,249

PRWRAM YEAR 1989

VOLUFtE 100,000
D0413 , 761

DEFAULTS 2,693 4,809 3,751 3,751

VOLUME TO REPAYMENT 17,850 32,050 25,000 25,000

PAID IN FULL 14,506 27,241 21,249 21,249 `
YEAR-END MATURED PAPER 14,506 41,747 6,2,996 84,245 84,245 84,245 84.245 61,739 42,498 21,7+1

PROGRAM YEAR 1990 ,

VOLUME 100,p0 ot
Dual 751

DEFAULTS "' 2,693 4,809 3,751 3,751

VOLUME TO REPAYMD1T 17,950 32,050 25,000 25,000 %

END IN FULL 14,505 27,241 71,24? 71,749

YEAR-E2)D MATURED PAPER 14,506 41,747 62,996 84,245 84,245 84,245 84,245 69,739 42,498 24249

PRLCRAM TEAR 1991 #

o

VOLUME 100,000 .

1)0413 751 . v

DEFAULTS 2,693 4,809 3,751 3,751

VOLUME TO REPAYMENT 17,950 32,050 75,000 25,000

PAID IN FULL .
14,506 27,241 21,249 21,:44

YEAR-E41) MATURED PAPER 14,506 41,747 62,996 84,245 84,245 8.;,2(s 84,245 49,719 42,418 21,249

15 ,j
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otrAuvr MODEL DETAIL FOR HYPOTHETICAL PROGRAM 15% DEFAULTS PAGE 3 OF 3

.9

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002' 2003 2004 2005 7006 2007

PRDGRAM YEAR 1992

vamp mom
DOSS 751

.

.

ocrAucTS 2,693 '4,809 3,751 3,751 e.

VOLUME TO REPAYMENT 17,950 32,050 25,000 25,000

PAID IN FULL 14,506 27,241 21,249 21,249

YEAR-END MATURED PRPER 14,506 41,717 62,996 $4,245 84,245 84,245 84,245 69,739 42,498 21,249

INITAAM YEAS 1991

VOLUME 100,000 WO

DO6S 751

DefAULIS 4 2,693 4,809 3,751, 3,751

VOLUME TO PEPAYMCWT 17,950 32,050 25.000 25,-000

PAID IN MU 14,506 27,241 21,249 21,249

YEAR-FAD MATURED PAPER 14,506 41,247 62,996 84,245 $4,245 84,245 84,245 69,739 42,498 21,249

PROGRAM YEAR 1994

VFUNE 100,000

0068 751 ''

rtmucrs 2,693 4,809 3,751 3,751

VOLIME TO 1PA19ENT .17,950 32,050 25,000 25,000

PAID IN FULL 14,506 27,241 21,249 21,249

YEAS-END MATURED PAPER 14,506 41.747 62,996 84,245 84,245 84,245 84,245 69,739 42,498 21,249

',MOM YEAR 1995

VOLUMC 100,000

DO6S 751

DEFAULTS 27E93 4,809..) 3,751 3,751

vamp_it! REPAHRDFT 17,950 32,050 25,000 25,000

PAID IN FULL
. _ ... _ __

14,506 27,241 21,249 21,249

YEAR-E910 MATURED PAPER 14,506 41,747 62,996 84,245 84,245 84,245 84,745 69,739 42,498 21,249

PROGRAM YEAR 1996

VOLUME 100,000

61048

DEFAULTS c) jL
751

2,693 4,909 3,751 3,751

VOLUME TO REPAYMENT 17,950 32,050 25,000 25,000

PAID IN FULL 14,506 27,241 21,249 71,749

YEARIEND MATURED PAPER .,- 14,506 41,747 62,996
c

84,245 04,245 84,245 84,245 69,739 42,498 21,249
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DEFAULT MODEL DETAIL FOR HYPOTHETICAL PROGRAM zer.DEMINTS PAGE 1 Of $

1962 1913 '11964

PROGRAM YEAR 1962

VOLUME 100,000

0046 751

DEfAIMS 3,590 6,410

FOLUNE TO REPAYNENT 17,950 32,050

mir IN 11.0.1.

9EAR-ENO MATUREO PAPER 13,609 39,249

PROGRAM YEAR 1963

1965

5,000

25,000

59,249

1966

5,000

25,000

79,249

19117

79,249

1966

79,249

1969.

79,249

1990

13,609

65,640

1991

25,640

40,000

1992

20,000

20,000

1993

20,000

(994

VOLUNE 100,000

0048 751

DEFAIAT$ 3,390 6,410 5,000 5,000

VOLUME (O FiEPAYMENT 17,950 32,050 25,000 25,000

..PAII) IN Nu.

FEAFV.END 14411.0E0 PAPER

13,609 25,640. 20,030 20.000

13,509 39,247 59,749 79;24) 79,249 79,249 79,249 65,640 40,000 20,000

c, 1 =7: ,



DEFAULT MODEL DETAIL FOR NYPONEFICAL TORO 20% DEFAULTS PAGE 2.0F 11

1184 1185 1914 1117 11414 1149 1990 1991 1992 1,93 1994 1995 1996

MOMS YEAR 1944

VOLTA 100,000.

00111 751

DEFAULT§ 3,590 6.410 5,000 5,000

1(1.1.104TO'REPAYMENI 17.150 32.050 25,000 25.000

PAIO IN FULL 13,609 25.640 20,000 20,000

YEAR443 MATUNE0 PAPER 13,109 39,249 59,249 79,249 79,249 79.249 79,249 65.640 40.000 70.000

PROGAAM YEAR 19115

YOLUNE 100.000

0044 751

DEFAULTS 3,590 6,410 5,000 5,000

YOLUIE 10 REPAVAINI 17,959 32,050 25,000 25.000

1 Z)
PAIO IN FULL 13.609 25,640 20.000 20,000

yEA6440 NATUREO PAPER 13.609 39,249 59,241 79.249 71,240 79,749 79,249. 65,640 40,000 20,000

L



OUAUU MODEL DETAIL FOR 11fPOTHET ICAL ,PROGRAN
, 0

201 numus 'PAGE 1 OF 4

1946 1947 11144 1919 1990 1991 1992 .1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 i998

PROGRAm OEAA 1986

'VOLL*5 100.000

0040 751

DEFAULTS 3,590 6.410 5,000 5,qu0

vOLuPE TO REPATmENT, 17,950 32,0,50 '25,000 25,00

.
PAID IN FULL 13,g9 25,640 20.000 20,000

TEAR-ENO NATURED PAPER, 13,609 39,219 69,249 29,249 79,249 79,249 79,249 65,640 40,000 20,000

PROGRAM TEM 1067

yOLUME 100.000

0040 61

DETAL4.15, 3,590 6.410 5,000 5,000 4 c,

MA( TO REPATmENT ,I7,950 32,050 25%000 25,000

PAID IN FULL 13,609 25,640 20,000 20,000

TEM-END P.A.TRED PAPER 13,0.1 51,249 69,249 29,249 79,249 29,249 79,249 65,640 40,000 20,000

re'
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DEPAUL4 MODEL DETAIL FOR.HYPOTHETICAL PROGRAM 205 DEPAINIS PAGE 4 OF 8

4

19es 1989 1992 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 . 1998 1999 2000

PROORAm YEAR 1941

YOLUmE ' 100.000

00411 751

DEFAULTS 3,590 6.410 5.000 5,000

VOLUME TO REPAYMENT 17.950 32.050 25.000 25,000

pkr) 114 FULL
el. 13,609 25,640 20,000 20,000

1EAREND MATURED PAPER 73.609 54,24; 59,249 79.249 79,249 79.249 r9,249 65,640 40,000 20,000

PROGRAM YERR' 1969

YOLUK 100 .000

0048 /51

DErAmis 1,590 6,410 5,000 5.000

'roux 10 REPAYMENT 17.950 32.050 25,000 25400

; ) PAID IN FULL
NyN

13.609 25.640 20,000 20,000

a ge
YEAR.END MAIV40 P9964 11,09 39,249 59.249 79,241 79,244 79,249 79.249 69,640 41,060 moon



otrAuu MODEL 0E144 FOR WIPOTHET !GAL PROGRAM 201 DEFAULTS

,

PAGE 5 OF 8

1990 1991 19112 1993 1914 1995' 1996 1997 1993 1999 2000 2001 2002

e

mom YEAR 1990

TOLL* 100,000

0048 0 751

OEFALLTS 3,190 6,410 5.000 3,000

80tUME TO REPAYMENT 17,950 32,050 25,000 25,000

PAID IN FULL
15,609 25,640 20.000 20,000

9EAR-END MATURED PAPER 13,609 39,249 59,249 79,249 79,249 79,249 79,249 65,640 40,000 20,000

PROGRAM TEM 1991

yaw< $00,000

DO4D 751

'OEFAULT5 3,590 6,410 5,000 5,000

VOLUmE 70 REPAYMENT 17,950 32,050 21,1100 25,000

, PAID IN FULL
13,609 25,640 2,4,000 20,000

'6

.11'
YEAR-ENO NATURED PAPER 15,601 39,249 59,240 79,249 79,741 79,249 / 65,640 40,000 (0,001)

/
1

I

C (, 1'5 0
/

1

.



Ill/AULT MOM DETAIL FOR NVPOTHET1CAL PROGRAM 200. DEFAULTS PAGE 6 OF

199.2 199) 11114 19115 1996 1997 IWO I 999 2000 2001 2902 2003 7004

PROGRAM YEAR 111112

100,000

00611 7)1

otrAutii 3,590 6,410 5,000 5,000

VOLUME TO REPAYMENT 17,950 32,050 23,000 25,000

PAIO IN FULL 13,609 25.640 20,000 20,000

VEAR.END MATURED PAPER 13,609 39,249 59,249 7P,249 79,249 )9,249 79,249 65,640 40,000 20,000

PROGRAM YEAR 1993

" VOLUME 100 ,000

DOW 751

DEFAULTS 3,590 6,410 5,000 MOO

90LIP4E TO REPAYMENT 17,950 32,050 25,000 25:000

PAID IN Futt 13,609 25,640 20,000 20,000

VIAR.EMD MATURED PAPER 13,609 59,741 59,240 79,241 79,249 79,249 79,249 55,640 40,000 20,000

6



DEFAULT MOOEL DETAIL FOR HYPOTHETICAL PROGRAM 20. DEFAULTS PAGE ; OF

1911 1195 1114 1991 1994 1919 2000 2001 2002 2005 2001 2005 2006

PROGRAM YEAR 1111

VOLUME i00,000

DUD 751

DEFAULTS 3.590 4,110 5,000 5,000

VOLUME TO REPAYMENT 17,950 32,050 25,000 25,000

PAIO IN FULL 13,609 25,610 20,000 20,000

YEAR.E143 MATURED PAPER 13,601 31,219 59,219 79,219 79,219 79,219 79,219 65,610 10000 20,000

PROGRAM YEAR 1195

VOLIME 100,000

D04/I 731

otrAuLTs 1,590 6,110 5,000 5,000

yaw,* TO REPAYMENT 17,950 32,050 25,060 25,000

PAIO IN FULL 13,609 25,410 20,000 70400

VEAR.END MATURED PAPER 13.609 39.249 09.20 79.20 0,20 19,20 79,20 65,510 10,000 20,000

4



DEFAULT MODEL DETAIL FOR HYPOTHETICAL PROGRAM 20% DEFAULTS PAGE 8 OF 8

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

PROGRAM YEAR 1996

VOLUME 100,000 -0

DDb13 751

DEFAULTS 3,590 6,410 5,000 5,000

VOLUME-TO REPAYMENT 17,950 32,051' 25,000 25,000

PAID IN'FULL 13,609 25,640 20,000 20,000

YEAR-END MATURED PAPER 13.609 39,249 59,249 79,249 79,249 79,249 79,249 65,640 40,000 20,000
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Que.atops Richard Hawk Testrmony

1. 0. As a priority you list low cost loans to students last. While
that may be a reasonable priority from the perspective of the
Guarantee Agencies, it isn't from the perspective of the U.S.
Congress. The whole purpose of the GSI. program is to provade low
cost loans I van agree that higher 4051 loans are preferable than
no loan a%atlabilit% but I haw difticult% ianking program simplicity
and incentive, fot piogram opetation abut( student need. Do %ou
care to comment9

A. The reason tor tanking'"accountahilit! and incentives for sound
eregram operation higher,than low cost to users of the ptogram" is
the belle( that satrtficing accountability and sound operation as
ah expediency in order to keep the cost to the user low is self-
defeattng tn telms of the long-range viability of the program.
Practices which could lead to inordinatel% high default' rates or
failure of some guarantee ngenCies to be able to meet claims
obligations (mild create the kind of crises leading Rot mil% to thi
collapse of the progiam but also to sufficiently negatice altitudes
toward loans to students that the very existence of loans as a
mechanism lot finalbing postsecondary educatIon could be threatened.
This elearly would notbe in the 101157ta115e interest of students.

The lankin r! of program simplicity" was viewed In a similar contex', .
rhe diftvience is that the progiam ell onatel% could slmpl% collapse
undo! the Aright of the additional s.miplexitv Mitch sOeMs 0) he
introdneed each tone that the Congress .1, ts to reduce program eost.
It should be noted that the tvstimony states that. "thi_s_criterton
must be appIted with caution beCause simplicity just for the sake
of simplicit% ts not nearly so important as meeting needs." The
testimen% coneludes lite discussion l this criterion with the state-
ment that, addittoaal complexitc might he preferable to M014 simple
solutions which.dene ticcess..to loans."

It should be noted that incleasing the iira 1.0 the student is not
desirable from the perspective of guarantee agencies. Co.4
inireases to I botrower alwa%s impact the debt. burden as compaled
with benefit, to the student, incleasIng the potential tor default
and increasing risk to the guarantee agency.

lhe fact A^ that the Congress demonstrated a propensit% la-.1 session
both to reduce loan fund availability through imposition 01 the
expected lamil% contributton and to increase costs substanttall% b%
raisong the intelest rate from 7"; to fr; and imposing a 50 origina-
tion fee. GiCen a demonstrated Inclinatiol to both reduce %titan.,
and also increase user costs. It seems appropriate to addrvss
attentIon to relatice ptioritics, even though we oppose au% team-
tions in the program. The effect of the priority iankintp. presented
tn the testomony is to say that, if thr Congress deems that tedeval
expenditures tot loans MUSL he curtailed. it is pieferable to
ele,ette short-telm lean availabilit% ann long-term pioutam tiabilitv
than to desticu the usefulness 01 the proglam in PO4 tin), student

b% attempting to keep the wive to the student low. In ()tint

word,, it is better to have a ciable progiam owlet which loans

95-763 0 - $2 - 11
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available at 40M0 price than to have a program andel which the price
would be low if tile.sLudeni could find a loan, but probably cannot,
or a program under which the long-Lerm availability of loans Is
severely threatened, even though the price is low.

2. Q. Alternative I seems to have its greatest potential for the
Gutirantee Agencies if there is a high default rate. Many changes
in the law and in the borrowing eliaracteristies on the part of
students indicate that a high default rale may become a reality. Do
you feel that such eharaeteristics as--

*increased GS!, borrowing by low income students to compensate
for loss of monies from Pell GrantS,
*allowances for graduate and independent students unlier the
auxiliary. loan program, and
payment of interest while in school bit students borrowing
under the auxiliary program

may lead Lo higher default rates?

A. That guarantee agencies would fare better with adoption of the
proposed change In reinsurauce with a high default rate is question-
able As demonstrated in the enelosed paper, titled, "An Analysis
of Reinsurance and Federal Cost tor Student Loans," the eurrent
reinsurance 'arrangement is more favorable to guarantee ageneies,
when 20% of loan volume goes into default. At 40%. guarantee
agencies probabl% woeld be better oil' with the existing relnsurance
arrangement, exeept that most guarantee agencies would not have
sufficient reserves to manage the default rate, or to honor Claim,.
at such a h4gh Ithel of defaults under thy existing reinsulance
formula, anyway.

The relationship between borrowing bv low income students and
defaults iS not direct, bcause repayment of student loans ()veers
after complet-ton of the education when the student's ineome stream
and potential for repayment rellett the advantage of the education.
The field of study selected by a student has more to do with the
student's capacity to repay a loan at the completion oi the educa-
tion than does the income of the student's parents at Lhe time the
education is pursued.

Borrowing by graduate students and independent students undet the
auxiliary loan program clearly does have the potential to increase
defaults because of the combination of increases in total debt and
higher interest rates. Similarly, payment of interest by the
borrower while tn school increases the potential for default.

The reality is that the program probably cannot survive it the
default rate becomes high enough for guarantee agencies to fare
better under the proposed reinsurance arrangement than the existing
reinsurance arrangement.,

3. Q. Doesn't the fact that a default rate of in or hint qualiftes
for l001, coverage from Lhe federal government sem, as dl incentive
for guarantee agencies to exercise diligence in mainta ii ii t loy%
default raLet0
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A. Although the $ aimediate economic intentive for guarantee agencies
to maintain low default tates woold disappear alien the default rate
exceeds 12:. tlie proposed reinsulauce attangement ptovides a much
stronger incentive for the guarantee agency to attempt to keep the
default rate under 12%. Moreover, guarantee agency personnel are
perceptive enough to recognize that a'default late which continues
to rise beyond I 2 would threaten continued existence of the progtam.
it survival of tAte program is not an adequate incentive for guatantue
agencies to exervise diligence wall respect to defaults, the amount
of incentive ptovided under the existtng reinsurance arrangement
clearly is inadequate.

A. Q. Won't the elimination of the administrative cost allowance
cause a hardship for newer guarantee,agencies?

A. The administrative cost allowance would bv,less important tor
new guarantee ageucies und6r the proposed rainsurance arrangement
than It is now beause the proposal would permit generation ul
adequate revenues to meet guaran&ye agency costs without the
udmtnistratIve cost allowance. The value ot the administrative tost
allosance is somewhat questionable for two reasons. First of all,
the tivatlabtItty of the allowance is uncertain and cannot be
depended upon but as a source of funds in constructing a guarantee
agency budget, The administrative cosi allowance is subject to tin
apptopriatioas piocess and, even ir funds ate appropriated, paimeat
of the allowante is at the discretion or the Administialion. Second.
the administiatIve cost allowance ultimately is paid so late that It

Is not useful fut meeting cash flow needs within the year for Mitch
it is paid. \

In spite of the limited usefulness of the administrative cost allow-
ance, many guarantee agencies wete established on the assumptIon
that such a subsidy would be available and continuation of the
admintstraltet. cost allowance for at least the fits1 five years of
each guarantee agency would be desirable.

5. Q. Would a variable aendemic cost allowance rate allowing higher
payments to nener guarantee agencies be more equitable?

A. A variable administrative cost allowance, providing higher
payments to newer, and lower payments to older guarantee agencies

might very well be more equitable. In spite pf an effort to
conduct some analyses and to view this question from several
perspectives, no definitive conclusion 4a5 been reached with
respeet to this question.

G. 0. Since the origination fee address a different problem ihan the
lestructuring of the reinsurance formula ot the elimination ot tin

administrattve cost allonance is it not possible that a bellei
alternative tor the federal government aould be to modify both
rather than eliminate either one entirely9
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A. Clearly, modifying beth the oligination fi,e and the adminCstra-
live cost allowance could be a«inmilished,in sum combination.
Indei!d, a large number of possible combinations uf actions with
respect to the various prugram cmnponents could be developed in an
effort to distribute expenditure reductions across tho several
components of the program.

7. Q. While you have stated that higher e'ost loans to students ai
betteT than no loan avallabilfty aren't you converned that the hodi
cost of loans will make them unattractive to studentsiol will lesult
in Increasing defaults because ot the inability ol stbdents lo repay
at the resulting increased rate?

A. Ideally. the Congress should seek to preserve both luw cost to
the student and general loan avallabilit.v. As stated in the testi-
monv to the Committee, "current and prejected expenditures for the
Program as present-1v stauctured represent a prudent investment in
this nation's youth and the future contributions to the society and
the economy frtnn those who are assisted by the Piogiam will multiply
the return en this investment time and tamp again." The testimony
also suggests that. "attention to reduetion of expenditures would
seem appruprtate onlv in VieW of a compellinq force which requtres
curtailment of both providing individual opportunities for the
nation's vtnith and developing the nation's human resources."

If the Cone:less should decide that acbievement ul the ideal is not
realistic and that there is a compelling force whieh requiles that
providing individual opportunity and developing the nation's human
resources must be curtailed, then a lesser of evils must be
selected. This, of course, is the tontext. for the assertion that
having Ithois available t sume price is better than eliminating
loan availability.

It is not intended to Imply that increasing the cost ol loans is
desirable. and this is not intended to imply that no negative
consequences aro associated with increases in the cosi.

There is 4 point at which the prtce to the student would be
sufftctentiv high s to diseourage atilizativ of loans in financing
postsecondalv 1-thicatiun and to make the cost of lhe opputto6itt
VXVVSsIVO. Given the factors that (1) the interest, rate on student
loans is presently well below market rates and (2) the inciease in
the interest rate to 97- did not appear to have an appit..lable
negative effect on the.demand for loans, the eurient cost to the
student seems to be below the cost level which would cause the lOwl
to ;:be mure ctitital than availability, if that chewy must be math .

1.

Introases in the debt buiden would have,the potential fur increasing
defaults'. Qn the other hand, making postsecondary edueatton
economically accessible is too important to eliminate lean avail,-
ability because surne borrowers will not be able to repay loans.

8, Q. In Alternative II you adveeate increasing the interest rate on
.itudent loans to and establishing a spetial allowante el r.
Hoh do you establish that 41 rate with fluttuating laivrest rates

--1-ritra-,mF1LTVie CP1111 In tft0 tagr-fumfljnIASP-

1 6 j
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A. Alternative 11 was not presented to "advocate" increasing the
interest rate on student loans tu 14% and establishing a Special
allowance of 4%. !lather, the Alternative was presented to provide'
A mechanism for consideration if the Congress determines that the
cost of 'the special allowance, which is Lhe largest single cost of
the qsal, is greater than Cho federal go(ernment can afford, The
wav in whfch the 4% flat special allowance rate can be established
with fluctuating interest rates is by increasing the rate at whl(h
the student pays interest to 14% and permitting Lhe cost of interest
to the student to fluctuate .111111 market interest rates by causing
a portion of Lhe standard special allowance to be applied to
principal reduqtlon, rather than to interest, itith the amount
applied to principal reftuetion based on prevailing 91-day Treasuly
rate. The efleet of the proposal wGuld be to transfer Lhe risk
Ad associated cost of fluctuating rates from the federalituvernment
primarily to Lhe borrower and partially lb the lender.

9: Q. If interest rates rise above 18% or drop below 14%,won't there
be difficulties in finding lenders?

A. The'18% iimitaton oa yield to the leader obviousIN would be a
disincentive to the lender when prevailing interest rates exeeed
18%. On t(ile other hand, the lender would gain Lhe benefit of an
increase in the minimum return on a student loan from 9% to 14%.
In achtition, the proposal would increase the yield to the lender
from T-Bill plus 3-1/2% to T-Bill plus 4%. The expectation is that
the combination of the higher minimum and the increased Oeld sprkad

a

laid be sufficient compensating factors to make student loans an
ceptabit, investment_for lenders, even with the 13% ceiling.

10. Q. Is it possible that the amount of rocomputation necessary to
' make the amortization of the borrower's principal amount when

interest rates are either above 18% or below 14% might prove to be
too costly for many lenders/

A. Eve ry allditional complexity in the program adds to the cost of
"the lender and serves as a distncentive for participation in'the
program. Accordingly..contlnuation of the present interest rale
and special allownce arrangement is preferable Lo the change which

is ,presented as a possible course of action, only if Lbe Congress
determines that the costs of the Program to Lhe federal government

nas presetly struckured arc beyond the capacity' of the federal

government.

11. Have you given any consideration to the effect 14% interest rates

foli students might) have on default rates?

A. Any inereaso th cost to the student could leadsto higher default
rates. Similarly. a decrease in the interest rate could help in

O keeping de(ault rates iow. Unfortunately estimating the increased
cost to the'lederal government for defauits due to higher interest

rates, aad reduttions in the cost to the federal government for

defautts due 1.4 reductions in the Jalerest rate is extremelY
"o difficult., NonethelesS, it seems reasonable Lo assume that reducinc

,the interest rate wbuld be advantageous hoLh'for stimulAting loan

utilization and for facilitating loan repayments.
-

a

0
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12. Q. Alternative III assumes that. iht same students ate seryed
Pell Grnnts and GSLs. This was ntver the Intent of the-Congres..
Wouldn't this alternative altei the vet% nature of each of these
programs and lack sensitivity to the needs ol students in both?

4 A. Alternative III obviously is an extreme measure. Hopefully.
ciecuimitances are not SO Criiil.41 as to icquire measures so extieme.
CIParly. grants which ielleye the student of PostnAeondatv educatton
"xpense 413. more advantageous to the studint t' whith simply
penalt the student to defer the expense of postsecondaiy education.
Given the imiartance of education in a free society, A good ease
could b? made for hal,ing the fedeial government bear a portion 01
the cost, perhaps the wnount of tuition. for all students. The
17:Nue lh not WhOthOr or not grants are desirable for the enlire
posywcondars education period. eathor. AlLeinative III is intended
to addres:-. oaxs in which the fedeial imestment in postsecondary
education tan be maximir.ed if the Congiess determines that suppuit
for students must be severely curtailed.

13, Q. Whitt criterion woulu you use tot eligibility under Alternative
ill -- current Pell Grant, need analysis 01 the GU needs analysiW'

A. Although there clearly is some relationship between existing
needs analysis ,yst-ms and the relativ difficulty nhith individual
..,tudetts and their parents may have in providiler, funds to mit
educational costs, the needs analysis systems ate probablv more
effeetivi in catis.ng a limited number of dollars to be dist,ibuted
on a somewhat equitable bas :. or in limiting the amount of ledetal
twtaditnie, requirtd in an entitlement program. Accordingly, the
need analysis system selected for use probably would have to depend
on the amdunt of funds which the federal government can provide in
supporting'students,

11, 0. It is understood that in mant cases it is the parents of students
sho stmt. maLing the initial repayments of loans until the student
is adequately employed to assume the responsibility. Wouldn't
forcing very low ineone students (those currently covered in Pell
Grants) into boliowing under bSI. result in increased delault tales
betause these students cannot rely upon (amity tesources for
Initial repayments"'

A. If the intent of the Guaranteed Student Loan Plonram is to
depend on parents for Joan repayments in (-octet to keep defaults low,
the otructure of the Program probablr needs to he relined. Under
the present structure. SO attention ordinarily is given to either
the capacity oi the willingness of pnronis to paotocipaie in loan
repayments. If the intent is to mahe loans available to students
v.hose parents are willing and able to contribute to repayment .
tlie parent probably should be required to co-sign the noto and
some assessment of the likelt capacity of the parent. to repay should
be accomplished at the time of loan origination. The previous
prohibition Against collectlon of family financial information in
the origination of loans presumably was intended to oretlude the
lender from discriminating among students according to family
financial 'ircumstances in originating loans. The cutrent practice
of collecting family financial information only when the adjusted
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gross Income emeids s30.O00 peo %tat. and the automatic eligibility
for student., below K0).0011 vim. would seem inconsistent with
any intent to preelnde l'orrowing by lower income students or to
depend on repayment by parents.

15. Q. how do you propose that very 105 income students could ever
affird unsubsiclized loans? Wouldn't %quo proposal lead stndents
to go through 3 Years of school but. then find themselves unable to
go the fourth year?

A. The preposed arrangement would have no direct negative Impact
on the ability of the student Lo meet postsecondaiv education costs
in the fourth year, due to the arrangement tor discounting interest
and iatereasing the amount.' which the studene is eligible to borrow.
Accordingly access to the fourth year would.not be denied.

On the other hand. discounting of thi interest foil the fourth year
would eo,use an increasi in the amount of debt to bv repaid atter
completion of postsecondary education.

16. Q. In testimony last week Di. Edward hImendolf. the Deputy Assistant
Secretary for Student Financial Assistance stated that he felt the
hiliartment of Education haJ provided mom than adequate .qnding to
guarA4tee agencies to pay their operating costs. build resources
and ... (question incomplete)

1. Although other guarantee agenties might di-melee, tap
only fedcial subsidy absolutely necessaly for guarantee agencies is
the rein,utance. Although those guarantee agencies which did not
receive federal reserve advances made avallahle in 1965 may nol
be as comfortalai JS those which dtd receive the advances, those
without, nonetheless. haveQieen able to operate effectively.
Although the administrative cost allowance has been useful in
strengthening guarantee agency petformance. availability of the
administrati%e cosi a'lowance is advantageous as.an enhaneement

.

rather than necessary as a condition for minimal viability ol a
guarantee agedey.
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SLUCTED QUESTIONS tONCLUNINk, i.SI. sAtINUS PROPOSALS OUTLINLD IN
TEST11IONY OF RICHAHD HAWK, FEBRUARY 2, 1982

Reinsurance Proposal

1. 9. If the lederal Government (vete to assume 100 peicent responsi-
Wilt% for State Guarantee Agenct defaolts when IhIs default rate
w.e.s. 12 percent cr more,'what inuentttes would State Guarantee
Agencies have to keep defaults low, especially il this rate was
12 percent or gventor?

0

A. In addition to the general !..oncein over be ig recognized as a
"high default" guarantee agency. and the fear of loss of Lhe contract
wtth the Secretary of Education for unsaltsfacLory perfoimaht,e, tho
PeonOrnie incentite for Lite guarantee agenty lo keep defaults low
under the proposed arrangement is that the guaiontee r.gency would
epettence a finantial loss for each default until the default rate
exceeds 12'7 Accordingly, so long as the default does not esceed
12:, any potential default averted yields a savings for the guarantee
agentv. Moreover. the proposed formula has the effect of an
increased savings or economic rewaid to the guatantee agency as the
default rate gets lower. Because the full cost ef the tarsi 5'; el
defaults would be borne entirel4 bt the guarantee agenit, the agency
would hate a strong incentive to keep tho default rate well undor
5', If possibly.

Although it is true that Lhe ec ))))) mite intently.* to keep delault
rates low disappears when the rate on a poitfolio exceeds the
reality A. that a 12': rate I. sufficiently high to stimniate a slrong
desire on the part of guarantee arsine', per.sennel to demonstiale that
etert reasonable effort ts being made to avert defaults. In the .

absenka of i..norv iondition^ whith generaiit preclude rep.oment of
guaranteed student loans, a default rate whith continues to rise
liuyond 12: would be sufficient to call unto question the pribtices
or the guarantee agenct. Fear of reprisals for unsatisfactory per-

a formality ought to be adequate motivation for seeking lo curtail
A defaults beyond the 127, rate.

lhe advantags of the Proposed reinsurance arrangement over the
exisliag arrangement is that the economit Incentive under the
plesent airangement bei_ome:, operative onit after the default tate
Is telailtils high. Under the proposed reInsioante atrangement the
economit InwitIve As to perform effectively hvfose Cho late gets high.

2. Q. On Pao 7 of tout lestimont vou suggest changing the deteimana-
tion of the 'delault rate" from "...the dollar amount of delaults/
impaled/ with the dollar amount of tht original principal of all
outstanding loans in riwyment" Co a relationship b ,ween "...
ilalms paid to ihe original principal amount of iians otiginated in
the Vear In uhith the non-repaid loan was originated..."

a. Preitsek what does thi., suggested thange entail (perhaps
a .asc stud\ illustration contrasting the two methods would
be helpful)?
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A. ynder present rein-oii.inie arrangement the default rate
is influenced not only by thi, kolume of loans which go into
default ln any year, but also by the volume of loans which
happen to be already in repayment at that time. This is why
100% reinsurance for the first 5 years of operation of a
guarantee ugency is essential under the present reinsurance
arrangement. Assuming an equal number of loans going into re-
payment each year, and assuming an equal peiLentage of defaults
at the time loans ge into repament, the default rate under the
present arrangement will be lower in the sixth year than in the
first year. This is true, not because of any change in the rate
at which loans default (the percentage has been held constant
each year). but rather because the volume el loads in repayment
has been increased simply by more years of operation.

The Impact of the volume of loans in repayment on the default
rate under the present reinsurance arrangement is demonstiated
in_the ease steely presented in Tables 1 through IV and the
supporting detail for these tables in the enclosed "Analysis
of Reinsuranie and Federal Cost for Student Loans". These tables
present the same information for a different percentage of loans
originated in each year going into default over the life'of those
loans, The %ilium of loans originated has been held constant at
$100 million for each year and the behavior of the portfolio
with respekt to such factors as when loans are converted to
repayment and when defaults occur also has been held constant.

With 3'; of thc volume of loans originated each year going into
default as pre-,entv(l in Table I, the annual default rate under
the present formula, which is identified in the table as the
Net Claim Ratio, declines from 2.2% in the sixth year of the
program (1987), the first year for which the automatic 100"
reimbursement would not be in-effeet, to .8% in the llth year
(1992), and will remain at .8% forever unless there Is a thange
in either the proportion loans originated which go into
default or a change in the characteristics of a portfolio
(volume. number of yeais in school, years in which defaults
occur, ete.).

Under the 5 default model presented in Table the federal
gokernment bears the full cost of defaults beeaum., the annual
rate calculated under the present reinsulance arranginunit
never exceeds 51 after the fifth year. Beginning with the filth
year, the annual cyst to the federal government per 8l00 millton
of loan volume is $5,755,000.

In contrast, the annual cost to the fedvial goveinment.under
the proposed ieln,urance airangement wouid be only $751.000 per
$100 million ot loan volume. Were tt not for an assumed 3/4 of
11 (ate of claims due to death, disability and bankruptcy. the
cost to the federal government under the proposed formula at
the 5% rate would, of course,-be zero.

In summary, it is the combination of (1) calculating an annual
default rate by comparing defaults in a year with loans in re-
paynient in a year, and (2) the existing reinsurance formula

1 6'
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which causes the lion's share ol al1 qaims costs to fall on
the federal government. '

b. What is die rationale for this suggested change?

A. The rationale for the suggested change is that the new
arrangement would provide a clearer picture of the default
situation because the default rate for each portfolio would
not be affected by loans alreads in repayment from previous
portfolios. Moreover. placing more of. the,financial burden
for defaults on the guarantee agency (by, foe example, having
the agency bear the full cost of the first 5% of loans) would
not be practical under the current reinsurance arrangement
becausi under the current arrangement, whoever is responsible
for the first 55, of defaults in each year must bear virtually
all default costs. even if S20 of every $100 in loans goes into
default. The reserves required for lenders to accept the
guarantee of guarantee agencies given that condition would be
greater than feasible.

c. Would this suggested change generally result in a lower
defaulrrate than the present calculation?

A. The proposed change which would cause defaults to he viewed
as a percentage of all loans originated in a year. would result
in a suhstantially higher default rate than the rate derived by
comparing loans which, default in a year with loans in replsment
in a year. This is vividly demonstrate by Table IV of the
enclosed analysis. which shows the default rote over time ralcu-
lated under tlie present formula, based on a N.onsthnt S1OU million
per year with 20 1. of loans originated in each Near defaulting
during the life of each portfolio. Under the proposen method,
the default rate for each portfolio would be 20:- As demons-
trated Ir. Table IV, the annual default rate (which is identified
as the Net Claims Ratio in the table) under the existing method
drops below 201 in the fifth year (1985) . and continues to
decline to 3.67 in the 12th venr. at which it will remain
forever unless there is some change in volume or loan portiolio
characteristics.

Thus, it can be seen that. if the volume and other characteristics
do not ehange, a default rate of 20 ". under the proposed method
ultimately translates into an annual default rate of 3.0'1, under
the current, method.

d. Crider what default assumptions would this suggested change^
save reinsurance costs for the Federal Government in the
years ahead?

A. The suggested change would cause reins ance savings hir the
federal government at all reasonably anticipated true delault
rates, even in excess of 205. given constant annual volume.
Based on the model utili?ed in enclosed analysis. cumulative
savings to the federal government ever the next 12 years would
he $5 billion if defaults equaled 51 of loans originated and
annual volume were a ceastant $8 billion: If defaults equaled
201 the savings A, or 12 vec,rs ut $8.bi11ion annual loan volume
would be sq billion.

1 if
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3. g, AssUmtng cuilint WA %ohm,t lot tin. State ol Ki nsas. what aould
be the comparabl,e teditaI and,kati (Itiatantee At01.1 unreimbuised
outlafs undet the current and the ptoposed reinsurance programs, II
the default rate were-- 51, 101. 15%. 201?

A. Because the fiscal 1981 volume in Kansas was Just over S100
million. the esttmates protIded In LhU enclosed paper, tIlled "An
Analfsis of itylitsurance and federal iosi foi Sludont loans" profit'.
.1 reasonable itulication tit fed. tat nd cuarautts a, tout un11.1111111111,0d

Outlay% undc..r the tao atIAOW.190111, tnten MUIIIp11(11 bi
a factor of one-hundred.

4. Q. Under what tIrcumstances %%mild A SI.Alt GitiI.tnli U AKon4V "makv
more" or "lose more' money nuclei four iclnsuranee pioposal when
compared with the current reinsurance program?

A, It Is difficult to conceive of a circumstance in uhtch a
guarantee agen.0 would make more' undet_ thy pioposcd
arrangement as compared with Lhe existing arrangement (mei' time.
flegaUse the existing formula is inflitemed so beavil% b% tin numbet
of loan% whleh Are in lepatment in a Year, it is possible that
extreme fluctuations in annual toitime c.nald cicate a toiel tempolaiv
situallon in which a guarantee agenef would 'make more" under the
pioposed totMula than under the existing formula.

A% demon,tlate.0 bv the data In the enclosed analysis, thy guarante,
agency cicaalf vomes out better undet Lht extstinc reinsurance
lormnia uith more than 2(r;, of loan %plume In chianti fhe guarantc(
awn., gcncialic %%clad fare better outlet thy tooposcd arrangemint
onft in the event of a complete disastel ulth respect to loan le-
Payment,, and this ts as It should be, The purpose of federal
goinsura-,e should be pltmart13. to provide plotection in tht event
of a di:Ister,

ah t ,sould he the effeAs of changing the existing ivInsuranc,
and reimbursement progiam--to modifx the cxisling FoAlAA1
ment rate, 01 to coillinne the existing reinsimanee piogiam. hut
reduce he admtnistratixe cost alloualse paid to ritaeanlee a.cib I.
1 or Moll' %ear, in existence to 1/2 percent', (Those established
less than 1 )fears aould continue at 1 percent.)

A. Preserving the present method of calculating the default talc
for purpose% ot ivimhursement, told changing the imbuistimtm tate
to 100, through r of defaults from 3-8,; of d. ho Its and tto',

Imola .9-a1 iE duiatilts %%fluid. hate relat_i_v.ri-c-177T-rnriTTeet cni lin.

ledelal cost for reinstmance so lOng AC not mom than 15" oi loan

0111MO goe% Into default A% denunlitrated bt lahl. IV in the
enrlosed analvsis, the annual delault rate (Net (halms Hallo) lexcls
off at 3.0" when the true default rate is 201 and volume and other
portiolto characteristics are held constant.

Kcchb ing the administrative, cost allou'ance paid to 1441.114(o
Igmr i mot, tear:,.. In existence to I /V tumid. ol a, I,

4 sANIIIT- iquat to 1/U of 1', ot tho annual %ohm orteinalcd ',len

cutiantec le:enctes, flits shoUld not itm»ii the progiam 0rIonsit,
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Special Allowance exe_postil

G. Q. You propose to change the student loan intelest tate Irom 9
pereent to 14 percent and ehtablish a fixed special allowance rate
of 4 percent. with a iariable share of this special allowance pav-
ment to be applied as an "additional pa%ment" touards ioan prinetpal
when market interest rates fluctuate between 14 percent and IS per-
cent. Uhat consideration have tots grten t( the possibility of
higher defaults as college ,raduaie, face substantially higher
repayment costs"

A. The proposed change NovidIng A fi\ed ,ipettal allowance of 4,,
would result in a higher average debt burden for students Inv
change uhteh int-teases the debt Widen. uhelhei a simple inciea,e in
inteiest or an increase in thr amount uhich the student ma% borro,%,
has the potential of causing more defaults and, therefore. has
di,adtantaVes File change in the spttial alimanee and correspond-
ing interes1 cost to tht student Is presented as an approach to be
considered only ii ist Is detolinincd that t la, cost id' special allow-
ance nutlet tin current special atIouance IMMUla is too great tor
the federal goiernment.

7. 4) Boa will lender, be able to IntudIe I :Ay t invoIed inappit IhtL pitnents Lii prtncipa I t hat w. i I tact quartel Iv mi lb chatwes
In Market interest, rates, rather caul using a fixed amorti/atIon
,alledule- -Won't such a syste,, be too costI4 for many small
lender-, thus &tiring them out of the LSI pregram"

I. fie eiministrative complexitits iniolved in applitng Vaimcots
principii that uill %al% quarter!. %ilk changes in toarltot Wows(
rate, Ail! irialt ploblem,, tor ilA14(.1,. OM s other yompmAitles
in the program ireate dilfieulties. It is in reeoghlttoll ot the
additional administratiw buiden and tho cap on the mdurn to the
tinder that flo proposal includes tuo t(i(nne enhancements Mu the
Wilde! in addition to the benefit or a m11111'1%111 II; rotnrn. lho
measures to enbanie the ieturn to the lendto Jr, (l) a loimula which
increases the vicld !ton T-Bi II plu, 3.5" too T-Iit I I pins ,
(2) retina Ina t hat prink. ipal redie et (In patment %rem the
;...vecia I al le.anco he credited to the loan aciotint titit oh. l I te4)

%car. prettding some float for the tender.

Urahr I he op" percent .04, of the ia I allowance pori litto he applied I it print ipal nitit be del. ogined 1, the II. pal itr,1111 itt
I ducat which laHili do Wol if teat ton I "t he I. nd"r
burden of a(tuatli crediting that mount to fib loan AUlmOint
each %cal would. et ,oulsc. fall on the lender. Ihe is,ne 1, ant
whether .1 not lenders (an oeommodate this additional a(k4inisila-
t lye burden,. Rat her t -.sue ir-t %Owl het to not III( int tea,a il
return to tit( tender i, suffielent e.mpensafion to 10-1.1, lendeis
iniolted in the ploc..rom. Ilthough most lender, probabl,
Opp's, thi, plan. mest lendel, piobably would (4, toe In,l
(empen,ition is sufticient tor them tm lOntinlW An the plogram, tt
thc plan -ale adoptcd

S. 00 qip 1 ii AA, idnlitii-d as :satmbe: 8 n tne ii,t 01 tpie,iion,,i
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9, I k,ti %Am 1,4 1,q,k at', on lin additional a.dminIstiative batdon
on the lendet mentlowd in 4t111 tuu,tion with thl, special allohance
proposal on page 9 of your tostimoat?

fhe addillonal admIntstratite burden on the lender Is simply
the aetlitt of trodilinn a portion of spttaal allowance payments

O I I khIA I 1.1 k I pa I I odu, I 111 pro-payment s and

he .1 ck I (A al VoUlt Ing rIk Ai I kink I tons .0, ,Lit. I a Led till h
ULM activity,

9. him( to obit t Ant would ton Ito t see in on lender+. Pout intt-
lug to soli to watehoust student loans with Nalltv 'lap (or in other
seeondalv mar:sets) ti the maximum studont 10a11 %Avid wero limited
10 18 petcont, A's under this proposal"

Int: I tau %told to 181 aotild ranso 81.11A chantfe its Mel 1104

lit I III:14eilw becitu,a, tt. no longor would be ablo to borrow funds at a
constant slooati heloh the taiiable rctuan 011 student loans, 'the

rosult hould be that 81,4A would mad to (1) Othol detolop more
comple% and tlealito Ilnancing arrangomtnts to (2) inerease the

tO the lendet for sales. Tho limitation on yield as it:kaput-AA
should Hot hate aetitoattle negatito impatl on slate seAondatt matktt

Proqrams.

SAy_1114--,. Sh!,11...11

q iI1A I Pak I ion to t ho fol livang athl CI lona I ,11034k.,..1 ions tor

amendlbv the bN1 legislation to roduce Fedoial oNpenditures--
--bv dt,rtastIn ,pecial allohatire petsAntage add-on (to the
91-dat l)oaatrt hill rate) from 3.5'; to r"

--ht placlev 4n annual "ceiliag" on 681 volume?
..11% ratstug the "loan miginatton fee" from 51 t,t DY "

estahltshtng a GS!. Interest rale tor students that aceelerates
acoordin to a liNvd" .,chedt eterr 'Ample of Yeats Airily tho
loan 1, in stiwo,trAIM, ..tith vain pcitontago point incivaso (n the

Intoicst rate matched to an oqukalvnt pertontage
point dvcroa,c an the speeial allowance?

A. bell,A,1ag the specIal allohance and leducing lho return (0
commertaal lenders trom T-13fil plus 3.5'7 to T-Htll p1 u 3', would

tort it-odors to decIde whothcr ot not thet wa II I (MIA MIV
NttriApatton to the ptogram At A reduced %told, hnfortunaLel,
,uch A eh,tucA would lotion, Iongressional attion last session which
had lhe t !lett ol Ittitelng the %told to the lender bt inctoasing
hindov +lost 41.: a 'pertentago of funds in loans.

lin e\pechd Limit% contribution provts'on has the effect of
teducintf loau Wtause cosls remvin constant for a loan account
lugaldleso of the 51.40 of the loan, a reduction in loan S114,

lwrl-asi''. as a Pet rent ao of tht dollar amount in loans,

la /he Instance of A 51(1(1.'111 SI44(Ing to !moron S:t,000 wtth an ox-
p4ttd tamal tonIribtltion ol $1.000, the lender noh must make tut.
b,nt, {(4o s(udent loan and ate parent loan) to mkt a ,indle t.2,000
neod, Alatilt prerlonsl!, the Under met Ittith one loan This, of
t,a.arse, doubles cost to the lender in meoting the 4,2,000 need

1 "7 i.;.
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In addition, because repayment "n pawl( loans begins immeniatelv.
the lendet experiences Au incl.-a-ad cost ill oileinattng the 1080, due
to the necessity of collection and analysis of a different kind of
financial information LO determine credit capacity than was
appropriate in the case of a student loan. iforpover, the lender does
not have the benefit of the lowei -wry-Wing cost interim period,on
the parent loan. so the effective leturn to the lendei is depiessed
further bv meeting part of the need thiough a parent loan,
declease in the Ovid to the lendel ;valid seem less viable now
&hail prioi to the changes enacted to the Congress Jast session.

Although an annual iOling on OSI. volume is a simple means of
ltmiting federal expenditures tor the program, a ceiling has two
vet.% maior disadvantages. First, antess the ceiljng were set %POW
high, it Would have,the effect of denying actess to loans for some
students, Second beiause the postseeondarv edutattou population IS
mobile. because students begin at various tAffies of the year. and
becalise loans are originated hv thousands ol lenders. It is
Pr:4=1.1(.31U impossible to concetve of anv uoikable means fol adher-
ing to the sistein uhilv trenttng students and lenders someuhat
equitably without having the entity system tollapse undel the weight
of implementation complexities.

Raising.the origination fee from .7,, to lOr., is a convenient mechani-mi
1*.d transfeiring cost from the federal government to the student.
It also 11. aa the advantage of causing savings to the fedetal goveln-
ment to occut imm.diately. The long-term savings to the fedeial
government a,old be substantially less than the long-term savings
achieved thr..ugh Modification of the retnsuranec allangemeni. and
the iverage to the student would be no greatet than the iost
to the student for an additional 61 origination fee.

1
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Mr. SIMON. Our next, witness Is Mr. Robert Turrill, vice president
of the Howard Savings Bank of Newark, N.X.

We are pleased to have you here with us, Mr. Turrill.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT E. TURRILL, VICE PRESIDENT. HOWARD
SAVINGS BANK. NEWARK. NJ.

_

Mr. TURRILL Thank you.
The Howard Savings Bank is New Jersey's highest volume

lender in the guaranteed student loan program, having provided
more than $125 million in loans under that progra:n.

We are also the State's highest volume lender in the more recent
auxiliary loan program. In the first 4 months of the new program's
existence in New Jersey, the Howard made 1,200 loans totaling
almost $4 million.

Initially, we were almost as enthusiastic about the auxiliary loan
program as we have been with the guaranteed student loan pro-
gram.

It was a vehicle which allowed us to offer another valuable finan-
cial service to New Jersey residents, at yields-and repayment terms
satisfactory to the bank as an investment.

The program does provide for deferment of payment under var-
ious circumstances, which is a negative aspect from the view of the
lender.

However, we reasoned that since the program directed itself,to
parents of students, the incidence of deferment would be minimal.

Our experience in lhe parent loan program has proven the accu-
racy of our prediction. of the first 990 loans made to parents, only
two deferments have been requested.

Since October, when the program was expanded to permit loans
to grdduate and independent undergraduate students, our enthusi-
asm has diminished.

The problem, in our view, is that many of the borrowers will now
be eligible for an immediate deferment and that deferment in
many cases will run for several years.

While a loan is in deferment status the lender, at its option, may
either capitalize the accrued interest or require the borrower to
pay the interest periodically, such as quarterly or monthly.

The billing and collection of interest is burdensome to the lender,
and the payment of that interest will be more of a burden on the
borrower.

The monthly interest payment will be al5out 75 percent of the
payment required when the borrower completes his studies and
commences payment of interest and principal.

The capitalization of interest option, in its present form, is com-
pletely unacceptable to the lender because the anticipated 14 per-
cent income from the borrower would be decreased substantially on
those loans where the deferment exceeds 1 year. This is because
the present language of the regulation prohibits the compounding
of interest.

Interest calculttions, when done to achieve a particular yield,
presume annual compounding. Any deviation from that frequency
will cause the effective yield to be either higher or lo'ver than the
anticipated yield.

I .1
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In a 14-percent loan under this program, the capitalization of in-
terest during a 2-year deferment would create an effective yield of
13.14 percent.

On a 3-year deferment the effective yield would drop to 12.40
percent; 4 years to 11.76 percent; and in a 5-year deferment the ef-
fective yield on this antiNzated 14 percent investment would only
be 11.20 percent.

In order to assure continued lender participation in this pro-
gram, the option to capitalize interest must be made^reasonable to
us and this can be done by permitting interest compounding.

Ideally, the frequency of compounding should be quarterly, but
no less often than semiannually. The slightly higher effective yield
would be compensation for the absence of cash flow in this invest-
ment.

Obviously, this change would add nothing to the cost of the pro-
gram. What may not be so obvious, is that the change would actu-
ally save taxpayer dollars because,the Office of Education would be
required to purchase fewer loans in default.

Those lenders who remain in the program under the present
,guidelines will not opt to capitalize interest, but will require the
borrower to make interest payments during the period of defer-
ment. Many of those borrowers will not have the wherewithal to
service debt, and will default.

Finally, lenders need the assurance that these loans will be eligi-
ble for sale to the Student Loan Marketing Association, in order to
create a form of liquidity for this otherwise long term investment.

Sallie Mae must be encouraged to complete the development of
its purchase program, and I suspect that the prohibition of interest
compounding will be a major concern of Salle Mae',s also.

Thank you.
[The prepared,statement of Robert E. Turrill follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROItERT E. TURRILL, VICE PRESIDENT, HOW AHD SAVINGS
BANK, NEWARK, N.J.

Mr. °Chairman, members of the subcommittee, my name Is Robert Turrill. I am
Vice President of Howard savings Bank, Newark, New Jersu. The Howard is New
Jersey s highest volume lender in the Guaranteed Student Loan Program, having
provided more than $125 million in loans under that program.

We are also the State's highest volume lender in the more recent Auxifiary Loan
Program. In the first four months of the new program b existence in New Jersey,
the Howard Made 1,200 loans totaling elmost $4 milliom

Initially. we were almost as enthusiastic about the Auxiliary Loan Program as we
have been with the Guaranteed Student Loan Pregram. It was a vehicle which al-
lowed us to offer another valuable financial service ,to New Jersey residents, at
yields and repayment terms satisfactory to fhe bank as an investment. The program
dues provide for deferment of payment under various circumstances, which is a neg-
ative aspect from the v Ion of the lender. However, we reasoned that since the pro-
gram direLted itself to parents of students, the incidence of deferment would be
minimal. Our experwnce in tlw parent loan program has proven the accuiacy of our
predwtion. of the first 990 loans made to parents, only 2 deferments, have, been re-
quested.

Since October 1. wlwn the plogram was expanded to permit loans to graduate and
unit:pendent undergiaduate students, our enthusiasm has duninished. The problem,
in our view, is that many of the borrowers, Vk ill now be ehgible for an immediate
deferment and that deferment in many cases will run for several years.

While a loan is in defeiment status the lender, at its option, may either capitalize
the acLrued interest or require the borrower to pay the interest periodically, such as
quarterly or monthly. The billing and collection of Interest is buidensome to the
lender. and the paynwnt of that interest Vk ill be more of a burden on the borrower.
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The monthly interest paynwnt will be about 7.1 percent of the payment required
when the borrowei completes ht., studies and commences pyment of interest and
principal.

, rhe capitalization of interest option, in its piesent form, is umpletch unaccepta
ble to the lender because the anticipated 14 percent income from tile borrower
,would be decreased substantially on those loans where the deferment exceeds one

year. This is because the present language of the regulation prohibits the coni
poundinwof interest

Interest calculations, when done to achieve a partkular yield, presume annual
compounding. Any deviation from that frequency will cause the effective yield to be
either higher or lower than the anticipated yield In a 11 percent loan under thi,,
program, the capitalization of interest during a two year deferment would create an
effective yield of 13.14 percent. On a three year deferment the effectice yield would
drop to 12.40 percent, four years to 11.76 percent, and in a lice year deferment the
effective yiekd on this anticipated 14 percent investment would only be II 20 per
cent -

In order to assure continued lender parttupattun in this program. th,- option to
capitalize interest must be made reasonable to ns and this can be done LJV permit
wig interest compounding. Ideally, the frequency of compounding should be (mar
terly, but no less often than semi-anaually. Theslightly higher effectice y hid would
be compensation for the absence of cash flow in this investment.

Obviously, this change would add nothing to the cost of the program What may
not be so obvious, is that tne change would actually save taxpayer dollars because
the Office ol Education would be required to purchase fewer loans in default Those
lenders Who remain in the plogiam under the present guidelines will not opt to cap-
italize interest, but will require the borrower to make interest payments during the
period of determent. Many of those borrowers will not hace the wherewithal to sell
ice debt, ahd will default.

Finally, lenders need the assurance that these loans will be eligible for sale to the
Student. Loan Marketing Association, in order to create a form of liquidity for this
otherwise long term investment. Sallie Mae must be encouraged to complete the de
velopment of its purchase program, and I suspect that the prohibition of interest
compounding will be a major concern of Sallie Mae's also.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much.
Maybe I should know, that but Sallie Mae does not now provide

the paper?
Mr. TURRILL. That is right.
Mr. SIMON. And since October 1 when the program was expand-

ed to permit: loans to graduate and Adergraduate students our en-
thusiasm has diminished, that is only to that portion of the pro-
,ibrams is that.correct? Tht, parent program is still on line?

Mr. TURRILL. We are very happy vKith the parent program; yes,
sir.

Mr. SIMON. tMr. Erdahl?
Mr. &Dim.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
A question comes to mind that we have been talking about in

several meetings, namely this whole area of default. The parent
program is Thinly new; but what about on the guaranteed student
loans themselvds?

What., has the default experience been as far as people paying
back the !wins?

Mr. Tutuum. I am sorry I can't quote actual percentages to yda
but very accepta,ble to us, I almost don't want. to say investment
because there is no concern on our part since there is no risk. in
the event of a delbult from the standpoint of an investment.

However, there would be a concern if the key default rate was
unusually high.

Mr. ERDAHL. You pay taxes like the rest of us.
Mr. TURRILL. We are speaking as a lender, not as a taxpayer. We

would be concerned if the default rate was unusually high, then we

95,7763 82 - 12
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would have additiona: servicing efforts on our part and we just
don't want to have tu service a lot of loans in default.

Mr ERDAK. So that really has not been a serious problem be-
cause obviously you are aware of loans where there is default and
the Federal Government participation?

Mr. TURRILL Oh, yes, the rate.has been very acceptiible.
Mr ERDAHL. Are you aware of what this might be in other insti-

tutions') I think the impression we get sometimes maybe comes
from the media that all these students, to use die term of their
generation, are ripping off the Government. Presumably people are
not paying their loans back so we tried- to get information un this t.
at a previous meeting.

Mr Pe,yser is not here now but he was pressing a witness on that
point twit it seenied to be that we .would only find some isolated
cqses. Any one of them is too high because it dues deprive some
other student of access to these funds.

Mr. TCHRILL. The default rate in New Jersey has been very Ac-
ceptable. I can say that at least for our State, speaking not only
from the Howard standpoint but from the, experience of other lend-
ers.

We like the student loans. The guaranteed student loans, of
course, are made with no examination on the payt of the lender as
to creditworthiness.

We are talking about the guaranteed student loan program at
the moment because there is a lot more experience with that pro-
gram,

Again, no determination as..to creditworthiness. I would hate t
make loans to parents of those,people without the same kind of i
vestigation as to creditworthiness.

Mr ERDAHI.. Mr. Chairman,, that brings about another question.
Do you have the latitude, with the loan to the parents to make

this creditworthiness investigation?
Mr. TURRII.L. We do.
At the present. time we are, in fact, drawing a file from the local

credit bureau on parent loan applications. We are also allowed or
permitted to design o,ur own loan application form which we under-
stand can include questions as to income and other debts being
serviced at the present time.

We ha,ve not yet started to use our own revised form. We are still
using the forin Orovided to us by the guarantee agency which does
not ask those questions.

So, to this date, we have not attempted to make any determina-
tion as to ability to pay since those questions are not asked on the
application, questions as to income and present debts.

Mr ERDAHI.. Mr. Turrill, do you see these loans for the ,parents
as replacing or sUpplementing the guaranteed student loans?

Mr. TURRII.L. We see them as supplementing, Sir.
Mr Dinmit.. Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. If I could just toss one other question at you.
You are talking about the desirability of quarterly compounding.
Mr. TURRILL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON If you could have at least annual compounding,

would these loans then become a more attractive reality?
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MrTuitalu.. ci.rtninly more attractive than they are today, sir. I
am not sure that they would be enough to entice the lenders to
remain in the program and capitalize the interest on those during
the period of deferment.

Mr. SIMON. One other ,question that is not central to this whole
thing but I was interested ih the testimony of Dr. Cronin that the
parent loan, in fact, brought som cuktomers to some of the banks

. Making the -parent.lban.
.Have you had any simile experience?
Mr. Ttntaii4. Yes, sir.
Mt. SIMON. Oood. When you do good work it pays off once in a

while.
.We appreciate-your testimony.
We would also like to submit some additional questions which

'you can answer fOr the record.
Mr. TPRRILL. Fine.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much.
[The information-requested followsl

THE HOWARD SAVINGS RANK,
Newark. N.j.. February 19, 1982.

Congressman PAUL SIMON,
Chairntan, Subcenmittee on Postsecondary Education,
Washington. D.C. .

PEAR CONGRESSMAN S,IMON. Enclosed are my responses to the five questions kn-

eluded with 3NDur letter dated February 3.
If I may be of any additional assistance in your deliberations Df the Amdliary

Loan Program, please be encouraged to call upon me.
Sincerely,

ROBERT E. TURRII.I.,
Vice President.

QUESTIONS.-.ROBERT TORRILL TESTIMONY

1. We have received «information from many lenders that they have reviewed the
Auxiliary Loan prograni and found it unfeasible. Yet you state.that Howard re-
ceived the program enthusiustieally. Why do (ou think your"attitude and perform-
ance differs from that of other lendink histitutions?

Response, It probably would be more relevant, if I were able to respond to specifi:
criticisms. However, as the Auxiliary Loan Program was first structured; that is,
when eligibility was !incited to parents of students, I am able to imagine only one
valid reason lenders might have for lack of enthusiasm Payment of the loans is

- guaranteed; the yield, is adequate, the index provides assurance of future yield ade-
quacy; costs of administration are-no greater than those in conventional consumer
loans, which assures reasonable net profit; and these loans offer an opportunity to
establish additional banking relationships (through cross-selling) with new custom-

ers. In my mind, the only negativism toward the Parent Loan Program should-Fe
that until Student Loan Marketing Association develops a,purchase program, these
loans are long term, illiquid investments. ,

2. Lam not.sure I understand why you are having problems with compounding Of
interest for graduate and independent students. To my knowledge, the question of
compounding is silent in the law. Why would«you handle the interest for graduate
and independent stu.hent loans,differently from parent loans?

Response: inhecent in loans to parents is the fact that they seldom will be 4Nr,ibie
fer deferment, and they will be financially able to commence repayment imme-diate-
ly It is not realistic to expect that repayment of loans to graduate and independent
undergraduate students be handled the same as with loans tolparents While they
are students, those borrowers are Just not financially able to service debt to any
degree, be it only accrued interest. Recognizing that they are not able ty service
debt, the most realistic approach would be to capitalize the accrued. intelkst This
would forestall all repayment until the borrower is financially able, which would
;reduce the servicing efforts.compared to billing arfill-colleaing interest on the part of
the lenders. Of mote consequence to the Federal Government is the fact that there

A
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should be fewer defaults in loans u here no repayment is required until the borrow-
er t financially ably

a Front what source base you received information that you cannot compound
intetesr"

Response Enclosed is a photo copy of page 110 of the guidelines for the Auxiliary
Loan Program as provided us by Y.si- Jersey Higher Education Assistance Authori-
ty After the definition of Capitalizing interes the F.-Rowing language reads, ". . . a
lender may capitalize accrued interest cosermg any period in which the borrower is
unable or is not required to make pay men:s. The lender may add this accrued inter-est t the borrower's unpaid principal balance when the borrower is scheduled to
begin or resume repayment That last sentence clearly prohibits any compounding
of interest- -

Also enclosed is a-phoW ctipy of .5, lettei to us fi om iimocenzi, Director of
NJHEAA. in uhich he states, in effect, that compounding is not allowed.

1 You state op page 2 of your testimony that interest computattons "presumeannual contrunding' yet you advocate a change which will allow quarterly onsemi annual compounding Wouldn't this serse to in fact result In greater profits to
instautions while putting esen greater burdens on the backs of th-.! student?

Response Yes, interest compounding done either quarterly or Kmeannually
would create an effe live yielu slightl; hit.,her than if compounding irdiq'done annu-
ally Lenders aced tz be encouraged to capitalize interest during periods of defer-
ment but may be 'reludtant to do so due to the absence of cask flow, ot payment of
any kind The slightly higher yield should be sufficient encouragement.

You are corrtet that this suggestion would put an additional burden on the bor-
rauer Please remember that hi your origin-al request for testimony, you sought rec-
ommendatwns hat would create better lender participation, but which would not
add to the Federal Government's costs in the program. My recommendation would
actually add slightly to the government's cost in that the quarterly special allow-
ance would be based on increasing principal balances resulting from interest com-
palladin ). llowever the net result in cost to the Government would be lower, be-
cause 11 'enders are not encouraged to capitalize interest, those who remain in the
program will elect to require payment of act.rued interest during the period ot defer-
ment, which will result in a higher deEult rate.

You intimate that Soffit) Mae will probably have difficulty with the interest
compounding question Do you hise any specific and direct information from Sallie
Mae that this is in fact the case?

Response I have discussed the matter w ith Mr. Edward Fox, President of Saihe
Mae I believe that he agrees with my interpretation that interest compounding is
prohibited In my attempt to .ecall that conversation, I believe that I speculated
tkit ,1allio Mae would not be anxious to pumbase loans wherein the effective yields
would be subject to substanti,d reductions front coupon" d irmg periods of defer-
ment I receised no denial Irma Mr. Fin: as to that speculation.

STATE OF NEw JERSEY,
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION,

Trenton, Dewnher 21, 1981,
Mz. DARLENE WALTER.
AsN,:stimt -msumer Loan (Oren
The Howard znkf
Sot ark,

DtAil WAtrrytt tour interpretation of "capitalization" is correct. As youstatet: sour letter, the addition of accrued interest to the preuiously unpaid
print l kalance or tantamount to the compounding of interest.

leneer clumses to capitalizt on a PLUS or GSLP loan, it may do so, but not
Is quarterly or annually, but rather at the time the loan is converted to re-

/ t)tnem lls pothutkall, it a graduate borrower under PLUS wishes to defer the
int rest. ulth tin It rider m Wing, for a period of two years, interest will be calculat-
ed at the enR at 21 months. added to the tniginal principal balance arriving at a
new printipal balance to be amortized over the number of months agreed. For pur-_poses of billing the fedcral Aernment special allowance, the original pruicipal
must remain tht saint' 'if tapitalized) or show a declining balance imf repayment).
but cannot wureast

taope this ansueis the question posed in your recent letter.
Sinterely sours.

RICHARD J 1NNOCLN7,1,
Am ter. New .Ierso Eaucatum Assystance Author:1y,
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Mr. SIMON. Our final witness is Dr. Christine H. Bosse IL Is she
here?

[No response.]
Mr. SIMON, If she is not het.e we have no further witnesses and

our committee hearing stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12.05 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[The material submitted for inclusion in the record follows.]

OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY,
Corvallis, Dreg.. February 4. 198.).

Representative JAWS WEAVER,
Washington, D.0

DBAR REPRESENTATIVE WLAVER, &nee Congress is holdmg hearings concerning tht
future of the federal Fulani-IA Aid program. I thought you might like to hae tht
enclosed informatwn about what is happening at Oregon State University and (Abel
schools within the State System of Higher Education ip Oregon.

.Sincerely,
ROBERT W. CHICK,

Vice President for Student Servives.

Wm!. thy Bath iktromYter. Feb 4, ISS2j

OSU RANKS AMONG BEST IN LOAN RETURNS

(By David Steinnletzl

Some students see school loans as virtual grants.
Others are careful to pay them off.
At OM apparently, most are careful to pay them off
Dick Pahre, financial tad duettor, said the 4.49 pertent default rate on Nati nal

Direct Student Loans it CU is "one of the lint est in the country." This default ate
measures the percentage of loan dollars nut paid by deadline. Pahre said

This was the rate as of June :M, I98L
Natrally, the rate was approximately 17 percent a feet years ago, accordi g to

Tom tooper. student loan fiscal officer. lite highest default li1t n tht iited
Statesds 90 percent, at an Eastern university, CcopeFsnid. !

In a survey of seven Oregon schools, OSU was found to have flw luttest rate; e, ith
the Oregon Institute of Technology holding the seeund-lue.est default !att. at 7 "0
perceiit as of dune O. I98I.

Oars low delauk rate can be attrlbuted both to students and' to the OSO busi-
ness 4f1ice. Cooper and Pahre agreed.

"We have always concentiated on a low default rate." Coopel said. "We hate
1alwa. s treated it as a loan," I

Fo mer students who are two weeks late in p..o.rnent ...an expect a notke hum the
business office. Cooper said. After an additIonai .-- ,' , a late fee is chargd I,

Twe more %seeks of delinquency brings anotia... notice from the OSU basiness
office., I

if an additional tv,o %teas pds and pa.tment is not nt,..de, a personal ktter is
sent, he saui That letter Is follotted by a phont call -if two rnore tteeks elapse v. ali
out payment. ,

Additionally, a fee is charged for late payment, Cooper said ,

We are willing to %%kirk tt ith people he added. 'But if they don't couperaw. Ow
account goes to a collection agency.' ,

Cooper said al:wants may be refi rred tu the state retenue depaitment Or a nil
vine firm. At that tune, the entire loan becomes payable, lw saal, addinti that in
extreme circumstances. accounts are pursued by a iederal agency

Rick Mat, Southern Oregon State College business ma:lagei. said 'SOSC is
among sevel di Ormp schods that v,ill be affiliated %kith OK"s computerized
systehl. initiated to monitor loan payments and billing

Other schools to be ineluded tn this systt m dre Portland State University and
Western Oregon State College. Mattos said. ,

According to Cooper, before federal duthuittk.s. began pmsufitric, unitersities a
fee yt:ars ago to t:olleet federal loan repayments. sonit kulltl,u, and, urIA ersitkl3
simply did not treat the NDSL as a loan ,
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fhey icolkge and university officjalsi hadn't realized the unportance of collec-
tion: Cooper bald "Maybe the adinimptration hadn't placed enough priortty on tt,
so tthe loan office) was understaffed."

Cooper said that at some colleges and universities, a billing program for loan re-
payments had not even been established.

Schools are now required to pursue collection of loan payments in order to teceive
federal financial aid, Cooper said.

A proposed federal regulation, effective this spring, would cut off all federal loan
funds to schools with defriult rates of gteater than 25 percent. and reduce federal
loan funds for schools with rates between 10 and 25 percent.

Mattos said SOSC's default rate was 8 91 percent, as of June O, 1981,
Other Oregon schools had the followmg default rates as of Jane 30, 1981:Univer-

sity of Oregon-7.94 perceitt. WOSC-10.62 percent, PSU-13.3 percent, Lmn-
Benton Community College-16.8 percent.

"I think that the students who attend Oregon State are responsible students,"
Pahre said, referring to the low default. rate at OSU. "They are highly employable
upon graduation, and are abk to get good-paying jobs, and so are careful to pay it
back

"Students graduating in JLiene wd technical reab are more employable, also,"
he said.

Cooper agreed.
"Students at OSC dre more technical and serious about school. Those type of

peopk art mox likely to get al high-paying job and be abk to irepay their loans),"
Cooper said

Ile suggested that the low loan default tate at OIT may be bewuse of its success-
ful job plat ement record:

'We've always kept it ,default rate) under 10 percent," satd Jake Patterson, OIT
business office manager, "due to a combination of a lot of thtngs."

Among those 'things" 1, the abihty to remain in contact with students iifter grad
uation, .LILLesSful loan repay omit collection J.),Jtegn and a record of good job place-
ment, Patterson said.

Pal) ment vn tne NDSL must begin between six and nine months after lea% mg
school. Pahre said, unles-: a deferrment Can be made.

The interest rate on each NDSL s :; percent and also begins blx months after
koving school, he said

OSU sets loan repay nwins, to be completed w tbn 10 years, hence &monthly pay-
twat on 87.1,00U NDSL would bt. approximately Cooper Jaai But, he added that
payments vary according to the size of the odgmal loan



OVERSIGHT ON CURRENT STATUS AND ADMIN-
ISTRATION OF FEDERAL, STUDENT ASSIST-
ANCE PROGRAMS

WEDNESDAY,. FEBRUARY 3, 1982

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON-EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10 a.m., in room
2261, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Paul Simon (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Simon, Peyser, Weiss, and
Erdahl.

Staff pre-Tent: William A. Blakey, counsel.
Mr. SIMON. The Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education today

continues its oversight hearings on the major Federal student as-
sistance programs. We will hear from representatives of the Gener-
al Accounting Office regarding their recent reports on satisfactory
academic progress, the effectiveness of institutional repayment and
wilectiun practices in the national direct student lor.n [NDSL] pro-
gram, and the Department of Education's management of the guar-
anteed student loan [GSIA prograM.

We will also hear from two college presidents who are buildi ig a
successful record of collecting NDSL loans. I hope their testi sony
can provide some useful advice to others who may be adversely af-
fected by the Department's new "due diligence" regulations. Rever-
end Weiss, I understand, will be commenting on these regulations.

This brings me to my final point. While I favor doing everything
we ,can to improve institutional collection efforts, I am concerned
that we not penalize the current generation of college studentsor
the next generationbecause an institution is not making a satis-
factory effort to collect overdue or defaulted NDSL loans.

When capital contributions are reduced, students are denied
loans. The school suffers, but only indirectIy. Students pay a high
price for lack of institutional effort and for the sins of their pred-
ecessors.

Let me just add one finid point. As far as the chairman is con-
cerned, and I think I speak for the majority on this subcommittee,
what we are interested in is the effective implementation of these
programs.

We are not interested in cutting them off. If institutions should
be punished in some the students, who need the lopns should
not be punished in the process.

(177)
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I am very pleased to have as our witnesses Gregory J. Ahart, the
Director of the Human Resources Division of the General Account-
ing Office, accompanied by Alfred P. Shane, Alfred R. Schnupp,
and-Frankie Fulton.

I am pleased to have you here and you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF GREGORY J. AHART, DIRECTOR, HUMAN RE-
SOURCES DIVISION, GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, ACCOM-
PANIED BY ALFRED' P. SIIANE, ALFRED R. SUHNUPP, AND

Fuurori
Mr. AHART. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I would, with your per-

mission, like to file my full statement for the record.
We are pleased to bethere this morning to discuss three reports

.)f GAO concerning the academic progres,s standards for students
-eceiving Federal financial aid; the collection of defaulted, national
direct student loans and the guaranteed student loan information
system.

Our report on the need-for tougher academic progress standards,
which was dated December 3, 1981, concerns programs adminis-
tered by the Department of Education, of the Veterans Administra-
tion, and the social security Administration. These programs pro-
vided about billion of aid during fiscal year 1980 to students.

We reviewed the transcripts and financial aid records of almost
ti,000 students randomly selected 'out of a universe of 49,250 aid re-
cipients at 20 schools in 12 States. The schools represent a broad
cross-section of higher education, cpnsidering type, support, educa-
tional purpose, and location.

An effective academic progrek5 andard should accurately meas-
ure both the quality of the student's work and the rate of progress
toward a definite educational goal, and, include reasonable and con-
sistelit requirements for such factors as grade point average, non-
punitive grades which uo nut affect the GPA or count toward pro-
gram completion, the rate of movement toward coi apletion of a
course of study, and related elements.

In our opinion, an academic progress standard which does not
consider these factors does not adequately measure progress, even
though_ it may be in-teehnical compliance with Federal regulations.

VA. which provides education and training benefits to veterans
and eliffible dependents, requires each participating institution to
have 6-approved standards of progress and to enforce certain re-
quirements set by law and regulation.

The Department of Education, which provides aid under several
programs, lea\ es the determination of academic progress largely to,
the institutions themselves.

SSA, w hich provides benefits to children of deceased, retired, or
disabled social security contributors, has established no academic
progress standard since the Social Security Act requires only that
eligible students attend school full time,

The standards in effect at the schools we visit i were often not
adequate. Many students' grades were low and 'len inflated by
the overuse of nonpunitive grades. Progress tow rd educational
goals was often slow and, in some cases, virtually impossible to de-
termine.

9
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Institutions genendly use the grade point average as a key indi-
cator of academic quality. To graduate, a student would normally
have to attain a C average, or a grade point average of 2.0 on a 4.0,
scale,,but institution: frequently allow students to maintain grade
point averages below 2.0, particularly during the first few terms.

Many students receiving aid at the schools we visited had cumu-
lative grade point averages well below graduation requirements.
For example, almost 20 percent of the Pell grant recipients and
23.1 percent of the SSA recipients had cumulative averages below
2.0. About 9.5 percent and 10.8 percent, respegtively, had averages
below 1.5, the equivalent of a D-plus. Fewer VA students had low
averages, with 12.4 percent having grade point averages below 2.0
and 3.5 percent below 1.5.

The concept of satisfactory academic progress include quantita-
tive as well as qualitative standards. Thitt t the-student should be
moving toward an educational goal At a reasonable rate.

The agencies included in our review did not specifically require
such quantitative measures and only 10 of the 20 schools visited
had them. The absence of such standards can lead to students re-
maining in school with financial aid for a long time, particularly
under the Pell grant program where there is no limit on the
number uf school terms for which financial aid can be provided.

For example, one student had been enrolled for 5 years, receiving
Inure than $4,200 in Pell grants, but was academically a second-
quarter sophomore. Some students had been in school up to eight
academic years.

There is no benefit to setting either qualitative or quantitative
standards if an institution does not enforce them, We found, how-
ever, that 9 of the 20 institutions we visited were not fully enforc-
ing their published standards.

At the nine schools, we estimated overpayments of about $1.3
million to recipients of Department of Education aid. We did not
project overpayments for VA.
, A student at a private 4-year college, for example, recejved
$15,587 in Department of Education aid over a 5-year period, earn-
ing 65 semester hours with a 1.35 grade point average. Had the aid
been terminated after 2 years, as required by the school's standard,
$9,136 in aid could have been saved.

We believe a uniform Federal policy for academic progres, stand-
ards is needed. Although standards set by existing VA legklation
and regulations are generally adequate, VA does need Aandards
for the rate at which a student is, progressing.

Additional requirements are especially important for the Depart-
ment of Education, since the Pell grant is available to a qualify:11g
student for as long as it takes to get a degree.

We believe that changes to the authorizing legislation and pro-
gram regulations to strengthen academic progress requirements
would result in savings in Federal funds now being paid to stu-
dents who are nut making satisfactory progress, fewer difference.
in Federal requirements encountered by institutions in establishing
standards for students under the three programs, and better cool*
nation of Federal efforts to establish and monitor enforcement o;
academic progress requirements,

%.
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Ili our report, we recommended that the Congress enact legisla-
tion to require satisractury acodemic progress for SSA student aid'
recipients, and to authorize the Departments of Health and Human
Services and,Education to issue regulations setting forth general
standards for institutions to follow in establishing such academic
progress standards.

We-recommended also that, in issuing regulations on academic
progress, the Secretaries of MIS and Education consider a number
of factors sirnilar to those now in effect for VA students,

We recommended that the Administrator of VA require institu-
tionc to include quantitative measurements for academic progress.

Ft..ally, we recommended that the Director of OMB ensure co-
ordination by the other three agencies in setting and enforcing re-
quirements on academic progreSs.

OMB generally agreed with our recommendations. HIIS did also,
but questioned the usefulness of implementing standards for its
program, which is being phased out. VA did not agree with our rec-
ommendation, claiming it would be unworkable and an administra-
tive burden Education has not commented on our recommenda-
tions.

But I understand they did inform the subcommittee last week
that they are in geneial agreement with and are moving to pursu-
ing regulations.

Turning now to our report for the need of stronger actions to re-
cover defaulted national direct student loans, dated September 30,
1981, since this program began in 1958, nearly $5 billion in Federal
funds have supported loans to about 11 million students.

The program has been plagued by high default rates. The default
rate as of June 30, 1980 was 16.3 percent, with outstanding de-
faulted loan balances in excess of $830 million. Nearly 1,200 schools
had default rates of 20 percent or higher; 315 schools had default
rates exceeding 41 percent.

Our review focused on determining how well schools Are carrying
out their responsibilities for administering and collecting student
loans and identifying Department of Education actions for collect-
ing defaulted loans forwarded to it by participating schools.

We visited seven schools in the Midwest with default rates rang-
ing from 5.9 to 63.1 percent and obtained information on about 600
defaulted loans. Six of these schools had default rates exceeding 20
percent. The seven schools were judgmentally sampled; therefore,
the observations on loan collection procedures relate only to these
schools.

We also obtained information on defaults and collections for 33
other schools in the same geographical area, that is the Midwest,
with default rates exceeding 20 percent.

Schools are responsible for making loans and collectog repay-
ments either themselves or through agents. Department -egula-
tions require schools to be diligent and forceful in administ, ring
and collecting student loans.

The seven schools we visited did not fully comply with Educa-
tion's loan colection procedures. Though they generally did an ade-
quate job sending bills and collection letters, improvements were
needed in other areas. For example:
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Some schools were remiss in counseling borrowers and maintain-
ing contact with them.

Most of the schools had problems locating borrowers with whom
they had lost contact.

Schools oftel'i did not refeLaccounts quickly to collection agen-
cies, monitor the sttitus of accounts referred, and determine the col-
lection agencies' success.*

The seven schools had been reluctant to sue borrowers to collect
defaulted. loans. .

Several school officials believed that referring names of defaulted
borrowers to credit bureaus could aid in collecting defaulted loans
by providing an incentive for repayment, but under the Family
Rights and Privacy Act according to Education, there were only
limited situations -ill which a credit bureau would be authorized to
disclose information about a defaulted loan to a third,party.

Education has since obtained a legal reinterpretation of the act.
Credit bureaus can now enter student loan information into the
credit information Mainstream as they would any other credit in-
formation.

Schools are permitted to forward loans to Department of Educa-
tion for collection. As of September 15, 1979, Education had re-
ceived about 240,000 defaUlted loans with outstanding loan bal-
ances of nearly $215 million. Through March 1981, it had collected
$5.8 million, most since December 1980.

Many of the loans turned over to Education by schools we visited
were in default for a number of years, which Could make collection
difficult. By law, loans must be in default for at least 2 years before
they can be turned over, School officials and Department regional
office collection officials believed that forwarding defaulted loans to
Education sooner could help to increase collections.

Education plans to reduce the number of its collectors from 955
to 250 by early 1982, and to contract out collections of defaulted
loans. I understand they discussed this with the subcommittee last
week.

A Department task force study and a contracted study concluded
that use of private collection agencies would be at least as cost-ef-
fective as the use of departmental collectors.

However, the statistics contained in these studies do not conclu-
sively support that contention. The contracted study's cost data in-
dicated that the collection efforts in one Education region were
clearly outstanding agcl could not be duplicated by a private con-
tractor.

To strengthen collection activities of the program, we recom-
mended that the Secretary require schools to comply with the De-
partment's loan collection procedures, particularly with respect to
bringing suit against defaulted borrowers and submitting defaulted
loans more quickly to collection agencies; require seiools to moni-
tor results of collection agencies actions; establish an acceptable
default rate and suspend from the program or withhold l':deral
funds from schools that exceed the established default rate; deter-
mine whether submissions of national direct student loans to Edu .
cation for collection earlier than the statutory 2-year time limit
would be beneficial to collection efforts, and if so, conside: propos-
ing legislation to allow schools to submit defaulted loans as soon as

1
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possNe after completion of required collection activities; advise
schools and credit. bureaus of Education's reinterpretation of the
law that credit bureaus can redisclose student default data, and, fi-
nally, monitor the Department's use of private collection agencies
to insure that their use is the most cost-effective means of collect-
ing defaulted studeht_loans; any reassessment- should-consider_th
collettion-prog-am that was in place in Education's San Francisco
region that was returning approximately $6 for every $1 spent.

The Depaitnient, in this case, agreed with most of our recom-
mendations.

Finally, I would like to turn to our report on the guaranteed stu-
dent loa f. information system, which is dated September 24, 1981.
This report was requested by the Subcommittee on Intergovern-
mental 'Relations and Human Resources, House Committee on Gov-
ernment Operations, which was concerned over the lack of progress
in developing and operating an adequate automated information
system for processing transactions, maintaining financial accounts
and producing reports to operate and manage the Guaranteed Stu-
dent Loan program.

This program guarantees loans from eligible lending institutions
to undergraduate and graduate college student in two ways: Insur-
ing the loans directly by the Federal Government, or reinsuring
loans insured by StatesState agency loans.

In fiscal year 1980, the program, one, insured $504 million in
Federal loans and reinsured $4.3 million in State agency loans;
two, paid about $130 million for defaulted Federal loans and $157
million for defaulted State agency loans; three, recovered about $40
million and $25 million in student loan default collections from the
Federal and State programs, respectively, and, four, paid interest
and "special allowances ' totaling about $1.1 billion to lenders for
both types of loans.

To keen'track of and control this multibillion-dollar progiam, the
office maintains a computerized information system to process
most prograiu transactions. This information system has been
plaguecl with problems for years, and millions have been spent
trying to resolve them.

A major focus of our review was to determine the efforts L nd
plans to correct known deficiencies in the system.

To meet this objectNe we reviewed program activities at pro-
gram office headquarters in Washington, D.C., and at the three
_largest regtonal offices,,,San Francisco, Chicago, and Atlanta, to
learn how well the sykem was meeting the program's needs, an&
inter\ iewed a cross sedibn of information system managers and
users concerning what the program office had done and planned to
do about correcting these deficiencies.

We also contacted State guaranty agencies in Virginia, Pennsyl-
vania, and New Jersey and obtained 52 student loan histories from
the States to check for instances of reinsurance transactions that
conflicted with Federal regulations.

We concluded that the system continued to be deficient in the
following four major areas:

First, State agency loans were automatically reinsured regardless
of whether the student was 'qualified under the law and regula-
tions We detprnined that some loans to students who had exceed-

1 5 ,
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ed loan limits were being reinsured. One reason this could happen
was that State agencies did not have access to the program office
master loan file to detect possible program abuses, and even if they
did, such access would be of limited value because the file was in-
complete.

Second, the system paid lenders' bills for interest and special al-
lowances without validating them.

Third, the systom did not rebill lcnders kr insurance premiums
when the lender did not pay the fiiSt-bill:

And fourth, the system did not accumulate And report the guar-
anteed student loan program's financial status in accordance with
the needs of the Department's financial managers.

Furthermore, we found that the Department's effOrts to improve
the system featured a piecemeal approach to identifying deficien-
cies and attempting corrections. Under this approach, user needs
had not been fully identified and a system design had not been
fully completed prior to beginning to build the system.

We believe the Department should first determine the extent
and degree of the controls and accountability it wants to provide
for this program and then adopt the systematic process specified in
its own policies for the design, development, and operation of auto-
mated information systems.

This should include, first, comprehensively identifying What the
users of the guaranteed student loan system need from it; then,

, translating such needs into design specifications.
Our report was discussed. with agency officials who expressed

general eareernent with our findings, but stated that they had been
restrictedbin their efforts by limited resources.

That summarites out statement, and we would be happy to re-
spond to anS, questions you or other members may have.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much. Let me first ask you a ques-
tion that is not part of your assignment here and if I may ask you
something where you are not speaking for GAO, but speaking for
yourself. Obviously what Congress has intended is to provide access
to higher education for all Americans who want to have that
access.

My fear is that we are starting to go away from that. You have
talked about collection processes and other thirrs here, but the
most fundamental question is how do we most effectively and effi-
ciently guarantee that access to students? Now, you have looked at
a variety of programs and a variety of schools.

Do you have any reflections on the broader question?
Mr. AHART. I think that is a very tough question, and Ithe

General Accounting Office has not made a study or reached any
conclusions as an institution on what is the most effective way to
do it.

So, I will speuk in a personal sense in response to your invita-
tion, based a lat on the work that I have done over the years and
familiarity with the programs. As you know, up until 1958, we did
very little in this area and then the national defense student loan
program came to be and not much more was done at the Federal
level until 1965.

11
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Since that time, a lot of different programs have come into being,
some of theM much more liberal than others in terms of gaining
access, some of which in my judgment were a little too liberal.

Families who could affor4 to put their children in college, were
given the advantage of a st4dent loan and subsidized interest rates
after that, which in my own personal judgment, given the needs of
this country, is not a very good way to spend taxpayers' money.

At the present time, with the amendments made this year, that
has been largely taken care of. We ban have a rather substantial
number of programs which, again, I don't think are terribly well-
articulated, one with the other, in terms of coordination.

WE did have, I forget just the exact starting date, the student
benefits under the Social Security Act. We audied that program
and issued a report in August of 1979 suggesting that program be
phased out in favor of a program which was morein favor of a
program such as the Pell grants which would more directly be tar-
geted to those people who are not in a position to finance their edu-
cation directly. The Congress has seen fit to do that.

I am not at all sure that the Department of Education and the
budgetary problems has backfilled that on the other- side to make
sure Pell grants in sufficient amount would be available to meet
the needs of those needy children who would have been eligible for
social security previously, who might now resort and want to get
Pell grants and guaranteed stiident loans and so on to pursue
higher ed ucation.

I think the overall question is very difficult.,I would say this: It
would seem to me in the Context of what we were talking about
here in terms of academic progress and the default rate and-so-on.
and so forth, that we ought to couPle the national desire that has
been legislated in the last couple of decades to make sure that all
children and students, young men and women who want to seek an
education, have the financial means to do, it.

We have .o couple that with instilling in those sz..me students a
sense of responsibility. When they go foi that kind'of help from the
general taxpayer, they should be, in fact, serious students and
wgant to gain an education. Acq.demic progress .standards of the in-
stitutions which are coupler'..with the Federal aid ,program ought to
insure that we do the best we can to rnake<sure that they are there
to get an education and not to spend time to do whatever they
want to do.

At the same time, where the program eligibility requirements
are such that children are given the advantage of loans, I think we
need to do everything we can to instill in thernAsehse of responsi-
bility that that is-in fact a loan rather than a grant and they have
a responsibility to repay, that.

I think the set of programs we presently have, you could ques-
tion, and people have, whether 9r not.the amounts available under
all of them are sufficient. And what should be -the-cut points for
the availability of guaranteed student loans?

I think taken all together we bave a lot of help out there for
people who really want an education, particularly those that are
willing to.do a little to help ,on their, own. That is a long answer,
Mr.-Chairman, it is a personaLanswer.
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Mr. SmoN. I wab just probing there. Let lne shift over tia, first of
all, the academic side. The told GI bill, post-World War II GI bill, as
I recall, required a maintenance of a C average after your second
yea: in school.

Is.that correct? Or my--
Mr. AHART. They had an acadenlic requirement and I couldn't

attest to just exactly what it was, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. A3 you look atI notice you mentioned the VA pro-

. gram, something similar to the VA program ybu think should be
-adopted by the Department of Education?

Mr. AHAtcr. We thinlosomething similar to th4 should be adopt-
pd by both the Department of Education and the social security
program for as long as it continues to be in a phase-out mode. Yes;

-1-WirOrtainly doi.
e don't think we ought to be putting 'money out, taxpayers'

money out to. help students who are not really maintaining satis-
factory progress in the schools.

Mr. SIMON. You say one .gtudent had been enrolled for 5 years
receiving more than $4,200 from Pell grants and was academically
a second-quarter sophomore. It was a whisper, he says it must have
been a football player, I am sure from Minnesota, ifot from Illinois.

Mr. AHART. I think he would have lost his eligibility after 4
years, though, Mr. Chairman. I. might mention we do have juit an
awful lot of examples of cases which I found quite shoeking when I
saw them and, if a few of the members wOuld be interested in hear-
ing sojne of them, just to perhaps get a 'better perception of the
kind of things that were going on in these schools, we would be
happy to detail them for you.

Mr. r- .MON. Rather than detail, what percent would you say of
those receiving assistance fall in that category, from your study?

Mr. AHART. As far as the low grade point averages, I put it in the
statement, some indicators of that, about 20 percent of the P,ell
grant people were below a C average and I thinkI forget the
other percentage that was involved of the social security students,
a lesser amonnt.

It is much more difficult to determine the academic progress part
of it. You almost have to look in detail at the perAn s grades and
how long they were in school, the individual records, which is what
we did to get some kind of a sense of *hat was involved.

And the same is t111,3 about the nonpunitive grades which people
received. We had schools that followed the policy that people could
withdraw from a ..ourse even after the final exams without any
detriment to the grade point aVerage..

So when. you look at grade point averages, you have to do that
with the undertanding that depending on the school's policies,
thette ma? be an awful lot of courses which the student actually at-
tempted and did not complete and was not successful 'in, that did
ndt enter into the computation of their grade pohit average.

Mr. &Mort. Would you care to characterize the institutions
where you found- thisI gather from your testimony that there was
a great disparity in institutions on this. Would it be true, as I
wotdd anticipate that schoolsfor example, I am from a rural,
Poor area, and schools that deal with rural poverty or inner city
poverty have greater problems than those, say, such as the Univer-
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sity of Illinois, which ifeal With a more affluent, more articulate
group financially and aéademically?

M. AHART. I am not sure our study was designed to be .very dis-
criminating in that aspect. We did find problems in all different
types of schools1 in varying depees. I, would like to ask Mr. Fulton,
who was in charge of the study. He is from our Atlanta regional
office, and can give you some insight on whatever you would like
what he thinks we could characterize along those lines from our
studY.

Mr. FULTON. As Mr. Ahart said, there is no way to characterize
any particular type of school. We found the greater problems in
those schools that had open admission policies,and didn't have re-
strictions on the types or students they were taking in.

That would net necessarily mean that they were rural students
or poor student.4, but we did notfor examplego into schools
such as the 'Ivy League schools and those which have admission
policies which by their nature are designed to take a higher per-
centage of highly qualified student's.

Most of the. schqqs that we saw that had a significant problem
had virtually an open admissions policy and had a policy that
opened their doors to students that had had problems even at the
hi h school level..

me of these schools might have also been in the TRIO pro-
Fams, the special services programs, or may have had special stud-
ies program or regional programs of their own that they were offer-
ing at these schools.

It is interesting to note that our statistics ana grade point aver-
ages leave out those students who had taken less than 20 hours,
because we tried to take out the imbalance of getting figures that
would Latch, those students who had gone into the wrong school
and the wrong programs.

We are dealing mostly with sophomo;:es or second-quarter fresh-
men.

Mr. SIMON. If I may shift over to the NDSL default rate, the ad-
ministration is progosing that all schoola with a 25-percent or
greater default rate, which is about 800 institutions, currently,
would not be eligible for additional NDSL funding.

From wht you-have observed, to what extent are we going to be
punishing Ancient's rather -than institutions?

This is my concern, here.
Mr. AHART. I think that, is hard to determjne. We did, of course,

in oUr work suggest that there be a threshold established and an
institution who ran their program in a way where the default was
above whatever threshold was established' be denied the opportuni-
ty of further participation in the program.

In doing that, I think we recogn' that the national direct stu-
dent loan program is not,the only kJ of aid that students can get.
There is still the Pell grant, there is still the guaranteed student
loan program fur the students eligible for that, perhaps work study
and other, things.

I think it would be difficult in the case of students within a par-
ticular institution to make a judgment that they werethe extent
to which they might be penalized. They might end up paying more
interest if they go the guaranteed student loan route, for lack of
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availability of the NDSL loan. These programs might have some in-
fluence on theefigibility or amount they could get out of the other
progrems.

I wouldn't want to tssume that the students would be deprived
Fntieely dr a means to go to that institution, merely because the
institution Was 'disqualified for further participation in the NDSL
program.

Is-that a fair Statement, Mr. Schnupp?'
Mr. SCHNUPP, Yes, sir. ,

Mr.StrioN, Mr. Weiss?
Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much, Mr, Chairman. Mr. Ahart, in

coming to, yOur Conclusions and recommendations, had you dis-
cusied them with the educational community at all before putting
them down and' finalizing your decisions?

Mr. AHART. Are you talking--
Mr. Wilss. The educational standards aspece of it really.
Mr. AHART. We had discussions with the schools we have visited.

Let me ask Mr. Fulton to comment on the extent we may have dis-
cussed the recommendations with a larger representation of that
community?

Mr. FULTON. At each of the schools visited, of course, we dis-
cussed not only thesignificant findings at the individual school, we
also discussed the larger ramifications of it and what they saw as
being problems in this area:

I gugss our primary contacts, were the National Association of
StudedgFinancial Aid Directors and also the American Association
of Registrar Admission Officers which together have written .up a
set of proposed regulations, self-regulatory guidelines for academic
progress.

We had daussed those just in very general terms because our
report was in process at about the time they were coming out with
their standards.

And in many of the things that we wexe keeing in our report,
they go hand in hand with, the items that, they covered in their
guidelines. So We did discuss our standards and our proposals with
everyone represented in the community.

Mr. AHART. I might mention along those lines ,that the statement
I have seen from the American Council on Education, which lays
out guidelines that it suggested schools use, did reference our study
in .)upport of.the need for the academic community to better self-
regulate themselves in this arena of academic progress.

So I think there is not disagregment between thefacademic corn-
munity.and ourselves on the need to do a much hetter job in this
area.

Mr.. WEISS. Given that, it seems to me that there may be a sig-
nificant difference between a self guide sysfem and a mandated`
system in the Federal Government. It seems_to, Me that that would
run counter to our concerns historically ahoat not having the Fed-
eral Government through the guise of p riding opportunities for
youngsters to attend college, or older people, getting in control over
standards, academic standards and curriculum and all of the other
problems that educational institutions have been concerned about
over the years. ,

)1-7f n - a -
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And do you not see that this, in fact, may possibly. take us in
that direction?

Mr. AHART. I suppose that you could see some kind of a danger
there. At the same time, I think that the Ve rans' Administra-
tioa's experience where they do let the institutions develop their
own standards, they do look at those standards to see whether or
not they are reasonable, whaher they are real, that they really
have some meaning to them, and they approve them, they still
leave the initiative with the academic institution to develop the
standards.

I think the testimony last week by the Department of Education
before this subcommittee suggested that they would adopt a similar
approach requiring the schools to adopt a set of standards, at least
as stringent as whatever their accrediting agency has suggested as
standards.

If they didn't, then they would suggest, require that they adopt
ones which were in keeping with statements such as the one put
out by the Council on Education.

I think that there is a dual thing that needs to be considered
here. 1 think there is a responsibility on the part of the Federal
Government in using the taxpayers' money for these aids to make
sure it is a real educational experience and that people are really
getting an educational experience if they are using taxpayers'
money to do it.

On the other side is the thing we almost all hold sacred, to have
academic freedom, and have schools in charge of their own educa-
tional programs. Those two come tegether and obviously you can
raise and I can raise in my own mind some possible conflict be-
tween those two.

If we try to get into string-Ent standards and have those stand-
ards such that they are controlling the 4cademic curriculum, there
could be problems.

What we had iii mind in our repoit and what the Council on
Education had in mind with itself, and what the VA has in mind
and has been doing for a number of ytars, is not to interfere with
the structure or content or what that academic institution is offer-
ing, but to make sure that when we are providing financial aid it
isn't just the student showing up at the door and spending time
there and is entitled to taxpayer help.

That is where it comes together. Obviously, there isyou can
pose some danger there, but I think if it is administered correctly, I
don't see any difficulty. I don't see that the academic community is
working on a different wavelength.

I think they see a need for better Self-regulation. -

Mr. WEISS. I think you indicated in response to a question of Mr.
Simon's that.about 20 percent of the schools werecorrect me, that
is my recollectiou, 20 percent of them, in fact, engage in less than,
strict adherence to academic standards for such students. Is that
true?

Mr. AHART. No, the 20 percent was the number of students that
were recipients of Pell grants thatifell below a C average. The per-
centage of the schools that we looked at, that either did not have
adequate standards in our judgment or which did not enforce the
standards they had was much higher than that.
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I think 16 out of the 20; is that right?
Mr. FULTON. Nine out of the 20.
Mr. AHART. We found they weren't fully enforcing those that

they had.
Mr. Wyss. Now, again, I think you indicated a word of caution

at the beginning that you had made judgmental decisions in select-
ing the schools that you had gone to study.

Mr. AHART. We looked at 20 schools in 12 States. You cannot pro-
ject the results of our sample to the Nation and say that is repre-
sentative of all of the schools. But within those schools, we random-
ly sampled the students, so you can project the results of our
review of the individual students referenced to all of the students
at those 20 schools.

Mr. SIMON. Would my colleague yield at this point?
Mr. WEISS. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Did this include proprietary .schools?
Mr. AHART. It included schools of all types, proprietary, State-

run, community-run, all different types.
Mr. WEISS. Again, it seems to me that in order to have some kind

of Valid idea, on this side of the table as to what the extent of the
problem is, how manywhat percentage of the academic institu-
tions of higher education wefare talking about, we ought to have
some idea as to what those 20 schools and:the 9 of those 20 schools
really represent.

If you projected them across a broad range, would it in fact mean
45 percent of all of the schools across the country are having those
problems? You say no, you can't do that, does it then come to 3
percent? You ought to have some idea as to what the extent of the
problem is, if we are going to be adopting some cures which may or
may not be appropriate, depending on what the extent of the prob-
lem is.

Mr. AHART. Let me clarify what I did say. We cannot project it
scientifically. At the same time, we did make a judgmental sample,
basically in that we tried to include in our sample the 20 schools.

We tried to include sehools in different geographic parts of the
country, different types of schools in tams of whether they were
State schcrals or private schools,, proprietary or otherwise.

We tried to design our sample judgmental to theto be as near
as we can tell without doing a scientific sample for you, such as
taking a look at 300 schools, to be fairly representative of the uni-
verse.

What w4 come up withyou can use your own judgments by
looking at the schools we went through and we will be glad to tell
you how we selected themwe are talking about more than 3 per-
cent/of the schools having problems.

We are talking about probably somewhere in the ball park of
what we found, a significant number of schools that do have the
kinds of iiiplems that we came up with. Whether it is 45 percent
or 50 per or 60 percent or 35sercent, I don't know.

But certainly, in that range.
Mr. WEISS. That isregardless of who ultimately sets down the

guidelines, that is a fairly shocking indictment of the higher educa-
tional system of this country, isn't it?



Mr. AHART. I think it has certainly been demonstrated to us and
I think it demonstrated to the American Council on Higher Educa-
tion that the academic community needs to do a much better job of
developing standards and policing those standards, a much better
job of self-regulation, yes.

Mr. WEISS. Then, the only other area that I want to touch on,
Mr. Chairman, when, we had first listened to the Office of and De-
partment of Education about their setting up a private referral
system for collection agencies to collect on defaulted loans, the ar-
gument as I recall was not that necessarily those private collection
agencies would do a better, more effective job, but that they would
do at least as good a job and since it is about equal, why not have
the private sector do it rather than the Government hiring addi-
tional people to do it?

Now, as I understand your testimony, you are suggesting on the
basis of at least some experience, that it may not necessarily be so
that the private sector collection agencies can do at least as good a
job as the public sector, that is the Government, in collecting on
those defaults.

Is that an accurate recap?
Mr. AHART. I don't think we are saying one way or the other.

What we are suggesting is that as they go forward to the contracts
which I understand have already been let and they turn loans over
to the contractors, that they monitor the experience they have and
make a judgment down the road as to whether that is the most
cost-effective way to do it.

I don't think we can answer straight out. There is one region, the
San Francisco region, which did an exemplary joll of collecting
these loans. It was outstanding in terms of the other regions, much
better than the other regions, and it may well be that whether

'used by private collection agencies or by the regional offices, the
techniques that they used could certainly be emulated.

Now, all we are suggesting is that they track their experience,
keep track of it and validate it, if they made the right judgment
fineor if not, reconsider. It is a difficult thing to measure. I think

.!,as we pointed out the studies that were made in some respects
were faulty, I think necessarily so. You can't be absolutely sure
which is going to do the better job or most cost-effective job, par-
ticulatly in this rase where the ones turned over to the private col-
lection agencies are ones where you have already failed to collect.

Somebody has already failed to collect. They failed to collect at
the school level before they get turned over to the Department.
Perhaps someone failed to collect them there before they get
turned over to the private collection agencies. In any comparison,
you have to give consideration to the possibility, at least, a strong
possibility that the difficulty of collection for the particular uni-
verse of loans is going to vary depending upon the age of them and
who tried to collect them before.

So it :is a tough one. All we are doing is suggesting that they
monitor:and assess their experience under the contract mechanism.

Mr. WEISS. Is there any special reason why the San Francisco
region was able-to do such an outstanding job? Were they an aber-
ration?
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Mr. AHART. Let me ask Mr. Schnupp to comment more specifical-
ly on that.

Mr. SCHNUPP...Sir, we had talked to officials at the Department of
Education and asked them why San Francisco was better. They ad-
vised us that they had not made any studies of the collection activi-
ties out there but they did.say that they felt that the collectors out
there were abetter group of collectors overall.

They were able to train the collectors much sooner than some of
the other regions. The support systems were much better in that
region which aided in the:whole process of collecting the defaulted
loans turhed over.

Mr. WEISS. I don't understand what that means.
Mr. SCHNUPP. They had an ADP system in place earlier in San

Francisco, so rather than having to do a lot of manual handling
they were able to use part of this system to aid in the collection of
the defaulted loans. They were able to send out demand letters.

Also, I believe that one of the things that happened in the San
Francisco area was tha there was a U.S. attorney who was in-
volved in taking a numl of cases to court. This was highly publi-
cized and they believed _rat this also probably had an impact on
collections out there.

Mr. WEISS. We have been hearing over the course of the last
couple of years about how the Japanese in some way are able to
get more out of people who work in their industries than we or the
rest of the world. I thought maybe we would come up with an area
of the United States where the Federal Government can get more
work out of its employees. But that is not what you are telling us?

Mr. AHART. I think just to sum it up, it sounds like it was a
better run operation, with people really giving some thought to the
different ways, the different techniques they could use to improve
collections, in contrast to some kind of innovations and initiatives
that were not taken in the regional offices, that is what it seems to
me.

Mr. WEISS. GAO comes up with no recommendations. You don't
suggest that we in fact try to replicate that. We are going to ignore
that as being an aberration.

Mr. AHART. We suggested that they do consider that, that the
Department of Education in assessing the experience under the
contract mechanism, give consideration to the San Francisco record
and to the techniques that they used there and try to capitalize on
those as much as they. can.

Mr. SCHNUPP. If I may add, that was part of our recommendation
that they study the San Francisco operation.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Erdahl?
Mr. ERDAHL. Just to follow up on our colleague from New York, I

would think that there seems to be some techniques that would be
transferable, because as xou told us today, and we heard before
about the default rates there is a wide disparity in different schools
and different parts of the country.

That brings to mind the question who is responsible for the col-
lection of the loans, for the student is responsible. Who is the right
agency?
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Mr. AHART. The responsibility is with the schools that adminis-
ters the program of the loans for that school. It is their basic re-
sponsibility. When they have followed through and tried what they
are supposed to try and failed, they are allowed after 2 years to
turn them over to the Department, and the Department then takes
the responiiibility to collect.

Mr. ERDAHL. Isn't that' 2-year default period or grace period too
long.

Mr. AHART. Some people suggested to us that it was.
Mr. ERDAHL. I-would think it would be too long.
Mr. AHART. You have a tradeoff to make. If the prime responsi-

bility is with the school, I don't know what the judgment would be
'Ls to how long we have to hold them to carry out the responsibility
before we take over that responsibility fróm them.

If you, allow them to make one try, and if they didn't get paid,
turn it over, the Federal Government would be involved in all of
them. I don't know what the right cut point is. Maybe it should be,
earlier and agai:., we suggested the Department of Education ,con-
sider that and if they feel it would be advantageous to allow turn-
over under certain circumstances, that they propose legislation
which !eves them that flexibility.

Mr. ERDAHL. One of the ''utions in our country that does a
rather good job of collee Ans are the banks. Shouldn't the
banks and financial instiL Ati have some responsibility in collec-
tion? It seems to me that they have a guarantee. We have a banker
yesterday and he implied that it wasn't really a professional con-
cern, it wa.s a concern of his as a taxpayer and individual. But
whether or not the student paid the loan back, they had a guaran-
tee so the banker always got his money.

It seems to me that..we .could put some accountability in that
area as well. Would you comment on that?

Mr. AHART. Well, in the guaranteed student loan program as dis-
tinguished from the National--

Mr. ERDAHL. I am talking about the GSL.
Mr. AHART. Under GSL, the prime responsibility is with the

lending institution to effect collection and they do have I think a
somewhat .better record than the national, direct student Loan pro-
gram. But in the final analysis those are insured loans.

I think most banks fc,low their ordinary thinking because per-
haps the Federal guarantee does not follow quite as far as they
would if they were not guaranteed. But they are, and in the final
analysis they can turn those over and collect the insurance on
them if they fail to make the collection in the normal course of
business.

Mr. ERDAHL. It dAtio seems reasonable, as you have told us and,
your colleagues here, that we have some responsible standards. I
think you cited what the Veterans' Administration has done and
Chairman Simon mentioned about the GI bill. You bring up these
rather large instances.

I wonder how really typical they might be of some person taking
a courseI think one in your report took an accounting course five
times. Either that person should have gotten an A for tenadity or
maybe he had an awful pretty teacher. I do not know. Whatever it
may be, it seems to me that is an abuse of the system.
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We taik about some schas being selective, they take only the
top students in the first place, some of the private colleges do that,
others I guess give the kids a right to flunk, give them a ,chance.

I kind of like that idea St open enrollment.,But how long do we
go, past the sophomore year or something? It seems to me we
should expect some type of a uniform standard to see that these
people are not professional students. That is not what the program
was intended to be. I think your points on that give us a challenge
we shoulci work on.

Also, in another area you mentioned abciAt contracting out to col-
lection agencies, and also I believe you mentioned, Mr. Ahart, that
a certain number, if we use a term around town, in the area of col-
lection, were being RIF'd.

What is this number you said, personnel going from 900 down to
400?

Mr. AHART. Ve are going down from 900 to 250, I believe.
Mr. ERDAHL. Would that slack he made up bj, contracting these

out to the collection agencies, to,the bill collectors?
Mr. AHART. Basically that is the case. It would be a function to

be done in the private sector under contract.
Mr. ERDAHL. I know there if) a great impetus in this toWcn to do

everything in the private sector. But it seems to me as you have
told us today, we have had examples in the west coast, the San
Francisco office, we have some information about schools having
records of 3-percent defaults, others over 41 percent, so obviously
the techniques, the mechanism is there.

I just wonder, as a Federal agency, if we are being penny-wise
and pound-f..alish. Going back in this area, personally I have a
little difficulty7I speak as one mem._ .r of the committeesaying
we should turn this over to some collection agencies. Some of them
are obviously very responsible. All of us know I think others have
acted in an unresponsible, threatening, harassing way. I am not
sure our taxpayers should be funding that type of operation. I am
not trying to impugn collection Sgencies as such.

Mr. AHART. I am not pexpanally familiar with the contractual
terms, in terms of how these collection agencies need to continue
themselves to carry oat this function. I would assume that the con-
tractMr. Schnupp might have some comments on it--that we are
getting responsible contractors to carry out this runction. I think it
is a judgment and obviously it it-, between differei.t philosophies as
to how many functions and what kind of functhms ought to be
done with Federal employees as opposed to being c;one under con-
tract.

I certainly do not want to referee that one. That question has
been atound for a long time. Sometimes cost is the ve: y basic con-
sideration, sometimes it is not as important a consideration. In this
particular case, contracts have in fact been let. They w e!re let in
December. I think last week they started turning the case,: over to
them.

Mr. ERDAHL. If I could interrupt, what percentage is the nT'm, if
you are aware, what percentage under contract does the colk-tion
agency keep? Do they keep a fee, a certain percentage?

Mr. AHART. They do. This is contracted for each of the three re-
gions separately, the three regions that are the collection.points
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In one of those contracts, I think the amount is going to be 38
percent; the other, I think it is going to be around 24 percent. That
will be the amount which will be kept by the collection agency to
reimburse them and compensate them for their services.

I think the Office of Education has come up with a kind of a: -!.r-
age number of around 29 percent for all of the contracting togeth-
er.

Mr. SIMON. If my colleague would yield?
Mr. ERDAHL. Of course I yield to the chairman.
Mr. SIMON. I think, in fairness to the department, we have cre-

ated this problem to some extent, We mandated when we created
the Department of Education that they had to get rid of 500 em-
ployees and they had io'look around "Where can we get rid of 500
employees?"

'Mr. ERDAHL. And they hire 500 consultants.
Mr. SIMON. Well, that is your comthent, but I think we put the

Department in a very awkward situation. My guess is we might
meet with the leaders of the Department and privately they might
yery well agree with the sentiments being expressed around here7
But they had to make a choice of where they were going to.get rid
of some people. Even though other people are put on on a contrac-
tual basis, they had to meet the legal obligation.

Thank you. '
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for sharing that. I think

it is a valid point.
One more question. I do not know 'if it comes into any of your

reports here, Mr. Ahart, but wg have heard, and I am not a lawyer
familiar with all of the ramifications, but what about using the IRS
as a collection agency, if I could use that broad term to describe
them, sometimes?

Mr. AHART. Well, I do not know whether you would want to get
the IRS into the business of collecting student loans.

Mr. ERDAHL. I do not mean about collecting them, I mean pro-
Vide the inform Ation on students.

Mr. AHI.RT. We have had discussions in the past, I think some
programs do use it, are authorized to use the IRS as a locater, in
other words, to find out where a person is. I think some use has
been made in the past, I am not currently familiar with exactly
where that stands. Perhaps one of my colleagues does with respect
to the student loan programs.

With taxpayer information, the Congress has always had the at-
titude that taxpayer information as such is very privileged. data. I
think that is correct. Everybody tends to resist, properly so, using
the tax-collecting mechanism as a means to get at a lot of other
kind of problems they would like to get at.

I think Congress should be wary of allowing access to this pro-
gram or that program. I think in some cases it makes a lot of sense
where someone owes the Federal Government money, they would
be"able to find out where that person is.

Mr. ERDAHL. That is my point.
I think we do get into a dangerous area if people get some assist-

ance, tax refund, and we say you are getting a refund and you also
owe the government a student loan. Some people say let's get at it
that way. a
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1 have uneasy feelings of where that might lead. But I think as a
locater some of these schools, most of us have gone to a school or
-two, they keep track of the alumna when they want donations to
their school.

Mr. AFtiorn-Mine do.
Mr. ERDAHL. I would think they would keep track oC their gradu-

ates for purposes of collecting as well.
Thank you very much.
Mr. AHART. Part. of that, if I might just comment, part of that is

a problem, some of the schools are a little bit reluctant about let-
ters to alumni from whom they are also trying to collect donations.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Peyser?
Mr. PEYSER Thank you, Mr. Chairman-.
Mr. Ahart, in one way the testimony that you have given in writ-

len form is disturbing, and I think that is your job basically, as
long as it is accurately reflecting a condition that exists in the
country on this matter of both adequacies of educational require-
ments being met, to report repayment of loans, and the losses to

(,the GtArernment.
You have made certain judgments on this, you say, and I would

like to be able to make the same judgments as you did.
I would like to, first of all, know what schools were involved in

this process.
Mr. AHART. We can detail those. They are listed in our report.
Mr. PEYSER Is that report available, right here with the list of

other schools? I did not see it.
Mr. AHART. I can show you a copy.
Mr. ERDAHL. If the gentleman will yield, I was also looking

partly out of curiosity. You mentioned sotne midwest schools had a
pretty good record. I was curious which ones they were. I did not
find it in the report.

Mr. PEYSER I am hopeful we are going to get that. I did not see it
either. ,.

Mr. AHART. On the academic progress standards report, we do
list the schools in the report, on page 31 of that report. I do not
know if you have it there. We list the seven 4-year public schools,
4-year private-schools; six 2-year public schools; one 2-year private
school, a public vocational and a proprietary school.

If you like, I can read those out or you can glance at it.
Mr. PEYSER This is on page 31, "Institutions Visited During

Review."
As I am making a rapid run through this, I fitid it hard to be-

lieve, but I do not see any northeastern schools listed at all here. Is
there any partcular reason there is no school from the Northeast?

Mr. AHART ,Let me glance down the list. It does not appear any
of them are in the northeastern part,of the country.. There are
some in the Eastern site. I guess theslosest one would

Mr. PEYSER As I am looking I see Alabama, Idaho, Kentucky,
Florida, georgia, Illinois, Georgia, Missouri, Ohio, Florida, Oregon,
Ohio, Illinois, South Carolina, Indiana, Getirgia.

Georgia wins the 'ball game as far as the number of schools that
you have looked at in doing this program.

0 =
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First of all, I am wondering how do you take this as a repre-
sentative listing around the country? I see practically no western
schpols, no northeastern schools, and I am wondering why this is
the kind of list you think is appropriate.

Mr. AHART. Ve tried to get schools representative by type of
school, we tried to get some geographic dispersion, although if you
are only going to pick 20 schools, it is hard to get a samPle that
could not be quarreled with.

One of our considerations was obviously the economy' of making
the,study itself. We did have the Seattle office involved in the
study, out of.our regional office.

Mr. Fulton was one of the principals. There was a tendency to
try to minimize our travel cpsts as well in visiting these schools,
and so on. .

I would if you like, Mr. Peyser, ask Mr. Fulton, who was involved
in the study design and the sample Of the schools, to detail for you
the considerations and why we feel it was a useful judgmental
sample in terms of trying to get a sense of conditions, even though
we readily admit it was not a sample that was scientifically de-
signed so that we could project the results with scientific validity to
the nation as a whole.

Mr. PEYSF.R. I am having a problem with this, because what you
are saying, I can just see the report in the media of a condemna-
tion of these programs based on schools that are not paying any

'attention to educational requirements when you say under the Pell
grants 20 percent of the Pell grant recipients ane nearly 45 percent
of the schools are not really paying any attention to acaiemic re-
quirements.

I looked through this and I find, for instance, in the 2 year public
schools and private schoolsonearly 50 percent of them are southern
schools in just three districts. Now I do not thinkin fairness, Mr.
Chairman, I think that this kind of a report that is as sweeping in
its statement as it is, that is confined to such a really comparative-
ly less than half of the representative schools in this country in
just my geographic area, really raises the question as to the valid-
ity or how much attention should be paid to this. And it is disturb-
ing to me.

I am delighted to know New York schools are not Jisted here. I
am sure some of them have problems. I Would like to know about
it, bat I would have to raise a serious question "on this type of a
report and I think any person in lie education community looking
at this report would have to really raise the same kind of questions
based on the schools you visited, the areas that they ran and the
types of schools they are and, based on that, to pass a judgment on
all schoqls.

Now, this list refers I gather to these schools here, just to the
academic requirement question?

Mr. AHART. Yes.
Mr. PEYSER. Not to the repayment question or not to any of the

ther areas?
Mr. AHART. Yes.
Mr. PEYSER. So we do not confuse this at all, if you are dealing

with a guaranteed student loan section, you have raised some seri-
ous questions there also on the guaranteed student loan.

2 0,



Only some of'these students get help from more than one sdurce.
They might have a Pell grant, they might be gettiqg VA benefits,
as well as have a guaranteed student loan. So. it is very difficult to
make distinctions on the academic standards between those.

But let rte ask Mr. Fulton and we will do what we can.
Mr PEY§ER. I wouldlike to qualify that a little. I would be inter-

ested in knowing, for instanr , students on the guaranteed student
loan who have no other benefits as to what their academic infor-
mation in meeting those academic requirements wduld be and
those that are guaranteed student loans with other benefits.

Maybe there is something to be learned in that situation, be-
cause the problem I have with this report, one, as I have men-
tioned, is tbas.selection of the schools and the geographic distribu-
tion and types of schools; two is a broad brush that seems to impli-
cate all of these areas under the same problems and I do not think
they are under the same problems at all.

I think in close examination, we already know that the repay-
ment rat? cipes not at all coincide with the national direct student
loan repaynient rate or the dcfault rate. I think we would also find
out that the problem you are citing, and I think °it is a problem
that ought to be addressed, dealing with the schools not paying anv
attention to academic requirements and the results of the Pell
grant students as Well is t,ort of being rolled into the whole pro-
gram dealing with guaranteed student lon as well, is a very mis-
leading thing.

I.hope that the media will very clearly define the differences be-
cause with the administration's present effort of basically slashing
the guaranteed student loan, eliminating graduate school students
from even qualification, all gets tied into this kind of a report,
which sort of says they are not entitled to it. "Look at what they
are doing."

So I, one, would urge that this report be viewed, Mr. Chairman,
in a Ver37 qualified way as being very limited in its scope and very
limited in its area that it isrsreaching. Also we have to be very sure
that these areas that we are discussing are separated and not
rolled into one package as this *hole student aid progrtim is sort.of
a disaster, because I do not bglieve it is. And at that point I will
yield back my time.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you, Mr. Peyser.
If I can just follow through and let me say we are grateful for

the contribution that you have made, I think it is a significant con-
tribution. I do think my colleagues make a point that we should be
cautious about generalizing. '

If I can have your attention, Mr. Peyser, I note the three schools
in Illinois all serve the East St. Louis, area, which is an area
that is the most troubled urban area by far in the State of Illinois,
one of the most troubled in the Nation by ary statistical gauge. To
generalize on the basis of three schools serving East St. Louis, you
do not get an accurate picture.

Let me say in fairness to these schools they are dealing with
people who need special help and special assistance to be lifted. I
am not critical of those three schools when I say this, but I think
we have to be very careful before we assume,a national picture on
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the basis of ttuise three schbols, at lekist where I Wave some immedi-
ate knowledge.

Mr. AHART. Could I comment on that?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. AHART. I certainly agree with you, certainly we do not want

to condemn and we did not have the intention to condemn every
school in the country. What we. tried to do is to pick sample
schools, judgmentally, tiR give us a feel for what was happening in
relation to the fact that we have the office of education, which in
effect says you set yourown standards and we do not worry about
it too much from that point on,.

So you can generalize in the sense th,,t we have Federal pro-
grams ,which are operating which go to all kinds of different '
schools across this whole country, with billions of dollars going into
support for the students in those schools, without a Federal pres-
vnce in terms of whether the schools have academic progress stand-
ards r, if they have them,.whether or dot they enfGrce.them.

Now that, I think, ig the central point of our report. If we are
going to have taxpayer money, Federal money support students
going to schools, we ought also I think to have a Federal responsi-
bility to see to it that the schools do have academic progress stand-
ards and in fact enforce them. Now in that sen ; it can be general-
ized.

Mr. SIMON. If I can just kiy, I do not sugg that we should not
be moving in this direction. I think your repolt makes clliar that
we...do have problems. I am concerned about the generalizing that
may take place ag a result of a report like this, that looks like the
student loan and grant program, are just massively abused, which I
do not believe is the case. .Where there are abuses, we have to
move on them.

Mr. WEISS. Would ydu yield just a' moment?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
"Mr. WEISS. We got into this area because I had asked, I think, as

to whetlier any conclusions could be drawn from the 20 schools
that were elected, whether in fact that 45-percent, 9 out of 20 you

-had.said, were not adhering to their own standards.
I wanted to knoJ., whether that, reflected universities and

feges, educational institutions of higher learning aLi oss the coun-
try, was that 45 percent across the board, was it 3 percent, could
You

I had anticipated that yair response would be, because of the
manner in which theSe schbOls were selected, that really they were
only instructive as to the particular schools that were selected. In-
stead, you said that you, were comfortable in suggesting that these
were f4rly representath,e of schOols across the country and that
you codld draw the conclusion that there is the same percentage
roughly, 45, 502 60 percent, acroSs the country of all institutions of
higher learning.

Now on tile basis of what has developed in the questioning since
then, I wonder whether in fact you want to stick to that position,
since I think I heard you say somewhere along the line that one of
the bases on which the schools were selected was the ease with
which people on your staff could \get to those schools because of
travel post restrictions.
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I heard that accurately, did I not? (
Mr. AHART. Yes. I think you heard maybe something I did not

state, if I said it I am sorry. What I tried to say, let me play it back
-and see-how-it-compares with-the discussion...we had.

I said we cannot, based on this judgmental sample, project with
any scientific precision the degree to which the problem exists. We
did make a judgmental sample, we tried to get different types of
schools in different parts of the country, we did not try to get every
part of the country, I did not add that before; I think we can.show
frorrethe sample, and reach a fairly valid conclusion that it is a sig-
nificant problem.

['went on to say that I do not know whether it would be 30, Per-
cent, 45 percent, 60 Percent, based on this. But certainly it is sup-
port, at least in my mmd, it is a significant problem that from, the
standpoint of the thrust of this report 'that the Federal agencies
should have a means to see that the academic institutions do have
academic progress standards and are enforcing them; that it cer-
tainly is valid enough and precise enough to suggest that.that prob-
lem does in fact exist and, yes, in fact we should do something
about it. .

Mr. WEISS. I know, but again the question--
Mr. AHART. I was not trying to suggest that 45 percent'or 30 per-

' cent or 60 percent was the right number.
Mr. WEISS. That is a little bit better.
The framework within which I asked the question was in order

for us to come up with a valid response, a valid answer. We ought
to have some clear idea of the extent of the problem and I was con-.
cerned that on the basis of the information that you gave us, of
these 20 schools, as given to uc, did not provide that kind of speci-
ficity. And as I understand your tesL:rnony at this point, you are in
essence now saying the same thing, that in factand correct me
this is the conclusion I draw, that before I come up with any kind
of formula or regulations or law mandating anything on anybody, I
would really want to know a little bit more about what is happen-
ing across-the-broad range of schools; perhaps scientifically select-
ed, hefore we do that. I would like your response to that.

Mr. AHART. Again, I do not think we are suggesting that the Fed-
eral Government etefine exactly what any one individual school
ought to have. Wrare suggesting that the Federal Government re-
quire that the school have some standards and that they be reason;b
able. There would obviously bo room for variation.

If you have an open aarnis§,ons policy and the philosophy of that
institution is to give everyone a chance 'to come in, certainly they
would not have the same academic requirements perhaps the first
years Harvard University would have to stay in that school. But
reasonable ones should be set by that sChool.

I do not think by any stretch of the imagination you would have
one that would allow somebody to stay in school 5 years and prog-
ress to the point of being a second-quarter sophomore. Now it is in
that ball park someplace.

I think again in terms as I answered the chairman, I think we
have sufficiently demonstrated in the educational community, who
I think agrees, and the Department of Education agrees, that the
problem is significant enough to worry about in the context of the

2 Uu
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billions of dollars that we are making available through the Feder-
al Governmeni to support students. We ought to have some assur-
ance that the institutions do have some academic progress stand-
ards and that they adhere to those academic progress standards.

Mr. WEISS. I do not want to go around again. It reminds me of
the story I heard-when I was very young about the person who lost
a nickel and looks under the street light to find it, even though he
lost it on the corner, because it is brighter under the street light.

lf,you are going to go out and investigate schools on the basis of
where your headquarters are located and where it is easier and
cheaper to get to, I lA that the answers you are going to come
up with may be con. and cheap, but they "ain't"'going to be
accurate.

Mr. AHART. I wt.uld not want you to misunderstand. We designed
the study to accomplish a purpose. The purpose was to see whether
or not the problem was significant enough to worry about.

Mr. WEISS. OK, I agree with you. It is a significant enough prob-
lem to worry about.

Mr. SIMON. If I may interrupt this dialog because we have some
other witnesses.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. We appreciate your testimony and your contributions

here today. We also will be submitting some additional questions,
written questions we would like response to for the record.

Dr. James J. Whalen, the president of Ithaca College of Ithaca,
N.Y.

Father Weiss, if you would want to join Dr. Whalen here. Father
Weiss' is president of Rockhurst College in Kansas City.

Dr. Whalen, if we could hear froln you first and both of you may
proceed as you wish. We can enter your statement in the record; if
you wish to summarize it it probably will save some time and we
can devbte more time to questions.

STATEMENT OF JAMES J. WHALEN, PRESIDENT, ITHACA
COLLEGE, ITHACA, N.Y.

Mr., WHALEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I will try to
be brief.

My full text has been submitted.
Mr. SIMON. It will be entered into the record.
Mr. WHALEN. I do appreciate the opportunity to comment on the

administration of'ttle NDSL program at Ithaca College where I am
president

I am also chairinan of the board of CICU, the independent col-
lege organization in New York State and speak on behalf of them. I
have filed a full and detailed statement which you indicated will be
included in the record.

We at Ithaca_ihave hdd .a good experience in NDSL collection,
with our default rate ranging from slightly above 9 percent to
slightly below 6 percent in the past 5 years. Last year it was 6 per-
cent.

The reasons for this moderate default experience are a combina-
tion of several factors.
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First, we are careful'in the gianting of loans. Our policy is to de-
velop individual financial aid packages which reflect the need and
ability of our students. We try to reserve loan dollars for students
who, though needy, are the most likely to be able to meet their ob-
ligations upon graduation.

Second, we conduct an orientation process for loan recipients
that spans their 4 years of college and culminates with a personal
exit interview which is required- for graduation. if they_do_not
attend that exit interview, they do not get a diploma. We then
employ our computer system to promptly generate bills and pay-
ment reminders.

When a borrower is more than 90 days in arrears, we use the
services of an agency specializing in debt collection by mail. If de-
fault seems apparent, we go to court, obtain judgments, and pros-
ecute. If prosecution is not successful, we then surrender the obli-
gation to the Federal Government in a timely manner, not years
later, so that further collection attempts can be made.

Each aspect of our program reflects our belief that students have
serious obligations for the repapnent of these loans and that we at
the institution have a responsibility to conduct the program in a
businesslike manner. In general I believe that application of these
steps, careful lending, borrower orientation, prompt billing, rigor-
ous collection efforts, and a willingness to relinquish bad paper to
the Government will be of help to other institutions with serious
default problems. -

However, there is another factor which must be takenjnto con-
sideration when examinihg institutions with default rates, high de-
fault rates. If an institution's location and mission tend to foster
high enrollment of severely disadvantaged students, default on
NDSL loans will probably be difficult to avert.

The postcollege road for those who enter college with extreme
economic and educational disadvantage may be difficult. Their abil-
ity to repay loans on a timely basis is often hampered by problems
in obtaining employment at salaries sufficient to support them.

As you know, both the Department of Education and the Con-
gress are now considering proposals to reduce the NDSL default
rate nationally. While I believe these efforts to be extremely impor-
tant, I am quite concerned with their timing and substance.

The Department of Education in early January issued proposed
regulations to deal with high default rates which are scheduled to
become effective at the end of March. These regulations will, if en-
acted, have a serious effect on many institutions. The sanctions
against institutions experiencing high default include the follow-
ing, If the default rate is between 10 and 25 percent: The institu-
tion's Federal capital contribution will be reduced by the percent-
age in default. If the default rate is above 25 percent, the Federal
capital contribution will be cut off completely.

While the spirit of these draft regulations is wise, it is my view
that these new sanctions should be introduced gradually. It has
been my observation over the past years that attempts to pressure
institutions into improving NDSL collections have been sporadic.
The bark has been much more serious than the bite.

While the time is certainly here for some bite, institutions need
room to plan for reduction or elimination of the Federal capital.

2u 1
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contribution. Proposing str.ict sanctions in January andimplement-
ing them in March seems to me to ke unwise.

Further, it should be kept in mind that reductions or elimination
of the Federal capital contribution are punitive in nature, but the
students in default and administrators responsible for poor collec-
tion experience will not really suffer from those reductions. Those
punished will be the young men and women who have not yet
bepn their college careers.

I have detailed my final concern with- these-draft regulations in
my written testimony, but I would like to point Out briefly fhat de-
fault rates are calculated on the aggregate number of dollars in de-
fault. This means that an institution can have a poor history, re-
spond to new policy, vastly improve callectiofii and still -be many
years in the process of bringing its aggregate default rate below the
25 percent required for receipt of a Federal capital contribution.

I fear that the draft regulations as they now stand would act
somewhat like a debtor prison, once you get in, it is very difficult
to get out.

In conclusion, I point out where, by intent or accident, over the
past 20 years a variety of methods of financial assistance have been
developed that speak to the variety of needs among college-bound

students. -

Some students are able to work and perform well academically..
Others cannot do both.

Some students can be expected to obtain employment upon grad-
uation which will make it possible to retire a heavy loan burden;
others cannot.

Some students are in college because we have a national policy
goal to break the cycle of educational and economic disadvantage
through access to postsecondary education. These students are the
target of a substantial direct investment in what might be referred
to as the society's future well-being.

In education and legislation we need to be concerned about rec-
ognizing the need to employ .various aid forms in this context of dif-
fering problems and abilities. As you consider these programs
during the coming weeks, I ho-..e you will not view them as a single
sum of money to be distributeTi to college students, but that you
will examine the interrelationships and the extent to which they
make it possible for us to assist students in ways most likely to
result in educated and productive member's of society.

I would add that it seems to me that the emphasis has been
placed on the defects, not on the tremendous good that has been
done for the students of this country. For eAch student who spends
5 years obtaining two quarters, as I heard this morning, we have
hundreds and hundreds of stildents who finish college in 3 years,
doing an outstanding job.

Thank you for this opportunity to comment.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much, Dr. Whalen.
[Prepared statement of James J. Whalen follows:)

95-767 0 - 02 - 14
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PMARED, STATEMENT OF JAMES J. WHALEN, PRESIDENT, ITHACA COLLEGE, ITHACA,
N.Y.

I want to begin my remarks by thanking the Chairman and members of the

subcommittee for prov kiting me an otyortunity to address what I consider to be

aH extremel important ts.ue, th'e National Direct Student Loan program and its

administration.

In the k:h.4irm,m's iettvr, heTh.dicated that the invitation was extended be-_

Cai.O.0 ny institutiou, !that a ha , a successful program for collection of

National Dirt;ct Student I can,. VC do have a good program and for several

years have eni,yed tonsidel able success in avoiding default by those graduates

who borrowed money fi.th the College and the government through the NDSL pro-

gram.

I want to fir,.i give you an idea of what this program means to Ithaca's

students. This year, we hav, approximately 4,500 undergraduates at Ithaca,

about 2,000 of whom are eligible for NDSL's. Of these, about 700 have received

Nattonal Direct Student Loans. Our loan volume for the 1980-81 year was over

one half miluon dollars. Our average loan was $1,100 with a low of $500 and

a high of S1.2Si`. You "hould note that in spite of the fact that the loan

cetling was increased to $1.500 annually 'anti $6,000 over four years, we have

retained an $1.2S0 annual and nr),000 career loan ceiling so that NDSL doll'ars

assist the largest number of students.

Since the program's establishment at the College. more than S10.000.000

has been loaned and $5,500,000 collected or cancelled. Our default rate for the
past year was 6.63%. *(1 have for your convenience addended a list showing

our default experience over the past 5 years.)

There arc a number of factors which we consider responsible for this per-
fermanee.
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First, Ithaca College has approached the use of the National Direct Student

Loans as, a part ef our financial aid package for incoming students in a very

careful manner. We tend to direct these dollars to students who combine' a

genuine high need with a probability for academic success; special abilities and

talents and, a strong desire to attend the College. Consequently, these students

Aave a high_probability for success following graduation.

I do not want to suggest here that we lend NDSL funds to "low risk '

borrowers In the tratiffignalt,6arking sense, for that is uot the case.

In fact, debility 'for ft iancial aid in most instances would suggest

"high risk" in the banking sen ie . But we do take into serious consideration the

realistic pose bility that loan rtcipients will be able and motivated to repay.

We believe that a motivated student is more likely to meet ,his or her obligations,

whether academic or finaacial.

A second factor in our loan granting process has to do with the extent of

a student's educational and economic disadvantage. Our most severely needy

students are often young men and women who will benefit greatly from their

educations but who come from families with little ability to help them following

gradbation, It is our belief that we should minimize ;he loan burden these

students will be asked to bear upon graduation. Accordingly, for these students,

we as a College combine direct grants, scholarships, work-study and state aid

rather than relying upon substantial leans to finance their educations.

A third factor in our lending procedure has to da: with personal contact

between our financial aid staff and loan recipients. Throughout their college

careers, loan recipients are in contact with the staff regularly and the stiff

i:Cinforces the concept, that' cl loan ib an obligatioi which must be met.

I will pirn ow to tho matter ot collection procedures. Prior to graduation.

every NDSL recipient is required to attend a personal exit interview with a

2 i
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member of the I, it sat' s stall. If the student does not attend the tntervtew,

the student does not receive a diploma.

At the time of the intei view the student is advised of his or her total

NITSL obligation and presented with a form show'ing the opttonal payback plans,

the tnterest 5,11cdulv and the payment schedule. The student miy then choose to

repay the loan on a mouthl or quarterly basis. The student ts required, as

a part of this inTcrvie. o omplete a data sheet which gives us constderable

information with whia to track the student tn the event that he or she moves

without notifying us.

Ppen the exptiation of the niue-month gi ace period following graduation,

a first billing is gen:rated to? out somputer. Happily, the great maprity of

our students respond w WI a heck. In the tnstance of those who do not, a

second nott.e is osnerated in 30 days and a thtrd tn 60 days. These noitses

inform the debto of his or her obligations and urge maintenance of a good

payment record.

lf in 90 days the debtor has not responded,- the account is turned over to

an agency whtch specializes in debt collection through mil notification. A

sertes of tailored letters, five in all. ace sent at two week intervals and the

last letter advises that the matter will be turned over to Counsel. (For your

information. I have addended copits of the billing nottces, agreement data

forms, and letters of advice to this testimony.)

If this procedure does not yield payment or an arrangement for payment.

we then proceed with formal legar action. In New York State. College Counsel

handles litigation. Outsido tho state we employ the services of a collection

agency. We are quite serious about this process. For example, our controller

advises me 010 _s_i_gne'd four judgments-against-graduates in default- last week.

This entire process is handled through the Bursar's offtce and ts largely

mechanized. We employ one clerk and a few hours of student help to conduct



collections. The cost of town," account maintenance ls about $20,000 per year.

The cost Per collection of accounts in arrears varies with the circumstances.

It should also be noted that in accordance with the Feder_aUegtslations.

establishing NPSI.. institutl'ons are permitted to surrendey accounts in default to

the Federal government for collection. The rationale for this is 'that the govern-

ment may be more succes.:ful than the Institution at collection. To do so how-
.

ever. removes the loan revenue horn .the institution's "ioan pool" for future use.

There IS some reluctance. I believe. on the part of some schools to surrender

this "bad paper" in any qu.intity, thereby reaucing their loan pool permanently.

c W. how0yer. believe ihdi our t olio, lion procedures are such that by the time

surrender of the olilio.ation to tho Federal government takes place, our pro-

bability of collection Is quire /ow. We a.so feel that the students in default

should_ net be permuted to abrogate their responsibility to pay. Once our

approach is unsuccessful, we belles: the government thould have the opportunity

to collect. In recent years, we have surrendered more than $108,000 in defaulted

loans to the government, which Is also a contributing factor to our relatively

low default rate.

Now, I would stre... here that In the opinion of our controller, financial

aid offioer and bursar, the rigorous collection process is not the only variable

responsible foe our 1-:!spe, table default rate. We believe that our success is

tt.c result of the three elements of out program: first, careful utilization of

loan funds at the outset: second, the establishment of clear expectations at

the time of loan and upon graduation. and third, a prompt billing and rigorous

collection procedure.

I am convinced that St,InV of the problems faced by institutions with high

default rates can he successfully dealt i.ilh through improvements of each of

thase_aspe414-ef-therr-provfM17fre-1-717.170so concerned that some InstitutionS.
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because of the nature of cic-aluiknr-TiNpfilTiiIirue.-77WIFenioutlier problems re-

gardless of the adequacy of 'program administration. If the great majority of a
student population is severely educationally and et mullet( ally di,,advantaqed,

then the default rate' within that popol Alton i ewen; to be extremely doll, lilt to

control. This Is a standard argument, not heLause it is easy to make or in-

tended to play upon your largesse, but because it i a reality. hxpectuw an

inordinately disadvantaged group of people to "make good" on monthly or qual terly

payments when employment is difficult to obtain, unemployment extremely high,
and entry level salaries low, seems unrealistic.

1 would like now to ,turn my thoughts to the matters of Culture Federal

policy with regard to NDSL collections, and in particular, to methods recentl.:

proposed to deal with institutions which do not enjoy the success rate* Ithaca
has expertenced.

As I know you are aware, considerable attention has been focused on high

default rates at Institutions throughout the country. I helteve that this attention
is warranted...and 1 believe tt is Incumbent upon both governmental and institu-

tional leaders to do something about high default rates. I am, however, quite

concerned about the manner in which this problem is to be addre*sed.

Last month the Education Department issued draft regulation* intended to

deal with the question of high NDSL default. These draft tegulations reflect a

bill 'Introduced last session by the Honorable Marto Biaggi. 1 he provisions of

both the draft regulations and CongressMan Biaggi's bill are intended to solve

the default rate problem. Simply put, if an institution's default rate is in

excess of 10% but less than 25% a reduction will be made in the Federal Capttal

tr-ibutinn-firtreirtI'DST:fund for the current year in Some proportion of their

total default rate. If an institution's default nate is tn excess of 2S",, that

institution will receive no Federal Capital Contribution.

21)



I have two probkms with this 1.ippt% as a method of rnolving the de-

fault rate problem. The first has to do with just Om is actually punished by

such action. Individuals who arc in defablt and institutional leaders v.ho have

tolerated high default rates will feel a 'ripple irk% i" frorn these measures. But

the brunt of the_ punishment will be felt hy own; men and worni.n wliii li.ige riot

yet entedd Nese institutions who, if properly selected and adv ise), may

be genuinely willing and able to epay their ln.iii. II appear., la 9me tlia we

may well be punishtng the s. rong individuals w ith si h at. anproai. h. I h.., is

particularly concerning when we know that redactions in available grant- in-dui

monies are certain to take place. It would seem more responsible to expand

and properly administer a self perpetuating loan program and make it just that,

self perpetuating.

A second matter of much concern to me in the proposed regulations has to

do wtth the timtng of thetr tntroduction and the formula for their implementation.

recognize tha't for thc past several yeat s. the I dui ution Department has

been struggling to resolve the high default rate problem and Ii.. given ( ctistiler-

able warning to institutIon; and ffe led aria- lion ,t0.1.011. ,tIt

inordinately high default rates. But my onset vai ion is t hal Ow elder enwtit

sanctions has not been rigorous enough to have made "belies s" out of many

college administrators. .White it is. cet wilily time to ''eet scriou.." .11,0,0 &fault',

new sanctions should bc introduced in a time frame which permits Institutions

likely to suffer major reductions or iut-offs, an opportunity to determine how

they will handle such changes in aid ai.allabtlity. To annourne such sanctic,rs

in January and implement theM in March seems most drastic.

The formula for sancttons in thc draft regulat ions also seems quite oble-

matte. Institutional default rates arc calculated on the basiS of the aggregat,

number of dollars loaned which have come due, in relationship to the aggregalo

number of dollars in default.
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An instieution may have experienced several yeaes of pigh Iciault rates

and Shalt same institut.on may have also addressed the problem seriously and

made majdr headway toward better collection. But within the context of the

'aggregate nimbers, thc institution could be several years without further

Federal Capital Contributions under the inoposed formula.

Suppose that lihaca College had loaned. V.00.000 over the past ten years

and had SI60,000 in default. The rate of default would be 40 percent. Then,

suppose that l'ilaca revised its policies and prok eaures ar) In the following year

on S40,000 loans coming clue, reduced its default rate to only five percent. The

aggregate default rate despite the impro'ved performance, would be 36 percent.

If, for the next five years, S40,000 cime due each year and the average default
,

rate over the six-year period was onli 8 percent, the rt.,gfegate default rate

would remain at 28 percent, +given the method ,of calculation. Desptte vastly

improved loan collection procedures and experience, the institution wouid stiii

be denied any Federal Capital Contribution. I trust you can see that such an

approach warrants some very serious discussion bcfore it is enacted. In my

vIew''it is somewhat reminiscent of the ancient debtor's prison., You couldn't

get out until you paid your debts, but you couldn:f 'lay your debts while you

were in the place because you couldn't work.

In sumfnary then, we at Ithaca have been successful because s.e been

thoughtful in granting loins; thoroueh in (WI 01 [Ciliation of 10.111 rec ptent, andt
vigorous in our collection procedures. I beheve these approaches will be of

some help at other institutions but I do riot bellOvC they are an answer tor all

institutionS I would' call upon tin, l01111, Met 01141 011.1 mentbet s of k oniliess

and the Education Departinent w011, 10 1111111111.1 11101 110 sw.1 edniallanal

institutions, like no two constituents, are exai ily ali1.4e. We have (titters ii

student bodies,..draw from different communities oY vastly thffereni natures,

have diffeoent fundamental missions and very different histories.

21 t)
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ITHACA COLLEGE

NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM

DEFAULT RATE ,

1977

1978 k9.24%

'1979 5.61%

1980 6.63% Q

1981

NDSL BILLING MESSAGES

First Payme4 Notice

The first payment on your student loan will be due in 45 dilfs.
Review statement and enclosure cai.efully to ensure that you
receive the full benefits allowed.

Current

cs

An additional months interest will be charged On all,payments
received after (date) .

30 Ain Past Due

Delinquency Notice: You are presently delinquent on your account.
Please pay the amount of this statement._

60 Days. Past Due

You art presently 45 days delinquent oh your account. IfTayment
is not ieceived within 15 days, a hold will be placed on all requests
for information from the College, on your academic records, including
requests for,transcripts.

90 Days Past Dui -----

United CompuCred Collections five letter program
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ITHACA. COLLIGE

Dow Aprfl 20, 1161

To: .NOSL Borrowers

jean A. He mill 4/1
Bursar's Office, NDSL Section
Phone: 274-3132

haw:

Re: NOSL Exit Interview Meetings

Our records Indicate you art scheduled to graduate this semester.

Since you have received a National Direct Student Loan, you are required
to receive an Exit Interview prior to termination of your, studies.

1

This Interview Is a review of the NOSL Act and includes a discussion of
provisions for postponenents, deferments, cancellations and repayment
schedules; therkfore, it Is Important that yotrattend.

For your convenience, we have scheduled three group meetings as follows:

Wednesday Aprfl 29 at 3:00 p.m. RoceT 101
Thursday April 30 at 2:00 p.m. Room T 101

Thursday Aprfl 30 at 7:00 p.m. Room F 101

Plisse plan to attend dile of these meetings, since your diploma will be
held until the interview Is complete.

1.

a
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loa

111,i/e a streknot at lthaco Conroe. yrm ho.,,a41 loom National limit nt tfian

hod - a Contributory ptINVNMi s:motiored hy this iolIvy awl the leoela1 I.0yotomeot 'mom

you wIll bogie I. repay this Immo In MI neur sw mould III. lo outlIor branotion:

tor smith, paymeet, cream:cc qualifications tot dei.taatil .60/01 .ant.lIatron of payments.

reeled you ef year Moligatimm mth explain to you your rights. 'lie suggest you safeguard this

review s_youamiy, wish to refer to it semetim in tn.' future,

thclemed is a statement mod easter card. !hey will I. sent to you every time a paymmt

is Moped with special notiort. Me current status (rota) eAsteedin9) of your )0,nts)

"wears li.tbe Mines on the lett.haed portion of each statement. Die amount due appears

en the right side with principal aed loterest turrent and delinquent, detailed separately.

Reture the mister care with paymeet +sit will eopedtte processing.

A. flepaymeet terms - pour repaymnt schedule begins nine consetutive menths after you cease

tio Mt at least a MiTf-time studest.
these nine month are a grace period during which no

imterest hems mod no paymeet is due. Interest begins io.accria at the end of the grace

period and per first payment will be due one month later If you opt for a monthly repayment

plae or three maths later if em a quarterly plan. Peyments may be deferred or postponed If

pm qualify (refer to peragraphs S & C).

I. Ilmthly lestallments - 120 equal payments of principal and interest or

115. mAlchever IS greatif.

2. quarterly installments - AO equal payments of principel plus interest

ea eutstandim balance or PIS, whichever is greatec.

Interest is computed at the rate of 3k per annum on the outstanding balance. Outstanoing

ioteryst iideducted from all payments: reminder is applied to principal.

S. Oeferment.ef Repay:lent - your repayment schedule may be interrupted tnterest'frte for'

I.
My period during which yoa are pursuing at least a half-time course of

study et an institution of higher education.

2. A period not to rafted ihree years during wnich you are a voter of.

ia) U.S. Armed forces

01 Peace Corps
c) VISTA

f The deferment form is on the reverse side of your statement. this fora must be filed

annually as limg as you claim such s)atus.

C. Postponement of Repayment - when partial cancellation (refer to paragraph 0) is predicated

upon performsnce (i.e. teacher or military service), and when your repaynent schedule calls for

payment% prior to the completion of the year of service, yOu are eligible for a postponement

of payment until the end of the service,yeir.
the postponement forn is also on the eeeee se

side of mer stetement.

O. Cancellation od Repayment - your loan way be cancelled in part or in full if you qualify

for oarethe categories (raci below:

Yearly Maximum

Int Ratm Cancellable qualifiSatiODI Action to be taken

I) leacher 10% 50% a) toan granted prior a) 4 beginning Of servi(e

to 7/1/72, year, complete reierse of
statement fora (postp0f4.

went section)

v b) Tull-time teacher b) At end of service year
file Coarpleted fora 'Request

for Partial Cancellation'

c) for a complete aca-

demic year

d) In a public or nnn.
profit elementary. se.
condary Schap), or

college

2): leacher 155 1001 a-c) Same as Mohr nme a-b) Same as Number one

al In d public or non.
profit elementary or
Secondary school
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Pearly Maims
.1211 Am_ Cancellable lanhcasiri Attlee to be Taken

e) In a *heel with a
high conceetration of

students fres low.In.
come families (deter'
mined by U.S. Ceends-
%ismer ef
or fer teething NMI.
,eapeed children

3) %ember 15-10% isse a) Limo granted after a.b) Same as Number one
111112

...e) Same as Number two

4) Teacher IS% 1001 a) Semr as ir three ri-lo) Sado as Number em

b.c) Same as Number see

d) l.a head start preeram

0) Military 12.4 SO% a) Loan ranted between a.b) Same as Maher
1/1114 and'7/1/F2 ONO

b) Completed ime calendar
year of active duty I. the
U.S. Armed Forces

6) Military 12%1 SO% a) Leen granted after a.b) Sane as Number one
2i1/22.

b) Completed,ele calendar
year of service in an area
of hostilities

1) Peresnemely ION a) Contact NOSL section,
Disabled Ithaca College, for details

Seeruptcy 1001 a) Same as Munger six

0) Oeath 1001 a) Sawn_as Number six

,Prier to the end of a year if caocellable service, a %rowan be sent which you must con-

plot. and Neve certified. Part of your lean will be cancelled upon return of this form providing
you hew net exceeded the uncellable limits. Care Should be taken to jirwrli that the ceaciella-
ILie_f. as delinquency is determined from the.beginiiiig, and not the eni,
of the pestpeemient period.

E. ipcial Pemvialeas Meer Ceeditlelk

I. Mom aro permitted I. scalene, repayment of your lean, In /art or in full, at

any ties vithem penalty:
2. ion ave required to keep the Matiseal Direct Student Lon section Informed of

any chomp sr chimes of teems.
3. Vou are respoosIble for all attorneys f.ms and other costs and charges necessary

fer'collectIon of. any amount net paid when due.

4. In the event yeu fail to meet a scheduled payment of any installment due on
Mar mite(s), the entire unpaid belance including interest due and accrued

Shell, at Os ',then of Ithaca Ciellege, beceme immediately due and payable.

h. Should yeu motile able to meet a payment for any reason, please keep us informed
as ve may be able to help yeu and avoid unnec legal action.

6. In New York State, minority Is not a defense for non.payment of loans granted
for educational purposes.

We hope thIs Is a complete review of all the nrovisions of your National Direct Studect Loan.
If it is net, or if you are still confused, please centat us. Send all inquiries to:

224:

NDSL Section
Ourear's Office
Ithaca Collet*
Ithaca, Nem Pork 10ISO



INFORMATION qUCST10NNAINE

The fol1antog %formals* ts needed to up-date our records. Please complete this

questioomaire.

1) Nona: 1.0. F:

2) Sec. Sac. : Dvr. lic.: State:

Weber:

3) Nose Rank: Nana:

Address:

4) Credit Cards: Now*: Numhvv:

5) Auto !nsurance:

Carrier: Policy 1;mbor:

6) Relative who will always know your address:

Name:

Address:

71 Senior year room-nate:,

8) Close College Friends:

8
9) Ithaca College professors with whom you are likely to keep in touch.

10) Flans for the next two yeari:

Signature Date
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foifforlITHACA COLLEGE PAIMAIWI
MMLTO IUSARS OFFICE NOSE. SECOON nrIACA COLEGE ITHACA. N UPSO PHONE 274 3132

PRINCIPAL
BALANCE

MNTEREST
'MANCE

COESTANINNO
BALANCE

POUR

PIRO
aRANSa

1, 4114 i'444:1=4:11gAztv. ,

Mut c1.4cSs 045.00 M ITHACA COLLEGE aNDSL FUND

tq Irom pant EV Omar 0041,17reterrtrcOrtetaNt
I.1111IIVICI'COPY PREMARI

WARMER'S COPY

DAT1 I

PAygnso Npsi.
,

0Entm TOTAL

OfONEM 1
PRINCIPAL

Dill'aff

CURRENT
PIANGPAt

1%7411

.ulfirftrillinlicV , io

5
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UNITED COMPUCRED COLLECTiONS, INC.

P.O. BOX 11350 CINCINNATI, 01110 45211

ITHACA COLIDIE - MOS

United Cunpuered Col leet ham Prooadurtm

General. Unitscl Carpucred Collectioms, Inc. will provide a five letter
program consisting of an Ikpress-Grum, &nand letter and
three third-Party letters for the 1,3361. accounts.

Submission of Accounts. Copies of the Studad. !Dal bill will be used
to send accounts to Uoited Ccnoucred.
The VCC nunber fran a blue collection fonn 1. ill be written
above the student num and address.
Page two of the UCC fonn will be retained for updating the
account.
All account assiganents and other cconmications are to be
directed to:

Mrs. Robin Keller
United Conpucred Collections, The.
P. O. Box 11350
Cincinnati, 45211

Updating. Stops, &Impends and, resures will be (rack by sending the
aPPropriate stub fran page two of the collection fonn.
Address correcticos and other changes nay tv handled by more
addressed to Robin Keller. Always refer to the ucc claim timber.

NM letters are run on Wednesday each weck. All update infonration
should be sent on Friday. 1:st minute changes any be reported
by phone to Robin Keller at 1-8(/0-513-1351.

Reports. Every two weeks a status report will be sent sho.ing all aetwent,
currently active and n»y net ivily shire the last rewrt.
This repart should be retained :LS (SOCIIIVTIL.IL i011 ol the College's
collectico efforts.
Suspended accounts will main on the report until resunal or
stopped.

95-761 0 - 02 - 15.
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MR. JACK DANAHY
49 WOODMAN CIRCLE

; WEYMOUTH, MA 02190

221

Emorompurro0 7

NDSL'ACCUrNT *01-8267

AMOUNT: $125.35

,YOUR NDSL ACCOUNT *IITH ITHACA COLLEGE IS IN DErAULT.

THE PROMISSORY NOTE YOU EXECUTED GAVE Tnn COLLEGE THE
RIGHT TO DEMAND IMMEDIATE P7YMEN1 OF THE ENTIRE PRINCIPAL
BALANCE, ACCRUED INTEREST AND COLLECTION COSTS pron
DEFAULT OF ONE OR MORE SCHEDULED PAYHENTS.

YOUR CHECK, IN PAYMENT OF THE BALANCE INDICATLD MOVE,
'MUST BE CECEIVED WITHIN FIVE DAYS.

IF THERE IS A REASONABLE EXPLANATION FOR YOUR FAILURE
TO MEET THIS DEADLINE, YOU MUST CONTACT THIS OFFICE TO
AVOID FURTHER ACTION.

4

ITHACA COLLCGE
STUDENT LOAN OFFICE
ITHACA, NY 14853
607-274-3132
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ITH ACA COLLEGL
Ithata.N %% Volk

October 8, 1979

Mr. Jack Danahy
49 Woodman Circle
Weymouth, MA. 02190

RE: NDSL Account 101-43267
AMOUNT: $125.35

Dear Mr:, Danahy:

Your Continued failure to make paynent or oontact us regarding
your delinquent NDSL account is a serious matter. -

You have been put on notice that, because of your default, the
Oallegc has the right to require immediate payment of the Entire
principal balance, accrued interest and collection costs.

In acoordance with directives &cm HUN, ue hereir; doond that
you bring your account current within the next ten days.

If you do not amply with this final request, your account will
be placed for collection.

AE31: rk

22

Very truly yours,

Anne E. Hyland
Bursar
607-274-3132
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United Compucrod Colloctiono, Inc.

P 0 BOX 11350
ONONNATL ONa0 45211

Mr. Jack Danahy
49 WOodman Circle
WeyMouth, MA 02190

October 22, 1979

CREDITOR: Ithaca College

Student Loan Office
Ithaca, NY 14853

Ms. Jean Bamil
Ph: 607-274-3132

AMOUNT OF DEBT: $125.35

Dear Mt. Danahy:

In compliance with Federal Law 95-109 (15 United States Code 1601

et. seq.), you arehereby put on notice that your delinquent account
has been forwarded to us for collection by Ithaca College.

Immediate payment of your debt will forestall further disposition

,of this matter.

Unless you, within 30 days after receipt of this notice, dispute
the,validity of this debt, or any portion thereof, this debt will

,be assumed to be valid. If you, within 30 days after receipt of
this notice, notify the undersigned in writing that the debt, or

any portion thereof, is disputed, we will obtain verification of

the debt or a copy of a judgment against you. Upon written request,

we will provide you with the name and address of your original

creditor, if different from the creditor listed above.

Send payment today. To ensure prompt credit, direct payment to

the above named creditor; or send payment to us. Be sure to enclose

this letter with your Payment for proper identification.

WI.Sfrk

Voy truly yours,

W. L. Symonds
President
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UNITED COMPUClith COLLECTIONS, INC:
p.o. t:ox L

Hr. Jack Danihy
49 Nbodran Circle
LArAnnuth, MA 02190

'Novoter 5, 1979
A

CREDITDR: Ithaca Oollege

Student ioan Office
Ithaca, NY 14853
Ms. Jean Hamil

," Ph: 607-274-3132
At4XNT OP DEBT: $125.35

Dear mr. Danahy:

/ You are hereby notified that your failure to respond or pay yourdebt has been reported by us to Ithaca College.

It is incerative that you make full payment in 14 days, or contactyour creditor at once. If 14,days pass without full satisfaction
of this debt, they will be notified by us to pursue this matterby any lawful reang at their disposal

under state and foluul law.
You may avcdd further action by sending your payment today. To
ensure prorpt credit, direct payment to the above =rod creditor:
or send payment to us. Be sure to enclose this letter with your pay-rent for proper identification.

AL1S:rk

t2

Very truly yoers,

A. B. Stinean
Vire President

;

mttom AliANIA ginio% Il111AtO (HAMMON if% A40 tilititiNA11 tlIVIIANDMAWS MIAS 019011 1ArSA I ni ItxmoloN los ANGII is toulsvnu/11W YOU( 11119U110 SAN 111AN(I1(0 frOIN(.1iltli lAMI A 11.4140 WIMION %AMA

p.
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United Cornpucred Collections, Inc.

?W. Jack Danahy
49 Woodnan Circle
Weymouth, MA 02190

P 0 SOX It350
ONONNAlt OHIO 45211

Novanber 19, 1979

CPLDITDR: Ithaca College

Student Loan Office
Ithaca, NY 14853
M. Jean lima
Ph: 607-274-3132

AMOUIP Or DEBT: $125.35

Doar Mr. Danahy:

Nxordirg to reports from our oalleclicnmangenent, their efforts
have prcved unsuccessfulsin soliciting your cooperation with

Ithaca College.

Please he advised that I am notifying then as of this date that

they may wish to contact their attorney concerning available
ranedies in oospliance with federal and state law.

I feelsureyou will agree that immediate arrangements for pope:It

of this debt is the best solution. Send payinent tcday. lb ensure
prorpt credit, direct payment to the above named creditor; or send

paynent to us. Be sure to enclose this letter with your payment

for proper identificaticn.

Very truly yours,

W. I.. Symsondh

President

2
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Mr. SIMON. Fathei Weiss, we are very pleased to have you here.
My original written statement this morning said Reverend Weiss
was going to be commenting on the regulations. I thought it was
our colleague from New York here. I asked if someone had tried to
make him a member of the clergy. But it turned out we have a
Father Weiss here.a

We are pleased ,to have you.

STATEMENT OF REV. ROBERT F. MASS, PRESIDENT, ROCKHURST
COLLEGE, KANSAS CITY, MO.

Reverend WEISS. I am pleased to be here.
I am Father Robert Weiss, President of Rockhqrst College in

Kansas City, Missouri.
Rockhurst is one of the 28 Jesuit c6lleges and universities in the

United States. And I speak today on behalf of the Association of
Independent Colleges and Universities, and also the Association of
Jesuit Colleges and Universities. I am also serving as President of
the Independent Colleges and Universities of Missouri.

In my written testimony I have given details of the status or re-
payment of the national student direct loan program nationally for
the NICU institutions and also for Rockhurst.

I want to briefly note that our default rate at Rbachurst for the
most recent year, 1980 to 1982, is 5.56 percent. 174 expect that that
rate will be further reduced.

Just to give you an idea of the dimensions of our program,
during that year we loaned $249,000, .$188,000 came from collec-
tions of our own outstanding loans that were paid back by stu-
dents, and only $66,000, because of the reductions in the program,
came from additional Federal contributions.

Approximately 10 percent of our student aids, all student aids,
exclusive of guaranteed student loans, come from the NDSL pro-
gram. I am mire that the members of th:s subcommittee are well
aware of the importance of this program in the total picture of stu-
dent financial aid.

For myself I have always felt that student loans were %fi. espe-
cially appropriate way to assist students in financing their educa-
tion. I would like to single out just two reasons that I think are a
particularly attractive way.

First, it enables the student to share in the cost of their educa-
tion and to repay these loans for the use of others later on. I think
that is a very good way of financing. -

The second point is that it teaches the student early in life a
sense of responsibility. It aquaints him or her with a method of fi-
nancing that most Americans use to buy a house, buy a car, and
which many businesses and our Government itself uses as a means
of financing. Besides that, of course, the NDSL program really does
help the poor students, those students who do not have access to
the guaranteed student loans because of the problems of dealing
with a banker, trying to get to those loans.

Unfortunately, as we all know, in the early days of NDSL there
was a lact of clear understanding of the repayment obligation. The
variety of forgiveness provisions, just simple unfamiliarity with the
program, meant that really few institutions could plo a,good job of

23,
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preparing students for this obligation and keeping the necessary
records for the followup that would be needed to administer the
program.

I remember myself having to persuade many students and their
parents that this was a good, sound, honest way to finance their
education. And I think in trying to sell people on the loan pro-
gram, in many casespeople were given the impression that, well,
this might not necessarily have to be repaid. Now that is jastI do
not think we did that at Rockhurst, certainly not deliberately, but
there was a lot of confusion.

The elements of good collection Dit, Whalen has mentioned but I
think they come down to three. the preloan interview. We stress
with the student the obligatory nature of their paymmt, we 'make
clear what is involved, and we obtain good background information
on the student, his family, his grandparents, the addresses, job de-'
scriptions, so that we can trace the student.

Most of our loan defaults, especially the older ones, were 'ue io
losing track of the student. I think that is just a common proilem.
They mqve so often that we just have no way of contacting them.

Second then, we now keep close touch with the student, we insist
on an exit interview when he leaves.

Third, we keep careful track of delinquencies and follow up on
them.

Let me mention briefly, since it was in your letter, Mr. Chait-
man, that you were interested in the cost to the institution, in
1976-77 we, had advanced the student loans $1.328 million, cumula-
tively. Besides the cost of running the financial aid office, the inter-
views in setting up loans for students, at that time we spent $1,157
for collection agencies and about $5,000 of staff time, so about
$6,500 to collect locins.

In 1980-81, when our default rate got down to 51/2 percent, about,
Our total lending was $2.344 million; our collection agency costs
were $7,549, and we had a full-time staff person working on this at
a salary of $14,916. So we spent about $24,000 in direct institution-
al costs in collecting loans, not in the process of giving loans and
inverviewing, counseling students.

Mr. Snum. And what was that total again, $1.5 million?
Mr. WEISS. At that time our cumulative amount was $2.344 mil-

lion.
I would like to suggest that these proposed regulations to penal-

ize those with 20- to 25-percent default rates and to stop Federal
contributions where the rate is over 25 percent, although it obvi-
ously would not affect us at Rockhurst, really ought to be reconsid-
ered.

First of all, it is too late in this cycle of assigning aids to intro-
duce this kind of change. That has been really one of the problems
in making these kinds of things effective. They are put in hastAy,
and the institution has to scurry around to manage to do what
they can to recoim themselves for next year. This is the time that
we should be awarding funds, not still hearing about ways that
they are going to be analyzed.

The second thing is that institutions and current students are
being penalized by poor handling that either may haye been cor-
rected or took place a long time ago.

2 4,
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Third, if these regulations are simply a means to reduce the
budget, tht.n I.think it ought to besaid and they oughtwe ought
not to use this kind of means to simply Keduce the funding.

A 3 I suggested at the end of my written testimony which you
have, there are at least two ways in which this default issue could
be dealt with I think more fairly.

First would be to use the 1980-81 academic year as a base and
give a byear phase in so institutions would really know what these
regulations are going to be and they would have some opportunity
to put in place good procedure for handling them.
'Second, perhars a better way, would be to revise the method of

computing the default rate to base it on loans that were made or
which come into the collection,phase during a more recent period,
say the last 5 years. This would encourage greater diligence and
would recognize the progress that is made. Right now it is very dif-
ficult. You can turn these loans over to the Government but then
you lose the possibility.of further use of that money.

In conclusion, let _le state that the NDSL and now the much
larger guaranteed student loan program, really have made attend-
ance at Rockhurst and the independent institutions all over the
country possible for many students who simply would, not have
been otherwise able-to attend.

Now the guaranteed student loan program is vastly larger and is
extremely crucial for us. I was glad to hear Mr. Peyser bring out in
the testimony that that program is operating well.

ytre have learned, a lot and I think that we Can operate this in a
way that it is an effective way of helping students. On the other
hand, NDSL does provide for that smaller number of students who
really do riot have effective access to guaranteed student loans.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity and I certainly
Would welcome questions.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of Robert F. Weiss follows:]

23,;
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PREPARED STATIOWIENT or REV. ROBERT F. WERE PRIDCNT, ROCKHURST COUZGE
KANSAR CITY, MO.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee; I am Fathe; Robert F. Weiss.

I am president of Rockhurst College. an independent liberal arts college in

Missouri. I am here today on Sehalf of the National Association of Independent

Colleges and Universities, which represents 870 colleges and universities. 42

state assOciations. and 28 special purpose organizations.

I am grateful for the opportunity to present testimony to the Subcommittee

on the status of repayments in the National Direct Student.Lorn (NDSL) program.

both at Rockhurst, and generally at all independent institutions. I would like

to share with the Subcommittee some of NAICU's concern wit.h the new Administra-

tion proposal to penalize institutions with default rates deemed unacceptable by

the Education Department (ED). and to relay to you the importance of this program

to independent higher education.

For most of the history of this program. the Department of Health. Educa-

tion. and Welfare did little to assist colleges in defining good lending prac-

tices or assisting in collection activities. Approximately five years ago. HEW

issued regulations and guidelines to help colleges to reduce their default and

delinquency rates.

In recent years. both individual colleges and universities and.the Federal

government have ,cooperated to reduce the rate of default in this program. But,

on,January,7,ED published a Notice of Proposed Ruiemaking (NPRM) in the Federal

Register proposing to reduce and/or eliminate the NOSL Federal Capital Contribu-

tion (FCC) for schools with certain default rates. Let me be clear that we are'

not here advscating high default rates or poor lending practices, but rather are

suggee.ing less onerous meows of assuring just the opposite while continuing this

very important program.'
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The NOSL program was established under Title II of the National Defense

Education Act of 1958 to provide loan funds at,poctsecondary educational

institutions in order for them to make long-term, low-interest loans to qualified

students who needed financial assistance to pursue a course of study on' at least

4 haIf-tlme basis, The Federal share under the program is 90 percent -- the

Federal.Capital COntribution -- and the remaining 10 percent is supplied by the

institutions. Institutions are responsible for making and collecting loans.

This program markedthe beginning of the Federal government's efforts to provide

financial assistance to students who sought higher education. It was ,A

deliberate response by the Federal government to a perceived need that, a greater

number of individuals shOuld have access to higher education r-bulting in a" more

highly educated citizenry. ,

k
This Federal acknowledgement of the need for a Federal role in bwher

tlon has continued through the ,creation of six other udent aid prOk-ams (Pell

Grants, Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants, Cc ,ege Work-Study, State..

Student Incentive Grants, Guaranteed Student Loans, and Parent Loans). These

seven.programs prO-vide various forms of ald'to a student theough grants, work-

study opportunities, and loans.

When the.NDSL program begap, obtaining a loan in order to finance one's

education was not a.common nor comfortable action by most individuals. Yet, over

the courise of time, students have taken a greater role in paying for their
...-

studies at an independent coilege or university. Within the independent sector

of higher education, students rely on a combination of these three forms of.aid,

and any variation in one form has a direct effect on the other forms.

According to data compiledby the National InAitute of Independent Colleges

,

and Universities on undergraduate studer , who receive at least one form of aid,

37 percent received NOSCs in Academic Yew (AY) 1979-80. The average NDSL award

23,)
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7

for these students was approximately S800 in AY 1978-79 and AY 1979-80. The

following table depicts by income level for both AY 1978-79 and AY 1979-80 the

average NOSL award, cost of attendance, percent of recipients receiving aid, and

percent of the student aid package that comes from the NDSL award.

Wit A:ards fur Dependent Undergraduate Students

AY 1978.79 AY 1979.80

Ivan Doliar Percent of Percent of Fkon fkalar eercent of Percent of

income by haunt Per Cost of Student Aid Recipients A0Ount Per Cost of Student Aid Recipients
Thuusards Recipient Echo iition Budget Set Education _tic_12it. iteivit3_011

S 0.6 S804 S5,067 16% 36.8% Still 55,467 15% 34.7%

6.12 786 5,202 15 49.2 624 5,688 14 46.2

12.18 817 5,418 15 52.0 839 6,007 14 46.0

.. 18.28 821 5,652 15 52.2 $34 5,941 14 43.0
's" 7430 782 5.155 13 45.4 $42 6,499 13 44.5

3046 771 6.263 12 47,0 786 6,723 12 36.9
36 i AbOve 787 6.702 12 41.9 830 7,079 !2 38.8

All lowees 3803 55,712 14% 48.9% S871 .. 55,796 14% 43.0%

Soto's. The 'Natal impatt of the Middle incase Student Assistance Act UpOn Undergraduate Student Aid
Recipients at Indeurdent olleges and untversittes, National Institute of Independent Colleges alo
Universities, Joe 1981,

The January 7 NPRM proposes to reduce the FCC for institutions with default

rates greater than 10 percent and not more than 25 percent, and to eliminate any

FCC to those institutions with default rates greater than 25 percent. An appeals

process is provided for those institutions which may be able to show significant

improvement in their default rates. In reviewing the Education Department's -

"orange book," which reports the default rates for all participating institu-

tions, the following data was gathered regarding NAICU member institutions.

Comparison of NMI Default Rates in Ay 1979-80
for All Institutions and NAICU Members

All Institutions NAICU Members
Default Rate Number Percent Number Percent

10% and Below 1,482 45% 491 65%

Above 10% to 25% 983 30 212 28
25% and Above 799 25 51 7

Total 3,264 100% 754 100%

2
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In order for the Subcommittee to understand how NDSL affects an individual

institution, I would like to share with you Rockhurst College's experience with

the proy.= during the last five rars. Rockhurst has participated in the NOSL

program for over 20 years. Our total enrollment is 3,000 students (of which 1600

students are enrolled in the college's evening division or Master in Business

Administration programs and do not receive NDSL awards). The majority of our

students come from families with incomes below $25,000 causing them to seek

Assistance from the Federal government in order to help finance their education

at an independent college. The total cost of education at Rockhurst College in

1981-82 is approximately $6,300. Nearly all of our students who receive NDSL

loans are receiving some other form of aid (either gift assistance -- Pell

Grants, SEOG, or the Missouri State Grant'Program and self help programs -- work-

study and loans).

NDSL Program at Rockhurst College

Academisc'"

Year
Average

Loan FCC

Collections - Amount Lent - Default
Number of Students Number of Students Rate

'

AY 1977-38 $710 $138729 $ 92,736 - 522 $231,778 - 326 12.0%
AY 1978-79 712 154,670 123,171 - 573 263,621 - 370 6.1
AY 1979-80 665 143,246 126,937 - 587 256,961 - 386 5.7

531 104,127 153,314 - 640 264,782 - 419 . 5.5Af-1980-81-
AY 1981-82 607 66,005 188,035 - 661 249,107 - 410 (est.2.0)

This table demonstrates how important the NDSL program is to the independent

'sector of higher education. Even within the last five years, the number of

Students seeking assistanKfrom the NDSL program has increased and the average

loan amount was decreased in order to respond to the reduced FCC anount while

providing more Rockhurst students with some amount of needed NDSL loan capital.

On average,,in AY 1980-81 the NDSL award represents 10 percent of the student

financial aid budget at Rockhurst College. Replacing any portion of these lost

funds would be very difficult.

23 ,
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In addition, our default rate has steadily decreased from 12 percent in AY

1977-78 to 5.5 Percent in AY 1980-81. We 'are pleased that the NDSt default rate

has decreased in the last four years, and are continually working to reduce it

even further. But this task has not been an easy one for either Rockhurst

College or our students. At Rockhurst Cpllege, we have placed a great emphasis

on pre-loan counseling sessions in order to inform student borrowers of their

obligation to repay. We belie.e it is essential to discuss with our students

their rights, obligations, terms of their loan, and allow the students to ask

questions about this loan agreement. For most students, dbtaining an NDSL loan

is their first solo financial undertaking. Thus, we continue to place importance

on the student/lender arrangement, and conduct exit interviews for those Rock-

hurst stuants leaving in order to advise them of their future financial obliga-

tion and rights.

The Education Department contends that the proposed regulation is necessary
,

in order to more fairly distribute the FCC. We believe that it'is important to

ensure stability and accountability in'the NDSL program, and that institutions

should uphold their part of the NOSL,agreement with the Federal government when,

making and collecting loans. But we do have some concerns with this NPRM.
%

This proposed regulation was published in the Federal Register on January 7

with comments due to ED by February 22. We understand that ED is planning to,

publish a final rule by mid-March. Currently ED is compiling the relevant data

from institutional AY 1980-81 Fiscal-Operations Report and Application in order

to calculate default rates. The rate of default in AY 1980-81 will be used to

determine an institution's FCC for the coming academic year. This process is

expected to be completed by mid-March (when ED will send institutionvotioes of

tentative allocations for AY 1982-83). Thus, it appears that no matter when the

final rule is published, institutions will suffer from the Education Department's

23.,
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tardiness and stringent guidelines. Spring is the time to tell students what

they can expect, not the time to finally learn of the size of the Federal grant.

Let me remind you that in AY 1979-80 the average NOSL award represented 14 per-

cent of the financial aid package for a studeni attending an independent college

or university.

A second concern of NAICU is the method of calculating the rate of default.

It appears that some inequities may result for both institution and student.

Some institutions have made few NOSL loans, yet have high default rates because

these few loans were left in the default state. Thus. Aulents who choose to

attend"that institution may not be able to utilize the NDSL program because of

past actions datirg back ten to fifteen years. It seems unfair to deny access to

students now because of previous defaulters.

It is also important to note that even though some institutions have had. e

default rates abo. 10 percent in the past -- ever since ED, in cooperation with

colleges and universities, took more aggressive steps to reduce default rates z-

those NAICU institutions with default rates above 10 percent have reduced their

default rates, and many to default rates below 10 percent.
,

The most direct effect of this proposed regulation will be on those institu-

tions with default rates greater than 25 percent, but colleges and universities

with 'default rates greater than 10 percent and not more than 25 percent will

suffer reductions and possible elimination of their FCC. ED has not yet com-

pleted an analysis of this proposed regulation to determine the amount of money

that will be saved by reducing or eliminating some institutions FCC, or the

number of colleges and universities that will be most severely affected. NAICU

believes it is important and essential for the viability of the NOSL program to

reduce the default rates, but believes'it is imperative to inform schools of the

ramifications of this proposed regulation.
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Independent colleges and universities have already s.ffered substantial

reductions in NDSL funding.

NMI Funding Levels for Fiscal Years 1977 - 1981

NDSL Independent Sector Rockhurst

Fiscal Year Appropriation-- Allocation College FCC

1977 $323.2 Million $120.7 Million S138,729

1978 325.7 122.8 154,670

1979 "310.5 132.0 143,246

1980 286.0 116.6 104,127

1981 186.0 69.2 66,005

As NOSL funding decreased, so did, for the most part, the share of NMI funds to

the independent sector and to Rockhurst College in particular. The most drastic

reduction occured when the NOSL appropriation was reducedlrom $266 million in

FY80 to $186 million in FY81. In turn, Rockhurst College's FCC decreased by 37

percent during that time period. Although the number of borrowers increased from

640 to 661, the average loan decreased from $631 to $607. In fact, in almost

every year, despite the level of FCC received by Rockhurst College, the number of

students served by the NDSL prograM increased as total dollars decreased. Even

with the changes in student aid packaging in recent years, the NEAL data from

Rockhurst College demonstrates that more students are in need of NOSL loans to

help finance their education at an independen. college.

Therefore, we believe that while the proposed regulation is offered to

penalize those institutions with default rates greater than 10 percent, its main

purpose is to use the default rate issue as a means to cut the cost of the NDSL

program this year. We understand that the NOSL program may even be abolished in

the FY 1983 budget proposals. Thus, even if some schools receive reduced FCC

allotments and the authorizing statute provides a means for excess funds to be

reallocated, it seems highly unrealistic that this so-called excess FCC will ever

2 !4.
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be redistributed according to legislative formula. Every institution suffers,

regardless of their default rate.

We believe that there are at least two possible ways of dealing with the

default issue without putting ugdue burden on students and institutions and

without having administrative actions used to reduce budget outlays.

One way would be to use the information on the AY 1980-81 Fiscal-Operations

Report and Application as a base year. Institutions would then be on notice that

if their default rates are not below 10 percent or 25 percent by the time they

submit the 1981-82 Fiscal-Operations Report, their FCC would be reduced. That

would allow a one-year phase-in of the procedure proposed in the January 7 NPRM.

A second'approach would be to modiry the method for computing the default'

rate of an inseitution. We suggest that only those loans that were made or came

into collection within the last five to ten years be counted in the formula used

to determine an institution's default rate. This is6because some of the loans

currently used in calculating institutional default rates may-have-been in

default for 10 or 15 years during the earlier days of the program. This would

allow some control on default rates.py requiring Jnstitutions to exercise greater
.

due diligence in making and servicing loans while not penalizing current students .

for old practices.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to present these remarks and

woulif be pleased to respond to your questions.

Mr. SmoN. Let me ask a general question of each of you.
First, what does it cost to go to Ithaca College and to Rockhurst

College, assuming you are a resident student, not a commuter?
Mr. WHALEN. $8,000, that is room, board and tuition, and books.
Mr. WEISS. Our total cost is $6,300, including all the things al-

lowed in figuring tuition. Our tuition is actually $3,380, so it is asomewhat lower cost 'Institution than others.
Mr. SIMON. You say $6,300 and $8,000. How does a student; let's

say you come from a family where you are eligible for every stu-
dent program, how does a student put that together at your twoinstitutions?

I come fiorn a family with no income, $6,000 a year income and
those families do exist in my districthow do we put that together
at your college?

Mr. WHALEN. Well, we have a financial aid office and we have afinancial aid officer who is well-trained in the use and the abuse of
these programs.

I think the best way to answer that question for me is to say thatwe try to package a program of scholarships from Ithaca College,
grants and loans, loans where we feel the student has some ability

0/4
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later on to pay. For example, the financial aid officer is somewhat
sensitive to the fact that if a student is tremendously economically
disadvantaged and perhaps educationally disadvantaged, and is
taking on college maybe as the first member of that family, to
saddle that student with a large loan program is to create a major
problem. So we are sensitive to that.

Let me give you a couple of figures that may answer you a little
more broadly.

At Ithaca College we have about 4,800 students. I wrote down a
few figures here. At the present time we have 940 students of the
4,800 on Pell grants for approximately $950,000. We have 200 stu-
dents on the SEOG program for $200,000. We have 1,300 students
on Ithaca College scholarship money for $1.6 million. We have 250
students on campus employment and we have guaranteed student
loans for 2,800 students of $7 million, which gives you some idea of
the way in which we look at the student and how we package it.

I am not a financial aid officer expert. ...
Mr. SIMON. No. What I am really trying to do is to put together a

package, if I were a student; if I am not a national merit scholar, I
may struggle to get .a B and I have a family with limited inc...-,..
What it appears to me we are moving toward is to make it ex-
tremely difficult for a family of limited means to go to your college
and a heck of a lot of other colleges.

I was reading the Chronicle of Higher Education the other eve-
ning where they mentioned in Canada, of the foreign students, it
used to be 30 percent, were from the poorer nations, now it is down
to 10 percent:from the poorer nations. -

My fear iswell, we are doing the saMe with foreign students ip
the -United States, aside from our present problem, NIVhich is not in
our national interest, it duesn't seem to me. But in a sense we are
moving in that same direction with a developing nation within our
own Nation. I am very much concerned. That is why your testimo-
ny here today is appreciated a great deal.

Mr. WEISS. Let me try to give you just a picture, a similar case at
Rockhurst. ,..

First of all, of the $6,500, we aim at trying to meet, if they have
full need, of trying to meet 85 percent of the need. We are fortu-
nate in Missouri in having, the Missouri student grant program
which of course inciirPorateb the SSIG portion from the Federal
Government.

But we would get $1,500 under that, we would give the maxi-
mum under the Pell grant, which has varied somewhat, but say
that is $1,500, $1,600, we would give $800 under work study and
then a national defense student loan of about $1,500.

Now if the student thenif that does not meet the need, we
would try to give some Rockhurst money or guaranteed student
loan money, but we would expect the student to achieve some of
that, even though he is from a family that cannot give any aid
themselves, the student would achieve some of that from work or
other means.

But as you say, we are getting to the point though wherein if
these programs are going to be further reduced, it will mean the
poor student won't have the opportunity to go to even a moderate-
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priced institution like Rockhurst, which is less than t'he national
average.

,

Mr. SIMON. In effect, that not only deprives the student but it de-
prives your college of a mind and an economic mix that is impor-
tant for the right kind of educational product?

Mr. WEiss.Exactly.
Mr. WHALEN. You asked aboutI can give you now an example ,

of how we put a package together. Let's say we cost $8,200, this is
an example. We would give $1,200 in college work study, $1,250 in
NDSL. We do not give the maximum $1,500, we limit it to $1,250.
The student might be expected to have $600 from summer employ-
ment, $1,250 in a Pell grant, $1,000 in SEOG.

New York State has the tuition assistance program which per-
haps would give the student $1,800. This would be a student with
great need. Still he has to come up swith the $600.4nd $1,100, if that
student were in great need and we were trying to keep him away
from too much debt, we might package it that way.

Mr. &moist. But it is tough.
Mr. WHALEN. It is extremely difficult to do and it is extremely.,

difficult now because of the flux. We are trying to look at next year
and plan the financial aid package for next year and it is almost
an impossible situation at the moment because we really have\ rather poor information on what is going to happen, what we

\ might be able to expect.\Mr. SIMON. We cannot provide it right now.
Mr. WHALEN. I know it is not your fault. 4s

r. SIMON. I was interested, Father Weiss, in your suggestion
that we use the academic year 1980-81 fiscal year as another alter-
natite. Something along that line appeals to me a great deal.

Mr. 'Erdahl?
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
As you are aware, and I will inform our two witnesses, it may be

somewhat difficult for me to be completley objective about this
whole business of student loans because we have three sons at St.
Olaf College, a very fine private college that you are both aware of,
in Minnesota. Again, it is an expensive venture for our family.

A couple of things you have said seem so basic. We have had in
' the media and sometimes among our colleagues, criticism of the

whole loan program. It seems so basic to do what you twu have
done.

First of all, do a good orientation job, good selection process, a
good followup, basically I guess what every banker does in making
loans. He is careful about who he is getting and he does a good job
of collecting.

I wrote down here "keeping track of the students." Many of
them are willing to pay but if they do not get notice, it is probably
easier to pay the electric bill and other bills before they pay this
one. That seems to be basic.

I would just underscore this has been good positive testimony we
have received. I thank the two presidents for being with us. I think
it does underscore that these programs and this assistance is abso-
lutely essential if we are going to help some students get a shot at
education today.
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As a member of the minority on the committee, I must confess'to
a certain uneasiness with some of the programs that we have been
asked to accept in the past because, as I think I mentioned to the
committee yesterday, and some other witnesses, as we are under
the gun to make these cuts, not only do we make economic judg-
ment, we are also making a social judgment, as you said, Mr
Chairman, at a $6500 or $7,000 income.

Without this assistance in a family, that means that son or
daughter is not go..ig to have a shot at a higher education. I do not
think thit we in this CongregS want to be the instigators or, frark-
ly, I will be blunt, supporters of a system that would do that.

I just thank you very much for what I think is very helpful testi-
mony that we can utilize as we try to defend, maybe restore or at
least maintain some very essential programs in this area.

Mr. SIMON. We thank you both for your contribution very much.
Mr. Weiss?
Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I apologize for not having been here

for the testimony. I have another subcommittee that I had to run
over to for a few moments. So I won't ask any questions at this'
time.

I d want to express my appreciation to the witnesses. I have had
a chance to just briefly scan the testirnony. I will be reading it in
great detail. I am sure this will be a continuing story unfolding for
at least the balance of this year.

Thank you.
Mr. WHALEN. May I make one statement?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Mr. WHALEN. in reSponse to what Mr. Erdahl said, over the last

20, 25 years the Federal Government and colleges and universities,
the educational community have been in, it seems to me-, a partner-
ship. We built a financial aid structure that is multifaceted and
fragile, complex, and if we are forced to cut, as we must and as we
have, I think it is tremendously important that that relationship
between the Government and the higher education community be
maintained so that we can communicate some of the problems that
will occur, as you pointed out, and how that impact might be less-
ened if we turn this dial up and this one down.

NDSL is important for many of our schools. GSL is important for
many of our schools. I am terribly concerned about the fact that for
so many years we were in partnership. I hope that that partner-
ship does not break down. We probably need it more than we have
before.

Reverend WEISS. May I add one word?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
Reverend. WEISS. I really do believe that the GI bill was one of

the best investments that this country ever made in terms of the
return to the citizens of greater productivity and better education.
Beginning with a NDSL program in the fifties, we have come a
long way to satisfying the long-time American dream of access,
which was mentioned earlier, and of giving students a choice. I
think it will be a cptastrophe of great dimension if we back off of
that. It is something that we, unfortunately, will not be aware of
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next month or next year, it will be 10 years, 15, 20 years before we
realize the seriousness.

That is one qf the problems with these changes that are taking
place Because it is advanced funding on these programs, most of
them, we do not ndtice the effects right away, but we are dealing
with something that I think is terrific and I ath sure all of the
members of the subcommittee who are so friendly to this are also
aware of the tremendous importance not only for our students and
schools but for bur country.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you both.
I may add, thy concern is not only a %Luantitative one, but quail-

tative. We may be putting the squeeze on y,.,ur schools and the stu-
'dents sb that the net result is going to be great damage. The same. Chrbnicle mentioned each of the last 5 years there have been three
fewer volume'S published for university libtaries in this country.
That is not soinethiog that erupts into headlines, but it is an ero-
sion that I fear may become too typical of what is going to take
place hi our country if we are not very careful.

We thank you both very much.
We gtand in recess until 2 p.m. We will at 2 p.m. have a joint

hearing with the Subcommittee on Elementary and Secondary and
Vocational Education on the social security reductions in student
benefits. .

[Whereupon, at 12:07 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows.]

t.\
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Ms, Margaret Henry
Office of Student Financial Assistance
Room 4016, ROB 3
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washtngton, D.C. 20202

Re: NPRO changes in Funding .k.ocedure" For"
NDSL, CRS, and SEOG; Fed. Reg. 1-7-62

Dear Ms. Henry:

This will serve to supplement the statement filed Febru-
ary 22, 1982, on behalf of our clientthe Association of
Independent Colleges and Schools ("AICS") in the above-cap-

.tioned matter.

YU,

Attached is a copy of a form letter dated March 1978
to institutional presidemts concerning the disposition of
certain NDSL program notes. It appears as Appendix J at
page 209 of the current "Audit Guide, Campus-Based SFA Pro-
grams, bffice.cf the Inspector General, June 1960." The
first sentence of the final paragraph on the first page
states as followi:

"Your institutional default rate will,be calcu-
lated each yearson the basis of the annual fiscal-

'operations tePort as of June 30."

We suggest that tnis letter supplements and reinforces
the discussion in Our statement of February 22, 1982, con-
cerning the improper calculation of the default rate for
NDSL as presently practiced. It particularly illustrates
default rates being based or the annual fiscal-operations
report, the instructions of which, if carried out as.stated,
utilize the "princlpal amount outstanding" rather than the
"principal amount past due and in default" as the basis
for the computation. _We continue to maintain that .his
is improper.and contrary to the regulations, as well 'as
inconsistent with proper procedure in the semi-annual "Report
of Defaulted Loans" in ED Form 574.

7
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We hope this will be of assistance to you as you review
the NPRM concerning NDSL default penalties.

"Respectfully submitted,

THE ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT
.COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS

Through its General Counsel,

SACHS, GREENEBAUM 6 TAYLER

By:
Richard A. Fulton

RAF/csd
**el)
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
°MCC OF IDUCATION

UOIAU Of STIMINT FOIANCIAL
WAPOONITON. DA $etae

March 1971

Dear President:

APPINDIX

The purpose of thitletter is to transmit instructions for the disposition of
certain National Direct Student Loan Program notes which have been
ciassified as uncollectible, and to point out the characteristics of the notes
which may be assiened to the United States. Any note which your institution
assigns to the United States is assigned without recompense. In other words,
your institution forfeits its interest In any note assfred to the United States.

411 NDSL notes which are classified as uncollectible must be valid instruments;
that Is, they must contain proper signatures, and correct entries to amounts
advanced and dates. Por some Institutions audits and program reviews may
have already Identified defective or invalid notes for correction. However,
should such invalid lintruments exist today, the institution which owns the
notes must buy then by depositing into the Fund an amount equal to the un-

_collectectprincipal. It may. then proceed to attempt collection as lf the trans-
action originally involved institutionil funds only.

Due diligence In attempting to obtain collections must be demonstrated. Subpart
C of the NDSL regulations covers "Loan Collection - Due Diligence." Since
this standard was published in 1976, you are not required to show full com-
pliance with it for efforts made in prior years. However, reasonable efforts
along the lines of this standard and Appendix 17 of the NDSL manual must be
demomtrated to the satisfaction of the Office of Education.

An important oh,ective should be the conservation of capital in your Student
Lzsn eund. Collection studies have shown that second attempts to collect
on long overdue notes are frequently successful. Therefore, any delinquent
note, no matter when the repayment period began, on which the slightest chance
of recovery of funds still exists, should be retained by the institution andits
collection actively ptrsued. Defaulted notes which are included in your report
as of one June 30 would not be shown as defaulted in the following June 30th
report if the note has been retained and the borrower has been brought back into

repayment status.

Your institutional default rate will be calculated each year on the basis of the
annual fiscal-operations report as of June 30. Notes which have been assigned to
and accepted by the United States will be included in the basic default rate
thereafter. On the other hand, notes which have been assigned to and accepted
by the United States will be subtracted from your basic default rate to obtain
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an atusted default rate. This adjusted defatiltrate will be used as the basis
for determining the effectiveness of your operatioi, of this phase of your
pritstam in comparison with other institutions.

If you determine that you'have valid NDSL notes, on which due diligence
has been performed, and there appears to be practically no chance of
collection of-these notes, you may then assign them to the linited States
.without rjafiltMlflee.

An original OE Form 333, Assignment of Defaulted Note(s) must be completed
for each loan which you wish to assign to the United States, and be certified
by an institutional official who has the authority to relinquish the institution's
Interest in the note. A sample of this form Is enclosed, and additional copiei"
should be requested in writing from

Mrs. Florence V. Taylor
Servicis ihd Collections Section

Campus and State Grants Branch, DPO
Bureau of Student,financial AssistanCe
U.S ...nice of Education
Washington, D.G. 20202v

A co'py of the Procedural Guidelines and General Information statement is alsoendued.

Questions pertaining to this matter may be directed to Mrs. Taylor on telephone
number 302-2434727.

Sincerely yours,

Carolyn Mts
Director
Division of Program Operationi

Enclosures

,
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GAUOCJANIA TAI UM/NI:MTV
IMMAHMT1CUrAVViOit TWITS 449 i/A11.114.11ToM "C. 21-11). 5501175$44t.

Februar: 4, 1982

FE8 5 982
The Honorable Paul Simon
U.S. House of Representatives
227 Ce.anon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressmen Simon:

On behalf of the California State University, I wish to respond to the
discussion in your bearing yesterday on the GAO report, "Students Receiving
Federal Aid Are No* Making Satisfactory Academic Progress; Toulher Standards
aro Needed" and to submit the enclosure for the ridord. The California
State University is the largest rystem of four-year undergraduate and
graduate (masters degree level) education in the United Stateo. However,
not one of our 19 campuses was included in the CAO sampling. We also
have vell -defined standard* of academic progress in relation to eligibility
for student Aid. Satisfactory progress is defined in teras of nuober of
completed units at passing grades. Pages 46 and 48 of the enclosure from
our Narmai of Financial ad-Policies and 176-eidures specifies factors which
muse be included and excluded in the determination of comdleted units. t

The failure to include colleges and universities such as those in our system
supporti the criticism launched at the GAO. Unfortunately, the press has
published it* articles summarizing the' report. Since reporters seldom
rewrite their stories, the damage has already been done. However, we are
thankful for your action to publicly correct the record.

14

.ww?

erely your.s,i

udith S. Wonsan
Director, Federal Relations
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MANUAL OF FINANCIAL AID POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

B. SATISFACTORY PROGRESS AND GOOD STANDING

Federal-Delindion.-Federal-student.aid regulations specify-11w -satisfactory progress"
and "good standing" are determined in accordance with institutional standards and
practices and that schola'stit. probation shoulu not disquality a stutlamt for financial aid if.
according to the standards and practices of the campus. lie is maim lining satisfactory
progress in the course of study he is psi:suing.

2. CSUC Definition (for the purposes of determining financial aid eligibility).

a. Full-Time Undergraduate Student, Completion `of an average 12 units per quarter or
semester attended during a 17-month pemht (Reference. Recommendation I j.
Trustees Internal Audit Report No, 73.3).

b. Half-Time Undergraduate Student. Completion of a minimum aserage of units per
term during an modemk year .

c. Full.Time Graduate Student. Complehon of an average of 8 graduate lesclunds per
terns during a 17.month periml

d. Half Time Graduate Student. Completion of a minimum average of 4 graduate lesel
units per tents per academic year.

e. Exceptiont On a case by case basis, an exception to the above unit eniii0etion
requirements may be made upon receipt of written reconaniendation front the
Counseling Center, student's faculty advisor. or Financial Aid Advssory Cominittee
as determined by local campus policy. Dtkumentation inua,t be retained m student's
folder. If a student is recipient of an EOP grant, see Section 603-E-3-c.

3. Inclusion in Terms of AWard. When "satisfactory progress" or "good standing" nre
included in conditions for receiptand retention of award, recipient must be given an
explicit statement of such tcrms when award is made (SA 73.2o).

C. ACADEMIC UNIT LOAD VERIFICATION

I. Prior to the First Disbursement. Venfication of enrollment an "the required" number of
units must be made prior to the first disbursement.

2. Prior to Each Additional Disbursement. Vadification of enrollment Oa at least a half-time
basis shall be made prior to each additional disbursement within a tern%

3 Census Date. Confirmation of enrollment in "the required" numbei oh units must kr Made
for all aid recipients from census date until load' ioster print out as mom m ai adabk.

Non: If a student recoses an LOP grant, sce Section 603 1-3 for unit enrollment and unit
completion requirements.

D. UNIT DROPS

Prior to the Census'Dalc. Exceutise Order No 1-71 permits withdraisal from courscsk1
without rcstiiction or ritually. during period e4ablished by the campus, which must be
no later than the census date. If aul is disbursed ,pnor to coons date, any unit drops not

.cleared through the financial Aid office %sal identilicd an the required review of the
census date unit load roster (sce Section 306.0..2),

2 After Census Date A sysicni for automatic rt.t*crral of math:ails to financial Aid On,:
(or prompt notilumum of mut drops) most be develop. d between I mancial Aid Office

Revised June, 1977
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and appropriate campus whist(%) IJi Fin.uii 1.11 Aid 01 Iie AJII take appropriak and
timely folloss.up i bun insluding rsdustivn, sansellation, andfui rssovsry id award if
tecipknt is up longer s'arrying roomed number of units (SA 73.2(s)

a, If studs nt has been awarded Work-Study hinds. iesossry of any ds konmsd
lo be in valeks of a revised Tinansial aid eligibility shall riot be requested unkss ths
student misrepress Med his or het fas Nal siriannstanta.s. upon wInsh the eligibility
for imansial aid had been determined

Ii If Work-Study is reduced or I. ancelled, t he employer should receive w rit ten
notiniMion

1. WITHDRAWALS

I. Notification of Withdrawals. A sy skin for prompt nohlisatom of withdrawal by aid
resillients must Ix establishad tis,ossn Tinancial Aid Ori1 t. and appropriak sampus
office( s).

2. Refund of Financial Aid. Th Alhidavut of Ldusational Purpose, signed by resims nts
01 tederal kinds (SA 74.54), six sines that sushi funds will lie ussd solsly fur expuises
related to attimdanee at the campus,

a. Amount of Refund. Whether and to what extent a student shall be rsquired to
ev fund his aid depsods upon knittli of ums student has been attending slay..., during
ths term and the judgement of Ow appropriate p vowing of(isialls) as to ths portion
of the award rstioned fot sshoobrelatsd expenses foi that WIC. Basis lorstlesision
must iv- fully documstitsd It mono ii r 111Ild iiIViilWs s WOlt St116 I ARAI)
cams!. see Section 30(i4).2.a and b.

b. Due Ddigense in Cones lion ifforts. Ii stutknt sannot lit Intslynnisd rsgardmg
['spay Ian Ut ol hinds DA_ student &undiluted slass attsndatiss without oilioahly
ssithdrawmg. or uithdrew by mad). due diligente must be evidenessl in sampus
efforts to colket any required repayment as follows

-
I 1 I Send !elk r to the student explaining finansial obligations resulting from

withdrawal and stating that a hold has been phased on studsnes resords until
sush obligations Ilaye been sheared. (Referowes7 SA 73 26 and &shims 42380
and 42381 of Title 5 of the California Administrative Code),

(2) It >Went doss not respond, send a second letter (nlentwal 10 the first) by
certified mad, return receipt requested.

e. Delly of Loan Repayment. 11 loan Was awarded during, term sludsnisvillidreak.--
repay nwnt s.iui he made in assordanse with provisions of studses pruinissory nuts
(ix.. immediate repay ment of loan Is not required unless in judgenwnt ol the
I iminsial Aid Ottus or the Business Muse or both. mins dots rs pay MLitt slut/111d be
rsquirs d) Shids ni should ts st 01. OM Ink OA is dos Min Ills Int Wing ths rs payins nt
sdwduk.

3. Llket of Withdrassal on Completion of Required Number of Units

J Do not outsider units attempted and subsequently satkellsd by uthonted
ssithdrassal in skis miming sompletion ol required average number of mins
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b. If a student has received a Financial Aid Warning Letter (%tv Section 306-f 31
specifying a deadline for completion of units from a ',mums term, 11w deadline
shall not be affected by such withdrawal unless tIMIssuji eireunistanees (doetinic mei()
warrant special consideration.

DETERMINATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH SATISFACTORY PROGRESS
REQUIREMENT

1. Checking Units Completed. At the end of cull acadenue term. official records of units
completed by all financial aid recipterrts must be cheeked promptly upon reecipt of such
records by the Financial Aid Offiee to eonfirm that the "required" number of units has
been completed (SA 73.20

2. Interpretation of Grades (for the purpose of determining financial aid eligibility)

3. Following shall be considered as units completed:

(I) "A" through "D" grades.

(2) "CR" (Credit)

b- Following shall not be considered as units completed.

(I) "17" grades.

(2) "NC" (No Credit).

(3) "W" (Withdrawal).

(4) "AU" (Audit).

(5) "U" (Unauthorired Incomplete).

c. Following shall temporarily be considered as units completed, with final
determination as noted (Reference: Executive Order No. Ill):

(I) "RD" (Report Delayed). Registrar will replace with a grade as soon as 11ossible

(2) "SP" (Satisfactory Progress). To be replaced with appropnate final grade
within one calendar year of date of first enrollment.

(3) "I" (Ineomplete). To be made up within one calendar year immediately
following the end of the term in which it was assigned.

3. Notification to Student. The following proeedurcs shall be followed.

a. At the end of cad) 30dCIIIIC term, if student failed to complete at least half time
unit load, or was disqualified, a "hold" shall be placed on 11w next disbursement and
the student referred to the Financial Aid Office.

h NO term, at the fust disbursement, all linaiwial aid reeipients shall be provided
with a copy of a general policy statement regarding satisfactory progress. This
statement shall renund the student of tlw "Agreement" signed at the tune of aceepting
the otter, and of the required minutia of units whit h must be completed to IIMIni.)111
financial JO eligibility fhb statement should also melude arning that subsequent
financial aid may be denied if Mal number of units is not completed within the
academic year.

Revised - June, 1977 48
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EXCEPTION. This statement need not be distributed if the Financial Aid Office
sends Individual warning letters to all students who have not
compkted the "rzquiied" number of units at the end of each
term. Suck warning letter must include I ) the "requited" number
of units which were not completed in the preceding term, 2) the
required number of units which must be completed to maintain
financial aid eligibility (see Section 3064)-2), 3) the deadline for
completing the defieit "required" units (see Section 306-1-4), and
4) the consequences, including probable denial of subsequent
finanetal aid. if the required number of units is not completed during
the specified time period. (Reference: Recommendation 1.j.

Trustees Internal Audit Re, art No. 73-3.)

e. At the end of each academic year. the .inancial Akl Office shall notify all aid
recipients with unit deficiencies of the number or "required" units which were
not completed. and wlwther or not financial aid for the subsequent year is being
denied or .ontittued on a probationary basis,

4. Schedule for Completion of Required Number of Units. The following schedule is
predicated or the student's completion of all adequate number of units up Ii the time of
the Financial Aid Warning Letter.

Unit Deficiencies Terms During Which Units
at End of Tenn Must be Completed

--Semester-- _____ __Eall__ . _ Spring.aa Summer
Spring Summer and Fall

Quarter Fall Winter, Spring and Summer
Winter Spring. Summer and Fall
Spring Sumincr, Fall and Winter

S. Excessive Unit-Deficiency. If the unit defiereney at thc end or any term is so great that _
there is httle probability that student would be able to make up the deficiency in
required period of time. student inust be advised regarding probability of discontinuation
of aid in following term.

6. Termination of Financial Aid. If it IS dcterrnincd, aftcr roicw. thJt thc condition:
smarted in the warning letter (see Section 306.F-3 and 4) have not been satisfied. the
student utmost reeewe a written notification of termination of financial aid eligtbillty

307. CONFIDENTIALITY OF ALL STUDENT INFORMATION

"All documents, correspondence, and emtversations between and among the aid apphwnt, his faintly.
and financial aid offwers arc confidential and ntiticd to the proteetion ordinarily arising from a
cimunseling relationship." (See Section 10 H.)

A. APPLICABLE LAW

Smse Section 22504.5 of the C.4iforma Education Code Was repeakd, the controlling Lis ts
nos% the 1974 family Educational Rights and frivasy Act. sonwtinws referred to a \ the
"Buckley Amendment". (See SA 75-87.20 U.S.C. I232g and 45 C.F.R. 99.)

In pertinent part. Section 99.31Q) (4) of the Federal rerulations provides that.

la) An educational agency or institution may diselose personally identifiable
outounatnun !rum the education records oh a StOdela Without the written consent of
the p.rent of the student or the eligible student if the disclosure is -

49 Revised June. 1977



OVERSIGHT ON CURRENT STATUS AND ADMIN-
ISTRATION OF FEDERAL STUDENT ASSIST-
ANCE PROGRAMS

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1982

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10 a.m., in room 2261,
Rayburn House Office-Building, Hon. Paul Simon (chairman of the
subcommittee) presiding.

Members present. Representatives Simon, Weiss, and Erdahl.
Staff present. Marilyn McAdam, majority legislative assistant,

and John E. Dean, minority senior legislative associate.
Mr. SIMON. The subcommittee will resume its hearings.
This is another in a series we are holding on the student assist-

ance programs. It is appropriate that we conclude this particular
series with a representative of the Student Loan Marketing Associ-
ation, better known as Sallie Mae, Mr. Edward Fox.

Sallie Mae serves as the secondary market for loans under the
guaranteed student loan [GSL] program. This morning we will spe-
cifically be hearing about the current status of the programs oper-
ated by Sallie Mae as well as progress reports on loan consolida-
tion, warehousing, and servicing of loans and implementation of
the new authorities granted Sallie Mae in the 1980 amendments
and the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981.

The role of Sallie Mae has become increaiingly important as the
GSL program has mushroomed in volume. Since its inception in
1973, Sallie Mae has invested over $4 billion in student loans. In
the wake of anticipated changes in the GSL program, it is essential
that Sallie Mae be available to provide financial and operational
support to lending and educational institutions, State agencies, and
.parents and students participating in the student loan program.

We will also be hearing from other witnesses who will be telling
us about the status of student financial aid programs and their im-
portance to specific minority students. This knowledge is particu-
larly important to us as we are about to receive the administra-
tion s budget requests.

Mr. Fox, we will start off with you. You may proceed as you
wish.

(251)
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STATEMENT OF EDWARD FOX, PRESIDENT, STUDENT LOAN
- MARKETING ASSOCIATION [SALLIE MAE]

Mr. Fox. I would like to 'thank you on behalf of our board and
our chairman for the invitation to appear before your committee.
We have given you a lengthy amount of material. I think it an-
swered most of the questions that were requested of us, so I won't
go over all of that and repeat it.

There are three points I would like to mention at the outset.
Then I will tajce your questions.

First, in the 1980 amendments to the Higher Education Act we
were permitted and were encouraged by this committee and by
those amendments to provide a program of loans to States in sup-
port of their lending to students; itself as a primary or secondary
market. That language was reasonably explicit. The comments in
the report were explicit. But the Department of Education has
taken the tack that there are some missing links in the legislation.
If entities were to borrow from us, even though we finance our-
selves on a fully taxable basis, looking at other legislation which
was approved at that same time which would require that States
that borrow only receive a half special inte:est allowance on the
assumption they were coordinating the arbitrage profits asSociated
with profits made from the sale of revenue bonds, in essence States
have been Told they cannot borrow from us.

We are very pleased that the leadership of the House and Senate
has communicated with the Secretary, that that was not the intent
of the law, that those who borroived from us who were States
should get the benefit of the full special allowance, and the States
having difficulty marketing their bonds should have a secondary
source of funds.

I re er you to my statement which talks about that in some
detail. Hopefully, in order to give service to the States, which was
not an issue, which was supported bipartisanly in the House and
'Senate a year and a half ago, it appears we are going to need some
legislative tightening in oider to provide that acc mmodation to
the States. So we look to you for that help, sir.

Second, as you know, we are now selling our debt in the private
capital markets which 'was the intent of the 1980 and 1981 legisla-
tion. An issue surfaced in which it appeared that entities which
owed mune) to the Federal Government could oni ,y sell debt that
was subservient to the Federal debt. That was not the intent of the
original law. There were technical amendments approved in 1981
with the support of the House and Senate, That language has an
expiration date of September of this year. I believe it was the
intent uf the Congress to review that, since it had come up on very
short notice and to hopefully extend that so we would be able to
finance ourselves. That, too, is an issue that has been dealt with at
length in the material that I have given to you.

Finally, one authority that was given to us in the summer of
1981 as sort of a safety net, would permit us to make accommoda-
tions or to finance programs that were created with loans that
were not insured by the Federal Government. For example, if there
were a need in a geographic area or a class of students were not
eligible for aid under an existing program, Sallie Mae would have

25 0
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF EDWARD A. Fox, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF ExEcUTWE OFFICER,
STUDENT LOAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION (SAL= MAE]

The Student Loan Marketing Association (Sallie Mae)

is a private, for-profit corporation chartereci by Congress to

provide a national secondary market for insured student loans

made by private or state lenders under the federally-sponsored

Guaranteed Student Loan Program (GSLP) and Health Education'

Assistance Loan Program (HEAL).

By congressional intent, Sallie Mae is tructured

along traditional corporate'lines, with total responsibilities,

in the hands of a board of directors and a management team.

The President of the United States appoints one-third of the

21-member board and designates the chairman from among the full

membership. By statute,, financial and educational Institutions

are permitted to own.shares of voting stock of the corporation.

and each group elects one-third of the board of directors.

Sallie Mae.provides a broad spectrum of private and

state lenders -- commercial banks, thrift institutions, credit

unions, state agencies and other primary lenders -- with a

source of liquidity. It offers such lenders the opportunity to

sell student loans at cash value or to borrow additional funds

to support their student lending activity by.pledging existing

loans a's collateral, thus serving as a secondary market for

student loans.

2
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the authority to put in place financing for accommodations that
might be made by a school to a student or by a.bank to a student
that wasn't covered by Federal insurance or State insurance or re-
insurance.

This has not been something that we expected to occur relatively
quickly. As long as the existing programs, the GSIP, NDSL, and
other programs were functioning and students hadn't been disen-
franchised, we didn't expect these alternative programs would be
created or made available to students. So we have made no provi-
sion to make such loans at this time. But it is a safety net pro-
gram; so if students are disenfranchised, there would be other op-
portunities for Sallie Mae to participate in such loan programs.

All of a sudden we have started getting requests for information
as to how such a program might work, particularly educational in-
stitutions are reviewing the financial situation of their students
and finding that many already qualified for student loan programs
which are not Government or State supported. They are wondering
if they can make loans directly on an insured basis or induce banks
to make loans to students to fill that void. Those institutions are
also coming to us and looking for credit in support of those pro-
grams.

I would look to this committee for some guidance, because we
have a limited amount of resources. There are a number ordiffer-
ent programs to which we can provide credit or support. The issue
is, really, What does the committee think about the possibility that
certain groups who may have been disenfranchised, as you set
qualifying standards for your programs, seek other forms of credit.
And, since we have the statutory right to offer some kind of credit
in support of those students, what do you feel about the possibility
that we may indeed be called, or may have to finance, or have to
consider financing that kind of request?

What comes down in the next few months may create an even
larger pool of students who are not eligible for guaranteed student
loans or NDSL loans, and I have no doubt they will be looking for
any source of credit they can find. That, to some extent, means us.
Any guidance you can give us about these uninsured loan pro-
grams would be appreciated.

That is my statement, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Edward Fox followsl
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I

Ir j3O. amcindItz 1::, thc .1,-..qc enabling lesiclatiOn,
i

the Higher 7d cation art of 1965, enlarged 5allie Mae's statutory

program and, inancing,I autbority. Specific provis.ons authorize
.

the corporaii. on to consolidatm or refinance student loans, to
i

lend funds 0 rectly t g,tate agencies-where there is a certified

1
1'

shortage o oaricapi
Af

A nd to serve as a direct lender in

states whe there is aNs vere student loan shortage. Various

amendment included in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation

Act of 19 1 broadening Sallie Mae's aufthorities as a prgspective

i
f

'safety n ' in-support.of student credit. These include the
..0

right to rchase student loan revenue bonds and, with the

approvalto the Secretary of Education, to be an insurer under

1

certain r ecific and limited conditions. A detailed discussion

of thes4mendments can be found in the Appendix to tbis testimony.

In over eighetyears'of operation, Sallie Mae has

providtd, nearly $7 billion of support to lenders under the

GSLP. ils of December 31, 1981, its investment of $4.8 billion

in the psu was equal to approximately 25 percent of all insured

1
studept loans outs.tanding.

1 I

,

Sallie Mae has worked with 1,200 lenders providing

direct or indirect financial assistance to 2.0 million students
1 7

in 11! states and territories. They include commercial banks,

savings banks, thrift institutions, credit unions, educational

/in titutions, itates, agencies and state secondary markets. It

h stassisted in financing statewide prosrams in 14 states and

e District of Colu.mbia.

2 '5



Sallie Mae ootains Lunas ryr its operations primarily

from the sale of its debt obligations. In recent years it has

financed its activities principally through the issuance to the

Federal Financing Bank (FFB) of debt obligations guaranteed by

the Secretary of Education. As announced by Secretary Regan on

May 7, 1981, Sallie Mae has begun borrowing in the4public markets

without the guarantee of the federal government.
4

. '

The corporation is expected to meet the same profit

and loss standards. Including a ieturn on stockholders equity,

as a business without a government link. It pays full federal

incoMe taxes and has recelyed no federal appropriations during

its entire history. Sallie Mae is severing its ties with the

federal government in connection with its funding activities.

-I-ter-objet.t-ive---1-&toachii.vsits.-ptImarysocialputpose. ofexpanding

credit in support of access to postsecondary education by operatinL

as a business organization sub3ect to the disciplines and opportunities

of the marketplace. As such, Sallie Mae considers itself to be

a prototype for transfocming a quasi-government organization
I

into a private sector corporation that functions efficiently

and profitably while fulfilling its original public service

purpose. .
a

During 1981, Sallie Maeprovided $2.5 billion of

secondary market support for the GSLP,.4 dramatic increase over

the $1.4 billion in 1980. During ehe year the corporation's

hold ngs of student loan related assets increased by 86 percent

*

2 6 1
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over 1980. krom December 31, 1977, througb Decemet Ji, 1981,

the corporation hak grown approximately ten-fold from $500

joilliOn fo over $5.1 billion. Sallie Mae purchased $1 billion

of guaranteed student loans in 1981, representing over 1400

transactions from institutions in almost every state in the

union. During 19114. Sallie Mae expects to increase moderately

its dollar volume of loan purchases against the 1981 performance.

Warehousing advances (loancl totalled $1.4 billion in 1981, a

dramatic increase over the $811 million made available in 1980.

This growth was caused by lessened liquidity in the banking

system and high interest rates which, i., combination, create a

cyClical demand for loans Crom Sallie Mae. Lowered interest

'rates and the previous utilization of available collateral by

lending institutions suggests that demand for this service from

Sallie Mae will diminish substantially in 1982. Over $500

million of lending in the Warehousing Advance Program in 1981

was against collateral other than student loans. This authority,

first contained in the 1980 amendmenti to _he Higher Education

Act, permitted Sallie Mae to fiwance institutions that had not

previously participated in the GSLP and permitted others that

were lenders-of-last-:esort to borrow from Sallie Mae to assure

access to eligible students. Additionally, Sallie Mao provided

MO mill on of commitments .a 58 institutions in 1981 to either

purchase loans or lend at a future point in time. As of year

end, such commitments, which arc contingent iiabilities of the

corporation, totalled nearly $1 Pillion.

2 6
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Sallie Mae was given the responsibility in the 19d0

amendments to p0t in place a Loan Consolidation Program for

certain qualifying students relative to the National Direct

Student Loan Program (NDSL) and the GSLP. Approval from the

Department of Education was not forthcoming until late in 1981,

resulting in a pilot program first being offered during the

fourth quarter. Because of the lack of a usable data base to

identify prospective candidates for loan consolidation, and due

to an extremely time consuming and costly process of origination,

results of our pilot program are just beginning to become available.

A very,preliminary response from high indebtedness graduates

suggests a relatively modest interest in the loan consolidation

opportunity. However, Sallie Mae is committed to providing

loan consolidation to all qualified students and anticipates

closing $100 million of such loahs during 1982.

Another program provided to Sallie Mac in the 1980

amendments clarified Sallie Mae's ability to lend directly to

states. The Department of Education has taken the position

that states borrowing from Sallie Mae on a direct basis would

qualify for only a half special interest allowance. Many states

have approached Sallie Mae during these difficult times it. the

student loan revenue bond markets, seeking financing from Sallie

Mae. The interpretation given to Sallie.Mae's authority, however,

has prevented Sallie Mae from providing this assistance. Resolution

of this issue is a critical necessity for the viability of

'programs in many state lending agencies. We are gratified that

2 b.
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tne majority and minority ieadership of the House and tne senate

communicated with the Secretary of Education that the Department's

position was inconsistent with the intent of the original statute.

If there is to be a viable Loans to States Program, the Congress

is going to have to amend the statute, and we leave that to

your judgment.

Various questions have arisen as to the pat-pose of

amendments to the Sallie Mae provisions in the Omnibus Budget

Reconciliation Act of 1981, and the activities of Sallie Mae

since enactment of these prOvisions. These amendments were

designed such that if, as some feared, the Act's changes to the

GSLP resulted in a reduction in lender participation, other

alternatives would be available for student credit. In fact,

the Conferees specifically intended that with regard to certain

provisions "the authority given Sallie Mae is only stand-by

authority". B.R.Rep.No.208, 97th Cong. 1st sess. 743(1981).

Sallie Mae has not yet exercised any of the new authorities

provided in the Act. In addition, two of the Sallie Mae amendments

were designed to cslrect deficiencies in the language enacted

in the Education Amendments of 1980 relati:ve to Sallie Mae's
0161.

financing in the private capital markets. You should be aware

that recently a small number of institutions have identified

groups of middle income students who are no longer eligible for

the GSLP and have approached Sallie Mae for discussions relativb

to a secondary msrket for uninsured student loans. Given the

'possibility that the eligibility of graduate students and others

,
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.., .,-...:n t. ..l.o:!. F.11i. "t..- . !!! to ::in: 7'..,er suidanTr

as to its appropriate role in supporting student financing_

through non-federal loan programs. *

We are appreciative of the support of the Congress in

providing a technical amendment to Sallie Mae's enabling statute

in 1981 which provided that "(t)he priority established in

favor of the United States by section 3466 of the Rei.%ised Statutes

(31 U.S.0 191) shall not establish a priority over the indebtedness

of the Association issued or incurred on or before September
.,

30, 1982". This amendment has created a temporary waiver as it

is limited to debt issued or incurred prior to September 30,
T.

1982. If this limitation is not removed before that date,

Sallie Mae will find itself unable to finance its activities,

to fund outstanding comtitments, and to fulfill its congressional

mandate of providing liquidity to the student loan market.

The most significant single development in the financial

atea during 1981 was the negotiation of an agreement with Admlnistratior

'officials in March that set the basic course of Sallie Mae's

funding activities in the future. In exchange for an additional

$2 billion of long-term financing authority at the FFB (bringing

the total of such tarrowing authority to $5 billion) the corporation

'agreed to accelerate the time schedule for re-entry into the

capital mr''...s to fund its activities. Specifically, the

agreement called for Sallie Mae to end its borrowing from the

FFB by September 30, 1982, or at the time a total of $5 billion
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of such bortowings ww, outttanoing. sallit Mae also agrt-o to

enter the capital markets without the use of the full faith and

credit guarantee of the Department of Education which was originally

available until October I, 1984. Working in concert with the

Treasury Department, this agreement provides a sound base for

Sallie Mae to begin financing its program acquisitions without

federal support, as intended by Congress.

Sallie Mae began its reintroduction to,the public

capital markets in May. 1981. by issuing short-term discouni

notes. The notes have been well received by investors, often

trading at lower yields than those offered by other agencies.

Through December 31, 1981, more than $4.4 billion of discount

notes were sold.and $420 million were outstanding at that date.

The corporation is currently in the second stage of

developing alternative financing instruments. A three-year

floating-rate security, indexed to the 91-day U.S. Treasury

bill, has been designed and has recently been sold at public

offering at a relatively attractive rate by an investment banking

syndicate. This instrument has been structured to protect SLMA

from certain risks, as the index for the interest rate and the

timing of thechange of interest rate are virtually the same as

those of the corporation's program assets. In addition, a task

force has been established to evaluate the feasibility of issuing

a security in the Corm of a student loan pass-through or participation

certificate. Also., renewed eftorts were begun late in the ye

to assess the opportunities for an equity issue.

2 S
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fulid its operations in 198, as only $400 million of additional

FFB borrowing was available at the end of 1981 and has since

been taken down. The primary source of financing, if available',

will be floating-rate debt issued in quarterly public offerings

of approximately $200 million. The corporation intends to rely

on this relatively long-term, variable-rate debt, rather than

on short-term discount notes, in spite of the somewhat higher

costs anticipated from this strategy. It is important to maintain

a conservative approach to managing Sallie Mae's affairs: given

the corporation's high debt-to-equity ratio. Doing so will

enable Sallie Mae to continue accessing the debt markets, and

posgibly the equity market over time as a result of a more

stable earnings flow and a balanced balance sheet. ,

It is also possible that Sallie Mae will enter the

Eurocredit markets in 1982 with a modest sized $50 to $100

million issue of floating-rate debt to introduce the corporation's

name to that potentially valuable source of liquidity. Although

such an issue is unlikely to be indexed to U.S. Treasury bills,

it is expected that being prepared for proper market execution

will enable the corporation to tap this market at a propitious

time and at a reasonable cost. Preliminary planning for this

financing is already underway.

Under its enabling legislation, Sallie Mae is subject

to federal income taxes as a private, for-profit corporation.

2('
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Taxes on its 1981 income, both current and deferred, were-$14.5

million. Since inception, Sallie Mae has incurred total tax

liability of $42 million. After provision for taxes, 1981

corporate earnings were $18.0 million. Dividends of 61.5 million,

or less than eight percent of earnings, were paid to stockholders

that are financial and educational institutions eligible to

participate in the GS14'. The remainder was retained by the

corporatiOn and invested in further support of student loans.

Servicing continues to be the most serious problem

for Sallie Mae and other major holders of guaranteed stude,.

loans. During 1981, Sallie Mae increased from 5 to 10 the

number of contract servicers actiag as agent to collect its

loans and actively entered the servicing business itself. By

December 31, 1981, Sallie Mae was collecting on over $100 million

of student loans, or approximately 6 percent of the $2 billion

of student loans owned. The corporation is in the process of

developing its,own software system at considerable expense and

hopes to have that system available and functioning by mid-

1982, enhancing its collection capability and efficiency. Student

loan servicing continues to be plagued by a lack of commonality

among lhe requirements of the various guarantors which results

in a plethora of differing routines in the-colleztion system

for each state. Hopefully, some method will be developed for

encouraging uniformity where differences are not truly warranted.

Other problems related to cost are'brought about by frequent

legislative change. For example, recent statutory changes have

2(' I
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created 7 percent and 9 percent loans, anti thu ' '" y

8,,12, and 14 percent loans. This increases accounting and

dita Processing costs. Other changes having to do with deferment,

grace period, minimum repayment, eligibility, and the rounding

or lack of rounding of the special allowance to the nearest

higher eigbth of a percent, have required,the separ.ation of

loans for different treatment and, in somu cases, even the

separation ot the loans of a single borrower. This further

complicates the system and increases costs. For a large holder

of student loans, a combination of circumstances relative to an

individual student can require some enormously complex solutions.

The'process is additionally impaired by the rigidity with which

regulations are interpreted, often differing in each of the ten

federal regions. I would hope that the Congress takes note of

the operational aspects of any proposed changes in the GSLP so

that he intent of the change can be managed within the framework

of the existing banking system. We would be ple...cd to discuss

specific operating problems with which we are familiar for

legislative review as you have requested, but would hope that

other means might be found. For example, if, under proper

controls, the Secretary of EduGation was given,limited authority

to modIfy certain of the exprPss terms and conditions of the

program if a cost/benefit analysis indicates savings to the

government and participants, positive changes could be made

without resort to specific,legislation. Hopefully, user groups

such as state agencies, banks, educational institutions, student

groups, and secondary market makCrs could help in advising the

Secretary.
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Lfianges in tne &hawing ano tinancial services inoustry

could have an impact on the CSI.P. We anticipate continued

movement towards interstate banking and a continuance cf interstate

and interindustry mergers. This trend is accompanied by continued

interest in planning for Electronic Funds Transfers systems,

debit cards and other financial services which will require a

considerable amount of data processing support. We are not

convinced that the financial industry is willing to commit

large clonal, amounts or to give first priority for changes and

development of 'student loan systems. Additionally, we are

concerned about the banking systems' willingness to commit the

dollars to the primary market in guaranteed student,loans in

the amount that current OMB and Department Of Education loan

volume projections for the next five years imply. We are also

aware of the banking system's lack of interest in the parent

loan program, primarily because of the high costs associated

with immediate collection, the impact on other lending, and the

.probability of change.

Another concern has to do with the deteriorated condition

of the municipal bond market. The major participants as buyers

have been commercial banks and insurance companies during the

last twenty years. Commercial banks have significantly reduced

their appetite for munic)pal bonds as other forms of tax-reducing

transactions, such as leasing, have become available to them.

Casualty insurance companies as a group are no longer making a

profit and so do not have income to shelter through the purchase



of tax-free securities. knat puts tbe burueb on limit,

and, since the 1981 tax legislation has reduced the maximum tax

rate on unearned income from 70 percent to 50 percent, tax-free

securities are less attractive. The result is a significant

increase in the cost of marketing municipal bonds 4nd, quite

specifically, the cost of issuing student loan revenue bonds.

Within the last thirty days one major state paid about 13 percent,

all costs included, for a ten-year bond issue. To the extent

that the market does not improve, many states who provide primary

and secondary market services in support of the GSLP will have

difficulty in continuing to ptovide service to eligible students

and institutions.

Sallie Mae will also be faced with considerably higher

costs of funds in 1982, financing itself in private capital

markets without the full faith and credit of the United States.

There is also a question as to the amount of funds which will

be available to Sallie Mae in the marketplace. Systems development

and control costs and servicing fees as discussed earlier will

also add to Sallie Mae's expenses. The reduced availability of

funds, the high .0st and higher operating expenses will, in all

probability, result in a changing Lole for Sallie Mae proportionate

to the GSLP.

The cost of funds to financial intermediaries, state

agencies, and Sallie Mae is a function of the marketplace and

will have to be managed in a sophisticated and, hopefully, in a

2- ,1
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AMENDMENTS TO SALLIE MAE PROVISIONS OF THE
HIGHER EDUCATION ACT ENACTED IN THE

OMNIBUS BUDGET RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1981

Various questions have arisen as to the purpose of
amendments to the Sallie Mae provisions in the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1981, the Postsecondary Student Assistance
Amendment:of 1981 (the /ict), Pub.L.No. 97-35, Section 538 (d)
and tho activities of Sallie Mae since enactment of these
provisions. This membrandum will discuss each amendment, its
purpose ind the current activities or planned activities of
Sallie Mae in .implementing each provision.

The overall purpose of the amendments regarding Sallie
Mae was to put in place a "safety net" for the Guaranteed Student
Loan Program (GSLP). These amendments were designed such that
if, as some feared, the Act's changes to the GSLP resulted in a
reduction in lender participation, other alternatives would be
available for student credit. In fact the Conferees specifically
intended that with regard to certain provisions "the authority
given Sallie Mae is only stand-by authority" H,R.Rep.No.208,
97th gong. 1st sess. 743(1981). Sallie Mae has not yet exercised
any of the now authorities enacted in the Act. In addition, two
of the Sallie Mac amendments were designed to correct deficiencies
in the language enacted in the Education Amendments of 1980,
Pub.L.No.92-318, relative to Sallie Mae's financing in the private
capital markets. Each of the am8hdment8 will be discussed in the
order they appear in the Sallie Mae enabling statute, Section 439 of
the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended.

AUTHORITY TO DEAL IN ION-GUARANTEED OR NON-INSURED STUDENT LOANS

In a time of reduced federal support for postsecoredafy
education, it was considered possible that individual institutions
might be willing or feel compelled to invest capital to create non-
federal loan programs for student credit. These loan programs
would not qualify for any federal subsidies. The Act allows
Sallie Mac to support such private efforts by acting as a secondary
'marketsfor such non-insured loans as it does for the GSLP.

Sallie Mae has never envisioned that the level of non- -

insured loans available to students would be very large, given the
continued existence of the GSLP. Aside from broad inquiries from
educatiohal institutions relative to loans to students ineligible
for the GSLP, Sallie Mae has not been approached for a warehousing
advance r the Purchase of a portfolio of non-).nsured loans,
Sallie Ma\e's normal secondary market activities. Sallie Map is
not a primary lender under any circumstance ot4cr than for purposes
of the loan consolidation program.
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with regulation and system development and collecticth

improved through simplification of the program brought about by

the desire of the Administration and the Congress to move in

that direction.

Sallie Mae was established by an Act of Congress to

meet a public service goal as a fully privately financed for-

profit corporation. During its first eight years it has developed

itself as a corporation with earnings and a balance sheet capable

of supporting its social purpose with dollars that come, not

from the federal Treasury, but from the private capital markets.

Sallie Mae's development indicates that the private sector can,

with some nurturing, create a vehicle to perform social services.

05-763 0 - - la
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LIMITED AUTHORITY TO PrivIDL A PFI.'"RAM OF LOAN INSUPANCE

This amendment was designed such that if, and only if,
eligible bbrrowers are seeking and unable to obtain loans, and
no state or nonprofit private institution or organization is
capable of or willihg to provide a program of loan insuiance,
thy Secretary could enter int0.an agreement with Sallie Mae to
proVide such a program. This provides the Secretary and only
the Secretary with the flexibility to allow Sallie Mae to become

a loan insurer in the event of some isolated shortfall*in student
credit either in a state where no state agency exists or if a
state agency becomes unable to carry out its function. Sallie

M4e was also authorized to become a loan insurer for the purposes

of the loan consolidation program. The Conferees stated their
belief "that this stand-by authority is necessa0 to assure that
loans are available to all eligible borrowers, regardless of

geographical location. Under no circpmstances ie-this'amendment
to diminish the strongths and viability of new or existing state
guarantee or nonprofit agencies." H.Rep.No.208, 97th Cong.lst

sess. 743 (1981).

Obviously, Sallie Mae has no unilateral authoriq und'er

this provision. Any program of loan insurance must be carrieC
out pursuant to an agreement with the Secretary. Neither Sallie .

& Mae nor the Secretary has requested such an agreement arid none',

i exists. In fact due to the clear indication that such authority,
was given only as stani-by authority, Salrie Mae has not requested
an agreement to become an insurer for the loan consolidation pro-
gram bjt, Instead, has agreed with the Department of Education fllato

the Department will insure loan consolidation paper.

AUTHORITY TO DEAL IN OBLIGATIONS ISSUED BY STATE AGENCIES OR

.ELIGIBLE LENDERS A

More than twenty states have becor, dependent on the

sali of student loan revenue bonds to support the GSLP in their

states. This authority provides Sallie Maa with the ability to
purchase such bonds, thus providing an additional pool of assets

ta support revenue bond financing for student loans. This amend-

ment to Section 439(d) in no way affects Sallie Mae's own financing
authorities which are clearly defined and limited UnOer SecCion

439(h)'.
e

Pending the resolution of several compl*cated tax questions,

Sallie Mae has not bought, sold, held, underwritt n or otherwise

dealt with any such obligations. The only activi y which Sallie-
Mae currently undertakes with regard to student 1 an revenue bonds

is to provide underlying commitments to puxchase the Student leans

made with the proceeds of the bonds. The same service. is provided

by other private financial intermedialies. .
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:XTMSIII": FOR TIM BOALD or DIRECTORS OF SALLIE MAL

This amendment allows the Hoard flexibility in authorizing
activities for Sallie Mae if the activities are "in furtheiance
of the programs of insurCd student loans...or will otherwise sup-
port the credit needs of stud.entg." SaIlie Mae's corporate existence
is defined by Section 439 of the Higher Education Act. Whereas
most corporations have a charter with a corresponding provision,
Sallie Mae's charter is Section 439. This authority is enjoyed by
several other federall/ chartered corporations reflecting Congress'
determination that such organikations' charters should be broadly
defined, leaving determination of corporatcractivities ta their
gOverning boards.

This authority does not exist in a vacuum. Sallie Mac's
Board, including public members and a Chairman appointed by the
President of the United States, has the full fiduciary responsi-
bIlity of any board of directors. The authority is limited by its
own terms that any activities authorized must be in furtherance
of student credit. Such activities that the Board could authorize
would be subject to review by thd Departments of Education and
the Treasury,hs well as by Congressional oversigll as provided in
the statute. This flexibility allows Sallie Mae to respond to a
changing :redit environment for postsecondary education with new
services or programs without the necessity of Congressional action
but with accountability.

STATE VAX STATUS OF SALLIE MAE OBLIGATIONS

&ince fnception, Sallie Mae itself was exempt from state
and local taxes other than property tax. This amendment clarified
that Sallie Mae's bonds would be accorded the same treatment consis-
tent with the law relative to other quasi-governmental corporations
(TVA, Federal Home Loan Banks, Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corpora-
tion, Postal Service, Farm Credit Banks, etc.). .This amendment
does not affeot thefederal tax status of either Sallie Mae or its
bonds, both of which are fully taxable under federal law.

GOVERNMENT PRIORITY IN BANKRUPTCY

This amendment was designed to provide that the government
as a holder of Sallie Mac's debt instruments would in the event
of bankruptcy stand equal with all other creditors. Due to Sallie
Mae's extensive borrowings from the Federal Financing Bank, the
existence of a feJoral priority effectively prohibits borrowing in
the public capital markets, the iitent of the Education Amendments
pf 1980. The amendment was inadequate to perform its purpose and
a temporary solution was provided in the Older American Act Amend-
ments of 1981, Pub.L.No.97-115 Section 18 (1981). This temporary
solution is.effective only until September 30, 1982, and should be
made permanent prior to that Lime in order to allow public borrowing
by Sallie Mae.

27
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STUDENT LAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION [SALLIE MAE]-A STATEMENT OF ITS
PURVOSE, FUNCTION, AND OPERATING PROGRESS, FURUARY 1982

EstaMlished by the 1972 Azendments to the H'jher F:Jeation
Act of 1965, the Student Loan Marketing Astociation (Sallie Mae)
is a-TZderally chartered, privately owned corporation.

°The Congress hereby declares that it is the
purpose of this section to establish a private corporation
which will be financed by private capital and which
will serve as a secondarV market and warehousing facility
for student loans ... and which will provide liquidity
for student loan investments." (20 U.S.C. Sec. 1087-2
(a))

Shareholder ouaed and controlled, Sallie Mae was established
to support the federal government's Guaranteed Student Loan
Program (GSLP). The GSLP is a program cf federal insurance or
reinsurance for loans obtained / students from state or prii.ate

sources. Under this program, students obtain credit primarily
from private lenders with the government providing insurance

. against defaults as well as interest subsidies to the borrower
and to the lender.

In 1976, the Health Professions Education Act established
a program of federally insured loans to graduate health professions
students, Ole Health Lducation Assistance Lean Program (HEAL).
The first HEAL loans were made in 1978. Sallie Mae is also
authorized to ,rovide a secondary market for loans made under
this prcgram.

diongress created Sallie Mae in a manner similar to
man}, other quasi-government corporations. The purpose in establishing
a secondary market was to enhance the attractiveness of Student
loans to banks and other primary lenders, thereby generating
more private capital for the student loan market. Sallie Mae
was intended to provide lenders with a source of liqu,dity -- a
national, accessible secondary market where lenders could sell
their student loans or borrow (warehouse) on the collateral of
those loans. Program users were expected to provide the equity
capital for the corporation and additional funds were to be
obtained through the sale of government guaranteed debt obligatiors.
The corporation was to use these funds to purchase or warehouse
student loans. In this way, Sallie Mae would support the Congressional
objective of maximizing private capital part,icipation in student
lean financing, r-Nnsistent with the assurance of equitable levels

of loan access borrowers. In meeting itg
Sallie Mae is subject to review not only by its coard of Directors,

but also by the federal government and the Congress. This pattern

of oyersight requiret Sallie Mae tr balance its public and private
Interests to assure .crporate finaael..1 objectives as well as
program objectives sJpport of .he GSLP. In addition to statutory

oversight and revfr ''ae. in the conduct of its business,

muSt abide by re c7t. cions applitable tr all holders of GSLP

lerad inclndi.g ss of the Secretary of Education and the

state and piiva' guasantee agencies.
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S1111C Mdn'c status aS a federally chartered, private
corporation reflects two fundamental and complementary realizati ns
by the Congress: first, that the public interest requires a
viable and equitable system of student credit which will operate
more effectively with the support of a national secondary market
and second, that a secondary market motivated by private sector
objectives represents the least expensive and most efficient
means of providing this support.

While Sallie Mae has neither requested nor received
any apxoptiated funds, Congress did enable the s.orporation to
borrow, through 1984, with the full faith and credit of the
United States supporting its debt. In 1973 and 1974, Sallie Mae
raised s400 million in the private debt markets as a new, untested
corporation. From the establishment of the FFB in 1974 through:
1980, Sallie Mae has borrowed exclusively from this source. Tho
Bank lent to Sallie Mae at a rate higher than it paid for its ;

funds, thus generating a profit for the FFB. Congressional
intent behind the Bank was that those entities utilizing the
full faith and credit of the United States should use the FFB in
the interest of a more coordinated and cost efficient approach
to financing.

In early 1981, Sallie Mae reached en agreement with
the U. S. Treasury Department to limit its borrowing from the
FFB and reenter the capital markets without use of the full ,

faith and credit guarantee, by statute still available through,
September, 1984. Under this agreement, the corporation was '

eligible to borrow up to $5 billion on a long-term vsriable-rate
basis throtgh September, 1982. This debt extension program waS
completed in January, 1982. An additional result was the establishment
of a Discount Note Program in May, 1981. During 1981, the Discount
Note Program marketed by three major New York securities dealers
emphasized short-term maturities arid had an average outstanding
balance of approximately $275 million.

In the last week of January, 1982, Sallip Mae began
its next may:a phase of funding in the capital markets by IsSuing
a three-year floating rate note, publicly issued in the capital
markets by a federal agency. This method of financing is the
foundation for future Sallie Mae debt since its interest expense
will vary in a similar manner to Sallie Mae's assets. While the
first issue of this new security was a success, it is important
to note the substantially higher cost of this scurce of funOs.

.010

By statute, Sallie Mae's voting common stock cur; Only
be owned by eligible financial and educational institut:ons, and
the majority of its directors are elected by those sha.. ors:
Congress creti.ed Sallie Mae in a manner similar to seve other
corporations in that the constituency, for whom the corporation

2
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was established, f..as expected tc ptcovide the undcilyina cspital.
Sallie Mae raised $25 million in the private equity markets in
1974 and as of December 31, 1981, total stockholder equity,
including retained earnings, was approximately $68 million.
Effective January 1, 1981, the corporation's Board of Directors
may also authorize the issuance of non-voting common stock to
the general public.

-- The President of the United Stat'es appoints one-third
of the twenty-one member Board of Directors and designates the
Chairman from am/ng the mcmhzrzhip of the full Board. Sallie
Mae's enabling legislation provided for the involvement in the
corporation's financing activities of the Department of Education
(only with regard to Sallie Mae's guaranteed debt financing) and
the Department of Treasury. In addition, the Treasury Department
is required by statute to provide the President Of the United
States and the Congress with a report on Sallie Mae's operations.
Sallie Mae also is required to transmit to the l'icsident and
Congress an annual report of its activities and verations.

In recognition of the Congressional intent that it
%exercise direction and control of the corporation, the board of

Sallie Mae has, from its inception, provided an active stewardship
over the corporation. This is in keeping with the determination
of Congress to structure Sallie Mae along traditional corporate
lines, with total responsibilities in the hands of a Board of
Directors and a management team.

Sallie Mac's enabling legislation requires the corporation
to balance its public and private interests to assure that corporate
financial and program objectives are in support of the GSLP.
Sallie Mae, as a private, for-profit corporation, is not expected
to assume iisks which would have a materially adverse effect on

the corporation's ability to operate as a viable secondary market.
Identifiable risks to the corporation come from regulations,
operations, and financial and economic fluctuations. Sallie Mae

also is a public purpose institution chartered by the governmedt

to support national goals in the area of student credit. As

such, Sallie Mae is expected to play a leadership role, witnin
the bounds of sound financial practice, in encouraging and supporting

lenders in the continuation of GSLP lending activity and by
setting standards which are widely acknowledged as supporting
sound loan origination and administration.

An examination of Sallie Mae's prbgram activities
under its Loan Sale, Warehousing Advance and Commitment Programs
reveals the ertent of the corporation's support of the GSLP and
the national objectives set forth by the Congress. Under its

enabling legislation, Sallie Mae is authorized, pursuant to
commitments or otherwise, to make advances on the security of,
purchase or repurchase, service, sell or resell, offer participations
or Pooled interests, or otherwise deal in federally insured
student loans or student loans that are insured by state or
private guarantors participating in the GSLP. In 1981 Sallie

2 7
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Mae was authorized to provide similar secondary racket services
fox non-insured taudent loans. Tht Lvki,,AGALAWA A.
from dealing with institutions that discrimina.e on the basis of
race, sex, color, creed or national origin and from dealing with
any commerical bank with deposits in excess of $75 million,
which requires a customer relationship with the student or his
or her family as a condition to receiving a student loan.

Under its.Loan Sale Program, Sallie Mae offers to
purchase loans made under the GSL and HEAL Programs. The Loan
Sale Priqram provides-funds to lenders and, because the corporation
utilizes a network of third-party servicing agents, relieves
those lenders of the administrative considerations relative to
loan servicing. Through its warehousing Advance Program, Sallie
Mae provides liquidity to lenders against the collateral of
their existing student loan portfolios or other U.S. Government
issued or guaranteed obligations. By statute, institutions with
advances collateralizecrby insured student loans must either
reinvest all_ advance_proceeds into additional guaranteed student,

or i'rlainEain a specified student loan portfolio level throughout
the term of the advance. Institutions offering other collateral
must fully reinvest all advance proceeds. Sallie Mae also
provides the assurance of future funds through the Issuance of
forward commitments. These commitments, for both the Loan Sale
and Warehousing Advance Programs, have enabled many state and
private lenders to maintain lending arrangements through the
asiurance of continued student loan credit.

The provisions of the Education Amendments of 1980 and
the Postsecondary Student Assistance Amendments of 1981 provide
a major challenge to the corporation. In addition to broadening
the corporation's flexibility in meeting liquidity needs as a
secondary market, Sallie Mae was also authorized to be active in
the student credit market on a limited, direct basis. Specific
provisions authorize the corporation to consolidate and refinance
student loans, lend funds directly to state agencies where there
is a certified shortage of loan capital, to serve as a direct
lender or guarantor in states where there is a severe student
loan shortage, to provide secondary market support for non-
insured student loans, to purchase and underwrite student loan
revenue bonds, and to provide slich additional services as determined
by its Board of Directors to be supportive of the credit needs
of students.

Since inception, Sallie Mae has made available nearly
$7 billion of support to lenders under the GSLP through its
Warehousing, Loan Sale, and Commitment Programs. As of December
31, 1981, Sallie Mae's jnvestment of $4.8 billion in the GSLP
was equal to approximately 25% of all student loans outstanding.
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In mc.re., than Ight or opora..ion, Sa3)1,.
worxed with nearly 1,104! lenoer:"; in 51 states and territories.
The.re institutions include com-,rcial banks, thrift institutionn,
credit unions, educational institutions, state agencies and
state secondary markets. Statewide programs are financed with
assiotance from Sallie Mae for the states of Colorado, Michigan,
Minn.r,:ota, South Carolina, Kentu,ky, Kansas, Virginia, Mississippi,
Ofddhol,a, and West Virginia.

Sallie Mae routinely doeS business with institutions
of all types and size&. These institutions include money center
and regional banks as well as community oriented banks and thrift
institutions and state agencies.

In trims of its business practices, Salne Mae differentaates
between hut-risk lenders and high-risk student lo.ns. Sallie
Mae does n t purchaSe loans unless they have been originated and
maintained in compliance with appropriate statutory and regulatory
requirements. However, the corporation does work with those
institutions that are not in compliance to improve their understanding
of these program requirements and generally has been able to
complete transactions with most of them. Shllie Mae belaeves
that it has the responsibility to purchase portfoli,s of loans
from lenders whose origination practices are satisfac`ory, even
though some of these institutions may have shown relatively high
incidences of default. As such, Sallie Mae's portfolio contains
an above-average number of loans made by open-access lending
institutions. Many institutions have indicated that they would
not support the GSLP without Sallie Mae standing by as a secondary
market outlet for the loans they originate.

Not all primary lenders are willing or need to utilize
the secondary market. For many financial institutions, the
yields on these loans as well as other institutional factors
encourage retention of student loans. However, knt. ledge of the
existence of an accessible secondary market provides ,onfidence
to these lenders should they wish to utilize Sallie Mae.

Sallie Mae recognizes that as a secondary market, it
has an important role in encouraging the primary market to lend
to students in a nondiscriminatory and equitable manner. This
understanding pervades Sallie Mae programs which reflect statutory
requirements designed to encourage institutions to deal fairly
with student borrowers. It is also reflected in the terms of
the programs themselves, which attempt to balance the interests
of lsnders and the needs of Sallie Mae in a reasonable fashion.
Sallie Mae also is deeply Involved in assisting several states
in their efforts to encourage student lending activities through
the development of a direct lending capacity or in the establishment
of effective state student loan guarantee programs. In addition,

2
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Sallie Mae actively promotes the use of.its secondary market
services to the financial community in 0.1-e belief that.thd assurance
ofyits support and participation will encoureige the flow of
private capital into the GSLP.

Sallie Mae is, under its Charter, a private corporation,
governed by a Board of Directors in part elected by shareholders
and in part appointed by the President. Sallie Mae's primary
public goal is to improve access to student loan cred.it for
eligible students and their parents who wish to finance a postsecondary
education through the Guaranteed Student Loan or the Health
Education Assistance Loan Programs. The corporation's position
as a government-chartered enterprise implies a respons.bility to
encourage public interest objective consistent with sound financial
practices expected of a private business. The pursuit of these
goals, under its Charter, is fully consistent with the intent of
Congress and reflects a balanced approach on the...part of Sallie
Mae with regard to meeting its public and private goals in support
of the GSLP.

February, 1982
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SLMA STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
December 31, 1981

(Millions)

Assets

Student Loans Purchased
Warehousing Advances
Cash and Shc ,--term Investments
Other Assets

,

,

.$2,071..5'
2,754.9
168.2
176.7

t

. Total Assets $5,171.3

Liabilities and Equity

Notes and Interest Payable
Other Liabilities

Total Liabilities

Stockholde:s' Equity

Total Liabilities and Equity

,

$5,095.4
8.2

5,103.6

4 67.7

$5,171.3

Committments Outstanding 929.5

J.

2 8 ,

,
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Mr. SIMON. You asked for our guidance.. Let me ask for your
guidance What is your, feeling about what should be done on the
uninsured loan situation?

Mr. Fox. It appears there is a large number of middle-income-
students, students from middle-income families who are going to
find it increasingly difficult to get credit, particularly as the eligi-
bility standards are tightened. I think a properly managed pro-
gram, where perhaps fie banking inchtstry takes a leadership rule
and the schools participate, and where the credit risk is shared by
all parties, probably could deliver a reasonable amo.Ant of credit in
support of those students' needs.

From a business point of view, I think a modest-sized program
could be put in place, and it could be done in a way that would not
be harmful to schools, banks, students, or ourselves.

I think the question really is the priority. ,Whether that group
really has a priority as opposed to any other groups, or whether

'the pool of resources should be shared. I don't think that is a judg-
ment that I, as a noneducator, or somebody who doesn't allocate
resources jn education, should really make.

Mi.. SIMON. I guess one of my concerns is that we don'tyou talk
about shared responsibility herethat we both retain access in
theory, but VV2 retain access practically, also, so that our system
doesn't get so complicated. People just don't understand how we
proceed.

I note the presence of the president of Wittenburg University in
the audience. How we maintain a program se that a student can go
to Wittenburg Universitythe student counselor in high school
may not have or doesn't understand NDSL, and all the things we
talk about. I guess that would be one or iny concerns.

Let me just ,ask you, you have had a chance, Mr. Fox, to take a
look at the whole situation. If you. were restructuring, as we now
arethis isn't going to happen, but let's just say if you were re-
structuring the whok student assistande programSallie Mae
doesn't exist, nothing ekistshow would you proceed? That is a
rathcr Sweeping question, I realize, but you hme had some reflec-
tion -in this whole area of what we are doing and where we are
going.

Mr. Fox. I think the first thing is to get a faiTly good estimate of
the resources that can be brought to bear by the Federal Govern-
ment and the States in. support Of education. Then get a good
census of those eligible for aid, and then make some judgment at to
how you wish to distribute +t in the least costly, and most efficient
way that you can: Today we have not only a very, very large
number of programs, but have a complexity to those programs
and a constant change which builds incredible cost. It is ultimately
borne by the cOnsumer, which in this case is the student.

I am not sure what the distribution mechanism should be,
whether it should be some central authority. One of the big prob-
lems I see in education is that the funds that are appropriated,
whether it be for campus-based programs or student aid programs,
is ..iubject to change, reprioritizing. and schools never know from
year to year what the totality of dollars going to education is-going
to be. So it is a very frustrating process for educators to try to get
sonie kind of feel of what that flow of dollars is going to be.
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In addition, thillio like the endow ment funds are subject to fluc-
tuation, reserving dollars that they count on, particularly those
that come from,Federal sources. It must be a hell of a thing to try
to be a planner if you are in higher education, with the sources and
uses of your funds subject to such gigantic change.

I would opt for simplification. I would look for a very simple kind
uf program, and I would look fur some long-term commitment, no
matter what the dolLar amount is, so that during the planning
process one could know in athance what level of dollars are going
to be in the stream-for some period of time.

You bring a studet4 on this year and you have no idea what the
aid package might be...for the next 3 years'for that student's aca-
demic career. It is a Keck of a thing to try to plan. But some simipli-
fication, consistericy, some sense uf long-term funding so people
_haw an understanding of what is coniing and how to manage it.
But clearly, simplification, of the plethora of programs And reduc-
tion of the number would be the starting point.

A single loan progictim, a single grant program would clearly be,
I think, in everybody's interestwell documented, reasonably
thought through, not overly regulated. I'm not suggesting it
shouldn't be controlled, but saying that the regulatory process has
been a killer over the years as well.

Mr. SIMON. I tend to agree with you.
Does minority counsel have any questions?
Mr. DEAN. I have a couple of questions.
In your statement, you state that Sallie Mae is a private for

profit corporation. The question has been asked me a number of
times what benefits will Sallie Mae continue to receive after its
Federal Financing Bank borrowing authority is terminated. In
terms of the advantages that Sallie Mae will have for having had
access to those funds, advantages Sallie Mae has over other private
sector entities?

Mr. Fox. Well, as you know, we had access to $5 million from fhe
Federal Financing Bank and we have long term moneys that have
been taken down in that amount with an average maturity of
about 14 years. That is a very positive thing for our corporation. It
gives us a stable liability base and a foundation upon which to
build as a private corporation.

From inception we believed that we were going to be private so
we managed ourselves as a private business. We paid Federal
income iaxes, we have never taken any appropriations from the
Federal Government. As a matter of fact, we pay a tax rate that is
probably highpr than any other financial institution in Américd.
But what should be understood is that we were able to offer and
price services commensurate with the cost of our money. So we
have a very modest profit built into each unit of business financed
by that $5 million.

Our rate of return on assets is considerably lower than very
large commercial banks, for example, on an after tax basis. But
that meant that we were able to offer services at a lower cost, and
relatively safely, because we had an assured source of funds. Of
course, if we don't manage our business carefully, if costs go up, we
can have difficulties, but we took those moneys and invested them
at a reasonable peofit to the corporation, and at attractive prices,
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to the constituent.ies wt. served, and that foundation appears to be
relatively sate as we move forward.

We are not making any very large profit on that. In the future,
the moneys that we raise in the marketplace will have to be made
available, based on the cost associated with those funds.

We just had a very successful bond issue in the last week or two,
successful in the marketplace. It was the first variable ratio ever
sold by a qursi-govemmental entity, and the cost was relatively at-
tractive, sigaificantly more attractive to what we paid to the Feder-
al Financing. Bank. Su the costs of our services are going to have to
go up to cover those costs of financing.

Mr. SIMON. If I could interrupt7-mhen you say relatively attrac-
tive, what numbers are you referring to?

Mr. Fox. We were financing ourselves from the Fe.derat Financ-
ing Bank at a rate of one-eighth of 1 percent over the Treasury bill.
The financing we had for 3-year money on a variable rate basis
was three-quarters of 1 percent, which means an increase of five-
eights. Our earnings after taxei, are less than a half of a percent.
So in and of itself that increased cost of financing would put us in
the red if we didn't pass along certain of those costs, or become
more efficient in our operations.

But most people thought it would cost us more than that to get
that issue marketed:This administration's philosophy is to see
each of these quasi-guternment entities playing what they call on a
let el ballfield, that everybody finances themselves without the full
faith and credit on its surt ivors or doesn't survive in the competi-
tive marketplace. Fortunately for us, we have managed ourselves
as a business and we were ready to take that step when it was re-
quired of us.

Mr. DEAN. Let me ask, on the average 14-year maturity date, on
that debt that is one-eighth of 1 percent above the Treasury bill,
what does that translate into in terms of a percentage rate aver-
age?

Mr. FOX. That is a variable rate that is predicated on the weekly
fluctuations of the 90-day Treasury bill. Today, with the Treasury
bill at around 13'.2 percent, discount, that translates into about a
141,4 bond equit alent rate, and on that we add another eighth of a
percent, which would make it about at 14%.

In addition to that, we pay interest weeklY on a significant por-
tion of that, which means on a compounded basis, that raises that
rate to maybe 143/4 percent.

Mr. DEAN. A proposal vv as made before this subcommittee to
raise GSL interest to 14 percent and to fix the special allowance
rate permanently at 4 percent. Could you comment on the prob-
lems that you would see with fixing the special allowance rate on a
permanent basis?

Mr. Fox, The 14 percent is the coupon rate of the GSL in that
proposal, and on top of that---

Mr. DEAN. Four percent special allowance would not be altered
upward or downward with the'cost of money.

Mr. Fox. So that the yield would be fixed at 18 percent.
Mr. DEAN. That is right. And then if interest rates were low,

some of this 4 percent would be used to reduce the principle of a
student's debt. This is Dick Cox's proposal.
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The final question is one that you probably won't be able to
answer, but how would you characterize the past relationship and
p-Dsent relationship of Sallie Mae and the state guarantee agen-
cies, and how would you explain the fact that they are so wary of
Sallie Mae and are constantly calling up congressional staffs to
warn them about gividg you new authorities?

Mr. SIMON. And the members.
Mr. Fox. It is curious. When we deal with most States on an indi-

vidual basis we have good relationships with them. We have pro-
.ided education accommodations to many of the State agencies.
Quite frankly, I don't think many of tbem could have gotten their
bond issues off without some kind of an itiput from us.

When you see an entity grow from almost nothing to over $5 mil-
lion in size in 3 or 4 years, you have to be wary of just that. When
you see ..tlat entity get legislative enhancements relatively consist-
ently, I can understand why people would be wary.

We have fiovided over 1 billion dollar's worth of commitments
to the States. I don't believe we have &one anything prejudicial.
The fees that we charge relative to our commitments tend to go
lower than that which is offered by the banking industry. We are a
creature of statute. We are pretty difficult to deal as weare under
regulation and statute as to what our requirements are, say, for
servicing. Negotiating with us frequently means a level of expecta-
tion relative to statute and regulation that sometimes is frustrat
ing. When we are dealing with commitments that have to do with
the future, in a period of time where there is apt to be change, and
we are unwilling to put ourselves in a financial noose too far out. I
can understand the frustration individuals have.

Also, quite frankly, 1 n the 1981 legislation there was a great deal'
of misunderstanding as to just what that was going to accomplish.
There was some thought we could issue tax fvee securities, but that

/vas clearly not the case. There was some .hought unilaterally we
could go out and do a lot of things they were doing, but that is not
the case, I do understand their concerns.

We try to work with the States, we continue to work with them.
Many things they do are prejudicial to us. But I believe that the
secondary market created by Congress exists not to be the only sec-
ondary market, but to assure that there is access in eligibility and
entitlement being satisfied. If others step into the marketplace, big
banks, and States to perform those functions, and that enhances
the primary market, fine. We are not going to compete just for the

k. sheer sake a competing, but to tne extent vie can be that second-
ary market or provide help in those cyclical times we are needed,
we will be there. I don't think we have harmed aiTybody by-any:
thing we have done.

Mr. DEAN. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. One final question.
When you issue bonds, you do it for what period of time usually?
Mr. Fox. The notes that we have sold to the Federal Finanding

Bank range from a small strip that has a 5- to 10-year maturity,
and the bulk are 15 years. When we were in the private capital
markets many year3 ago, they were ao days to a year. The very
first bond issue we sold, we sold a week or two ago, was 8, years.

r.
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Mr. Fox. I think anything that puts a fixed rate on an asset
these days is incurring a degree of risk. We know that the savings
institutions have been putting fixed rate, longer term assets on
their books for years, and financing that in a marketplace with
what is essentially very short term and therefore variable rate li-
abilities. Over the years these portfolios of long term assets are
selling at discounts or under water and are yielding significantly
less than the cost of financing

Nobody believed 10 years ago that we would have the Treasury
yielding 15 percent, yet we do. And mortgages in those days were 6
4, or 8 percent. They are still on the books of those savings institu-
tions.

Today, financing themselves at 16, 17, and 18 percent, they are
going bankrupt. This program was constructed in such a way that
you have a reasonable match so .that your yield on the program
changes on a quarterly basis, as presumably the cost of your funds
changes. That variable rate is a positive thing. It gives institutions
a chance to be assured that as their costs go up, their yield goes up.
As the costs go down, the yields go down. In exchange for that,
they get a lesser amount of net income. This is not a particularly
remunerative program for most financial institutions, but the risk
has been taken out of it. I think that is what makes it attractive.

If you are asking them to put in place long term fixed' rate secu-
rities, I think the banking system will walk away from it.

Mr. DEAN. What would be the impact on the corporation if there
was a restrictjon in loan volume on new guaranteed loans to say $4
or $5 billion per year, if it were fixed so no more than that could go
out in a year'. Would that undermine your long term viability?

Mr. Fox. The corporation has only seen originations in excess of
that for the last 24 or 12 months. We have grown tenfold over the
last 4 y ears. The question is how you manage it. You don't manage
that kind of growth. You suMve it. From an operational point of
vjew, we would `probab1 welcome a reduction of volume because of
the stresses on our system. I think that is a judgment you have to
make. We cal, be providing whatever level of support is appropri-
ate to whatever size market is there. I suspect if you cut the origi-
nations to that level, you,have not reduced credit demand, and that
demand would come to us in other directions and from other
sources, for example, on the uninsured program. I don't believe
that is going to cost any lesi or the demand for credit is going to be
less because you change the eligibility of yo,ir programs.

Mr. DEAN. What are the projections for the profit of the corpora-
tion for this current year, and then 1983?

Mr. Fox. We have to be very careful as a privately owned corpo-
ration in how we talk about future profitS', because of the fact there
are shareholders in the marketplace. We would expect that the cor-
poration will increase in size by about 25 percent in the coming
year in terms of assets, and we would expect a concomitant in-
ciease in profitability, as a generalization.

I think it would be inappropriate for us, since there are stock-
holders in the marketplace out there, to make definitive kinds of
projections public. We can speak to you off the record privately
about that.

Mr. DEAN. OK.
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We are selling hhurt term discount notes in the mark-teiace Ns ith a
maturity of anysvhere from 5 to 90 days.

But what we hope to,be ale to do is to sell as much longer term
we possibly can. That balance sheet always has to be secure so

those people who lend to Us don't see the very short liabilities and
the sery long assets, because that is where you can be harmed. So
sse are plepsed we were able tu get tit least 3 years on that first
bond issue We hope to come back to the market at least once 4
quarter hupefulls, reducing. tlyat sokad I just talked about against
the Treasury obal and hopefully exWacling the debt as long as the
market, will accept it. The markets themsekes are unamenable to
long-term gecurities generally. -

Mr. SIMUN. Yuu a e planning these issues in such a way that you
are nut hing tuu nuch of a roller coaste hen they come due,

'that there is some e nness in that?
Mr. Fux. Wobtae ely sophistiti ed financial model that

shows the maturifies f ouc. sset structure. What we are trying to
du is toXanage our cash SU ve don't ie those,kinds of prob-
lems. One thing that is of a concern 'to me, is the amount of very.
sholt term debt sold in the reenue bond markets against lengthy
portfolios of loans. The reason for that is because the htes are

. Wiper is going to have to be, ro .kd over, refi-
much lowei in the short-term markets. I fi,worrY that very signi-

antamount of this
'nanced at some point in time. Nut only is Sheee reiinahcing of edu-
cation pules, but theare housing revenue bopds, and industrial

\, ;revenue builds, and fi w hole plethora of notes eoing tO have to be
refinanced in the short teym. Hopefully we learned from the sav-
ings industry experience. We,are trying tu manage ourselves so we
don't SN ind up in that position where you get a big bubble that has
to be refinanbed and you can be in harm's way. ,

14: SIMON. We thank you. Mr. Fox, very much.
Ou*r next witness is Dallas Martin, exebutive director,jNational

Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators.Th

STATEMENT, OF DALLAS MARTIN, EXECUTIVE D ECTOR, NA-
TIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT FINANCIAL II) ADMINIS-
TRATORS, ACCOMPANIED BY DON IIOLEC, DIRECTOR OF FI-

ANCIAL AID, PURDUE UNIVERSITY

MAn-riN.ghank you, Mr. ChairMan. We appreciate the op-
portunit, to be here. Accompanying me at the table today is Mr.
Don Holec,Ihrector of financial aid at Purdue University, who is
currently president of our association.

We appreciate the opportunity to be here and to discuss some of
,-"the pptgram deficiencies that have beenbrougl- up recently in
term/ of the student financial aid programs, atm ..hare with you
some of our insights..

I think you ssiAL'admit that we hae noticed recently what seems
to be almost an excessike amount of criticism focused on some of
the mure ntzatisde features of the,,program. Unfortunately, we fear
that that may, do harm in terhis of the oerall perceptions of the
general public, in terths of the real wyrth and alue that the pro-
grams have,.had.
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Certainly none of us can condone the actions of those individuals
or institutions that have abused the programs or not taken their
responsibility seriously. But again, I would point out I think many
of the recent GAO repoits and so on have tended t,o focus too much
upon the worst case examples.

We would like to take this opportunity today to discuss some of
those studies that have been done. We will try to provide a clearer
picture of what can be done to provide some improvement end
some suggested alternatives to the remedies that have been pro-

... posed.
One of the first studies that you have looked at was a study done

by the GAO, which talks about the excessive default rate in stu-
dent kans. This is a topic that has appeared before this subcommit-
tee before. It has been a nagging problem that has been with us for
a number of years. But I think it is interesting to note that in the
study itself, in the Nery beginning, that they point out that it was
nearly 19 years after this program vats initiated before regulations
dealing w ith proper diligence and standards of institutions were
ever proposed.

Interestingly, the committee and Congress through the years has
made a number of steps that have been designed to try to assist
institutions in the proper collection of student loans. And yet, re-
peatedly we hae delu)b in implementation, in the proper issuance
of guidances with many of those regulations that would have been
helpful.

To give you an example, the Educational Amendments of 1972 fi
nay, pros ided a provision whereby institutions could assign their
notes to the Federal Government to assist in collection. That was
Nery critical because institutions did not have authority to use IRS
skip tracing tu find lost borrowers and other ways the Federal Gov-
ernm6nt had. Yet it was nearly 6 years after that was actually ap
proved before the authority was up and operational for institutions,

- just a further indkation of the kind of delay. That really was
launched back in probably March, of about 1978 when then Secre-
tary Joseph Califano undertook a major effort to begin to try to
crack dow n and explain to institutions that they must take'their
collection efforts seriously and should try to do some things. We
began to see a flurry of activities that have been helpful in terms
of collection of student loans since that time.

But our intl.nt is not to just simply talk about the past. I would
like to just say w you if we look at the record in terms of statistics,
going back to the default rate that ,was in place at the time Mr.
Califano began his effort, we have seen some major improvement
in the overall default rate of NDSL loans.

If you look at the data that is provided in the GAO report, at
that particular point in time, you would find that as of March of
1978, which was the latest data they hadJune 30, 1977the de-
fault rate was 16.86 percent. Since that time, the latest data that
we have shows an overall default rate of 16.4. That clearly shows
that at least the rising problem has been curbed. If go ahead

.and adjust that 16.04 show n in the overall and you remove froin
that approximately the $215 million in accounts that have been as-
signed to the Federal Government, you will actually find that the

2'
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default rate now for institutions for the period ending June 30,
1979 has been reduced to a figure of 11.9 percent.

So we fe9l there certainly has been some improvement and a lot
of the continuing problem that we art racing is the fact this is old
paper that is on the books that is just very difficult to work. This is
evidenced by the problems that the Department of Education has
had themselves in trjing to work some of this old paper.

Let me point out there are a few things that still continue to con-
strain institutions' ability to collect these loans. Certain public in-
stitutions of this country by State statute, because of the matching
requirement of the program, are not allowed to assign their assets
to any other Party.

Mr. SIMON. How many States are in that situation, do you know?
Mr. MARTIN. I do not have an exact count. We can try to get

that. I am aware there are seven or eight, and some of those are
major States.

So those institutions, even though the Department has imple-
mented a procedure to assist in this, they are still prohibited from
turning those over, or else I suspect that the overall average would
be even lower than the 11.9 we are currently showing.

Second, I think some schools have become discouraged from pur-
suing legal action which is defined as one of th recommendations
in the GAO report, due to the fact that you riot only have to go
through some fairly extensive kinds of legal pi ocedures and so on,
but securing a judgment against a student is no indication that
necessarily they are going to continue to pay.

The reason is that oftentimes the amounts of money we are deal-
ing with in terms of pursuing it through the legal system is such
that it is probably not 1101 priority with other individuals in rela-
tionship to other kinds oi outAanding debts that are owed the Fed-
eral Government.

Third, and another issue I think has not been discussed enough,
and it is probably one of the most significant factors, is the eco-
nomic earning profile of an institution's NDSL borrowers. I mean
by that that there are studentsand clearly the NDSL program by
the very nature of it being need basedwe have attracted through
tne years those students who generally are going to liave a higher
financial need, and therefore, may be academically and from a
credit standpoint a slightly higher risk than certain other individ-
uals. Consequently, many of those individual students may not
complete their academic programs.

Mr. SIMON. If I may interrupt you. I am going to turn the gavel
over to my colleague from Minnesota. Unfortunately, I have to tes-
tify before another committee. I am going to be coming back, This
does not indicate lack of interest or concern in what you are
saying, or if I miss any other witnesses.

Mr. MARTIN. I certainly appreciate that, Mr. Chairman. Thank
you.

Mr. ERDAHL. Proceed, please.
Mr. MARTIN. Consequently, we think that that has probably

tended to have somewhat a negative impact because of the risk
factor that we are dealing with here. I think that is a matter of
social policy that needs to be taken into consideration when we

2 d
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compare this pilikicular program perhaps with some other lending
programs that it is often compared to.

The fourth thing that I think has happened in terms of discour-
agement by institutions and commitment is just a :ack of 1% hat we
would call program stabifity. We have had a number of cases now
where several administrajons have suggested,the elimination of
continued Federal support for this program in terms of funds. We
have also had many legislative changes that have been confusing
and complicated the program, the required cost of adjustments on
promissory notes and collection procedures, all of those things that
do not particularly encourage institutions to be able to manage
these pregrams as well as they might.

Also, one other point is that since the history of this program
has always contained a provision in the event it is eNer phased out,
that other thap. institutional matching, all of the resources would
revert to the Federal Treasury. And I have to believe if there was
some assurance that that money might stay with the institutions,
and particularly for those that have done the best job through the
years, that there might be a little more incenthe to continue to put
a little more effort and resources into their loan collections in that
program.

Nevertheless, I think overall the program has improved. We are
continuing to make improvements in it, and, therefore, I would
hope that we could continue with those efforts and through the co-
operation of:the Department of Education.

The seCond area we have outlined in our written testimony I Am
not going to spend a lot of time talking about today, because we
had an opportunity last week to appear on a panel to discuss satis-
factory progress standards. I think yesterday after the representa-
tives from the GAO discussed that, they have probably, in my opin-
ion at least, provided some support of our logic to allow the corn-
mun:ty to develop these standards, and that the institution's and
the results that were presented in that report seem to us at least to
be somewhat unrepresentative of the overall quality of institutions
that are out there, and the efforts of those institutions to iinple-
ment satisfactory academic progress standards.

Let me skip that particular effort in the interest of time, and
tarn to the third area that we would like to comment upon, and
that is the unofficial but still to be released control study that was
recently performed for the Department of Education by an outside
contractor. We have been giNen an opportunity to see an early
draft of that particular report. We thank the Department for allow-
ing us to review that.

I might add they haw been very open, and I would compliment
them, with trying to make an effort in this activity, at least the
people from the program area, and certainly the Secretary's office,
in trying to discuss this dilemma with us. We appreciated the op-

eral, judging the overall qualit control report, the draft
that e have seen, it appears to us that volume I, which rea'lly
comes up with the findings, is fairly well done, and is certainly
much better than the earli2r report done a couple of years ago. ,

The second volume, however, deals with recommendations for
the program. I must say, while there are some interesting recom-
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mendation,s, it. seems to inc to lack Perhaps sonie" of the sensitivity
and understanding of thi problems and exactly how these things
interact .upon a college campus. would hope we weuld have, a
chance to look at some mbre reasonable soluOons rather than some
of those advanced i.n that particular report.

The amount or error that is reported, both,student error, institu-
tional, and error that may occur in the pr9cessing, clearly the Iwo
areas that stand out is the amount of error caused by students mis-
reporting data and the amount of institutional error that is caused
itself by not having certain documentation or for simply not follow-
ing through on certain regulatory procedures.

If you take out the failure of institutions to have on file perhaps
a signed affidavit of educational purpose or a financial aid tran-
script which was not required at the time many of these were
going on, you really significantly reduce the amount of error in the
institution. So it is not as bad as it might appear in the first draft,
and the Department has recognized this.

I also find, however, that the Department has had the advantage
of taking considerable time and a large number of people to go out
and obtain certified copies of income tax returns, to take a look at
the tax assessor records, and to even look at financial lending
statements from banks on individuals. And the tolerance level that
they used in terms of showing errors was down to the roint that
any data element that showed a discrepancy by more than $2 was
counted as part of the error.

I personally have found that a little surprising, that 76 percent
of those students that were in the population that were studied
were able to report accurately on their forms within $2, their ad-
justed gross income. That seems to me to suggest that most people
are fairly honest and careful about the steps that they are taking I
am not certain I could do as well without going to considerable
length to secure mine.

I also found it interesting that the same report shows that 81
percent of the population studied misreported by more than 2 the
amount of cash or savings on hand at the particular day they had
to file the form. And I suspect if those of us in this room did the
same thing without calling up the bank to check that day, we
would probably .tend to make the same kind of mistakes.

Still. I don't mean to say there are not some findings in the
report that are significant and need to be looked at.

fhe report goes on to point out some of those problematic kinds
of areas, such as difficulty of individuals understanding what is
being asked for, or difficulty in parents being able to come up with
documentation for some of the data elements that are required on
the forin.

Still, in spite of these findings, and after making adjustments
and looking at it, the Department has recently requested authority
to reprogram $45 million from the Pell grant appropriation leVel
for this year to implement a new revised set of validation proce-
dures. The plan that they have proposed would require all eligible
students to provide a copy of their IRS 1040 form to the institution.
The institution in turn would review that data and compare it with
the information on the form, and if there was a major discrepancy

29,
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found, there would have to be information sent back to the proces-
sor for correction and subseqtient adjustment of the award.

We have discussed this proposal with the Department of Educa-
tion We have certainly pledged 9ur support to take steps to insure
that we are getting accurate information. The Department has
maintained consistently this will not be a significant burden upon
its individuals or institutions. We would respectfully disagree with
that We suspect you are going to find a tremendous burden upon
bah bf those parties, and, therefore, we have tried to suggest to
them their may be some other ways of trying to get at the root of
the problem, which is to select out those individuals that are most
likely to misreport information which in turn, results in
overawards.

The study goes on to report that there are some solutions that
they recommend using an error prone profile to identify many of
those applicants which in turn, if flagged for validation at the insti-,
tution, using a simple kind of verification system of three or four
data elements, could produce significant savings. This clearly
would not pr -Wee as much burden as requiring every single stu-
dent to come with a copy of their income tax return.

Part of our ..oncern is that some of the very people that the pro-
gram is designed to serve may be the hardest hit with the require-
ment of a 1040. We have a situation that we are dealing with an
educational calendar, making decisions for student awards at one
time and trying to tie that to another calendar in which the Inter-
nal Revenue Service operates that do not necessarily mesh.

What may well happen is that many of what I would call the
working poor in this country who will file a short income tax
return, may well sit down on the evening before the deadline, fill
out the necessary inforrnat;on on the form and shin it off to the
Internal Revenue Service unaware they are going to be called upon
later to provide a copy of that in the fall when they enroll for
school Those very people are probably in most cases, from families
that are the least sophisticated, most likely to be discouraged in
terms of this, that do not have that kind of understanding. They
will be sent through unnecessary hassles to go back to the Internal
Revenue Service, to obtain a copy of this and so on.

Unfortunately, the quality control study points out this is not
where the problem lies. In fact, if anything, it points out these
people generally tend to overstate their earnings, and thereby
probably not secure the kind of awards that they should. So we be-
lieve by using something like the error prone profile and identify-
ing those families with more complex financial situations, and in
staying with a reduced but more simple set of alidation proce-
dures, that it would be reasonable and more managable to get at
the basis of this problem, and Nbt only provide better quality con-
trol in the program, which I think is necessary, but make it much
easier for families and<Institutions overall to deal with it.

In closing, let me just reiterate our comniunity's willingness to
assist the department and this subcommittee in any way that we
can to insure proper management of the Federal student aid pro-
grams.

However, we also think that the programs through the years
have done an excellent job of providing educational access and op-

2 ,
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portunity to literally countless students. In our opinion, the pro-
gram primarily at the present time, is suffering frOM two ele-
mentsone is a lack of operational stability, which does not allow
for efficient planning and management of the programs at the in-
stitution or within the Federal Government, and second, is perhaps
a lack of funding certaiitty, of not knowing, just as Mr. Fox pointed
out, what to expect &on\ year to year in terms of overall planning
and staffing.

If we could somehow get to e point through some simplification
of the programs and releasing some of the kind of burdensome reg-
ulations and concentrate on these two kinds of goals, and really
cusing our programs on those students that need it. We continue to
belieNe that the configur.ation of having a strong loan program, a
good work program, and" a solid grant program would be sufficient
to provide educational opportun ty throughout this country.

We thank you for the "opportunity to be here. We would be happy
to reepond to any questions.

[The prepared statement of Pallas Martin followsl

2 -.1
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF A. DALLAS MARTIN, JR ExELUTIVL DIRELTOR, NATIONM.
ASSOCIATION OE STUDENT FINANCIAL AID ADMINISAATORS

Mr. Chairmanembers of the Subcommittee, we appreciate

the opportunity to appear before you today to discuss our

views on the recently published General Accounting Office

and Education Department evaluation reports:that nave been

critical of the Federal financial aid programs,,and to

comment upon the solutions that have been advanced by the

Education Department to correct ".program deficiencies."

Recent publicity relei-sed by the' Department reçJing
-

these reports has primarily fdcused updn: (1) ther'nreed to

impose budget reductions to help counterac't program fraud

and abuse; (2) the tightenrng of eligitility and vflidation

criteria to remove unworthy aid recipients who are ,Kot .

making satisfactory progress or who have filed inaccurate

application data; and (3) efforts to correct past institutional

or agency transgressions which may have contributed to

excessive fOan default rates and student overawards.

Since December, the General Accoun'Ang Office has

released two reports poikting to defi,ciencies at selected

schools that have either excessive NDSL default rates or

insuficient ptocedures to implement or monitcf satis-

factory academic progress standards. The Department of

Education has anoounced the findings lf its most recenq..

Pell (B;sic) Grant Quality Control Repert and has embarked

upon a major course of action that would now'require all
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Pell Grant recipients to file their on.their,parents'

latest IRS ax form with the school they are attending or ,

4

plan to attend in an attempt to reduce program overawards.

An Admin)strative dii-ective to recover fthnds wherever

possible has recently prompted the Departmeht to increase

its program review activities and to bring resolution to
-

audit findings.

None of us can condone the actions of those persons

or schools that abuse the financial aid programs, nor can

we criticize the Department for attempting to correct

serious program errors. All of the recent activity,

however, has focus,ed upon the worst case examples and has

failed to provide any comment about the positive societal
,

aspects that have been achieved by the federal filiancial

aid programs. Two adverse effects resUlt from this.

First, questions are raised in the mind oflithe average

person on the street as to the fundamental validity of

continuing theelublic investmeht in these programs. While

it is healthy to stand back te moment and raise such basic

issues, we fear the question is tainted by the prevailing

negative conclusion,s these studies engender. The second

effect, equally dangerous, is that many parents and

students will unknowingly support impending program'reduc-

tions because they unwittingly think thtv,will not be

affected; instead, they will hope that an effort to eliminate

the undeserving will provide them with access to these

programs.

2(4,dt.)
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'Unfortunately, nothing could be further from the'

truth. The outcome of qpcoming decisions will seriously

aftect the rype of student who can obtain a postsecondary

education and the,kind of institution a 4)erson will attend.

These decisions will, In all probability, affect the

numbers and abilities of people who will be entering the

work force in the next decade and vastly impact the sorio-

economic framework of our society. ,

Therefore, we are pleased to appear before you today

"* to comment on these evaluation studies and hope we will be

able to provide-a clearey picture or what we are doing to

improve the programs amd suggest alternatives to the

remedies that have been proposed.
,

The first area we wish to address is the current

National Direct Student Loan default rate. The, GAO

report clearly 4flects some of the nagging problems tipat

have plagued all parties in recovering delinquent sludent
,

loans. However, it fails to. show the significant increase

in recoveries and improvements mdde in collection practices

since 1978. Factors contribvting to defaults within the

NDSL progpam can be attributed'to administrative neglect

at some of the participating schoiolt and at the federal

agency responsible )or overseeing the program.

The GAO study emphasize's that it was nearly 19 years

after the program's inception before interim program

regula/Ions were issued and enforced y the Department
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requiring schools to be diligent and forceful in admi.nistering
,

and collecting-ND-SL's. Members of this Subcommittee are

aware that several legislative initiatives have been

approved by Congress in the past to reduce defaults, but

dll too often these initiatives have not been advanced

through program regulations until a much Jater date. For

example, the Zducation Amendments of 1972 included a

provision allowing schools to assign defOulted loans to

the Office of EduCation to ensure delinquent borrowers

were fully notified that tl.eir loans must be repaid or

they would face legal actions by federal attorneys.

However, full implementation of this procedure did not

oecuit until siX 3cears. later. In March of 1976, Joseph A.

Califano, then Secretary of HEW, launched a major departmental

initiative to reduce loan default rates which prompted,the

Department to begin procedures trimplement this provision.

Even since then, the Departmentq collection activities

have been hampered Cecause of delayas in developing an

automated billing and reporting system, inadequate manpower

to handle both GSL and NDSL accountsuand outdated,

inadequate and incomplete data on borrowers.

Our intent, however, is not to exclusively focus on

the past failings, but to show the improvement made in the

statistics between those"first used by former Secretary

Califano to describe the condition of the, program at that

time and those reported by the GAO officials in their

2,9i
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study of September 30, 1981.

At tho time Mr. Califano wrote to all participating

' institutions (March 1978), the latest program data indicated

the default rate for all schools was 16.86 as of June 30,

1977 By comparison, the G110 study cites .program data as

of June 30, 1979, (the latest Ote for which they had data

available) showing the default rate for.all scaools to be '

16.04 percent. This data includes about 240,000 defaulted

loans, amounting to nearly $215 million, assi;ned to the

Department of Education. In actuality if the default rate

at participating schools excluded those notes assigned to

the Department, the national average would have'been 11.9

for the period ending June 30, .1979. Waile these data

perhaps do not reflect the kind of improvement that many
re

people would expect, it does seemIto show that the rat-e- is

no longer indreasing, that many schools are making improvements

and that a substantial portion of 'tWproblem cSd"be

attributed to "óW paper.", The older loans cannot be
1 .

collected due to improperly executed,notes, or insufficient

or inaccurate information as to the bprrower's location.

In some cases, the statutes of limitation have expired on

thesetotes.

Still, we would like to point out the constQints
edt

which hamper collection activities. These include such

factors js the folloAing:

(1) Some institutiors cannot assign,defaulted loaops.

to the Education Department because State statutes 1

2 -
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(4) Lack of program stability discourages institutional

administrators from committing needeS resources to

properly manage the program and adds unnecessary

administrative costs that must be borne to operate

the program. Since the inception of the program, the

statute-has contained a,provision that in the event

the. program is phased out all resources except the

institutional matching funds will revert to the U.S.

Treasury. Additionally, f-r the last several years,

nearly every Adoinistilftion:s proposed budget has

recommended elimination of or major reductions in

program funds. This uncertainty ha left many

instittitional adMinistrators with the opinion they

should not depend heavily upon tne program since they

will eventually have to give up all the funds array.
0

Further, recdnt changes in.interest rates of 3, 4,

and 5 percent loans and inconsistencies of deferpent,

cancellation and grace periods have tended to in-

crease the administrative costs of both institutions

and the use of loan servicers.f

The second area upon which we would like to comment

is the GAO study regarding satisfactory academic progress

and the financial aid community's efforts to enLourage all

institutions to develop and properly monitor self-regulation

initiatives that will respond to these concerns:

3 u
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prohlbit assignment of their assets to any other

party: Public institutions in these states derive

their institutional matching funds ?rom state.aPpro-

priations. An.ci the-c.fore,..cannot assign defaulted

NDSL's.

(2) Schools are often diccouraged from bringiog suit

against defaulted borrowers Because many schools have

"pursued thi.s avenue and pbtained a favorable judgement

' wily to find that'the amount is,still

(3) The economic earning profile of a school's NDSL

berrowers will significantfy affect the.institution's

ability to collect outstanding accoudts. A higher

proportion orstudents awarded NDSL's come from lower

income families'and are higher risVAstudents than

74.

:Dorrowerl, under other Title IV loan programs. These

are students, wippdqualify teborrow because they are

needy. In many cases they come from familie:s whip are

unfamili7ar with borrowing in general. Taking:outT

l'oan, establishing a line prcredit, is then a new

experience for such a student.' Tgis factor, added

to the presslirks of the academic environment,can

occasionally create a situation Ohere'the borrower's "

abili"Y to repay' the loan may nOt be due,to unwillingness,

bot rather the negative impact of a multitude of

'
economic endsociological factors upon his'capabiiity

!

to repay.

:41,
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The GAO report was conducted by a team of investigators

who, without any specific regulatory guidance, attempted

to determine whether or not students were making satisfactory

academic progress at the schools they were attending.

Therefore, the investigators used their own concepts to

determine what constituted satisfactory progress. The

, report admits that there are no aniform requirements among

the three Federal agencies whia administer financial aid,

veterans, and social security educational benefits and

further notes that schools having selective admissions

procedures were omitted. Consequently, any student who

did not have a 2.0 grade point averuge on a 4.0 scale i..ds

judged not to be making satisfactory progress.

Nevertheless, the report does i,ndicate that insti-

tutions that have not yet developed an institutiomal

policy governing satisfactory progres; should do so to

ensure that public funds are going to those students who

are adequately completing their course work. NASFAA would

only disagree with the reportfin thai it ieems to suggest

that the Congress should alter the existing statute to

include specific criteria similar to that found in the law

governing the veterans educational benefits.

We would opPose this approach and suggest insteadli

that the commun ty'rs self-regulation standards be adopted.

Such an approa.h can work as evidenced in past experience

seth the ocial Security Administration. Our Association

agreed with the members of this Subcommittee during the

3 ul
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development of the Education Amendments of 1980 that the

development of standards to measure satisfactory academic

progress should rest with each individual institution.
J

Prior to the enactment of that legislation, the Title IV

Committee of the Association aCtepted the challenge of

developing an approach to the satisfactory progress issue

which would not only assist institutions but would help to
...

prevent further intrusion into institutional policy by the

Federal government.

This approach began with the development of a Joint

Statement on Standards of SatisfactOry Academic Progress

which was accepted by the American Council on Education in

Octobe. 1981. During the development of the statement,

personnel in the Department of Education were invited to

provide reactions to the ef fert. Finalization of the

statement brought about complete agreement from the higher

education community and the Department as to not only the

worthwhile nature of the effort, but as to the content and

comprehensiveness of the statement. We have been assured

by Department personnel of their desire to support the

community's initiative and of their intent to limit their

'involvement in this issue.

The second phase of our approach is in the final

stages of completion. In an effort to provide further

guidance to institutions and to create more uniformity

among their practices, the Association has developed a

comprehensive monograph on the establishment of 'Such

3f
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policy at institutions. The monograph emphasizes the need

for close coordination between different departments Or

offices on each campus in the establishment of their

satisfactory progress standards. The development of such

a _policy at an institution not only assists in ensuring

that Federal funds are being administered in a manner

consistent with applicable laws and regulations, but arso

may influence such institutional concerns as recruitment,

retention, class size and faculty workload. These factors

alone emphasize the critical need for coordination and

acceptance of the policy by ail parties.

The monograph details the necessary steps for an

institution to follow by identifying specific poliCy

considerations and disclosure options, suggesting appeals

and evaluation procedures, and by providing guidance on

the implementation of the policy. Further, the monograph

includes models which may be used as guides in estabfishing

institutional requirements. The monograph will be distributed

to the NASFAA membership, which consists of approximately

2,500 institutions, and will be available for purchase by

other postsecondary irestitutions within the next few

weeks.

In addition to the written publications on this

issue, NASFAA has identified another avenue to disseminate

the information. This approach will involve state and

regional financial aid association meetings during whicji

the issue.of satisfactory progress can be addressed. The

annual meetings of these asSociations will also provide a

forum for discussion.

3 0
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Given the community's efforts and the Department's

support, we would urge the Congress to give the postsecondary

education community the opportunity to implement their

own standards rather than attempting to enact complicated

and arbitrary standards that will undoubtedly tend to

penalize students in some programs.

The third area upon which we wish to comment is the

recently completed and as yet unofficially released

Quality Control Study performed for the Department of

Education by Advanced Technology, Inc. While we have not_

had an opportunity to see the final product, an early

draft of the study was given to our office for review.

Therefore, the comments I make regarding the quality of
'I

the stud! are simply my own perceptions from reading the

draft study.

In general, the overall quality of the study appeared

to be more thorough than the earlier study conducted for

the Department.

Volume 1, a report on the study's findings, is

certainly superior to Volume 2 which provides suggested

corrective actions. Unfortunately, the recommendations in

Volume 2 seriously understate the administrative burdens

and complexities which, if enacted, will be imposed on all

students and all i!istitutions. This is not to say that

the findings in Volume 1 are totally acceptable. For

example, if you excluded from the institutional error

calculation the fact that an affidavit of educational

purpose and financial aid transcript could not be fovnd,

,
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the institutional error would be significantly reduced.

It is also interesting,to note that discrepancies were

noted if the item reported differed with the item

verified by more than $2.00. It is important to keep in

mind that the contractor had the advantage of taking a

considerable amount of time to collect this data from

certified copies of parents' and students' income tax

returns, financial lending institution statements and

from tax assessor records,all of which would constitute

"hard documentation. Yet the contractor had just as many

problems as schbols in verifying those data elements

which can only be substantiated with soft documentation.

Soft documentation includes handwritten notes and verbal

assertions., As such, it is interesting to note that in

spite of the intensive work done by the contractor,

there really isn't hard evidence to substantiate the

validity of many of the data elements collected, e.g.,

Did you live with parents for more than six weeks during

1981?

The study also shows that 76t of the'population

were within $2.00 of their true adjusted gross income

whicn seems to support the contention that most people

are honest and take great pains to report their data

correctly. Using the same tolerances, a comparison with

official bank statements, showed that 91 percent, of the

population studied, misreported by more than $2.00 the

amount of cash and/or savings on hand on the date the

report was filed.

3u,
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The findings in the report, in addition to identifying

the most discrepant data elements, also cited the data

elements that most parents and students indicated were

-the most problematic and difficult to understand or to

answer. Parents noted a particular problem with documenting

the market value of their home and its currant equity.

Students cited particular problems in obtaining pArents'

income tax data for applications. Both students and

_parents mentioned that it was very hard to predict

future family 2annings, answer questions aboutsuppart,ing

students or predict school year income for the upcoming

school year.

Still, in spite of these findings, the Department

of Education has recently requested the authority to

reprogram $5 million in program funds available for the

Pell Grant program in FY 82 which they anticipate will

be requireeto implement a revised set'of validation

procedures. With these funds, the Department proposes

to change the current validation procedures to include

the requirement that all eligible applicants submit

copies of their or their parents' IRS tax returns to the

school they are attending or plan to dttend so the

financial aid administrator can verify the adjusted

gross income and federal income tax paid with the

original data provided on the application form.

It should be noted that personnel within the

Department of Education have discussed their plans with
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representatives from the postsecondary education community.

We, in turn, have expressed our support to take steps

which will help to ensure that more accurate information

is,-being collected. We have questioned, however, the
.,

necessity of imposing such extreme measures upon all

financial aid applicants and taking additional dollars

from already, limi,ted program funds to pay a central pro-

cessor to perform work that generally should already be

covered in the original contract.

The Department has also maintained that by limiting

the verification to only two data elements it will not

im,ose any significant burden on institutions and will,

at the same time, achieve significant savings in the

Pell Grant program. Further, they suggest that these

steps will not create hardships on students and will in

fact help ensure that some low income students will

actually get larger awards to which they are entitled.

We respectfully disagree with the Department's

contentions and feel that such drastic measures are

uncalled for at this time. Our fear is that these

procedures will create unnecessary hardships on the very

students the program is primarily designed to serve.
,

The data from the Quality Control Study clearly

shows that recipients in the lowest verified income

category are the most likely to overstate their adjusted

gross income thus produ:ing smaller awards than those to

which they were entitled. Conversely, however, there is

3 i.11 ,
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a substantial number of students who under-report their

income data thus providing them with awards greater than

those to which they'were entitled. Therefore, it is

difficult to argue with the Department that something
4

should be done to prevent money from going to students

who should not receive it. However, it is equally

important to ensure that truly eligible students receive

the awards io which they are entitled without instituting

barriers that may make it difficult if not impossible to

prove that they have provided correct infoimation.

Unfortunately, data provided on the application is self-
,

reported and can only be verified by tomparing it with

the information submitted to the Internal Revenue Service.

Regretably, many of the workin9 poor who file a short

form often complete the tax return themselves and mail

all of the information to IRS without keeping a copy for

themselves. While people can later obtain a certified

copy of their return from the IRS, it requires additional

effort and the filfng of forms that wil) in many cases

substantially delay receipt of the required information

by the institution. Schools held liable for errors made

due to unverified data wili be reluctant to mae a

payment to the student until they at least have a copy

of the required tax return. Consequently, students frOm

poor and unsophisticated families will be the most

likely to be caught in this catch 22 which may discourage

or prevent them from going to.school. Additionally,

0
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there will be other students who cannot legitimately

provide a copy of their parents' latest tax return

because their parents have secured a filing ektension or

simply refuse to provide a copy of/the tax return to the

school on the basis that such is an intrusion into their

individual privacy.

The Department's proposal is well-meaning, but

unfOrtunately it is tied to the Internal Revenue System's

calendar which is not compatible with the time frames

that must be met in the student aid delivery system.

Complete implementation of these procedures within this

coming year will create significant time deliys and

enrollment disincentives for many students.

Considering that we have already announced application

procedures and distributed s'tudent aid appjications for

this coming processing year, it appears to us that the

Department might well consider using a different approach

for this processing cycle. The Quality Control Study

suggests that by using specific edits an error prone

profile could be established in the processing system to

identify those stnents who are most likely to have

filed incorrect data. This procededure could be used by

the Deoartment to identify a reasonable percentage of

student applicants who in turn could be required to

submit verifying documents and/or statements to schools

before awards are disbursed. While this system is not

unlike the current setec_tion process, the Quality Control

3uti
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Study suggests that,such an approach could certainly do

a better job of identifying those students who are most

)ikely to be in error. Additionally, the current

validation process could be substantially modified and

attention focused on those 4 or 5 data elements that

# will produ:e the most significant savings. We also feel

that the Department could then work with the community

during the coming year in developing pilot validation

programs which in turn could begin to suggest the most

'efficient and least onerous methods of securing the most

accurate information.

In closing let me reiterate the community's willingness

to assist the Department and this Subcommittee in any

way to ensure the proper management of Federal student

aid funds. Our goal and yours has always been to ensure

that truly eligible students have the opportunity to

nhieve a postsecondary education.

Again, let me thank you for the opportunity to

comment on these issues.f I will be glad to answer any

questions you might have at this time.

1,
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Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much.
We have been joined by Congressman Weiss. Ted, do you have

any questions at this point?
Mr. WEfSS. I do not at this time.
Mr. ERDAHL. What about counsel?
Ms. MCADAM. Dallas, you said there could be better solutions to

the study put forth. Do you has, e any specific ideas on what would
be better ways of addressing the problem?

Mr. MARTIN. Well, currently in the Pell grant program, for th'e
last 2 or 3 years there has been in place a requirement4of valida-
tion, whereby out of the prime processor, they look at through a
series of audit checks in the system, interrelationships of certain
data elements to try tu identify whether or not they are accurate.

Fur example, they will take a family's adjusted gross income, the
nuipber of people in the family, the amount of Federal income tax
paid, and run a quick model to see whether or not those figures
line up. If it is found they are.out of line, there is an Automatic
flag to L.11 yt.i not what is wrong, b..t it id a clear indication that it
dues not fall wiWin the tolerances 'expected, using ..,the IRS tax
tables. So those have been developed.

Quite frankly, what tiv, error prone profile and the quality con-
trol study suggests is that you many not need as many audits. They
have identified those people who are more likely to have perhaps
made error or have error involved. Clearly, people that are itemiz-
ing their income tax returns and are applying the usual kinds of
procedures that can occur with the ta,x system, are more likely to
be understating income, and thereby perhaps securing overawards,
than are the lower income students that are identified in the popu-
lation. ,

If you go on and take their recommendations from that study, it
appears that if youI might add we are currently doing validation
from the Department on about 300,000 applicants a year, whereby
those come back and are flagged and institutions validated. That is
about 15 percent of the total applicant pool of the eligibles.

The quality control study seems to suggest to me that you. could
with a very slight increase in that number, and by looking at fewer
data elements, you could continue to flag somewhere in the neigh-
borhood of 350,000 to 400,000 of those students using different crite-
ria and you could get a significant number of those that fall into
the error prune range where there may be overawards, thereby re-
ducing any misrepresentation in the program.

At the same time, yot 'would not be overloading the current sys-
tems, it is With the processor, because of increased corrections and
back and forth documentation, nor the workload necessary at the
institutions, because you would be keeping the cost and number of
what is going on at the present time about the same.

W-ehav.e currently undertaken a survey of our membership on
the amount or validation aCtivities that are going on over and
above the requirement that is imposed by the Federal Government.
We expect to have the results of that survey available within the
next week to 10 days. We have assured the Department of Educa-
tion we would be more than happy to share those results with
them and 'be happy to proville it for the record here.

31,
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But it is clear to us schools are making additional efforts on their
own in many cases. I suspect if institutions had a little more au-
thority in terms of those cmes where we really find there may be
something wrong because of other information that we have, other
than being locked into aset of rigid requirements, that again insti-
tutions would be more w illing to assume some of this responsibility
to try to prevent any error. It is obvious to all of us we do not have
enough dollars to sene the students we would like to at the pres-
ent time.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you.
Mr. DEAN. If I could ask you to comment a little bit on the possi-

bility of Sallie Mae getting involved in nonguaranteed loans that
are made by institutions, would you welcome such an activity on
the part of Sallie Mae, and have you heard from a lot of schools
that are anxious to start making such loans to meet the unmet
need of a lot of students?

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. Dean, I would say we certainly have been re-
ceiving an increased number of inquiries from institutions. I would
say it is primarily from independent institutions, although, some
larger public universities are equally concerned: I think there is a
general kind of fear, trepidation, paranoia, in the postsecondary
education community right now about what happens if we sudden-
ly take this large credit system we have available through guaran-
teed student loans and it is dismantled or substantially reduced.

I think institutions fully realize that a credit system is necessary
in order to preserve enrollments and to provide the opportunity for
parents and students to meet rising educational costs. So, yes, they
have been looking at alternative sources.

There are a lot of people out in the marketplace right now, var-
ious in% estment bankers and people selling revenue bonds and so
on that have been, I guess it is safe to say, spending a lot of time
criScussing this with institutional representatives. And clearly, if
some of those things are going to work, it appears to me there will
have to be some secondary markets to perhaps make those attrac-
tive. So I think it may be an appropriate role for them to look at.
But 1 also am concerned that the primary purpose of the GSL pro-
gram, if v.e are going to maintain that with some subsidy for stu-
dents wh( may not have access to some other sources, students who
cannot alford loans at market rates, that we continue to provide at
least. tin good'role that I think Sallie Mae hias played in providing
securit'y and the availability of that capital out there.

But 'I would not put myself in a position to say they should not
explore the others and look at them very carefully, because they
probably have much more expertise than do many of the educa-
tional institutions in knowing whAher those are desirable plans
and whether or not they are secure, than perhaps'do some of the
other people that these things are being discussed with.

Mr. DEAN. Are schools telling you they are going ta go ahead and
make such loans whether-or not Sallie Mae will buy them?

Mr. MARTIN. We have some evidence from a few institutions that
are' pursuing alternatives at this point. I only know of probably
four or five that are actually beginning to take up that role. Most
of them are hopeful there will be an outlet down the road, Sallie
Mae or soMe other source. But beyond-that, I really cannot say.
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I look at students coming out now with student loans thatliteral-
ly are paying interest rates.that are much larger than I ever paid
for my first home. We have all been experiencing that. I think it is
frightening. I am very fearful that students in many disciplines
simply will not have the earning capacity, at least early on, to deal
significantly with that debt.

Schools are looking to see, can we somehow share thatso that
the student is going to continue to pay a significant portion, be-.
cause we use part of our money to help them out, so we are ndt
going to be creating a wholegeneration of indentured servants.

Mr DEAN Relating to a comment in your testimony regarding
state statutes prohibiting assignmerft of loans to the Department.
Would'you like to see the'Congress preempt the State statutes?

Mr. MARTIN Constitutionally, I don't think you would be able to
do that. That would be an easy way to .do that. I suspect we get
into some differences between State statutes and the Federal Gov-
ernment.

What I was trying to point out on that, is that even though c've
have created some incentives here, and I think it was a very wise
and helpful situation of creating the assignment of these loans, I
am disappointed that for a period of time to' try to assist in this
effort, when Mr Cornfeld, who was involved with the effort with
Mr Califano, they established a procedure of what was known as a
referral process through part of their assignment.

The referral institutions could give some of those notes to the De-
partment of Education. They, in turn,'would try to assist in the col-
lection. And then the money that %as collected was returned to the
school to deal with this problem of not being able to assign the
assets.

The Department has now eliminated the referral provision of
that, and it' is only a straight assigned provision. Su it now totally
precludes those other institutions in those States from turning over
those loans. So I think it might be helpful to talk about at least, or
discuss *ith the Department again the possibility of doing referrals
which wonld relieve some of that. That might ..be one possibility.

Mr.,DEAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you, Mr. Martin.
I believe yqu were here yesterday when we heard from several

people from the GAO. As you state in your testimony, I think some
of the standards they talked about are reasonable, having these
loans and assistance available for students who actually are stu-
dents, and having some type of satisfactory academic progress. I
thought it was ironic, that, as I drove home last night, the news
picked up the story. We can guess the part of the testimony they
picked up was about the second semester sophomore who had been
in college 5 yegi, and the person who flunked accounting six
times. That waS the story in the news. I think those are not the
normal procedures, yet those are the sensational things.

I am going `to ask what' may be an unfair question. You men-
tioned several times w hat the Department was about in all these
endeavors. Do you have any hunch or clue whether these functions
might be administered on the Federal level under the new, what-
ever it is going to beI will call it the Federal educational entity.
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Mr. DEAN. Would I be correct in.assaming that a lot of communi-
ty colleges and a.lot of colleges.serving largely low-income students
would not be able toset into these loans at all?

Mr. MARTIN. I think that is a .very safe assumption. They do not
have in most eases the kind 9f portfolios or reserve's within those
institutions to provide the security that ,;is necessary for these
bonds.and other kinds of financing mechanisms. So you pretty well
get down to those that are more established or broader'based.

Mr. Holec might wish to comment on that in ttirms of experi-
ence, because I know his institution has been for another Teason
looking at smile alternatived of financing. Purdue, of course, is a
large,State university.

Mr. HOLM. I think right now ope of the'rancerns is just What is
going to fiappen. Everybody is looking' at a variety of options, a
what-if s,ituation. What if the program is changed in certain ways,
and if the credit, market begins to dry up? What are the alterna-
tives theregetting back into lending as an institution lipder the
guaranteed student loan peogram which used to take place at our
institution as well as others, the secondary marketjust a whole
variety of arrangements.

So I tiunk at this point it is mostly discussion and exploration of
if the worst comes about, what kind of other alternatives might be
available to turn to to help students in financing their education.

Mr. I4AN. What percent in Purdue Tight now is being recycled
into aid?

Mr. HOLM. As A Percent, r am sorry, I. cannot give you right off
hand. Out of current .revenue funds, the university is putting in
about $1,300,000 currently for undergraduate...students That is
grants based on financial need. Then in addition to that, there is
support that goei to graduate students'and the like. I can get thdt
for You and provide it. a

Mr. DEAN. L think that would be worthwhile for the subcommit-
tee to have.

If I can ask Dallas, do you find a trend among institutions to
make fewer grants hnd to get more into loans to students so as to
make the dollars go further?

Mr. MARTIN. I think there are a number of institutionsagain I
thjnk this is more likely to be occurring within the independent in-
stitutions because of the large diff.erences in' tuitjon costs, because
of the lack of State subsidies to make up that differenceI have
had number of those individuals recently who have shared with-
'me that they are beginning to look at, could they use some of their
existing assets that typically have gone in the form of grants, to
leverage other kinds of funds, or perhaps to use some of that
through financial markets to help pay part of the interest substdies
for the students. ,

I think they are very, very concerned that given our current edoz
nomic climate, with interest rates being as high as.they are, most
people recognize that students are not in, a position to repay inter-
est on the loans while they are in school. So you have .a deferred
period, giving them an opportunity to get on their feet.

When we start talking about loans at mErrket rates, where we
are talking 14, 15 percent interest rates, 'and the =pounding
effect of that very quickly creates a debt burden that is substantial
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Mr. MARTIN. I don't want to discuss the structure any more than
you do, Mr. Erdahl. I would say that it is our opinion there are a
number of very dedicated and qualified individuals who are cur-
rently working in the current structure within the Department of
Education and formerly the Office of Education who understanil
and have an appreciation of these programs and have done that. it

- seems to me some of these functions must be centralized and must
be dealt with through that kind of entity, Whatever it is.

I also believe, however, we could probably improve the system
somewhat if in fact the educz..ional institutions who are the people
on the frontline that have to deal day to day, face to face with the
students had some additional discretion and some additional au-
thority in some of these matters. We have been trying to work as
an association in terms of taking responsibilities to develop our
own standards and our own self-regulation initiutives to improve
this.

One example of this that we might point out which might be
very carefully looked at is, I wonder if, given the fact that 80 or 85
percent of applicants for Pell grants are currently getting into that
system by applying through one of the multiple processors or satel-
lite processors contracted with the Government, those agencies
that have already typically been performing that service.

And second, institutions in all of the other programs have discre-
tion in terms of putting that together. It seems to me that there
might be an area,where we could begin to look at, some exardina-
tion th'at could provide decentralization back to the institution with
some responsibilities, eliminate some of the middlemen and some
I the steps in the processes. That woAd nOt only save substantial

amounts of operational costs and personnel, but would return some
of the control back to the campuses where they are dealing with
t'ue students and where they can provide that helpful hand.

Along with that is the assumption there would be some discre-
tion, because many of these things are simply not into a category
that it is all one way or all the other. I think institutions would
accept that responsibility, would do it well, and that we could save
money and make the process smoothey and easier for everyone,
and perhaps add greatly to the simplicity of the current system.

Mr. ERDAHL. That sounds sensible: Wee have also heard rumors
that maybe the loan and grant function would be transferred to
the Treasury Department. Do you have any reaCtion to that?

Mr. MARTIN. I Would sincerely hope, I guekand this is certain-
ly not an.official association position, we have not discussed this
but I think we are concerned that we do not totally fragment all of
these programs. I have great respect for the people in Treasury,
and their ability to perform their functions that are currently as-
signed to them. But I am not certain people over there are in the
best position to look at overall educational policy, which I think
has to be the basis of these programs. While they mdy knO'w a
great deal about credit management and financing, I am not cer-
tain they would have the same kind of sensitivity that I think
people in the Department of Education have in terms of looking at
the investment that we are making and the kind of support we are
building for our postsecondary educational system.

3 lo
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Mr. ERDAIII,. Thasik you very much for sharing those observa-
tions with us.

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Martin, do you have any information or perhaps
insight as to the impact of the changes which we made in the guar-
anteed student loan program last year on the leRding institutions
and their reaction, and on the students? Perhaps you have more on
the first than the second.

Mr. MARTIN. Yes, Mr. Weiss, No. 1, it is safe to say that last year
as we completed the omnibus budget reconciliation and incorporat-
ed into that the changes in the guaranteed student loan program,
you are well aware that those provisions went into effect on Octo-
ber 1 last year. Consequently, in anticipation of that, I think most
students and most institutions participated in informing students
there was a change forthcoming. So probably about 95 percent of
those students that secured loans did so in advance of that date.
Consequently, the changes by.going to the $30,000 income cap, the
new 5 percent origination fee, the minimum loans and ee-on, we
are just now beginning to find out from students how they are
reacting, from a few enrolling in second semesters that did not
secure loans before.

Of course, that means the re'al saving.> that would be incurred
from any of those kinds of procedures have not yet shown up on
the ledger sheets.

As we approach this spring, and institutes begin the process of
reapplying for funds for the coming academic year, starting July 1,
certainly everyone now will be subject to those new provisions and
wading through it.

As we get into the spring, we will begin to se very clearly
whether or not those tightening of eligibility requirements will in
fact not only save the money anticipated, but whether or not create
unnecessary hardship on certain classes of students.

As far as the lending institutions are concerned, while I do not
feel totally prepared to speak a long way on this, in conversations
that I have had, I would say that part of what they experienced
that made it somewhat difficult was this tremendous rush on the
banks that occurred late last summer. Consequently, they were jrist
inundated with papers and forms and sc on which did not provide
the normal kind of flow of applications.

So, from the management standpoint, many of those people have
had to really dig their way out of that procedure, and that has not
been without obviously additional cost and problems.

I suspect now if we are into this under a normal flow,.their oper-
ations will get back to a more predictable level, as they were
before. But I think it is a little early to say whether or not we were
successful with the changes we made and what impact they will
have on overall cost to the Federal Government as well as upon
volume and participation by people in the program. My., belief still
is that it will reduce expenditures and will provide savings. But we
are not going to really see that until later this year.

Again, Mr. Holec might wish to comment on that because he
would have firsthand experience in terms of the kind of application
flow he has seen.

Mr. Houc. Very clearly all of the applications or a very high
percentage of them, were in before the cutoff date. I think we proc-
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essed on our campus 12,000 applications before October 1. Since
then, only about 600 or 700 have come in. Several of them, many of
them, have been denied, although I cannot give you the exact
number. I think one of the very real concerns all of us, have in the
field right now in trying to advise parent's and students about fi-
nancial aid for next year is having to say we cannot tell you any-
thing, we don't know what student aid will look like next fall.

Part of that problem stems from the Pell grant program. The
processing of those forms has not begun. There are indications it
may be another month or two before that may be started. The pro-
cedures for validation which should be in institutions hands at this
point, because the,' have the financial aid forms, are starting to get
applications and starting to review and process them, the decisions
regarding what that is going to be like are unknown. So our hands
are tied in terms of getting applications in the Pell grant system.

In the guaranteed student loan program, we are precluded from
processing any guaranteed loan application for any academic
period beginning after July 1. Students are coming in beginning to
inquire about that. We have to say you are going to have to sit
tight, we don't-know, we are waiting for the family contribution
schedule, or curves or tables, whatever is going to be used by the
Department for this next year. And until then, we cannot begin.

So I think there is a tremendous amount of indecision and inabil-
ity on the part of institutions to talk reasonably with students and
families about what to expect for next year.

I look back through the several yearsI have been in this busi-
neSs 16 yearsand the last several it is always like the crisis
comes in the summer. All I have been able to tell my staff is we
will have another crisis in 1982. We have to face this, students and
families are going to have to make some decisions. That may have
as much impact on volume as anything. If decisions are not made,
because we can't tell students until June, July, August, September,
after school starts, what their aid situation isthey are going to
have to make some decisions before then, and many are going to
decide, have to face reality and s,ay "I cannot go to school."

Mr. WEISS Thank you. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

'Mr. SIMON: We thank you very much.
I call on my colleague from Minnesota to introduce the next wit-

ness.
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much.
We will ask Mr. Ingle to come up to the table.
While he is relatively new in his position, ttie unithe represents

has not only been recognized in Minnesota but throughout the
country as a good entity in doing what iesays anc; coordinating
higher education for the State of Minnesota.

I am very glad to welcome Mr. Ingle today.

STATEMENT OF CLYDE R. INGLE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD, ST. PAUL, MINN.

Mr. INGLE. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am
pleased to be here. I welcome the opportunity and the invitation to
speak to you,
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I have been .tivited to speak on a relatively narrow part of the
problem of how parents and student., will finance their postsecon-
dary education; that i, specifically loans, and a little more specifi-
cally the importance of the secondary market for those loans.

I would like to preface my prepared cOmments, if I may, by
noting that on behalf of the members of the Coordinating Board in
Minnesota, Minnesota students and institutions, and postsecondary
education in the State, we would like to express our appreciation
for the support and expression of our concerns that Mr. Erdahl has
made. We recognize that, and we are very appreciative of that
here.

The second comment I would like to make before I move to my
prepared comments, which members have a copy of, is that I
cannot resist, if I may, Mr. Chairman, a slight response to your
question of what would you do if you were to restructure the finan-
cial aid system.

The fact is that responsible authorities in Minnesota today are
heavily into debate about just that question at the State level. I
think it is critical, as I know you are aware, to recognize the diffi-
culty facing a State as it tries to protect its goal of promoting
equality of opportunity for an education which best suits the needs
of its citizens. We are engaged in that debate currently.

Still, the major investment in postsecondary education in Minne-
sota and in most States does come from the State level, and one of
our critical questions is how we relate to the Federal presence,
whatever it may be.

I must say that in our judgment this really becomes a question of
values. It is not so much a question of rules and regulations, as
onerous as they may be. It is a question of what we as a society are
willing to pay for this process of postsecondary education and
ithere it is best to be put.

Having said thatand I would welcome an opportunity to speak
further on itI would like to turn now to my prepared remarks.

I will offer a bit of background as to why I am going to speak on
this particular issue. I will speak briefly on the importance of the
secondary market for an effective lending operation at the State
level and elsewhere, and then I will speak specifically to some con-
cerns that we have.

The coordinating board in Minnesota is an II-member lay board
designed to represent the public at large in coordination of post-sec-
ondary education in our State. The board has broad planning and
research responsibilities, as well as administrative duties. We are
responsible for a number of State-funded financial aid programs, as
well as the second resort direct loan program under the Federal
guaranteed student loan program.

Our direct student loan program is one of the largest single tax
exempt lenders in the Nation, anticipating disbursements of over
$100 million this fiscal year. As we discuss mutual interests this
morning, it is essential that you understand that our program is
designed to provide access to loans for any eligible Minnesota stu-
dent who is unable to obtain loans from commercial lenders. As
such, we have made between 45 to 55 percent of the loans in Min-
nesota since the inception of our program in 1974. During this
period; we have made $340,561,000 in loans.
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The Minnesota program is capitalized by the sale of tax exempt
rwenue bonds. Since April 1974 the board has issued bonds of
$491,850,000 and today_has outstanding obligations of $332,000,000.
This debt is the sole obligation of the coordinating board and is not
backed by either the credit or taxing power of the State.

We believe our program is a prime model of successful manage-
ment and use of the tax exempt market for a wholly public pur-
pose. Our students and postsecondary institutions are dependent
upon the iirpely availability of this credit as an integral part of
their financial aid system.

Without the availability of these loans many of our students
would be unable to attend the program suited to their ability and
aspirations. The result would be both distortions and declines in
enrollments.

As to the importance of a secondary market, the ability of the
coordinating board to fund a student loan program of last resort as
directed by the Minnesota Legislature, is critically affected by the
presence ofi an effective and reasonable secondary market for stu-
dent loans. ..

With the existing arbitrage requirements and the growing
demand for loans, it has always been difficult for the board to keep
much ahead of quarterly loan demand. Thus, our cost of capital has
been at about current tax exempt market rates and we have
shared the vagaries of the market for the past 8 years.

This has meant that our margin for operation has been very slim
at times, particularly since the special allowance formula was
changed to one-half the standard formula yiell

By standard measures, I think most would classify the Minnesota
program as financially mature and stable. Nevertheless, it is ap-
parent that under most market conditions our offers of debt need
some security in addition to scheduled loan repayments and cur-
rent guarantees.

In our judgment, this need can most effectively be met through a
long-term relationship with a secondary market for student loans.
If this need exists for a mature and stable program, I am sure you
can understand how critical the need is and will continue to be for
programs just beginning to use tax-exempt capital or those in the
process of maturing.

In this context, the secondary market serves simultaneous dual
functions: Debt security and fund liquidity. Both functions are se-
cured by the commitment to purchase loans if and when the pro .
gram needs to sell whether to meet debt service requirements or to
provide capital for additional loans.

As market conditions restrict borrowing to short-term high inter-
est borrowing, these functions become absolutely critical. To meet
these needs, the secondary market must be available, flexible to
program circumstances and affordable.

The commitment to meet these needs must be unequivocal and
not subject to alteration with minor or short-term market fluctu-
ations. All parties must understand and appreciate the fact that
tax exempt fund loan programs are most dependent upon second-
ary market services during periods of general market distress or
uncertainty. ..

45-761 0 - 62 ... 21
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The Minnesota plogram has had a long relationship with second-
ary markets and with Sallie Mae in particular. We have had deal-
ings with Sallie Mae since 1976 and in 1979 we signed an historic
agreement which was designed to cover up to $200 million on loans
made from our program.

We have used up the amount in that agreement and we have
been unable to negotiate either an extension or successor to it on
terms which we feel are reasonable.

Therefore, we have turned to prh ate lending institutions where
w e have been able to secure limited commitment agreements in
terms more responsive to our needs. However, as fiscal condition
continue to change, we have no assurance that these options will
be available to us in the future.

The 1979 agreement provided long-term security and with it
flexibility to effectively respond to student demand within a wide
range of market conditions. Without such an agreement, we will be
increasingly dependent upon short-term financing and the ravages
of changes in short-term rates.

As our experience indicates, Sallie Mae can and has served as an
effecthe secondary market for programs capitalized, at least in
part, by tax-exempt debt. However, for more than 1 year now she
has not offered serv;ces or terms which are responsive to our needs.
I think it is also important to note that there is no indication that
the private alternative will continue to be available.

I would now like to speak more specifically with you about some
concerns about the future role of the Student Loan Marketing As-
sociation as a principal secondary market opportunity fur student
loans in the Nation.

I must stress to you that I speak today not as an investment
banker or financial anal) st or as a bond counsel. I speak as one
who has the responsibility to the board, the Minnesota Legislature
and more than 50,000 students annually to insure that sufficient
fund: are available for students and their families to pursue the
postsecondary education of their choice.

Thus, my perception and concern is a very practical one, not con
fused by the intricacies of the bond market or the legalities of bond
sales. It is how we are going to meet the needs of Minnesota stu-
dents and families at prices and terms which are reasonable and
which protect the long run integrity of the program and the public
interest.

At the outset, then, let me stah. an assumption which I believe
to be hmdampntal to the concerns of the committee.

It is my understaliding that the central purpose of the Student
Loan Marketing Association is to offer liquidity to commercial and
direct lenders. It was within this understanding that 1 year ago my
colleagues from a number of other States and I expressed our con-
cern about the additional authorities and responsibilities for Sallie
Mae which were ultimately adopted by Congress.

While I do not propose to reopen the debate about the indhidual
amendments, I do think there is a critical question which I believe
this committee should address as a part of a continuing effort to
insure that students are able to secure adequpte resources to
pursue a postsecondary education.
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This queStion is whether the additional authorities and responsi-
bilities are directly In conflict with the central purpose of the Stu-
dent Loan Marketing Association. I think that the presence of an
effective secondary market for student loans is absolutely essential
if it is our intent to provide credit to students and families.

I believe that the central and original purpose of Sallie Mae was
laudable and that the underlying working assumption that Sallie
Mae should function in the competitive market is sound. I would
like to stress that.

However, the very competitive principle which guides Sallie
Mae's original purpose when applied to the additional authorities
could determine the secondary market function, which I under-
stand to be the central purpose of SLMA.

In practical terms, the question is whether SLMA's interests
might better be served in the future by exercising its new authori-
ties to become a lender, a secondary market for unsecured loans, or
a seller, purchaser or underwriter of tax exempt student loan
bonds.

To achieve these objectives Sallie Mae could demand terms and
conditions as a traditional secondary market that would undermine
statewide direct lenders and private nonprofit programs.

If this potential exists, it seems to me that a potential for conflict
of interest exists which could result in behavior contrary to the
long-range purpose and intent of national policy.

In short, and in simple terms, the purpose of serving as a second-
ary market to all types of lenders may well be in direct conflict
with the additional authorities provided Sallie Mae in the reconcil-
iation bill.

In my judgment, there is a direct conflict of interest here which
does not make for effective or efficient policy in the long run. Let
me stress here that this is not a conspiratorial view of the world.

I believe that the intentions of all involved from Sallie Mae to
Members of Congress are the best. However, I do not expect that
individuals will remain in their present positions forever.

Based on our experience to date, I expect that the conditions for
funding the student loan programs will become more difficult. Let
me stress here that if it is difficult fur a mature program such as
Minnesota's it is going to be even more difficult for those programs
which have evolved over the past few years, and I would think that
this would be of particular interest for this committee.

Thus, the potential for conflicts of interest and purpose which I
perceive here seems to me to bode ill for the efforts of States to
provide credit.to students, which I understand to be the intent of
Congress from 1978 and still to be the case today.

Again, the conflict between serving as the princlpal secondary
market and the incentives which surround the additional authori-
ties now held by Sallie Mae seem to me to represent the potential
for a conflict of interest which will, in my judgment, work to the
disadvantage of the States which are attempting to responsibly
deal with the financing needs of their students.

Mr. Chairman, I think a serious attempt to address this question
and related ones will again assist the committee in the constructive
process of clarifying to the staff and board of Sallie Mae what Con-
gress intends as a priority role for Sallie Mae.
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At the same time, this effort will establish a basis for future
evaluations of performance. Without such an effort on the part of
you and your colleagues, Mr. Chairman, I fear a period of confu-
sion characterized by nee :,s inadequately addressed, unproductive
tension, conflicts of role and interests, and ultimately the placing
in jeopardy of that part of the GSL that has been responsive to the,
needs of students that the traditional commercial lenders have
been hesitant to meet.

I want to thank you for the opportunity to join you today and to
share these concerns with you. I would be pleased to assist you ant:
members of the committee in any manner which might be helpful.

Mr. Smilax. Thank you very much for your testimony.
I gather that you are suggesting that there. should be statutory

changes for Sallie Mae. I wonder if you could be more specific in
what you would like to see. -

Mr. IIIGLE. Mr. Chairman, members, I am not proposing statu-
tory change. I am concerned about the lack of clarity as perceived
by those of us who are responsible for providing capital at the
State level for programs, for students.

Mr. SIMON. Are we talking about a communication problem,
then?

Mr. INGLE. I think it is a question of what is the ultimate use of
the authority which is currently, as I read it, in the legislation. I
am not proposing statutory changes.

Mr. SIMON. Let me again, for purposes of claritywhere you say,
"To achieve these objectives, Sallie Mae could demand terms and
conditions as a traditional secondary market that would undermine
statewide direct lenders and private nonprofit programs."

Can you spell out more specifically what you mean there?
Mr. INGLE. Yes, I can.
I think the simple way to state this is as follows. If one of your

major servicers in any kind of activity is put in the position of
being a competitor in the major activity one is engaged in, then
clearly the incentives, it would seem to me, which underlie the
competitive mode of operation for Sallie Mae, which I applaud,
would push that organization over a period of time to demand
terms and conditions of lenders, especially tax exempt lenders,
which would be to the advantage of the organization not to have to
deal in the secondary market. . -

Mr. SIMON. Can you be more specific? Let's use a concrete A-B-C
example.

Mr. INGLE. Sure. With the end of the commitment to purchase,
the commitment agreement which we need for two purposes. One,
in order to provide liquidity for our program and second, to be able
to go into the private capital markets. We need ratings to be able
to sell at competitive rates, interest rates, we need a commitment
agreement.

We have not in the last year and a half been able to work out an
agreement with Sallie Mae which we think is reascrable in terms
ef the ultimate cost to us.

Now, I thinkand I agree with the comments of Mr. Fox the
principle of operating in the competitive market is one That may
make that necessary. If that is the case, that is that the terms are
such that they will ultimately drive the lenders such as the pro-

3 =
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gram in Minnesota out of business, then the question comes how is
the State or the Nation to provide that credit.

I don't know the answer to that, but I know that we must have
the commitment to purchase. If the terms being provided to us are
such that they make it unprofitable and impossible for us to secure
funds and lend at a break even point, which is our objective, then
the effort of the State of Minnesota isended.

Mr. ERDAHL. Mr.-Chairman, this is very technical. I have a ques-
tion in the same area.

On page 3, up at the top of the page, you say, "As our experience
indicates, Sallie Mae can and has served as an effective secondary
market for programs capitalized at least in part by tax exempt
debt. However, for more than a year now she has not offered serv-
ices or terms which are responsive to our needs. I think it is impor-
tant to note there is no indication that a private alternative will
continue to be available."

So, really two questions, if I might, Mr. Chairman.
Could you be more specific, where you say she, meaning Sallie

Mae, has not offered services or terms which are responsive to our
needs. Then the other thing about the private alternative, which is
something we hear much about in Washington in recent weeks and
days.

Mr. INGLE. Yes. The simple explanation here is that from our
perspective the demands of the Student Loan Marketing Associ-
ation, as we worked over the last 2 years, would have provided
Sallie Mae with what we consider to be perhaps an unreasonable
high yield which would have meant fewer resources left in our pro-
gram to be linked to students.

The specific details of our difficulties are v_ery_teghnical What I
would like to do is provide those written for the record andnot try
to explain those here because they are technical details I will be

glad to do that.
[The information followsl

3 9
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1 was very pleased to cppear before your committee on February 4, 1982 and am
especially cppreciative of till opportunRy to respond, far the record, to the
major question which you posed at the hearing: What are the specific problems
with Sallie Mae's service, ar lack thereof, to statewide direct lenders that
capitalize their programs through the sale of tax-exempt bonds?

Background

As 1 said at the hearing, oil adequate response to this question is both complex
and technical. To be sure we all understand the context of the question I want
to review, again, the basic characteristics of the Minnesota State Student Loon
Program (MSSLP):

Purpose: To oct as a second or last resort lender for those el.gible
applicants who have,been refused loon access by a commercial lender.

Origins: Authorized by the 1973 Minnesota Legklature to link directly
with t e Federal Higher Education Act, as amended. Subsequent changes
have been made to conform with changes in the Federal Guaranteed
Student Loon Program (GSLP).

Volume: Since 1974 the Minnesota Program has made between 45 and
5 (XS, 7rall Minnesota loans totaling mare than $340 mHlion. During this
fiscal year, ending June 30, 1982, we are projecting a volume of more
than $100 million.

Capitalization: The program is capitalized by the sale of tax-exempt
revenue bonds. The debt is the sole obligation of the Coordinating Board

iond is not backed by either the credit or taxing Power of the State.

Special Allowance Payments: 1..00ns made under the Prcyram prior to
October I, 1980 earn the full 1:)ecial allowance payments from the
federal government, ensuring a ,variable yield equal to the bond
equivalency rate on 9I-day treasury bills plus 3.5 percent. Loans made
after October I, 1980 earn half this ,full special allowance payment,
although in no case can the Mal yield (interest Plus special allowance)
fall below 9.5 percent.

3 9
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Federal Arbitrage Restrictions: The,Goordinating Board has covenanted

to comply in all respects with the requirements of Section I03(c) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended, and all applicable
Department of Treasury regulations relating to arbitrage. By law,
special allowance payments, however, are not considered interest
earnings, for arbitrage purposes.

Use mf Earnings: By statute and bond covenants any earnings derived

, from the operation of the Loan Program ore dedicated to the costs of the
Program or the acquisition of new loans.

,
The ultimate objective of the Coordinating Board in the financing of the
Loan Program is to achievesbatance in the following equation:.

Loan Repayments + Reserves + Earnings .:-- Debt Principal and- Interest

Payments + Operational Costs.

&lithe Mae's Role With Respect to Statewide Tax-Exempt LendersiGiven the volatility of the national economy an its reflection in the tax-
exempt bond market, it has been difficult for so time to assure a balance
between revenues and expenses. These circumstances have nearly closed off
access to long-term definitive financing (matching loon and debt repayments)
for student loan programs. Thus the financing of student loan programs for the
past three yeors has been primarily dependent on the sh6rt-term market,
increasing the risks, costs and complexity of each issue.

In the short-term market (usually 3-5 years) the term of debt is considerably
shorter than the potential repayment schedule assured borrowers by federal law
((0 years + deferments + in-school period). Thus to assure bond purchasers that

their capital con be repaid on schedule, some device for ensuring intermediate
liquidity has been expected by the rating agencies and potential purchasers.
The devices most frequently used in the past three years have been forward
purchase commitments by banks or Sallie Mae and letters of credit from major
national banks. Letters of credit generally result in higher bond ratings,

, however, the continuing costs to the issuer are also greater, thus offsetting the
lower interest rates that accompany higher bond ratings. The costs of these
intermediate devices vary with other market rates and are sufficiently high to
be a factor in financial feasibility for smaller and immature issuers. Another

foctor, which has been increasing in frequency, is the expectation that the

issuer will designate the provider of the credit assistance as a senior manager in
the underwriting of the bond sale. This arrangement is both costly (up to 3% of
the total bond value) ond limiting since it precludes the competitive sale of the

bonds.

From about 1976 to 1979, Sallie Mae was ,generally meeting the needs of a
number of statewide lenders through forward purchase commitments. These

agreements provided needed security, financing flexibility, and were

instrumental in aisisting a number of states in meeting additional student loan

demands. The specific terms of the agreements varied, significantly aid all
were the result of lengthy and technical negotiations. In many instances Sallie
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Mae guaranteed par purchases for notes of in-school or grace status and a
reasonable discounted price for loans already in repayment. For many newer
programs the Sallie Mae commitment agreement was the only vehicle available
to assure success with the rating agencies and the marketplace. Through these
irrongements Sallie Mae helped establish appropriate standards relating to the
origination end servicing of tnese loans.

Specific Problems We Face In Working With Sallie Moe

The problems in working with Sallie Mae fall generally into two categories:

- Sallie Mae's failure to work out agreements in a timely fashion.

- Sallie Mae's failure to offer reasonable competitive terms in agreements
with state lenders.

Sallie Moe's Failere to Work Out Agreements in a Timely Fashion

A perennial major limitation in working with Sallie Mae has been the
orgoni4ation's inability or unwillingness to work out agreements on a timely
basis. For example, in 1981 we discussed a commitment agreement with Sallie
Mae but were unable to secure a complete negotiated package prior to the bond
sale for which the commitment was needed. Recently, these problems have
continued. On February R, 1982 we requested a propqsal from SLMA that
would supply odditional security to our planned revenue bond issue. The only
criteria for the proposal was that the proposed security for our bonds would
radhere to our currently outstanding bond resclutions. As of this date, six weeks
later, we have not yet received a proposal. We have initiated two verbul
discussions regarding this, in which SLMA indicated interest but would not state
when or whether such a proposal would be forthcoming. When such a reques:
was submitted to other entities, we normally received proposals within three
weeks. *

Whether by design or in effect, Sallie Mae's delays have often left tax-exempt
lenders, such as ourselves, in the untenable position of having to accept their
conditions at the last moment, search for an alternative source of support on
short notice, or simply not provide loans. For a mature program, such as
Minnesota's, alternatives to Sallie Mae have been available in recent years. But
for neophyte state programs that lack reserves and a proven record, Sallie Mae
is often the only alternative. And even for mature programs Sallie Mae remains
on important resource because it is not clear that other alternatives will
continue to remain available in the future.

Sallie Mae's Failure to Offer Reasonable Com etitive Terms in A reements
with State Lenders

At some point in 1979 or early 1980 Sallie Mae's terms for entering into forward
commitments changed dramatically, suggesting that the drganization's concern
and cppreciation for statewide loon programs has diminished. Although Sallie
Moe did not publicly announce a change in policy, the integral features of
contracts changed in two impor1ant ways.
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four factors will 4..untinue to provi.de impedirnents to successful negotiations
between statewide lenders and Sallie Mae:

I.. Sallie Moe's transition to the private markets for capital will
mean that its periods of greatest _hesitancy and self-protecting
behavior will occur at precisely the same times that statewide
programs capitalized through the tax-exempt market wiH need
assistance and protection;

Z. Sallie Mae's recently acquired direct lending authority (as a lender
af last resort) coMlicts directly with its role as a secondary
market far other lender," of last resort.

3. Sallie Mae's staff and Board have no external policy guidance to
direct their decisions relating to the competing objectives of

sisting chents (risks and liabilities) or maximizing profits (assets
and comfort); and

4. There is no continuing mechanism ta rev lw Sallie Maeh
performance or leverage for inducing desired betb,vior.

The magnitude of this situation should not be overlooked. The statewide
programs are currently serving the loan needs of more tnan 20% of the national
volume. If for any reason the partkipation of banks or savings and loans should
decrease in the next few years, the dependence on the statewkle programs Will
increase. If the pattern of reductions in other federal ond state financial aid
progroms should continue, the increased loan volume which results will, in many
states, be borne by statewide programs capitalized by tax-exempt borrowing. l.f
we ore to continue to meet these needs and meet the requifements imposed by
tt)e inurketploce, we will need effective, dependable,.and affordable services
from a nationol sec...Aury market dedicated ta serving student loon needs. We
connot depend upon the commercial sector to meet the major portion of these
needs because of compefing demands on their ctIpital resources. On the other
bond Sallie Mae's sole purpose is to assist ig the maintenance of student loan
credit , A I believe that this mandate ought to require that SaHie Moe provide a
dependoble and affordable secondary market for statewide programs.

I cx)preciate your interest and hope the Committee will continue to take cri
active interest in the appropriate roles and performance of Sallie Mae.

-Si e ely,

CLY R. [NOLO
Executive Director

cc: *Members of the Committee
, Minnesota Delegation

3
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First, %Hie Mue's proposed terms hove shifted virtually all real or potential risk
in the prospecfive arrangement to statewide programs. For example, in 1980,
Sallie Moe proposed as a condition that the Minnesota program, as the future
seller of loans, ogree t,o pay any servking costs in excess of 1.5 percent over
the entire life of loons in order to avoid prohibitive discounts. When my
4.olleogue5 and I have complained that such cnanges would be incompatible with`
either the octual costs of servirjng loans or with the yields provided, on tax:-
exempt student loons, Sallie Mae has been less than responsive. Invariably,
Sallie Moe's suggested remedies -either not allowoble within current legal
restrictions or they are simply financially infeasible.

Second, Sallie Mae has proposed terms that would signifkantly increase its
potential profits from commitment ogreements. For exomple, Sallie Mae has
offered only to purchase notes of in-school or grace status. Furthermore, Sallie
Moe has continued to demand larger average consolidated loon amounts. For
instance, Sallie Mae has indicated that under present terms in the Minnesota
program we would need an average consolidoted loan size of more than $5,000
to be assured of par soles with them. The net effect of this requirement would
be either to force lenders to encourage students to take out larger .ond multiple
loans to ochieve the highest purchase price possible in Sili Moe's pricing grid,
or to occept commitment agreements that increase the state program's
financial liability. Encouraging excessive borrowing clearly is not an option for
statewide lenders - it is contrary to state policy, not in the students' best
interest, and ultimately more costly to the federal government.

Effects coi Problems State Lenders Foce with Sallie Moe

. In combination, these problems discussed above have in many instonces changed
a So the Moe forward commitment agreement from an asset to a financial
licbility for our programs. In. our judgment, Sallie Mae currently does not
provide a service that meets the needs of statewide lenders.

Because the Minnesota prOgram is rapidly cpproaching financial maturity 61d
has a proven record in the band market, we have had the luxury of finding
better terms elsewhere, and thus are in a position from which we can criticize
Sallie Mae's. performance. The irony of this situation is worth emphasis. Our
program has been able to secure better overall terms from private banks, which
hay, not had the benefits of federal subsidies and access to the Federal
Financing Bonk. And Sallie Mae's apparent disinterest in serving statewide
lenders has occurred at the same fime that Sallie Moe's profits have grown
*emetically. In 1980, while Sallie Mae negotiators were offering 95 percent oh
notes that previously would have been accepted at par, their earnings increased
by nearly 50 percent (from $6.4.million in 1979 to $9.4 million in 1980).

The evidence provided above suggests -that a sulitle transition it1 Sallie Mae
policy hos indeed occurred. It appears that the current Corporation is mare
concerned with maximizing profits than with serving a diverse client4e. And
there is little reason to believe this implicit policy will change. I believe that
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REAGAN ADMINISTRATION'S PROPOSAL TO

ELIMINATE GRADUATE/PROFESSIONAL STUDENTS FROM

THE GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM

IMPACT AT UNMC

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The enclosed chart depicts statistical data for the 1981-82

,school ear. 'At UNMC, 965 graduate/profession'al students processed

guaranteed student . loan applications totaling $4,181,200. This

regkesents 72.1% of.the graduate/piofessional enrollment and 69.4%

of total financial aid of 86,022,1148 received by 1,061 graduate/

professiopal students..

Of the 965 GSL recipients only 357 or 37% can be.identified as

having financial need as determined by a formal need analysis.

These students received GSL's totalang $1,423,300 or 34 t. of total

GSL's received by all gAbduate/professional students.

Since guaranteed student loans for 1981-82 could be obtained

on a "no need" basis with no requirement to disclose financial in-
' .

formation the real
,

needs of 608 students, cannot be determined.
s

Jo However, it is recognized that a percent of these students do in

fact have need, but opted to use GSL to inet that need rather than

apply for the more restricted "Aced based" aid programs.

In November 1978 the U.S. Congress made the GSL a "no need"

loan program. Prior to this major change, the program operated

under a "need test" based on a family 1,.come cap. Following is a

comparative study of the pprcent of GSL x.!..ipients before and after4

''November 1978.

1.
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altimate independent decisions of students and/or
3) The

families to pursue the expensive alternative,of high in-

terest loans. This is the most impo4ani factor for which

estimates or assumptions are difficult to.make.

While it is quite easy to assess the impact of lost dollars and

he probable use of alternatives, it is extremely difficult, if not

to raise juugements on the numbers of students who may

have to terminate their stuaies next year or reduce their studies.

The students most likely to terminate or reduce studies can be placed

into three general catagories.

1) Single students with dependents to support.

2) Married students with children whose spouses cannot eon-
. .

tribute to the financial resources.

3) Other students with unusual financial circumstances.

The implications at UNMC must be assessed by educational

discipline since there are variables amongst the programs. Following

are impact statements by discipline for the numbers of students for

whom there is immediate concern. It is assumed that all other students

will avail them:selves to othei iesources as the studjniS did'before

November 1978.

GRADUATES (60 Students)

In 1981-82 only 6 of the 76 GSL recipients demonstrated financial

need._ Considering potential rechtions in fellowships and traineeships

it is anticipated that several more will show need in 1982-83.
r

It is estimated that at least 20 students would depend upon the

full amount of $5,000 GSL iR 1982-83. The remaining 40 would depend

on an average amount of about $3,000 GSL to supplement other,reseurces.

It is felt that half of these students would be far enough into

their graduate studies that they would be willing to borrow higher

interest loans to complete their program if n6GSL loans.
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4977-71 1981-82

DENTISTRY 43.0% (Est.) 97.4%

MEDICINE 41.8% 81.9%

PHARMACY 17.1% 75.7%

GRADUATES 9.$% 29.9%

These data indicate that fewer students need and depend upon

guaranteed student 'n-ns t),;^ - Clcarly,

impact of the proposed change,to eliminate graduate/professional

students from the program must be focused on those students who can

demonstrate.some degree of financial need.

Using 1981-82 data for thRse students who demonstrated need by

a formal need analysis, estimating a percent of Other students who

probably could have demonstrated need, and other data, the numbers

of graduate/professional studeats f whom there is most concern-1oz

1982-83 are estimated as follows.

NO.

EST. % OF
ENROLLMENT

DENTISTRY 125 50%

MEDICINE 300 58%

,PHARMA6Y 85 40%

GRADUATES 60 25%
43%

IMPLICATIONS NO,GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN FOR 1982-83

The impact of the loss of guaranteed student loans to gradukte/

professional students is extremely di:ficult to'assess for several

'reasons: The three most important are listed below.

1) The lack of information to be able to determine potential

4resources and "real aced" for all students.

2) The lack of information and uncertainty of the final out-
0,

come of funding levels in all other programs that are

available to assi,st students.

2. '

33.A.
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rhe remaining half would perhaps first consider reducing their

vram, secondly consider higner interest loans, or finally, decide

o discontinue studies.

Assuming ALAS loans (Auxilary Loans to Assist Students) at 14%

interest will in fact be available, and with some support from our

donated loan funds, perhaps no student woule

In the event ALAS loans are not available, which rs indeed a

possibility, then perhaps 20 students would have to consider dropping

out.

DENTISTRY. (125 Students),

Approximately 85 students will demonstrate need and will qualify

for GSL and oth,, need based aid. Since there yill be some reductions

in the need based aid these students would all need the $5,000

maximum amount of GSL. The other 40 students, not eligible for need

based aid, would need an average of $3,500 GSL each.

If the CSL were not available, all need based aid would be direct-

ed to the most,needy, about 50 students. It it expected that at

least for 1982-83, We will be able to fund these students.

The remaining 75'students would have to resort to either the

ALAS loan at 14% interest or the HEAL loan (Health Education Assistance

Loans) at 16% to 18% interest, or a combination of these two loan

programs.

If all dental students had access to ALAS and HEAL loans and

were willing to accept the high interest rates, they all could stay

in school. If ALAS loans are not available, but HEAL loans are,

they still could stay in school. In both cases the loan debts will

increase considerably.

If neither are available or funds are in limited supply, perhaps

30 students would have to consider leaving school.
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MEDICINE (300 Students)

Approximately 200 students will demonstrate need and will qualify

for GSL and other need based aid for 1982-83. Considering the almost

certain reductions in need based aid,,these students would all need
,

the $5,000 maximum amount of GSL. The other 100 students, not eligible

for need based aid, would need an average of $3,500 GSL each.

If GSL were not available, all need based aid -wo-uld -be directed

to the most needy, about 100 students. It is expected that there will

be adequate federal and institutional aid to fund.these 100 students

for 1982-83.

The remaining 200 students would have to resort to either the

ALAS loan at 141 interest or the HEAL loan at 16% to 18% interest, or

a combination of these two programs.

Assuming the students will have access to ALAS and HEAL loans and

would be willin4 to borrow at the high interest rates, they all could

stay in school. If ALAS loans arc not available, but HEAL loans are,

they,could still remain in school. In both cases the loan debts will

increase ,considerably.

If neither aliernative is available or funds are limited in

supply, perhaps 30 or more students would have to consider leaving

school.

PHARMACY (85 Students)

Pharmacy students are in a unique situation. At times they are

classified as professional students and at Other_times classified as

undergraduates depending upon which aid program is being considered.

This situation exists because of conflicting federal rules and regu-

lations for defining graduate/professional and undergraduate students

for the various federal aid programs. The professional classification



used for this study.

Approximately 60 students will demonstrate need and will qualify

for GSL and other need based aid for 1982-8J. Like Dentistry and

'medicine, there will be reductions in need based aid for Pharmacy.

These students will need an average of $3,000 CSL cach. The other,

eS students, not eligible for need based aid, would need an average

of $2,000 GSL,pach.

If GSL were not available, all need tesed aid would lag directed.

to the most needy, about 40 students, who could be funded for at least

1962-83 with federal and institutional funds.

The remaining 4$ students would have to resort to either the

ALAS loan at 14% interest (if eligible as a graduate/profession11) or

the HEAL loan at 16% to 18% interest, or a combination of these two
1

programs. Pharmacy students are eligible for the HEAL loan

Like dental and medical students, these students could staylin

school assuming thele will be access to either the ALAS or HEAL Loans

and students were willing to borrow at the high interest rates hich

'will increase their indebtednqss.

If neither alternative is'available or funds are limited ,in

supply, perhaps 20 or more students would have to consider leaving

school.

SUMMARY OF IMPACT

This study was made assuming that those students (ovefi 790) who

do not demonstrate financial need through a foimal need rlysis will

avail themselves to other financial resources,if the GM,/ program iS

disContinued. These other resources would be families7 spouses, other

relatives, private sources, higher interest loans, or/a combination of

those potential resources. It is believed that thesip students will

not have to consider leaving school.

3 3
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i
proximately

570 students or about 43% of the anticipated

enrollment would be dependent upon some GSL support. Of

ir
365 will show need and will be dependent upon the more restrict-

need based aid
funds. The other 205 students would be depehdent

:ill::
tqtev would d'inonstrdte some need, but not great

enough to be tligible for the need,based fur;ds.

If the GSL program i's terminated, the need based funds will have

to be directed to the "neediest of the needy" in which case only 200

needy students could be funded for 1982-83. These students would be

from the lowest family income backgrounds.

If only 200 students could be funded with need based aid, 370

students would have to turn to the high interest ALAS and HEAL loan

programs. At present, there is very much doubt nationally that the

ALAS program will he
available since lenders are reluctant to parti-

cipate. The outlook for the HEAL loan program is not much better.

If ALAS and HEAL loans will in fact be available and assuming

students would bOrrow at the higher interest rates, it is believed

that purrently enrolled students would remain in'school. There i's

much mole uncertainty about
enterin4 students who would be looking

at much higher indebtedness.

Assuming the worst of circumstances with no GSL, no ALAS, no

HEAL, and reduced funding
in other programs, perhaps 100 or more

graduate/professional students would have to consider terminating

their studies in 1982-83 and perhaps more in future years. The

numbers by educational program are as followt;

DENTISTRY - 30 PHARMACY -, 20

MEDICINE - 30 GRADUATE - 20

The affects, it is believed, will be much greater in the future

as students in the pipeline are able to assess the implications.

3 3
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UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA NEDICAL CENTER

ENROLLMENT

GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN RECIPIENTS (1931-52) GRAD/PROI. STUDENTS

FALL 981 FULL-TIME PART-TIME TOTAL

OUCATIONAL TOTAL % OF % OP' % OP

PROGRAM F.T. P.T. ENROLL. NO. AMOUNT ENROLL. NO. AMOUNT ENROLL. NO. AMouNT ENROLL.

ROFESSIONAL

DENTZSTRY 261 -0- 261 226 t1,091,400 87.42 -0.., $ .0- -0- 228

,

$1,091,400 67.la

MEDICINE 609 4 613 499 2,279,900 81.42 3 13,500 .5% 502 2,293,400 61.9%

PHARMACY 208 2 210 157 451,500 74.8% 2 6,000 .9% 159 457,500 75.7%

can PROF. 1,078 6 1,084 884 $3,822,800 81.5% 5 $19,500 .5% 889 $3,8e2,300 82.0%

:RADUATE v
'

DENTISTRY 21 7 28 17 $ 65,000 60.7% -0- $ -0- -0- 17 $ 85,000 60.7%

MEDICINZ 47 48 95 19 85,400 20.0% 5 25,000 5.3% 24 110,400 25.3%

NURSING 46 49 97 20 82,700 20.6% 8 37,600 8.3% 28 120,300 26.9%

PHARMACY 20 14 34 7 23,200 20.5% -0- -0- -0- 7 23,200 20.5%

FOTAL GRAD% 136 118 254 63 $ 216,300 24:13% 13 $62,600 5.1% 76 $ 338,900 29.9%

WEAL GRAD/ '

.

PROF. 1,214 124 1,338 947' $4,099,100 70.7% 16 $62,100 1.4% .965 $4,181,200 72.1%

PREPARED BY: OFFICE OF FINANCIAL AID

2/4/82
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Dr. N. A. Vanselow, Chancellor

Bob Fredlund, Financial A d

Office of Financial Aid
42nd and Dewey Avenue

Omaha, NE 613105
(402) 559.4199

RE: Impact Study - Funding Cuts and Program Changes for Federal Student

Financial Aid

The enclosed study is an initial assessment of the impact at UNMC

resulting from recent and proposed funding cuts and program changes to

federally sponsored student aid programs.

As we discussed on February 8th, UNMC students in all academic programs

will be impacted so this study includes all programs. Hopefully, the en-

closed comments and statistical data will give you and the Medical Center

Administration a clearer understanding of the situation.

After you bave had sn apportunity to review the information, I would

appreciate an 'op.portunity to visit with you.

:

Encl.

CC: John E. Aronson
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Atruip IY: Rubert 7. ficdlund, Director of Financial Aid, U. of N. nedical Center

ASSISTED BY: Office of Financial Aid,Staff, U. of N. Mee' al Center

PREPARED FOR: Neal A. Vanselow, M.D., Chancellor, U. of N. Medical Center-

DATE: February 22, 1982

IMPACT STUDY ON FINANCIAL AID PROCRAMS RESULTING FROM:

I. FEDRAL LEGISLATIVE GANGES - 1981 -

2. FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR 1982 FUNDING LEVELS (TENTATIVE)

3. REAGAN ADMINISTRATION'S PROPOSED FY 1983 BUDGET

4. REAGAN ADMINISTRATION'S PROPOSED LEGISLATIVE CHANCES
.

TO GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The Reagan Administration's Budget Reform Plan of 1981 resulted in the passage

of two pieces of legislation with each having signiiicant affects on student assis-

tance. First, the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 (PL 97-35) was passed on

August 13, 1981. Secondly, the Joint Continuing Resolution (PL 97-92) was passed

on December 15, 1981. These bills made numerOUs changes to financial aid programs and

dramatic reductions in funding levels. These bills followed FY '81 funding adjust-

ment legislation wherein some funds were reduced for the 1981-82 salool year.

All of the 1981 legislation had some affect on the aid prograes for 1981-82,

but the real impact will be felt in 1982-83 and beyond. The impact on students for

1981-82 laa noi significant. However, in 1981-82 a few students lost eligibility

for some aid, several were assessed fees, ond others will be assessed with higher

interest rates on a portion of their student loans.

The 1981 changes and funding levels (tentative) coupled with the Reagan

Administration's proposed FY 1983 budget and changes to the Guaranteed Student Loan

Program seemingly indicate a disaster for UNMC's financial aid program. The magnitude

of both program changes and funding cuts are extremely alarming. The recent and

proposed program changes and funding,reductions are sumnarizej in Enclosure IL

IMPACT

The impact at UNMC upon its students in terms of dollars alone is very

3 '4
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significant. hoteover, ti.e lopact could extend to such areas as admissions, reten-

tion, curriculum structure, career counseling, debt management, and possibly other

areas. Further, the impact will extend beyond UFMC and iti students: -Clearly, the

ismilies of students (parents) and students' families (dependents) will he affected.

And last but not least, there will be an impact to the lending community since there

is significant dependency upon that arCeor. 't

The broad range of all possible areas which coUld be.impacted is obviously be-

yond the evaluation capabilities of the Office of Financial Aid. Therefore, the scope

of this study is directed to the financial impact on student aid. Furthe5,

this study is directed primarily to the "need based" aid programs and to that Portion

of the student body for whom it can be determined there is "real need" through a

formal need analysis. These students are the recipients of n-ed based aid. Included

are some estimates for another portion of the student body for whom there is nb

documented need, but it is believed some need exists. Finally, the remaining students

are considered not needy and the impac would be negligible if any.

Enclosure #2 shows the projected losses of new federal capital fpr the various

federal'need based aid programs while Enclosure f3 shows the projected decline of

total avsilable dollars for these same programs. The latter figures include new

a capital, matching funds, eash'belenced, and loan repayments.

Enclosure 14 with explanatory comMents is a three yeat projection of he students

\ who are considered to be the most "needy". The data depicts the need analysis and

aid resources available to eet needs. The recent and proposed funding cuts and

'program eligibility changes were applied to these projections. It is the "needy"

students and their families who will feel the greatest impact. However, other

' students and families will also feel the impact.

Thusfar, the data and comments have reflected on the impact in general. Un-

fortunately, the precisr impact on individuals which is most important cannot be

portrayed in,this study since each individual will,be affected differently as.will

Individual families. Similarly, the educational programs will be impacted differently.

At this point, it seems.appropriate to make some assessment of the impact upon

33 j



faoilfes. The need analsols data (Encl. 14) reflect estinated family and study,-

contributions. The estimate of need assumes these contributions to be availablebat

1001 regardless of student dependency status. While it is likely mosc.student or

student and spouse contributions will be available, it is not likely that all expected

family (parental), contributions will be. Some parents will contribuLe while others

will not or cannot. The mx-errea mn. ...4a .4 4.4,4,44ed to on about

181 of total family and student contribution. Applying that ratio to the 1982-83

data, the expected parental help would'be near $1,000,000. Peuviously, the Guaranteed

Student Loan (CSL) program allowed students to borrow the parental contribution at

least up tt the amount of tho CSL. The Reagan proposals will eliminate that practice.

The alternatives for parents are limited in terms of student aid programs. In the

case of graduatelprofessional students, the students would have to borrod at 141 or

at the "market rate" of interest under the Auxiliary Loan to Assist Students (ALAS)

or Health Education Assistance Loan (HEAL) programs respectively or a combination of .

those loans. Parents cannot borrow ftom any aid program.. Dependent undergtaduate

students' parents wouldhave to borrow at 141 under the Parents Loan for Undergraduate

Students (PLUS) if they were not able or choose not to contribute. The amount of

borrOwing in both situations will be tempered by individual student and family 40-

cisions, thus the potential loan demind is unpredictable. More important is the

alarming concern locally and natlooally that these loan resources may not be available.

The lending community, it is believed, is not receptive and is moving very cautiously.
4,

Obviously, the impact on students and families,is significant in terms of re-

solviog the matte4 of contributing or being forced to borrow at high interest.

The analysis for 1982-83 reflects a deficit (unmet nced) in excess of 1.5 million

dollars. The projected resources did not take into account the PLUS/ALAS or the HEAL

loan programs since these are essentially "no need" programs. The purpose of the

Analysis format is to illustrate the impact of the Reagan proposals and the deliberate

I'

intentions to forcestudentsand parents to borrow from the higher interest loan

programa. The data reflects the potential need for such loans which may not be

available.

34
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,artnts borrowing under the cus program. The 196243 and 19E344 projections.,

easiest maximum borrowing udder CSL in addition to other aid, ytt the unmet amounts

of need are significant. It is evident that students with limited resources will

probably noibe able to pursue those Allied Health programs with high-costs. For

those who may have some resourcis and who would have to borrow'the maximum 0SL on

u...yerrou wri& uu signiiro.n.. ine proposal

to assess "market rate" interest on CSL starting two years after leaving school on

top of _%e tale) loan debts of audenis would be devastating. The potential impact

in all areas for the Allied Health program is believed to be serious.

The undergraduate nursing programs which appear to be the least affected dollar-
.

wise will be impacted like Allied Health atudents. giudents in the A.S. program will

be impacted the greatest. gfudents in the 3.S. program typicallypave lesser needs

since there is consid;rable self-help through,work. Those students with limited

resources and those with'unusual needs will find it very difficuli to enter ot tePAIO

in school. Like Allied Health, the.projections of available funds for nursing

assumes maximm.borrowing under the CSL program: The potential increased debt

obligations would be a' serious consequence.

In addition to the students for whom we have' or will have documented need,

there is a significant number of studults who have need but usually not sufficielt

to qualify fer need based aid. These students (numbers and need unknown) have

accessed the GSL program. It is estimated that 250 graduate/professional students

may fall in this category. Since they do not qualify for need based aid and would

no lo4er be elitible for CSL, they would have to resort to the ALAS/HEAL loans.to

the extant that family resources would n'ot be svailAle. It is estimated these

students would need support for at least tuition, fees, books, etc. Assuming

average loan Of $3,000, the demand could be about $750,000 for loan funds that may

mot be available. The impact here would not be'as significant assbaing the alter-

native loan resources will be available.

It'is estimated that 150 or more undergraduate students have similar circus-

4
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As irdlcated earlier, the educational progra-s are impacted differently.

r

Following are some of the implication!.

Students in-the three health professionsprograms, it appears, will all nsed

access to the ALAS and HLAL loans. Uhile the data indicates the "need based" aid

resources would be adequate tc't fund about 501 of the needy students, tl s will not

.., a. ...sc.,, awounts, other criteria, and limited

funds w1,1 prohibit funding any one student at 1001 with,few exceptions. Thus. all
.

will need ALAS and HEAL loans or a combination, but in varying aeounts. This tenild

be in addition to loans needed for paiental, h lp that may not be there. Conseqn..ntly,

even the "neediest of the needy" will be forced to access the high interest loan

programs. Assuming availability, the net tesult will be larger loan debts and

complicated 1,crt repayment portfolios which obviously have other implications. rhe

real impact will of course be felt by those students with the longest time remaisins

until completion of their education at UNMC and those in the pipeline. The data

indicates the problem is potentially more serious in pharmacy than medicine and

dentistry.

The impact upon graduate students Is more difficult to assess since informal,"

is not available on such resources as assistantships, fellouships, and traineesh44.

These resources, it is believed, are ;lso declining. The choice for graduates ic

limited. Very little need based funds would be available and the only other loan

alternative would bethe high interest ALAS loan.

:The impact upon Allied Health students will be quite severe. The urtmet need

in i98142 is an indication that the costs are already grcater than the available

resources. Student aid program constraints (loan limits, etc.) have in many cases

prevented full funding. This situation will become more severe in the future.

Further, the alternatives are very limited. Independent students (a large number)

will be able to borrow only a =tin= amount of $2500 less origination and other

fees from either or a combination of the GSL and ALAS programs. The projected

shortage of need based aid and,the loan limit constraint will result in large short.

falls for many students. Dependent students have little alternative except for

a
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stances in terms of need. Thous is no alternative student loan program for eimme

stuilents who claim indepcndente. The alfernative for dependent students is the Pm

leen for parents. Assuming parents and students contributed the maximum possible

amounts of self-help and there is remaining need, more demand for funds would be

.oced on the PLUS program. If parents vete forced to borrou at the same level as

they nave borrowed under CSL ($2500), the demand could reach $250,000 for PLUS loans.

Assuming the Reagan Administration is successful and pending further study,

there is an immediate need to obtain some form oI response from the lending community

in Nebraska. The potential demand for PLUS/ALAS and NEAL loans could exceed 2.5

million in 1982-83 and 214,11 more in 1983-84. Considering the potential non-a:nal-

ability of these resoutee's, any recommendatio-s or resolutions as to financing

studente in 1962-83 and beyond would be unwise. The University should not get int.o

position wherein these loans are recommended as alternative resburces when in

fact they may not be available. If the PLUS/ALAS and.NEAL programs are to provide

a "safety nct", then it appears the strength of the net must be known before.relying

on it.

In summary, the combined funding cuts and program ,hacges could have a devastat-

ing impact on taw. students and families. Obviously, there in need for further

study aud analysis of the total impact. Also, there is a pressing need to prepare

a coordinated response to the total impact. In this regard, it seems appropriate

that key faculty, stall., and students meet to further study the impact and formulate

a unified position.
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FEDERAL NEED BASED FINANCIAL AID PROGRAMS

PUKING LEVELS (NE,4 CAPTIAL) FOR URIC"

AID PROGRAM . 19411-82 1982-83 19413-84

HEALTH AND MAN SERVICES PROGRAMS
.

HEALTH PROFESSIONS LOANS

DENTISTRY $ 27,900 Est. 65% cut
for 1982-83

$ 9,765 No budget for
1983-8.

-0-

MEDICINE 87,137 28,750 -0-

PHARMACY 27,252 9,538 - -

NURSING LOANS

ASSOCIATE DEGREE 11,408

Est. 508 cut
for 1981-82.

-0-

No budget for

1982-83 nq

-0-These funds

EIY-e-S
received.

1983-8.

,

DACCALAUREATE DECREE 2,500 -0- -0-

MASTERS DECREE 1,995 -0- -0-

EXCEPTIONAL FINANCIAL NEED SCHOL.

DENTISTRY

MEDICINE

46,487

29,178

Est. 501 cut

for 1982-83

No budget for

1983-8

23,243

14,589

-0-

-0-
,

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION PROGRAMS.

PELL GRANT 227,489
Est. 10% cut
for 1982-83

Est. 408 ut

204,741 for,1983-'4 136,000

---SUPPLEHENTAL-GRAN1.----- ----- 37;940--

6,440

-4;21T.T------28;410-

Program transfsrs
No dollars bud3eted

.Est 4% cut
(or 1982.83

kf::::19LT3

to State control

for 198

132,579

33,500

No =lett for
-n-

37.....-7,
-0-

24,000

InswrIvs GRAir . for 982-

84.
ILTRT4TE r

1983-8',

Let. JOA. .0r--

for 1983-4

NATIONAL DIRECT LOAN 138,103

35,000COLLEGE HORE'STUDY

TOTAL $673,829 $485,175 . $160,000

2 Or REDUCTION FROM 1981-82 ---- 28% 767



FEDERAL NEED IASED FINANCIAL AID PROGRAMS

PROJECTED AVAILABLE FUNDS (CASH IALANCES. NEW CAPITAZ, MATCHING FUNDS, LOAN REPAMENTS)

AID PKGRAH 1141-82 1982-83 1983-84

HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES PROGRAMS

HEALTH PROFESSIONS LOANS

,
,

DENTISTRY $ 408,000 $ 290,000
Loan repsym nts .

only niter

1982-8,

$127,000

MEDICINE 415,000 342,000 235,000

PHARMACY 75,000 58,000 39,000

NURSING LOANS
.

ASSOCIATE DEGREE .66,000 Late 81-82

funding to be
clarried.over

to 198243

27,000 Loan repaym nts
only lifter ,

1981-8

20,000

IACCALAVREATE DEGREE 34.000 35,000 15,000

MASTERS DEGREE 9,200 7,700 1,000

EXCEPTIONAL FINANCIAL NEED SCHOL.

DENTISTRY 48,487 23,243 -0 -

MEDICINE 29,178 14,589 -0 -

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION PROGRAMS

PELL GRANT 227,489 204,741 136,000

SUPPLEMENTAL GRANT 37,940 28,470

a to State ,taTiO1
ted for 198'44:INCENTIVE GRANT 8,440 Program transfe

No dollars budg

TR-1 ,8143. ---

NATIONAL DIRECT LOAN 242,000 235,0004 RePRYmen 5 .51Y
_rater 191z 1

' 75,000

24,000COLLEGE WORK STUDY 35,000 33,500

TOTAL . $1,831,734 $1,299.243 $672,000

,f

% OF REDUCTION FROM 81-82 .... 21% 59%
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ENCLOSURE 14

UNMC APPLICANTS FOR NEED BASED AID

EXPLANATORY COMMENTS

7o..sc w.t. Loaccrw osay stuwcwcA urth owcw,enteo flnAnCrA1 neeo.

1981-82 data reflect actual experience as of 2-1-82.

1982-83 and 1903 84 data reflect best estimates. Since costs. contribution and
need are very unpredictable . c. se data weke kept constant in 1983-84 for purposes
of this study.

Aid received by students in 1981-82 in excess of need except for Allied Health is
largely a result of students borrowing under Guaranteed Student Loan program as an
offset to parental contribution.

The unmet need in Allied Health involves several students with unusual needs who
received maximum possible federal aid.

Projected federal aid re.ources for 1982-83 a:W-19'83-84 reflect funding cuts and
program changes.

All estimated available school (donated) loan funds are projected to be expended
In 1982-83. Only limited loan repayment funds would be available in 1983-84 and
beyond.

Othet aid reswurces are expected to decline.as greater numbers of students pursue
this alternative.

The Family/Student Contribution assumes 100Z of expected contribution regardless
of students' dependency status with parents.

.Excluded from any projected resources are:

l) the Parents Loan for Undergraduate Students/Auxilary Loan to Assist
Students (PLUS/ALAS) programs and 2) the Health Education Assistance
Loan (HEAL) program.

The purpose in excluding these programs is to illustrate the impact of lost funds
and program changes which will force students and parents to turn to higher interest
loans uhich may, not be available.

I !Q 4
r../ A
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min APPLICANTS FOR NEED lAsED AID

FROGRAm
NO. OF

STUDENTS

EST.

Or COSTS

FANdSTU.

COHTRIIIJTION NEED

FEDERAL scum
ScHFINRANT LOAN

oTIER .

LOAN

TOTAL
ALD

uNHET
NEEL)woRx1GRANT 1.0AN saaa.GRANT

1981-82
. "1981-82 NE ANALYSIS/ ID AWARDED"

DENTISTRY 100 $1,137,550 $ 466,156 $ 671,394 $ 53,082 $ 678,800 $ 41,591 $ -0- $ 1,551 414,500 $ 789,824 $ -0-

NEDIGINE 198 1,809,265 609,305 1,199,960 76,806 1,134,100 163,048 $ 14,100 17,870 56,000 1,461,924

pHARKAGY 79 615,000 223,500 391,500 51,818 325,200 12,649 2,000 4,508 -0- 396,175 -0-

GRADDATEs 6 57,200 30,950 26,250 1,000 937 -0- -0- -0- 33,737 -0-_31,800
/

ALLIED HEALTH 78 614,400 219,675 394,725 45,613 268,100 -14,401 -0- 4,467 19,200 352,781 41,944

NuRsING 167 1,108.850 1 586.400 522.450 123,400 365,050 31.363 1,000 i 14,327 -0- 535,140 -0-

TOTAL uNHE 628 $5,342,265 142,135,986 $3,206,279 $351,719 I $2,804,050 t $264,289 $ 17,100 $42,723 689,700 $3,569,581 $ -0-

19E2-83 "1982-83 PR EcTED NEED/ ID REsouRcLs'

DENTISTRY .110 $1,350,000 $ 560,000 4 790,000 $ 25,000 $ 336,000 $ 45,000 $ 58,000 $ 1,500 $10,000 $ 475,500 $ 314,500

NEDIGINE 220 2,200,000 760,000 1,460,000 48,000 627,000 160,000 157,000 18,000 28,000 1'838,000 622,000

THARHAEY- 90 760,000 175,000 485,000 45,000 87,000 13,000 17,200 4,310 -0- 166,200 318,800

GRADUATES IS 140,000 80,000 60,000 -0- 7,000 1,000 500 -0- -0- 8,500 51,500

ALLIED HEALTH 85 730,000 260,000 470,000 18,000 215,000 14,000 16,700 4,500 10,000 298,200 171,800

'NuRsil.G 185 1,340,000 710,000 630,000 90,000 43g,000 32,000 7,300 15,000 -0- 580,300 49,700

TOTAL uNmc 705 $6,520,000 42,625,000 43,895,000 $246,000 $1,508,000 4265,000 $256,700 $43,000 548,000 $2,366,700 41,528,300
_ -.....------

,iT. $ OF DUCTION FROM 81,82* Si05,219 $1,296,050 -0- -0. -0- 841,700 $1,202,881

% REGCTION 30% _ 47%, -0- -0- -0- 47%

I

34%

1983-84 "1983-84 pR 3EcTED NEED/AID
t

RESOURcEy

DENTISTRY 110 $1,350,000 $ 560,000 $ 790,000 $ 12,000 $ 142,000 $ 49,000 $ 5,000 $ 1,000 $10,000 $ 219,000 $ 571,000

NEDMINE

pHARNAGY

220 .

90

2,200,000

760,000

740,000

275,000

1 1,460,000

485,000

42,000,

28,000

263,000

48,000

165,000

15,000

10,000

2,000

15,000

4,000

25,000

2,000

520,000

99,000

960,000

386,000

GPADuATE 15 140,000 80,000 60,000 -0- 1,500 1,000 500 -0- -0- 3,000 57,000

ALLIED HEALTH 85 730,000 260,000 470,000 23,000 195,000 15,000 2,000 4,000 8,000 247,000 223,000

NURSING 185 1,340,000 710,000 630,000 155,000 400,000 35,000 1,000 12,000 -0- 503,000 127.000

1014 UNIG 705 $6,520,000 $2,625,000 03,895,000 $160,000 01,049,500 0200,00 0 /0,500 0.0400 '.;,,hhir 's, .1),14) 1;, st;,;hol

,b4. 5 N1,0kA.11)N FROM 80-82 EXCEPT s

'..,

8001. LOAN $191,719 $1,754,550 -0- $236,200 $ 6,723 $44,700
*-

$1,978,551
ArvucTioN

.....___
1

55% 63% -0- 92% 16% SO% 56%
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FACT SHEET

Financial Aid At The University of Nebraska Medical Center

1. In 1981-82, 965 graduate/professional students (medicine, dentistry,
pharmacy, graduate college) took Guaranteed Student Loans totalling
$4,181,200. This represents 72% of UNMC's graduate/professional en-
rollment and 69Z of the total financial aid received by students in
thene categories.

P

2. The UNMC financial aid office 6stimates that 570 graduate/professional
students, or 43% of the enrollment in these categories, have a demon-
strab'e need for financial aid (since November 1978 the Guaranteed
Student Loan Program has been on a "no need" basis). If graduate/
professional students are.no longer eligible for GSL's, programs
other than Auxiliary Loans to Assist Students (ALAS) and Health Edu-
cation Assistance Loans (HEAL) will not meet the demand for aid funds.

a. In 19E2-83 students will have to turn to ALAS and HEAL for
over $1,500,000 of aid

b. In 1983-84 students will have to tuin to ALAS and HEAL for
over $2,300,000 of aid,

3. ALAS and HEAI have very unfavorable interest rates and are not currently
available to all Nebraska students. Students who can get these loans
will be faced with the spectre of repaying large sums of money after
graduation.

4. If the Administration's proposal to make graduate/professional students
ineligible for GSL's becomes law, we anticipate that at UNMC:

a. As many as 100 students may be forced to drop out of school
(30 medical students, 30 dental students, 20 pharmacy students,
20 graduate students).

b. Some students will decide against a career in the health professions
because of the size and type of debt they will incur. We believe
students in the following categories will be particularly affected:

1) minority students
2) rural students

3) married students with children
4) other low income students

e. Those students who are forced to take ALAS and HEAL loans may elect
to enter high income specialties and practices rather than primary
care specialties (such as family practice) where the need is the
greatest.

5. Undergraduate students at UNMC (nursing and allied health) will also be
adversely affected by proposed changes in the federal student loan program.

6. The default rate on loans made to students at UNMC is less than 2Z --
one of the lowest rates in the United States.
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Mr. INGLE. Now, I think I would also mention here that while we
were not able to negotiate a commitment with Sallie Mae,. we were
able, as you mentioned, Mr. Erdahl, to get a commitment from two
St. Paul commercial lenders which allowed us to stay in the busi-
ness' of providing loans.

We have no assurance whatsoever in the current market for
funds that we will be able to do that in the future. So the critical
question which I would like to call to your attention is how the
Nation or the State, separately or in combination, will insure that
credit is available for those students who need it.

It is perhaps not a major problem for those who do not need it,
but in the course of the last year we have had tuition increases in
Minnesota ranging from $100 to $400 in the private sector. Next
fall the increase will be 30 percent over last fall in the public
sector. At the same time, the assistance available to students is
down both at the Federal and State level.

We feel- very strongly that the triple pincher for students at the
lower end of the economic scale is going IA) seriously threaten the
long-held goals of promoting equal opportunity at the State and na-
tional level. .

I want to make it clear here that the question that I think the
committee, from viewing this from the perspective of the State,
must address is what is available at the secondary ,market level
which is reasonable.

If it is the intent to provide this kind of capital credit from the
national level, then I concur with that. If it is not and there is an
intent to continue to provide opportunities at the State level to
meet the needs of State citizens, then the function of the secondary
market has to be very closely paid attention to.

If there is going to be any kind of subsidy for those people who
may not be able to afford the full burden of the cost of that debt, as
Mr. Martin suggested earlier, then I think the committee must ad-
dress that.

Mr. SIMON. I guess I am not clear in my own mind whether Your
criticism is of Sallie Mae or in fact is of the national program that
is evolving. When you talk about a technical problem, in response
to Mr. Erdahl, are you talking about the price that they offer you
or the fact that you do not have a guarantee from the State qf Min-
nesota? Or is it not one of these things?

Mr. INGLE. Mr. Chairman, the technical problem ends up in a
cost for the moneys which we have available to lend to students.
That cost is a result of a number of factors, which I will spell out
in writing to you. That is the precise problem that I think we have
to deal with.

Now, we currently are lending in the State of Minnesota through
this State authorized last resort program in the neighborhood of 50
percent of the student loans jn the State.

If that is going to continue, we have to have this primary func-
tion of the secondary market taken care of. We have been con-
cerned with the provisions in the law which were provided in the
reconciliation bill which in our judgment open up a considerable
amount of opportunity for other kinds of activities to compete with
what we understood to be the primary purpose of providing a sec-
ondary market for student loans.
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Again, the best example is if you are dependent upon a servicer
and you find that servicer, the principal servicer,.then becomes or
has the opportunity to become a competitor, it is reasonably clear
over a long period of time the terms for the service are going to be
increased, may be increased, in order to become the primary opera-
tor. That is a concern we have.

Mr. SIMON. How many States do not guarantee, as Minnesota
does now?

Mr. INGLE. Mr. Chairman, the case in Minnesota, we are not a
gdarantee agency. We are a direct lender. There is a guarantee
agency that we relate to u icier the GSL, but we are not a guaran-
tee agency.

I believe there are in the neighborhood of 26 to 29 direct lenders
around the Nation. The exact pumber I do not know.

Mr. SIMON. Since Mr. Fox is still here, I am going to take the
liberty to ask Mr. Fox if he would care to respond in any way here.
I guess my question is, Is this a problem only in Minnesota? Is it a
problem caused by the statute? I think those are the two first ques-
tions.

Mr. Fox. I would agree that it is a very complex issue. In re-
sponse, I %.ould say that as a creature of statute Sallie Mae has to
uphold the highest standards of origination, servicing and collec-
tion and due diligence because we are going to be held to that
standard by the Departmen_ of Education and also because we feel
it is our role to try to have a sense of responsibility to those with
whom we do business.

We cannot be anything less than what the statute requires in
terms of collection, but with the constant changes that are under-
taken and w hich require changes in systems, the cost of collections
are very dear.

The fact that the program changes ery year means that com-
puter systems have to be changed. It means that the complex rou-
tines foi dealing with the student have to change, and there is high
cost associated with that.

Part of what is being talked about here is the high cost of collec-
tion. We deal with about 15 different State entities and provide a
great deal of credit. We provide more credit and commitments to
the State of Minnesota than any other State in the country.

We currently have a $200 million commitment outstanding
against which the State agency can deliver loans. We provide per-
haps twice as much in the way of commitments to this State than
any other State with whom we deal, and we have done so at some
risk to ourselves.

The profitability of our corporation is very nominal when you
bok at the total income of the State entities. They are making con-
siderably more money than we have been with a much smaller
commitment to a portfolio of student loans.

The question is one of risk, how far out do you want to go with
any one institution over a period of time, and who is going to take
tile risk in terms of program change, collection cost change, inter-
est rate change and the like.

While we are prepared to discuss and negotiate terms and condi-
tions with anybody, the fact that we have $200 million worth of
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unused commitment outstanding to a State suggests to us that we
have made an accommodation.

In addition, we have a $100 million commitment to a savings in-
stitution on a long-term basis in the State. Far and away the larg-
est commitment we have to any State is in Minnesota. We are not
prepared to deal with an3, State whereby the other 49 are subsidiz-
ing it. We have to deal fairly and consistently with every State.

I believe if you look at our profit statement you will find we are
not making any irresponsible profits. As a matter of fact, we are
making considerably less per unit of business than banking institu-
tions make. We have to deal on a one-to-one basis and try to offer
the services we can.

Mr. SIMON. I don't want to precipitate a debate here on the wit-
ness stand. One other question; that is, are you experiencing simi-

, lar difficulties in other States.
Mr. Fox. In different types of States we have different types of

problems. One is that there is not servicing capacity or servicing
arrangements in place that certain States have arranged, and we
cannot take the risk of undertaking to buy loans unless there is
some assurance that if those loans come to us, they can be properly
and appropriately collected.

So, we are working with many States in trying to develop servic-
ing capacity.

Another problem is there is a tendency to issue very, very short-
term notes in the revenue bond markets. Since the payout on a stu-
dent loan can be 12, 13, or 15 years, financing 2- or 3-year bonds is
an assurance there is going to have to be iefinancing risk, that
maybe we are going to have to undertake the purchase of these
loans in the short term.

We may not have the resources ourselves, given the fact that we
are changing the way in which we do business by administration
consensus th.at we should be a private institution financing without
the full faith and credit.-

There are a lot of risks implicit in this. The question is, who un-
dertakes the risks. With our organization having a very high debt-
to-equity ratio and limited access to capital markets, there is a
limit to how much risk we can take.

1._.donl even want to_guess what this program is going to look
like 2 or 3 years out, let alone in 1991. Whaveacommitment----
with the State of Minnesota that goes out to 1991, as it stands.

I don't believe Minnesota is not a well-meaning group or we are
not looking at it in a well-meaning way. It is just the risks inherent
in an environment of change do create problems for States.

If we do lend directly to Minnesota, it would be far easier than
for them who have to take the risk of looking at the bond markets
year after year. Yet, that option has been denied us by the depart-
ment, even though this committee and the Senate feel they cured
that problem in our statute or that inability of ours to provide
service before.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Weiss?
Mr. WEISS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
A lot of this I sense really is a problem of petception as much as

anything else. Dr. Ingle has suggested in his testimony that he per-
ceives the problem to be that you are no longer fulfilling the pri-
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mary purpose fur which you were created, or potentially you might
not be because of the statutory authority provided you last year.

My question is, What is your response to that perception?
Mr. Fox. I think that a careful reading of the statute points out

we cannot deal unilaterally in changing how we do business.
For example, it was alluded to the fact we might become a

lender. We can only lend if there is a geographic shortfall and if
the Secretary invites us in. We cannot become an insurer of stu-
dent loans unless there is no facility in the State to do it on an
equitable basis.

Again, we are invited in by the Secretary making a judgment.
Unilaterally we cannot do any of those things. These things were
put in last summer when there was the perception that the final
law relative to student loans might be so restrictive of eligibility or
might inhibit certain participants in the program that there might
conceivably be a need for a broader responsibility for Sallie Mae.

That has come about to a modest' extent. We have not exercised
any of those authorities at this point, but there is no way relative
to the law or :elative to the report language that we can do any of
those things unilaterally.

I should also point out that subjoct to oversight of this commit-
tee, with a board that is one-third appointed by the President of
the_ United. States,_ with lour _or_ five3tate_entities_represtnted_on
our board, I don't think it is reasonable to assume that we are
going to jump in and suddenly'do something that is irresponsible
or go into car leasing or something like that.

It is clear in our statute that we are here to provide credit in
support of students, period.

Mr. WEISS. Dr Ingle has not suggested you are going to go into a
different line of business. He has suggested you are going to go into
competition with him, and that makes his life more difficult.

My question really is premised un the fact that Dr. Ingel suggest-
ed it is a year and a half now since he has been having the prob-
lem with Sallie Mae and that predates by a year the new authority
that was granted to you.

So, that is why I think much of this really may very well be per-
ception, and the perception I think conies about because in fact
they have a genuine problem that you are apparently in no posi-
tion to solve for them at this-pnint.

Mr. Fox. I think we all have to learn how to deal with lessthat
is a hard thing to acceptless dollars, less support.

Mr. SIMON. If my colleague would yield, I think also there may
very well be just in part a simple communication problem. rthink
maybe both at the State agency level, at the Sallie Mae level, you
may want to evaluate what you are doing in the way of communi-
cation back and forth so that that can improve.

Mr. INGLE. Mr. Chairman, may I respond. I don't have a differ-
ence, and I don't wish to get into an exchange. I think that Mr. Fox
put his finger on the key issue when he spoke of risk.

The question here is who is going to bear the risk. Is it going to
be shared by the general public or is it going to be a private risk.
That is part of the question of who is going to pay for, assist in
paying for postsecondary education.

:3
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I think it is a very important term he has:used. I agree with him.
I think the point, his suggestion that States are making a lot of
money, needs to be kept in mind, that every cent that this program
generates is put back into the program. It is a public program for
the public interest.

The reference to the $200 million which is outstanding, it is not
outstanding. It has been used in terms of commitment. So, I don't
think that we have a problem of communication between our two
organizations. -I..think_ that_ we, the committee and the general
public, have a problem of how to insure ciedif that i8 necessary for
people to pursue their postsecondary education.

That is the reason I raise these problems. I think it is more than
'Pirception.

Mr. WEIS& Isn't it a fact that Sallie Mae no longer has access to
Federal moneys?

Mr. Fox. That is coriect.
Mr. WEISS. That is a very serious change from what the original

source of funds was, which was the U.S. Government.
MIL. Fox. Federal financing, yes, sir.
Mr. WEISS. So now what you have to do is go out to private lend-

ing institutions to provide the capital to yuu. You then have an ob-
ligation to make sure the loans you make are sufficiently sound to
allow you to pay back the moneys which you borrowed.

Isn't that the way the situation operates at this point?
Mr. Fox. Yes, sir.
Mr. WEISS. So that in fact you do have to be concerned about the

risks, Dr. Ingel, involved in this situation. It seems to me that the
complaint that you have is a complaint that we have, which is that
the Federal Government has again decided that it is easier to shift
the burden of risk on to somebody else rather than for it to assume
for the broad public that risk.

I share that complaint and concern with you, but it seems that
they are just as much the victims in this situation as you are.

Mr. INGLE. I tend to agree with that. I do believe, thoughand
correct me if I am mistaken=that the current roughly $4.6 billion
of capital that Sallie Mae is working from and will be available,
what, over the next 14 years or so, is at favorable rates. .

The question I guess I am raising here as we discuss who shares
this- Tiskis what-kincioLobligation,_ if any, is there for that, in
effect, special access to capital.

Mr. WEIss. I cannot respond to that.
Mr. SIMON. Do you have any further questions?
Mr. WEISS. I do not.
Mr. SIMON. We appreciate your testimony here. I don't think we

are ready to resolve the problem here.
Our final witness today is Mr. Michael Olivas, director of re-

search, LULAC National Educational Service 'Centers, and chair-
man of the lifSpanic Higher Education Coalition.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL OLIVAS, DIRECTOR OP RESEARCH,
LULAC NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL SERVICE CENTERS, AND
CHAIRMAN, HISPANIC HIGHER EDUCATION COALITION

Mr. OLIVAS. Thank you iery much.
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We appreciate the efforts of you and your staff to allow us to
participate.

My name is Michael Olivas. I am the director of research for the
LULAC Educational Service Centers, the League of United Latin
American Citizens.

I also chair the board of the Hispanic Higher Education Coali-
tion, whose testimony I present today. The coalition is an organiza-
tion comprised of 13 national Hispanic organizations that repre-
sents a very broad scope of interests in the Hispanic community.

I would- like-to-do.three things_ this.morning in the time.allotted
me. '-

I would first like to share with you some of the general demo-
graphic concerns that we have concerning specifically the Hispanic
community.

A number of witnesses have spoken in front of the subcommittee
over the last years as you fashioned legislation, purporting to speak
on behalf of minority interests.

We welcome the opportunity to clarify some of these interests
and to read into the record some of those characteristics that do
serve to make our community's interests quite ,lifferent from those
of general undergraduate students.

Second, I would like to share largely by inserting into the official
record the results of a study on financial aid packaging that we
think will reveal quite a few different characteristics and trends.

Mr. SIMON. This is your statement here or this is separate?
Mr: OLIVAS. This will be appended.
Mr. SIMON. They will both be entered in the record.
Mr. OLIVAS. The third thing is to comment specifically on some

of the inore recent proposals that have been made by the adminis.
tration concerning Pell grants and loans and what we perceive to
be major problems in the delivery of financial aid.

So far we have talked this morning about the delivery of institu-
tional and State and Federal aid. What we are talking about now is
on a slightly different level; that is, the direct interaL,ion of His-
panic 'families with the financial aid system.

Although there is a public perception that minority access in
many ways has improved--and ,due to Federal efforts many of
these _perceptions_ are correctthere are some countervailing pres-
sures that have recently caused Hispanic gains, such as they were,
to have been eroded.

For example, since 1978 there has been an actual decline in the
percentages of Hispanic students at the undergraduate level. We
reached a peak of 3.5 percent of all undergraduate enrollments in
1978. It has now slipped to 3.4 percent, despite the larger age
cohort for Hispanic students. That is because Hispanic students are
disproportionately--

Mr. SIMON. If I may interrupt you, because you are using statis-
tics awl I am glancing through your statementare you including
Puerto Rico in the statistics or is it only the 50 States and the Dis-
trict of Columbia?

Mr. OLWAS. The 3.4 percent to which I just qlluded was specifi-
cally the 50 States and the District of Columbia. However, I have
specific testimony on Puerto Rico. We represent a number of insti-

I
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Of these students, ,9O percent received. Pell grants, then called
BEOG's. Furthermore, GO .pLrcent of these students received only
Pell grants. It is very clear in striking contrast to patterns for
Anglo students, Hispanic students are predominantly reliant upon
need-based aid.

As a matter of fact, in my cohort of freshmenands I refer you to
table 1 appendedit is extremely clear that Hispanic families con-
tinue to be needy by any definition of, need-based aid. ,

For the same year, only 31 percent of Anglo freshmen received
Pell grants. Over 90 percent of our stadents received Pell grants in
1979-80 whereas only 31 percent of Anglo students did.

The only program that had major rollbacks over the last 2 years
in the actual awards of money were Pell grants, despite very elabo-
rate provisions, very carefully crafted by this subcommittee and ap-
proved by Congress for appropriate rollbacks inverse to the basis of
need.

Yet, by any defir tion I would insist these students are the very
neediest. For the first time;We have evidence that Federal grants
have worked to the exomt that any need-based aid will, of course,
disproportionately help those who are disproportionately poor. By
any standard, our group of studen4 is poor.

However, we think that sole reliance upon the major need-based
program has worked to the detriment of our students, No. 1, and,
proposed cutbacks in Pell grantsand I am speaking only of main-
land students in this particular elatawill work even more to the
detriment of students on the Wend, whose institutions are dispro-
portionately reliant as a proportion of their total income upon Pell
grants.

I have some evidence presented by a Puerto Rican resident on
pag? 7 that shows not only the poverty of the island and the dispro-
portionate reliance upon Federal funds, Federal poverty funds, but
21so the extent to which institutions, particularly private ingtitu-
tions on the island, are reliant upon Pell grants.

Mr. SIMON May I interrupt you? I apologize for doing this again.
I have another meeting that I have to get to. I am going to turn
the'Chalr over to my colleague from New York.

Let me just commend you for your statement. Incidentally, to all
the witnesses, we rimy be submitting written questions. But the
problems you have posed are very severe problems.

in the State of Illinois, and I know not too much beyond the
State of Illinois, the dropout rate has been significantly high in the
Hispanic community. The colleges and universities of' Illinois have
not responded to specific Hispanic needs as effectively as I think
they need to. Back a few years ago I had one meeting with the col-
leges and universities on that specific problem.

One other point I woald just like to make for the record; that is,
tha't whether it is the student program or what it is we cannot
treat the people of Puerto Rico as second-class citizens and not
expect to invite some instability.

'I think one of the areas where we ought to be providing hope for
the Hispanic community is through the Pell grant program and the
opportunities that we provide there.

I simply want to commend you and apologize again. This is my
morning to apologize to witnesses.
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tutions there as well and have participated with a number, of
Puerto Rican Presidents--

Mr. SIMON. But in your statement, when you talk about any
number of things, the maldistribution--

Mr. OLIVAS. Those include Puerto Rican institutions.
Mr. &mow OK.
Mr. OLIVAS. You will see, because of the island's inability to par

ticipate fully in the political process, there are a number of vulner-
abilities that face them that other States and even the District of
Columbia do not face, most notably in their ability to raise their
oNiril revenue andlo bast-votesin-Congress.

The data are here for the record. I would like to comment only
that the salient points fife that Hispanic students are for the most
pzirt younger than the majority population aq, therefore, this is a
problem that is not one that is likely to go away.

The underenrollment and attrition of Hispanic students is a
problem that will become increasingly important.

We have always been appreciative of your efforts, Mr. Simon, in
promoting foreign language study. We think a number of these pro-
grams will have their effect if the Federal aid continues to go to
the neediest people.

The point I would draw to your attention is on page 21, that in
1976 the median income of Hispanic families was 50 percent less
than that, of majority families. Yet, while a number of administra-
tion proposals continue to insist that only the truly needy will con-
tinue to have legitimate claims upon the public purse and support
of higher education, we feel a number of the proposals will work
directly against this principle.

We feel in particular that the increasing complexity in the deliv-
ery of financial aid works to the detriment of less well-educated
and poorer families, that is, wealthy families continue to have
access to tax preparation assistance, to technical assistance, and to
lending institutions that poor families historically have not

Therefore, the increasing cikmplexity, while it may very well
work difficulties with the cash flow of corporations such as Sallie
Mae, works in particular to the detriment of families whose in-
comes are less than $10,000 a year.

This is the median income of Hispanic families, and it is income
that in many instances is actually declining due to the size, the
larger size of Hispanic families.

On page 4 1 have-condensed..the_major findings of a study that
the LULAC educational centers conducted over the fast 2 years
that for the very first time had access to confidential records.

Because of the naturg of our work with bilingual counselors, we
have been able to gain the confidence and provide taxpayer assist-
ance, as well as financial aid assistance.

We have secured all the necessary fo'rms; but it was very clear
that delivery of financial aid to Hispanic students was strikingly
different to thia for majority students.

In 1979, for example, our sample had two-thirds of the families
with incomes of less than $10,500. Less than $10,500 income places
them as eligible in almost every poverty program. Furthermore,
surely by any definition of truly needy it would include these fami-
lies as eventual and appropriate recipients.
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Mr. OLIVAS. There is no nee& Mr. Simon. I understand you have
other duties. We will continue to speak to.your staff and to Mr.
Wei Ss. Thank you very much.

Mr. Weiss; I will continue, then.
Mr. WEISS. Please.
Mr. OLIVAS. At the same time, it has been acknowledged that fi-

nancial aid program delivery has become more complex, the ad-
ministratior has proposed in two ,Instances to zero out assisting
programs such as' .alent Search and education centers, the only
programs that do deliver financial aid assistance and counseling.

So, we think while the overall aim to cut costs is of course tin-
cult with which to quarrel, the means by which these cuts would
be accomplished will disproportionately affect those peoplei reliant
more upon the need-based aid.

I would like to speak from my testimony beginning on page 8
about some of the more recent propoSals the subcommittee has
heard over the last two weeks,

For instance, in last week's testimony by the Deputy Assistant
Secretary. of Education it was proposed that current validation ef-
forts '4' include the requirement that all eligible applicants
submit copies of the 1040 tax forms relating to the Pell grant appli-
cation."

However, it was not mentionedand we think this is extremely
important, and we think as members of Hispanic organizations we
can speak to thisthat the Tax Code does not require families who
live in extreme poverty to file 1040 forms; that is, families who
make under the minimum azr aunt required to trigger their filing a
maadatory tax form am the only groups that will be required to
change their overall practi.e, that is, we %ill he in the curious
stance of requiring for purposes of validation of needing tax forms
that these people s poverty status alr,eady precludes them from doc-
umenting under the IRS.

So, the only group that would be affected with regard to having
to enter the IRS system would be those people who statutorily are
exempted from being required to file IRS forms.

While we think this was acknowledged in some of the testimony,
we think it was finessed and that it tends to be inconsistent with
the insistence by the administration that only the truly needy will
continue to have legitimate claims upon these expenditurc!s

- While a debate has been waged in a number of other esoteric
places for years, this is the first Federal proposa:, to the best of my
knowledge, that such students be required to file forms.

Yet, the GAO report itself does suggest, as was alluded to this
morning, that the most likely evidence of fraud and underreporting
is found in wealthier families, in which -ou will find Hisriinics dis-
proportionately poorly represented.

Therefore, we feel the complexity of the forms, as well as the ad-
ditional burden of filing IRS forms, for whi,th there is no Wier stat-
utory mandate for tIlese /ower income people to file, will continue
to discourage Hispanic families from enrolling.

In our view, this proposal does not reduce paperwork. In fact, it
does rather emphatically the opposite. It demands paperwork of
people who have no such requirement. Nor do we feel it solves the
quality control problems to which it is ostensibly addressed

t.
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In fact, it hari been our experience as the largest Talent Search
in the United States we currently maintain 11 Talent Searches,
and we have tried to get into New York for several years, but un-
fortunately there has not been sufficient money to allow us to go
through that we have found the major request for verification on
the part of institutional aid officers is when they simply cannot be-
lieve Hispanic families coald live on so little money, that is, we
have had a number of requests from institutions for us to help
these families file IRS forms, not because they are required by the
IRS, but because the institutions simply cannot believe that fami-
lies could be so frugal as to live on the amount of money that is a
fact of life in Hispanic communities.

While we concede requiring IRS forms would have a major edu- /

cative value on financial aid administrators who don't have access ,

to carefully commercially prepared financial aid forms which shel-
ter income very nicely, we think this will work once again to die-
courage disproportionately language minority people, especially
low income and Hispanic families.

Financial aid programs are already extremely complex, and as,
difficult and complex as institutions find them, we would insist
that low-income families, particularly those whose families havp
not gone to collegeand Hispanic families shave never had histori-
cal access to collegeit will disproportionately discourage them
from encouraging their children from attending.

When the median family income of Hispanic families is 50 per-
cent lower than Anglo families, we think these are the people Who
will be less likely to perceive that there are credit institutions and
loan programs and Pell grants that will continue to assist them,
even though their students by virtue of the ink.ome would be ehgi-
ble for these programs.

We feel that the suggestion that the Department be allowed to
reprogram $5 million to cover the additional costs ought to be ,seen
for what it is. We believe it is a false economy and it is a ,shell
game. We feel very strongly that this proposal floated up ought to
be consigned its proper burial.

We feel also that despite the department's insistence thot the
truly needy will not be harmed, 'that the proposals to cut back on
TRIO programs and technical assistance preparation programs will
work directly opposite to this ostensible intent.

We think that a number of very valuable proposals haye been
made to increase the cash flow for States to improve the profits of
corporations that do lend and guarantee. We have not, however,
heard evidence that the truly needy, the neediest in our communi-
ties, who would be disproportionately ,ninority, would in any way
have their cash flow improved, %.,,uld have their access improved,
nor would be more encouraged to attend college.

We have data that suggests that despite a number of Federal ef-
forts, that the more current efforts, once we have had tlhese chil-
dren in the pipeline and once through TRIO and other
they have been encouraged to stay in high school, we are egmning
to see them trail off in college.

We stand ready to assist in any way to answer any questions
about more specific proposals that might be advanced about other
proposals that while ostensibly helping improve cash, flows and

33,
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fund markets will, we think, work to the disadvantage and detri-
ment of minority students.

We will provide the staff and the committee with our full report,
which I think you will find extremely compelling.

For the first time, minority people have studied themselves and
we have had access to financial aid records that show unmistak-
ably that Hispanic familjes tend in many cases to overestimate
their income.

As a matter of fact, over 50 percent of the stud -its in my study,
which is about to be published by Stanford University, overreport-
ed their parent's income by over $500. These children, by virtue of
living in our society, cannot believe their families live on so little
money.

We think these proposals ought to be seen for what they are. dis-
proportionately harmful to minority communities.

We thank you very much for the opportunity.
[The prepared statement of Michael Olives follows]
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PREPARED STATEMEN LoY Det, MILHAEL A. OLIVAS, DIRECTOR OF RES.ARCH, LUIAC NA-
TIONAL EDUCATIONAL SIOIVILE CENTERS, AND CHAIR, HISPANIC HIGHER EDUCATION
COALITION

Many of ,he recent advances for minorities in higher education

are in jeopardy. Despite the public perception that minority students

benefited from expanded educational access during the 1960s and

1970s, minority enrollments in higher education remain dispropor-

tionately small. The enrollment of Hispanic students has increased

in total numbers, but educ..,.ional parity with majority students or

even with other minority students remains an elusive goal. In 1980,

8i3p4nics, representing 5.8% of the mainland U.S. population and 8%

of the 18 - 34 year olds, comprised only 3.4% of undergraduate enroll-

ments, a decline from 1978. Further, there is a serious maldistribu-

tion within the limited access Hispanic students have had, the public,

tww yeat colleges provide the only sector into which Hispanic students

have been admitted in significant numbers. Whereas 27% of all white

full-time students were enrolled in two year colleges in 1976, 45%

of Hispanic fuil-time students were enrolled in these institutions.

Recent research has questioned the equity of such a maldistribution

and has suggested that Hispanic attrition is due, in large measure,

to the fanding patterns and practices that result in Hispanic students

having access primarily into two year colleges. This impression is

borne out by degree award data, which indicate that while Hiapanics

receive 4.6% of associate degrees, they receive only 2.1% of masters'

degrees and a mere 1.2% of doctoral degrees. Even this limited access

has been threatened, as cutbacks have disproportionately affected

Hispanics and other disadvantaged communities.
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The quality of life for Hispanic Americans is poor, resulting

in fewer opportunities for pursuing ducation beyond high school.

Most notably, economic constraints prevent4most Hispanics from,con-

sidering postsecondary education as an option. In 1976, the median

income for Hispanic families was $10,259, while the median income

for whlte families was $15,537 (over 50% higher). While 8.7% of

non-Hispanic families were below poverty levels, 23.11 of Hispanic

families were below poverty level; therefore, fn a system of educa-

tion where financial resources make access more likely, Hispanics

are at a severe disadvantage.

Even if formal economic barriers did not preclude Hispanic

participation in postsecondary education, informal barriers to

success would still prevent significant.hispanic enrollments. First,

the public elementary and secondary school,systems into which His-

panic students are placed do not provide adequate attention to

cultural and linguistic needs of Hispanic children. Clearly, this

situation keep! the pool of Hispanic high school graduates low and

pi.vides Inadequate preparation to those who do complete their course

of study. Second, Hispanic youths aro inhibited in their pursuit of

higher education by the scarcity of informational structures that

would help them negotiate existing barriers. Because high school

counselors are rarely able to provide adequate information to

Hispanic high school students, these students are left to eecure

information from whatever source may be available to the minority

community, which has little access to financial resources. Parents,

who usually would be of assistance to their children in college

36,
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selection, are majur sources of encouragemeni, information, and finan-

cial support. Hispanic parents, however, themselves denied college

opportunities, are less likely than majority parents to be able to

negotiate information systems for their children. Third, existing

systems of college support services that appear to be equitable on

the surface.subtly result in inequitable practices. For instance,

extensive governmental loan programs will include parental or

student negotiation with banks or credit institutions where credit

history and experience are required. Many minority families have

not had extensive experience with these loan institutions and may

be intimidated by what seems to be mortgaging their future.

3"
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STUDEN1 FINANCIAL AID. HIJPANIC ACCESS AND PACKAGING POLICIES

Financial aid is sseetaal to disadvantaged students, Ind is the

major governmental investment in postsecondary educatiOn. This testi-

mony reports the findings of an ongoing e,Ational project on financial

aid packaging fox Hispanic students, the first such study ever conduc-

ted to analyze Hispanic student financial aid awards. Data problems

have plagued earlier packaging studies, as national data bases have

relied upon students' estimates of family income and their memories

of financial aid received. Employing program data from the LULAC

National Educationai Service Centers,san 11-city Hispanic counseling

organization, this study is based upon IRS returns and parent confi-

dential statements notarized to be correct indicators of family Income.

To record student awards, aid report forms were secured from institu-

tions. A sample of 521 Hispanic full time, first time freshmen, en-

rolled in 1979-80, was assembled; all files were audited for complete-

ness and documentation. The sample replicated the institutional-type

enroliment patterns of Hispanics and Mexican/mainland-PuertO Rican

subgroups.

The most striking single finding is the smali extent to which any

packaging is being performed: over sixty percent of all the students

received only one source of aid, almost exclusively Basic Educational

Opportunity Grants (HMG's, since 1981 known as Pell Grants). BEOG as

a major component of multiple sources was also evident, for 90% of

multiple sources included a BEOG award. Single-source aid was evident

at all income levels, ranging from 54% of lower-middle to 65% of upper-

middle students.

The evidence of little packaging for Hispanic students contrasts
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both with earlier studies of Hispanic student aid and with current

packaging practice for all students. In 1972-73, fifty two percent

of Hispanic aid packages were single sources, but only 23.4% of all

eackages were solely grant awards. there was evidence that work study

(10.3%), loans (14.7%), and benefits (3.7%) were significant compo-

nents of Hispanic financial aid packages, at all income levels and

for attendance at all types of institutions. A 1978 study of student

assiatance reported thae even students from the lowest imome families

attending the least expensive schools averaged $158 of non-grant fede-

ral aid ip their average package of $1,079. Data from, 1979 revealed

th4t only 31.5% of all freshmen received a BEGG, only 7.2% a SEOG,

and 13.2% a guaranteed student loan. It is clear, then, that grant

aid has risen dramatically for all students, in all institutions and

for all income levels. These Hispanic data, however, revezil a stri-

kingly different pattern in the students'extraordinary reliance upon

grants, to the near exclusion of other forms of aid.

The data were also disaggregated by median family income and the

type of institution attended. Crosstabuiations show several trends.

in each income quartile, more money went to students attending, in

descending order, priliate four year, private two year, public four
4
year, public two yaar colleges. Additionally, students from low and

lower-middle income families roceived more aid than did students from

upper middle and high income families, curiously, however, except fOr

students in public two year institutions, in each institutional type,

lowest income students received less aid than did students in the

lower-middle categou. the mean differ.nce was more than $200 per

student. One of the assumptions of financial aid distribution is that

the neediest students receive the most assistance, within the limits
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of institutional costs. It could have been expected, then, that with-

in institutional types, the amounts to students would slope downward,

with the highest aid awards going to the students in the lowest income

category. In these data, only the public two year colleges showed such

a pattern,.with private four year colleges showing a disturbing ten-

dency to award more aid to higher income students.

Despite the femorable income slope, attending a public two year

college meant that students were less likely to receive aid. Fewer

utudents attending public community colleges received aid than did

students attending other institutions, and in the important grant

category, a significant difference in grant receipt was evident.

This lOwer ava:lability of financial assistance corrobtmates other

reserv*ch on the practice of commun.ty colleges in financial aid admi-
.

nistration. This finding is more enigmatic in light of the heavy

reliance by public tdo year colleges upon federal financing for their

H.spamic students, and cannot be explained by the institutions lower

costs. 'Public two year colleges are the sector most reliant upon fe-

deral financial aid, and the sector with the least discretionary aid.

This reliance upon federal funds is a major shift since Hispanic

packaging data in 1972-73, when_the-federal sources of aid were 391,

non-federal 21.6%, and mixed sources 39.4%. Inasmuch as HispaniC
__-

students are disproportionately enrolled in ub1ic two year colleges,

this distribution of assistance suggests that enrollment patterns may

-- inhibit complete access tO financial aid resources; the extraordinary

reliance upon federal funds may also mean that federal cutbacks in

financial aid programs will disproportionately affect community

colleges and Hispanic students.
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, While Puerto Rican students on the island were not inluded in this

study, Pell cutbacks will hurt Puerto Rican institutions everimore than

those in the SO States and D.C. Not only is poverty more devastating in

Puerto Rico than elsehhere, but the poiitical status 'of the island leaves ,

it extremely vulperable in the Congress, and its inability to tax itself

fully removes the fall bacit provisions available to States. The 131,054

postsecondary education students in Puerto Rico are part of a total

population of more than three million people, most of whom have Incomes

below the poverty leve.. As of October 1978, SS percent of all families

more, participating in the Food Stamp Program, and 78 percent of them

recelyed the food stamps for nothing. The annual disposable income per

apita for 1980 was $1202 at constant dollars as of 1954. Ab of January,--
1981 Oe unemployment rate in Puerto Rico was

Approximately 90 out of every 100 students are eligible for financial

aid. For Cite 1980-81 fiscal year the student financial ald from the

tedoral go6ernment constitutes about 93 percent. Student financial aid

is yery important tcr private institutional liurvival. Ninety-six percent

cf the Institutional income frJm tuition and fees in pritate instItutions

comes from student aid. Because oi these characteristics, i'Llerto Ricans

will be harmed by proposed cutbacks, and will not be able to u.e. traditional

polittcal forums. Thts will have severe repercussions for the island

economt Ind Stability.
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"Quality Control" and

Disadvantaged Families

While the Administration's aims at reduang regulatory

burdens are laudatory in the abstract, in practice they will

work to the detriment of low inoorne'families. Yor instance,

in litat week's testimony by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of

ED, it was proposed that current validation efforts 'include

the requirement that all eligible applicants submit copies of

the 1040 tax forms relating to the Pell Grant application."t'

A scholarly debate on cilia topic has been politely waged

in academic journals for!nany years, but, to my*nowledle, this

13 the first federal proposal that such additional paperwork

be required of Pell grant applicants. In our view, this pro-

posal collapaes under its own weight. It neither reduces

paperworK, nor does it solve th.? sualitv-,ontrol problems

alluded tY in,earliet testimony.

In fact, the Department's stud; itself suggested that over-

payment was Likelier to occur in wealthy families, whose access

to technical Assistance and tax-reduction adviCe effectively

shelters disposable income. Even though the study is severely

flawed in many respects, its findings do not suggeat that low

incOme families systematically misreport their income -- and

the LNESC study showed extraordinary accuracy amohg Hispanic low

income families, both for dependent and independent students.

In fact, it has been the ENESC experience, as the country's

largest Talent Search, that moSt institutional verification

atidits _are initiated by financial aid officers who are skeptical

441.7*,1 m . A2 . 24
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_th4t.._Camiliis can live on so little money. In short, the reality

of Hispanic and other minority poverty cannot be believed by aid

administrators.

While the verification may prove to be of enormous educative

value to these administrators, we are confident that requiring

IRS forms for all students would aisproportionately and detrimen-

tally affect minorities. First, lowest income families --

are not required to file IRS returns";

the number of persons not required by IRS to file returns is expec-

ted to increase this year, due to increased unemployment and larger

numbers of public assistance.families. These persons -- by any

yardstick the "truly needy" -- wguld be required to file 1040

forms merely to verify their Pell applications.

Financial aid program applicaiions are already complex enough

to require arithaetic and literary skills far beyond the levels

'of most disadvantaged families. Additionally, poor families have

far less disposable income to spend upon technical assistance that

is more readily available to wealthier families. Moreover, even

the GAO's 'recent report notes that inaccurate reporting of

income is likeliest with wearthy families, whose complex deductions

and complicated returns in no way resemble the returns of low in-

come families. In our view, the additional requirement would

dissuade minority families from sendingotheip children to school,

the opposite effect of the Administration's proposal.

. Finally, even if this proposal had a compelling public policy

Tat did not harm minority access, other departmental actions

have significantly reduced minority gains. As noted, previous

Pell Grant cutbacks, ignoring rollbac.. statutes, dlsproportiona-

314
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ABSTRACT

Financial aid is essential to disadvantaged students,
°and is the mujor governmental investment in postsecondary
education. rhis paper reports the finding of an ongoing
hational study on financial aid packaging for Hispanic stu-
dents, the first such study ever conducted to analyze His-
panic student financial aid awards. Because confidential
records of a national Hispanic counseling program were
exceptional detail and accuracy were possible. The stu de-tails the composition of awards, the proportion of reim-
bursable aid, family contributions, student quality indices
(CPA, test scores), and choice of curriculum. One major
finding is that Hispanic students are overwhelmingly re-
liant upon governmental, not institutional, funding and that
nearly 3/4 receive only one kind of aid.Finally, the paper
presents .rodels for aid awards based upon public policy
objectives and recommends several packaging policies for.useby aid administrators.
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tely afiect minority students. The Department has proposed, in

last week's testimony by th, Jndersecretery, to reprogram over

$5 million in Pell appropriations to pay for these additional.

paperwork burdens. To do so would not only continue to 'rob

students of program money, but would consti-

tute a tacit admission that RIF's in Cho audit divisions have

left the Department without adequate'personnel to monitor its

own radical policy shifts. Such false economies should be seen

for what they are, shell games that will continue to hurt minority

students.

That the Administration is insensitive to minority access

is not only clear from.its program proposals, but from its bud-

,

get figures. Even if the.increased paperwork were legitimate and

all students were required to submit' lOkp's, tecfinical assistance

for financial
aid applications have been eliminated from the'

Department's plans,. For Fy 1982, the Department requested no

funds.for Talent Search or Education Opportunity Centers, whose

counseling programs reached thousands of low-income students

eaa year. These zero-funded progriMs and severe cutbacks in other

TRIO programs will serve, in tandem with increamed administrative

hurdles, to undermine the limited access Hispanics and other

minorities have earned.

While majority organizations have purported to have minority

interests at heart, Hispanic organizations urge this subcommittee,

if it 13 serious about preserving programs for the truly.needy,

to reject these proposals and to maintain the supportive services

that enable disadvantaged st4dents to participate In postsecondark

education,
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Despite its Amportance in the administration offinan-

cial aid, little is known abut pacxaging policy. Billions of

dollars each sahool :fear are distributed ttrough public

and private programs, cad nearly all colleges and uni-

versities assemble fiaancial aid "packages" for students,

whose eligibility is computed by third party form-pro-

cessors. Yet, even with major investments in financial

assistance -- and incrWasing research and policy analyses

on the topic of !inaocial aid -- scant attention has

been paid to the economic, equity, or policy dimensions

of packaging. This omission is anomalous, for the

major federal higher education legislative debates

have been over financial aid, whether establishment of

Aasalve grant and loan prograhs, the expansion of tl:ese

7.rograms to "middle-income" students, or current Repub-

lican efforts to trim back costs in the financial aid pro-

grams (Li!. .

4

In all these activities, tLere is an assumption that

institutions employ a :agic in their packaging and ad-

ministration of various assistanceprocrulsasserbledinto a

single account or "package" upon which a student draWs.

.Ational financial aid study croup accurately Iateled

packaging as,"the moment of truth when it all comes to-

gether where the or,lad funnel of aid resources acmes

to narrsw^st paint and those resources delivered

tc student" 39). Significant instituttonal and

icnal soctal aolicies are also effected by packaging
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techniques, ven if these policies are unarticulated

or inconsistent among students packages. For examp

packaging can be used as a tool for rediitributiont

"Packaging is, a process is impatant because through %

iit inequities of the student aid system can potentia ly

1bet corrected' ( 21 J. Packaging is also a means fori

planning the USQ of institutional resources (29,431a
i

d !or

improving choices for students to considdr a wider ?1ge of

institutions (12,331. There is also evidence that
4,

certain packaging policies may work to increase student

Inrollments and retention ( 2,311, while other studies
i

have found little or no such impact upon retention (24,261.

Neither research nor policy analysis, however, I

I

has resolved-what are fundamentally societal questiOns:

what societal goals should be furthered by packaging

policies; and what adminis.rative means should be Used

to 1:urther these policies? National study groups convened

to examine these financial aid iss9es 'save an uneven

record in addressing packaging policies. The 1971 Panel

on Student Financial Need Analysis ( 43 1 analyzed the

fundamentals of packaging, noting that different types

of aid.have different characteristics !or student

e,

recipients andinstitutions, and outlining qeveral

techniques for packaging -- each with diff... 1t pen-

tical and philosophical underpinnings. A 1973 HEW Task

Force on Management of Student Assistance Programs

attempted to identify acceptable guiding principles

for distribution of financial aid; the Task Force
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noted that any of the printiples "might guide the

effort td secure effective coordination andinter-

connection of the six student assistance programs.

However:, the existence of several similar but yet

distinctive concepts has instead served more to con-

fuse matters, perhaps even deterring the development

of a fully-coordinated approach to the &ward of var-

ious student assistance monies" ( 22 1. 'The National

Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary Education

report, also published in 1973, did not address packag-

ing ( 37 1, nor did the Commission's 1974 policy

research report ( 38 ). The National Task Force

on Student Aid Problems report, drafted in 1975, echoed

earlier findings in the HEW Report, and concluded that

a ma3or purpose of packaging was "to redress inequities

caused oy a ranfcm and uncoordinated national system

of financial aid distribution" ( 39 1.

Researchers, therefore, have had tittlo reccrd

of public tebate on packaging issues, even as the complex

feferal and state financial aid proceCires have further

clouded research Issues. Because there ts no national

consensus upon packaging', institutions have wide discre-

tion to combine resources according to institutional

'priorities and policies, even within governmental

and College Scholarship Service guidelines: therefore

any laxpe scale study of packaging policies will be

3 7)
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limited by complex and difficult-tc,.define institutional

features. An even more serious 'Atterrent to packaging

studies has been the extensive data problems inherent

in such an undertaking.'

Due to problemm of confidentiality of student

records, disparaties between student-reported items

and accurate figures, poor minority data, and undoren-

rollment of low-income students, no national study has

emerged that has managed to overcome these formidable

obstacles. Cqnfidentiality rules, intended to protect

student records from invasions of privacy, have meant

that institutions will not allow researchers access to

award files : l',471. The major al:ternative has been

to mine major lon;it.Idinal or large scale student.data

sets, suon as the National Longitudinal Study (NLS)

(24,501, the Cooperative :nstitutional Research Pro-

gram (CIRP) (2,4,5 I, or 3igher Education Panel (HEP

6 I; while these data bases afford considerable
-

opportunity to S'tudy atudent samples, they refy upon

student estimates of family income and financial 'aid

received, as well as upon student-reported character-

istics such as grade point averages and standardized

test scores. Particularly for low-income students,

these measures frequently are inaccurate and there are

many non - response items that must be controlled

r1.3,20,50]. moreover, the data bases often are inade-

3
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quate to msasure minority student characteristics, asthey do

noitutficiently oversample minority populations or account

for minorities' maldistribution throughout the ,pcstsecond-

ary education system 3,41 1. Finally, natidnal sur-

veys can haw major osder effett Zibiiiies, 4.a the Cnou=

sands of respondents infer different meanings from complex

items C 46,1

Data

Of course, no data set is without limitations, particu-

larly if one wiahes to study a minority population. For

Hispanics, who have not been weli sampled in student sur-

veys C 3,42 j, the_longitudinal data bases have provided

only partial insights into packaging. However, a data base

for Hispanic student packaginç has been developed by a nation-

al cornmhz.ty-based counseling organization, whose records have

proven to be an unobtrusive measuFe for stadying financial

aid !or Hispanic students. The organization, the country's

larziest Talent Search afederally fundedcounselInciprogzam

has offices in 11 cities located ineveny regionof the country

with large Hispanic populations. Established in 1973, the

organization counsels over 16,000 st4dents each year, twr-

thirds from disadvantaged backgrounds and approximately 95%

of them Hispanic or other minorities. Each of the il cen-

ters has full-time counselors who assist the 4tudent3 and

their parents in completing scholarship or financial
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aid forms and college applications. Because of fed-

eral recordkeeping requir-..,ents for the program, extensive

data are gathered for each student; due to the complex

nature of financial aid applications, many personal and

family items are necessary, including parental incoiite

andcther confidential data. Finally, in order tc follow-

up with students, the organization requires that students

share financial aid information with counselors after

enrollment, so official institutional award notices

are filed with student records. This process, intended

to meet program counseling revirements, has yielded an

extraordinary and serendipitous data base of financial

aid data for :379-80 Hispanic full-time students that

overcomes many of the formidable problems with the_use

of, student surveys in packaging studies.

Moreover, -he locations of the counseling offices

in 11 cities combine to approximate a sample of the three

ma;or Hispanic subgroups: Mexican Americans (601),'Puerto

Ricans (15%), and Cubans (6%) (14,Table1.011. 'Because

the organization opened a Miami office midway ttrough

the 1379-80 prograM year, these data are predomi;ant-

lY Maxican-American (Chicano) and mainland Puerto

Rican enrollments; in the future, however, the Miami

files will yield additional Puerto Rican and Cuban

students. Of the full-time, first time Hispanic student

3
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files, every tenth file of each counselor's caseload

was pulled, until 20 files per counselor were availhble.

Edit checks were performed to ascertain completeness,

doeumentation (eg., transcripts, parent confidential'

statement, award report), and ethnicity. The only

item'imputed was test scores for students who had not

taken standardized tests;
approximately 30% of the

files 'required such imputation, derived from,a method'

that assigned a score to students within income categories

(23,50 ). ,Because there is a large body of literature

on SAT score measures, composite ACT scores were con-

verted by SAT percentiles (35,36 ). A total of 521

complete files was compiled, each containing a,30-iteM

counselor questionnakre, notarized parental confidential

statement or IRS return, a high school transcript, an

cifficial test score (except where scores were impund),

a notification of aid award, and other personal informa-

ticn such as letters or application essays.

Family income guidelines for the.Talent Search Program

require that at least 2/3 of those clients served be from

low-income families ( 28 ). Minority families tend

to be more economically
disadvantaged than white families,

and in 1977, non-Hispanics had a median income almost

$1,000 higher than that of Hispanics,particularly

Chicanos and Puerto Ricans (14;Table1.12). With program
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guidelines and Hispanic poverty, it was not surprising'.

to find that 77% of! the students in the sample came from

families with1378-79 incomes of less than $15,000; 'over 60%

of. the families had inComes of less than $10,500. It

must be remembered that these 4ata were compiled frcIr

notarized statementsandIRS tax returns, avoiding the

errors of student reportidg of family income. While it

is ;ossible that persons misreported or misrepresented

their earnings, IRS returns are considered good measures

of income; if their confidential nature is not abused, they

are exceptionally good unobtrusive measures ( 46

Each file was coded with a :ICE (Federal Interagency

Committee on Education) identif;.cation number, so in-

stitutional data could be obtained from FICE tapes. Where

Indicated, financial data are in 1979-80 constant dollari;

any ad;ustments for inflation are noted parenthetically.

Income quartile measurements conform to 1972 NLS categor-

ies of low (below$7,500), lower middle ($7,500-$10,54),

upper middle ($10,500-515,000) and high (over $15,000),

een tnough inflation has rendered these terms meaningless.

That over half of the students in the data base came from

families with a 1979 median income of less than $10,500 :

when in 1972 such income was consideked "lower mdle" --

confirms the extent Of poverty in Hispanic communities

and attests to the neud to target Talent Search services

upon such economically disadvantaged populations.
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The balance of this paper analyzes the findings of

these data, noting in particular the patterns of aid awards,

the "packages" of Hispanic students; it also attempts to

measure the relationships between student characteristics*

and firiancial aid received. Tt examines institutional

financial aid administration policies in assembling packages

for Hispanics, and assesses the impact of governmental aid

policies dion these students. Finally, it discusses models

far aid awards based upon publiF policy objectives and 're-

commends several packaging policies for Lse by aid adminis-

trators. There is a popular ideology that suggests "need-

cased" awards help economicallz disadvantaged st-iants, and

the data examined in this study both support and refute this

ideology.-

Siveh the in:movie nature of the ideology and the in-

:an:I-sive nature a! previous packaging research, this stsdy

nas as 1:3 purpose the establishment of current aaseline

data on receipt of financial aid by disadvantaged Hispanic

s..dents. Moreover, an attempt t? formulate early models a!

pacxagsng policiis is made. So little data-based researon

an packaging has been attempted that no compelling theoreti-
4,

cal frameworks have emeiged; another-reason mhy packaging

"theory" has been so atheoretical is that many ,insaitstians

tredt their financial aid asministration mechanically ffre-

guently on a first-ccmc-first-served basis) rather than

tLearetically or philosophically.
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Research Firlings

4!)The most striking single finding is the small extent to

which any packaging is being performed: over sikty percent

- of all the students received only one source of aid, almost

excldsively Basic Educational Opportunity Grants (BEOG's,

since 1981 known as Pell Grants). BEOG as a major'component

of multiple sources was also evident, for 901 of multiple

sources included a BEOG award. Single-source aid was evi-

dent at all-inamiLleyels, ranging from 54% of lower middle

to 65% of upper-middle students receiving only one source of

aid. Tha pattern of single source aid by sAT scores_ls less

evenly distrihiteA_ASAP ss all score levels, due both to the

imputation_o_g_lcores for non-testtakers and to the few students

(34) with combined SAT scores abolie 950: the lowest score

'category had bz% of its students with single-source aid, while

tne three higher score'categories ranged from 441 to 771 with

single-source aid -- almost exclusively BEOG and Sipplemental

Educational Opportunity Grant (SEOG) awards.

(Insert Table One)

The evidencsof little packaging for Hispapic students
%:,.'

,
contrasts both-with eerliercstudkes of Hispanic student aid

and with current packaging,practice for all stuantp.. In 1972-

73, fifty two percent of Hispanic aid packages were single,
.g

source, bult only 23.4% of all .packages wore solely grant awards;
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there was evidence that work study (10.3%), loans (14.7%), and

benefits (3.7%) were significant components of Hispanic finan-

cial aid packages, at all income levels and for attendance at

all types of inatitutilsns (50,Table ZV-1S3. A 1948 ttudy of
, 0,

gtudent assistancw-reported thlt even studenf,s from'tWe low-

est income families attending the least ex:Ansive schools

averaged 5158 of non-grant federal aid in their average pack-

age 04 $1,079 (19,Table 4.17 1. The 1979 CIRP data revealed

that only 31.5% of all freshmen received a BEOG, only 7.2%

a SEOG, and 13.2% a guaranteed student loan (5,pp,57-8 ).

It is clear, then, that grant aid has risen dramatically for

ail students, in all institutions and for all income levels.

rrhesa HAspanic data, however, reveal a striki,ngly different
t, /

pattern in the students' extraordinary reliance upon grants,
a

tt* the near exclusidn of.other forms of aid.

i

Table Two disaggregates the data by median'family income

and tha type ca,f inst"-'ion attended. Cross)tabulatiot4S ;how

seVeral trends: in each income quartile, more money went to stu-

dents attending, in descending order, priyate.four year, private

t4o year,..pub)ic four year, and pubilc to Year colleges. Addi-

tionally, students from'low and lower'middle income families

recei.Ad more aid than didstudents from upper middle and high

income families: 'curiously, howeve12, exceist for students in

publif two yearoinstitutions, in ea01 institutional type, low-

,

36.k.

".
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est income students'received less aid t!,an did students in the

louer category: the mean differencewas more than $200 per

student. One of the assumptions of financial aid distxibution

is that the neediest students receive the most assistance', "with-

in thieimits of institutional costs. It could have been eic-

pectel, then, 4ithin Institutional typei, the amounti to

students aould slope 4ownward, with the highest aid aysrds going

to T..1,3 students in the ltwest Income category. In these data,

tao .tear colleges showed such a pattern, with

pri:ate ;:rar iear colleges showing a dinturbing tendency to

:war.: -ore aid t: --;ner income students.

!Tables Two and Three)

:espite fA :cable '..ro.ome slope, attending a pzblic two

year :ollege -,4nt that st.fents 4ere less lely to receive

ald. As Table Three indicates, Zewer.stddents attending public

community - Ileges,received aid than did students attending

other instons, and in the impor.ant grant category, a sig-

nificant difference in grant receipt was evideni. lTder

avaiability of financial assistance corroborates other research

on the practice uf community colle.ges 0 financial aid adminis-

trafclon ( 7, 15, 30; for an opposing view see 40 1. This

finding.is more enigmatic in light of the heavy reliance by pLt-

:lc Two year colleges upot federal financing for their Hispanic

st-:dents, and cannot he explained by the institutidn lower

t

1

el
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colts. p; Table to shows, public two year colleges are

the sector most reliant upon fedeFal financial aid, and the

sertor with the least discretionary (non-federal) and mixed-

discretionary aid. This reliance upon fedelral fundi ii a

major shift since Hispa4c packaging data in 1972-73, wheh the

federal sources of'aid were 39%, non-federal 21.61, and mixed

sources 39.4% 150, Tible IV-201. Inasmuch as Hispanic stu-

dints ari disproportionatery enrolled ih public two year

colleges.( 41 1, ,this distribution of asiistanCe suggests

that enrollment patterns may inhibit complete access to finan-

cial aid resources; the'extraordinary reliance upon federal

funds may also mean that federal cutbacks in financial aid

programs 1 16 ) wil disproportionately affect community .

colleges and Hispa c itudents.

Conclusions nd Policy Imolications

he mainVth'e data in this 5tuy reveal that financial

aid is eing distributed to Hispanic students on the basis of

'need.' distribution system evidently is working, if

index is that lower .income students are to receive larger aid

awards. However, while this equitable principle is a fFnda-

mental premise of firincal aid distribution, it is surely

not the sole criterion.' Student choice among institutions,,

public support to the private sector, human capital investment,

and aid to "middle income" families are just as'surely premises

45-263 0 - 82 - 25
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of the existing financial aid system. Susan Nelson has

succinctly summarized these indices: "In short, what is the

siandard against whiah the actual distribution of student aid

I can be judged? Thera is no clear answer to this question,'

I though the choice of a standard cralcially affects the

verdict" (40, p. 11.,

It may be that a single standard does not exist, as

crucial as the choice of standard clearly is. And while po-

litically glib justificati,ns foraid to education and in-
,

creased financial-aid programs may inyoke the "societal

good" rationale, less debate has centered upon which so- 0

cietal good is to bessubiidized and which not. The passage

of the Miiddle Income Student AssIstance Act typified the

view that 'middle income" families deserved more support:

of course, the $25,300 annual income mischaracterized as

"middle income" snowed more clearly that upper income re-

eipientS were the students :engress had in mind to assist.

This belief, however, and its enactment into legislation

-adieate the difficulty in introducing theoretical concerns

into educational finance issues,,particularly stadent finan-

cial assistance programs. Just as the excessive costs of

medical education have called into question the federal

investment into subsidiz:ng more medical schools and doctors,

so are massi/e quasi-entitlement programs such as BEOG's

and stadent loan authorities being reexamined by budget

cutte-, 15 I.

3
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Unfortunately, the budget cutters hav, no more theore-

tical framework for financing higher educa.ion or for de-

livering student aid than did the programs' founders. The

rollbacks in BEOG's (fram$1800 to $1750 to $1670) have ig-.

nored the legislation's rollback provisions that mandated

rescissions inversely related to need, and have shown no

theoretical approach to the program - - perhaps the most

legislatively-pure need based aid program in postsecondary

education. Cutbacks over tne last few years in nursing

"capitaticn' grants have - :red despite seeming shortages

of nurses. Higher unemployment among the educated seems

to have unt.:::um upward mo--'.-y and ocoupatitnal

status as an en! of education. However, at a time when

fundamental ed--'-4onal fiscal issues are being debated,

packaging theory 1-3mains ignored, even though the assembling

of financial aid at the _nstitutional level holds promise as

a may,: redistributive puolic polity inzerveni-ion point.

Consider several packaging scenarios, based upon di!-
:

ferent public policy fiscal presumptions. Assume that higher

education is determined to be an Individual good, the bene-

fits of which accrue solely to the recipient. In such a

case, self-hell. or reimbursable aid would be the appropriate

packaging strategy; work-study, loans, and personal resources

(which may include family savings) would be packaged, and
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loan te:um could be arranged so that the government did nut

subsidize deferred repayment. A second scenario assumes

that a more highly ducated citizenry is a social benefit,

and that ducation for all persons is an external consideri-

tion. This presumption would entirely subsidize tuition,

living xpenses, and perhaps foregone income. No self-help,

save participation in the tax system, would be required, on

the assumption that this scheme would subsidize itself over

time. Yet another scenario, a variation of the second case,

would reward persons with certain characteristics, on the

assumption that.society needed to educate more of these

persons, whether honor students, minorities, veterans, doc-

tors, or whichever characteristics were deemed worthy of

subsidization. This more targeted social benefit theory

could use packaging as a focused mechanism for achieving the

good. Many other such scenarios could be envisioned either

in pure or mixed versions, and financial aid packages could

be assembled to effectuate the policies by indexing awards

to choice of curriculum, grade point averages, stucent

characteristics, or a mix of qualifications.

These scenarios do exist -aild are routinely employed by

institutions for assembling millions of packages each year.

CSee 51 and 52 for more comprehensive treatment of these

fiscal issues.) However, as noted earlier, the magnitude

3
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of the administration of awards and the lack of consensus

on aid or packaging principles haveprecluded more thought-

ful theoretical approaches to public policy on student

financial assistance. Several packaging models are summar-

ized, according to the mix of aid and public policy objec-

tives:

(Insert Figure One)

Anyone familiar with higher education institutions will

recognize Case IV, the mixed purpose package, as the most

common type of aid award, reflecting several purposes and

delivery systems. Yet the Hispanic data detailed in this

study-reflect almost a pure II or III, depending upon whether

grants are characterized as sdcietal benefits or targeted

group benefits. In truth, they are both. It is also true

that BEOG's, as the cornerstone of federal higher education

policy, are a major component of wealthier students pack-.

ages. This role does not reflect ambivalence as much as it

reflects the mixed purposes (and mixed economy) federal

policies reflect in the financing of student assistance.

Always reluctant to legislate if lanvaage explicitly spell-

ing out "minority" entitlement, Congrf.iss has frequently em-

ployed "need" as a criterion, even when majority students

have disproportionately participated ( 41, 42, 51 I. If

administered well, such indirection may yet improve minority

access.

9i-763 0 - 82 - 26
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FIGURE ONE

I. Individual Benefit IV. Mixed Purpose Package;

work study work study

unsubsidized loins lcans

personal and family grants
resources

award for charatteristiza

personal ani

/I. Societal Ber-fit

subsidized grants

subsidized 7,oans

no charges

/II. individual or Group Characteristic Benefit

subsidized grants according
to specific characteristic

loans subsidized according
to specific characteristic

personal resources indexed
according to specific characteristic
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Even if the verdict is that Lower income Hispanic students

fare relatively weIl, there are clear-signs within these data

that the maldistribution of students throughout the postsucond-

.

ary system and the high reliance upon single source federal aid

could augur problems. While the data beim:: replicates the dis-

tribution of Hispanic students by institutional type, 'the con-

centration of stuzdents in Vo year institutions raises serious

!concerns about widespread access to the system; moreover, the

concentration is even more striking when it is cknown that 21

institutions enroll a quarter of alI Hispanic students in the

SO states and D.C. (14, p. 1191. The public two year colleges

are the most dependent upon federal aid, exceeding even "other"

schools such as proprietary and ?ostsecondary adult basic edu-.

cation centers (Table Four);
thuse'institutions use less dis-

cretionary aid in Hispanic packages, owing to little endowment

or institutional aid resou=es. Because needy students will

only attend institutions where they receive an aid award, His-

panic students may be dissuaded from attending private four

ear colleges where aid is more readily available to wealthier

studeats'and more discretionary
institutional aid awards are

made. Moreover, the low SAT scores and large percentage of

Hispanics who do not take standardized tests may preclude the

students from being eligible for most private four year insti-
,,-

tutions, unl-"s colleges are willing to employ other criteria,

including alternative qualitative indices.

3tj
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Another problem may be the extraordinary reliance of

Ispanic student; upon 3EOG's441most to the near-exclusion

other forms of aid. The dangers are twofold: government

cutbacks in DEOG's and unpackaged aid's ffect upon student

persistence. 5EOG awards have been scaled back from a maxi-

mum of $1,800 in 1979-80 to $1,670 in 1981-82 ( 16 1, and

institutions not accustomed to packaging aid awards may require

Hispanics to make up the difference by parental ccntribution

or summer arnings. Witl the poverty and lack of summor job

opportunities for minority youth, this gap may not be made up

by all studnts. In particular, two year colleges continue

Lto underutilize campus-based flnancial aid programs (25,401.

"Equally serious, the lack of c:mprehensive, multi-source pack- .

ages may have a detrimental effect.upon Hispanic persistence.

There is compelling (Pi...dance that difforent types of aid facili-

tate peesistence, for reaa.ans that ar* not fully understood

( 2, 32 1. College work study pAiticipation, in particular,

seems to improve the likelihood t.. '1 students will remain in

"t school, perhaps because the regular earnings require students

to budget their money (whereas grants made in %um. sum do not

force such frugality), or because the contact sn. .n a supervisor
%

makes students feel a part of the system, or because a meaning-

ful skill is acquired.

It is difficult to recommend an increased emphasis upon

loans, as the 1972 evidence suggested Hispanic students took
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on disproportionately largo leva*of indebtedness (18. Table'

5.17E. Although these data reveal small participation in loan

programs, institutions frequently,use loans ds an increasingly

large share of packages, on the assumption that the longer a

student is in college, the larger the share of reimbursable

aid Should be. If this unarticulated packaging is in effect,

then data on Hispanic juLiors and seniors may reveal more

participation in loan progr Even though these data differ

significantly from CIRP baseli e data on freshman packages,

what may be operating is instit tional decisions to award His-

panics - - who tend to have lower grades, test scores, and

.persistence than-do majority students - - grant packages that

do not require reimbursement or take ime that could be used

for study. Znasmuch as Hispanic students te,nd to come from

'lower income families and tc. express more economic concerns

than do majority students," aid administrators should consider

whether moderate work study or cooperative education programs

might afford pore' psycho-social benefits than merely awarding

single source BEOG packages. The federal cutbacks may force

such ronsiderations upon colleges', and aid administrators

should work with institutio:al res.earchers to assess the effect

"Data on high school seniors show considerable differences
between white and Hispanic student concerns. Hispanic seniors
expressed more concern over money peoblems (45.5% to 27.4% for
white students) and family, obligations (39.3% to 23.6%)
(14, Table 2.16).
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of packaging upon low-income students.

One obvious limitation of these data is that only enrolled

students are studied, and there is no practical way to know

how many students were discouraged from attending college be-

cause of,their inability to receive technical assistance, to

negotiate the aid application process, or to secure aid. How-

ever, it is intuitively obvious that students from low-income

families have fewer resources to spend on college, and in many

ways, the aid system compensates for this imbalance by making

larger awards to needier students. Concentrating upon those

Hispanic students who do make it into the system ought not

blind educators to the majoi. access barriers that remain, or

lull observer's intobelieving
that the financial aid system - -

however equitable towards needy students - 7 can itself remedy'

historic exclusion. Nonetheless, it is evident that financial

aid packaging can be a powerful means of increasing access to

postsecondary education.

3 ;9
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'fAlILE on

4

Distriblition of Financial Aid According to
Type of Aid, by Family Encoma and SAT score,

For Entering Full-Time Freshmen Students
4

*Total
Aided

Freshmen
Single type only Mora than one typ

With Without
Grant Work Loan Benefit Grant Grant

1

.

All Aided Freshmen 100 60.0 34.7 4.0

(521) (313) (1) (1) (4) (181) (21)

,

FXm2LY nmz. WART222a .

Lcw 59.4 1.2 33.6 5.1

232 (118) (1) q0) (3) (78) (12)

e. Lower Midd:e 52.4 . 1.2 42.6 3.6

Z2 (43; :0) tO) (1) (35) .(3)

. Upper Middle 64.7 . 31.8 3.4

88 (57) (0) f0) (0) (28) (3)

,.

High 3.0 33.6 2.5

119 ,75) r2) .1) (0) (40) (3)

SAT SCOREb

Low 60.2 ,. 33.9 4.4

438 (259) (1) (1) (4) (146) (19)

Lower Middle 63.1 36,8 .

57 (36) ' (0) (0) (0) (21) (0)

Upper Middle 44.0 . 52.0 4.0

25 , (11) (0) (0) (0) (13) (1)

High 77.7 ° 11.1 11.1

9 (7) (0) (0) (0) (1) (1)

less than 1.01

4/ncoma quartiles calculated from student-reported income interval esti-
mates:. Low less than 67,500: Lower Middle $7,500 to $10.500; Upper Middl;

$10,508 'tm $15,000: High over $15,000. '

bStudents ArIll grouped according to SAT-equivalent scores. Low . less the;

000: Lower Middle 800 to 950: Upper Middle 950 to 1,100; High over 1,10;
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TABLE TWO

4 '

Average Total Aid Received bY
Entering Full-Tine Freshmen Aid Recigients

<by. Median Family Income and Institution Type and Control

,MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME

V

' MEAN UNDER $7,500 $10,50.0 $15.000 ROW
.t.% TOTAL DOLLARS " $7,500 110,500 $15.000 over TOTM

STD DEV *

o

INST TYPE%

.s

PUBLIC 4-YEAR

PUBLIC 2-YEAR

PRIYATE4 -YEAR

. '

2251
204862
1287

1805,
17E936
1190

3243 '
42162
1919

t, 2085 -

' PRIVATE 2-YEAR * 37504
, 886

0

OTHER

COLUMN TOTAL

1858
31610
1188

2125
493074

2530
5914
1383

1725
' 6536

1196

:406
22291
1014

1958
43490!
1290

1476 1108 2i: 1482
41321 3595 ' 35151 28096
1037 750- 1091

4256 4705 2514 3835
43564 2637 49202 17256
2541 1799 1933 2081

.3301 2333 ° 2409 2784

13205 .11667 q. 7228 69604
543 1439 1332 1016

1971 2145 1998 1942
19711 10727 3995 66043
1222 1347 420 1152

2362 1830 1548 1981
193715 161062 184173 1032024
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TAELeTHAEZ ,

.

Financial Aid Recipiv.ts According to Type of
Aid, by Institutitnal Type and Control* ,

MIMI
(count)

$

'

Financial
Aid

(Percentage Distribution)
Grants Tem.-

or time
Scholarships Earnings

.%

/

.

'Loons . . Benefit"

A
Public 4 A.P2.4 1 .22.3 dO, 21.1 4.2

.
-..

(222) 0-r(219) (54) (50) (1o)

.
,

,

P

Public 2 83.6 2.8 1.4 91'9

(195) (178) (6) (3) (21)

Private 4 95.6 21.7 32 6 2.2

(45) (44) (10) (15) (1)

Private 2 96.0 12.0 4.0 8.0

(25) (24) (3) (1) (2)

Other 35.3 . 0.0 ii.8 11.8

(34) (29) (4) (4)

59.0 1.3.2 13.2 f.8

(521.) (494) (73) (73) (38)

*Morizontal percentige totals may eXceed 1001

1,
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TABLE FOUR

Distribution of Financial Aid According to

I distribution
(count)

Federal Source, by Institutional Type and Contsol,
FOr Entering Full-Time Freshmen

(Percentage Distribution)

Federal Non Federal' Non Fdderai
only and Federal. only

Total 63.5 31.8 4.6

(521) (331) (166) (24)

Public.4 61.3 34.7 4.1
(222r (136) (77) (9)

Public 2 78.5 19.5 2.0

(195) (153) (38) (4)

Private 4 26.6 55.6 17.8
f45) (12) (25) (3)

Private 2 16.0 80.0 4.0
(25) (4) (20) (1)

Other t.t 76.5 17.6 5.9
(34) . (26) (6) (2)

'w.

,0

)
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TABLE FIVE

-

Packaging of Federal Aid to
Aided Entering Full-Time Freshmen
S7-31aiilt and Family Attributes

14.

STUDENT/FAMILY ATTRIBUTE PERCENT OF AIDED FOLZ-TIME.FRESHMZN

."

All Aided Freshmen
*

FAMILY INCOME QOART7Le

Total
Aided

Freshmen

Redeiving Receiving
Federal and

Non-Federal Aid
Federal
Aid Only

Receivih
Non-Fede4
Aid,Onll

521 33.0 63.5
i

3.5 1

1

Low -132 30.2 67.7 2.2-4--

Lowe:: Middle 82 42.7 /56.1 1.2

tipper Middle 88 31.8 63.6 4.5 .

High 119 32.8 ' 60.S 6.7

SAT SCOREb

Low 430 .31.2 67.2 1.6

Lower Middle 57 38.6 52.6 8.8

Upper Middle 25 44.0 36.0 20.0

High 55.5 33.3 11.1

alncone quartiles calculated from student-reported income interval estimate

Low less than $7,500; Lower Middle . $7,500 to $10,500; Upper Middle

$10,500 to $15,000; High over $15,000. -

bstudents are grouped according to SAT-equivalnt scores: Low less than

Lower Middle 800 to 950; Upper Middle 950 VI 1,100; High over 1,100.

3 ,9
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APPENDIX

Regressions were computed for data described in the

study, but were not reported because they tended to

replicate.patterns already shown by the crosstabula-

tions. Several of these computations suggest further

work with logit or profit analysis, and are therefore

included as an appeadix. Interested persons should

contact the author for correlation matrices, a list of

variables, and other data.
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APPENDIX I

'Fractional Standard
Deviation Increase inReceipt of Financial

Aid (for One StandardDeviation Decrease in Family Income)

Fractional S.D.
Sample

Dependent Variable
:ncrease in Receipt

of Financial Aid
(significance level)

thicanos

Puerto Ricans

AIDTOT
.31 ( .01 )

AIDTOT
.00 ( NS )

AIDTOT Total Aid Received

NS Not Significant at .05
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APPINDIX II 4

Fractfonal Standard DIviation Increase in
ReceiPt of Financial :Aid (for One Standard

Deviation Decrease in Family Income),
'by Institutional Type

Sample Deendent Variable Fractional S.
Tnnrease in Race!.

of Financial A
(significance lev

Tua year Colleges

Chicanos
AID= .46 ( .01 )

Puerta Ricans AIDTOT -.08 ( NS )

Ftair year Collsges

Chicanos AIDTOT .30 ( .01 )

Puerto Ricans AIDTOT .18 ( NS . )

AIDTOT Total Aid received

NS Not significant at .05.
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APPUDIX III

fractional Standad Deviation Increase in
Receipt of financial Aid (forams Standard
Deviatlon Increase in Institdtional Cost), by

Institutional Type

Sample Dependent Variable Tractional S.D.
Increase in Receipt

of Financial Aid
(significance leve:

Chicanos AIDTOT .51 ( .01 )

Puerto Ricans AIDTOT .3, ( .01 )

Two year Collegms

Chicanos_ AIDTOT .18 ( .01 )

Puerto Ricans AIDTOT .54 ( .01 )

Tour year Colleges

Chicanos AIDTOT .61 ( .01 )

Puerto Ricans AIDTOT .12 ( NS )

AIDTOT Total Aid Received

NS Not significant at .05

0
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Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much for your testimony. We do look
forward to the receipt of the full study when it is availabie to us.

Let me ask you, why do you believe that there is this smaller by
far percentage of fu1 ,1 financial aid packaging for Hispanic stu-
dents. Why are there not as high a percentage of students who are
receiving information and making applications for the guaranteed
student loans, for example?

Mr. OLIVAS. My study was of full-time freshmen, and freshmen
are frequently less likely to have major elements of a loan package
any way. Although the 1978 study did show even for students from
the lowest income, Anglo students, over 10 percent of their pack-
ages were traditionally non-Federal assistance, which would in-
clude in some cases State assistance.

We think that institutions only recently have become aware of
the underenrollment of Hispanic students, in large part because we
do not have a network of historically Spanish institutions compara-
ble to those of other communities.

So that there is not perceived to be a cadre of students because of
the perceptions which are incorrectin New York you know it is
particularly incorrect to assume that Hispanics are predominately
a Southwest p.henomenon. After all, there are more Hispanics in
the State of New York than in my own home State of New Mexico.

Mr. WEISS. I always thought it was in New York.
Mr. 'OLIVAS. There are other reasons as well. We think institu-

tions in many cases have relied only upon Federal assistance ir. the
packaging; that is, they feel because of Federal efforts to make mi-
nority education a higher priority, that the institutions will use
their own money, but because there is need-based data, because mi-
norities are disproportionately needy in the financial sense, that it
is not inappropriate for them to package aid with predominately
Federal sources.

'How Ewer, I would note since 1972, when the first BEOG grants
were given, that Hispanic students' reliance upon Federal assist-
ance has practically tripled. So we think there is clear evidence
that institutions at least rely upon Federal largesse for enrolling
minority students, whereas they, do not rely on the same sources of
aid in assisting majority students.

A second thing is need-based aid will go to the neediest students.
Hispanics, being disproportionately needy, will receive that aid and
our disproportional enrollment in 2-year colleges, where there are
no dormitory facilities and, therefore, lower cost, will also tend to
keep the cost down for our students.

I might add that that has not worked to the advantage of our
students. So the disproportionate effect of proposition 13 in Califor-
nia on the 2-year sector, the only sector hurt in the first years, be-
cause of its reliance upon property taxes, has hurt an enormous
number of Hispanic students.

Over one-third of all Hispanic undergraduates, on the mainland
are from California, so as California's resources for community col-
leges declines, it declines disproportionately for Hispanic students.

That is why our insistence that demographics have precluded
fuller understanding of the problems facing our students. We felt
this was the appropriate' forum for sharing some of these demo-
graphics.
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M. WEISS. It is, important. I share your perception that in all.
likelihood a lot of the students who receiye the BEOG's really don't
need or don't need as high a percentage of additional aid. So that
of necessity, by definition, there wouil not be even the need for
further packaging,. let alone .thc awareness that it would be availa-
ble. .

".
Mr. OLIVAS. The need is, of course, a difficult debate bat it-is less

debatable that need is there. It is not cie..r why the assumptions
are that families will have the resources to make up the difference.
Hispanic families, by virtue of the size and poverty of the family,
simply do not have funds available.

Yet, you wOuld be surprised, as you and your staff review our
findings, that our families are making dispropqrtionatdly large in-
vestments of their liquidity, such as it is. It just happens there is
less of it.'

We now feel that liquidity will have to go toward getting taxpay-
er assistance, even where they are' not required to file IRS forms,

4 SO thk will have to avail themselves of these services even though
the I S statutes would not require them. -;

Mr. WEISS. Well, I would like to see that information, too. In
New Yiqrk, of course, we have in addition to the Federal grant pro-
gram a \State grant program. That again is not uniform across the
country. \ . .4 t t

I woulajissume, too, that your statistics wOuld probably indicate
that more, of by far the Hispanic students attend institutions in
their homd,States than the general population, and because uf that
the costs myuld be lower because again across-the-board costs for .
residents atImos,t of the State institutions is much lower than for
people. from vitt of State.

Mr. OLIVA That ig. true. The TAP program has been extremely
well-used by Iispanic student& We credit the State for its generos-
ity. We think 't is an excellenflong-term investment.

As for the illingness to attend schools outside of State, while it
is generally p rceived this may be cultural parochialism on the
part of Hispanip students, we think it is far more a function bf the
very small nu bers of our parents who have been educated in
prestigious sch ols and therefore we don't have access to the
alumni and aut matic admissions that many private schools have,
the networks o

f a
lumni recruiting that other communities have

hhd. \ . .

Second, we also feel that the poverty in our community simply
precludes the ability to consider schools outside of living at home
and attending a community institution. You have heard testimony
by community college representatives that continue to cite this as
an example.- ... . .

We think your subcommittee has an excellent opportunity in its
defense of TRIO programs to insure that the information be given
to students, that they have a wide range of numbers of institutione
that they may attend.

It is particularly important for New Yorl; administrators and
educators to recall the number of Puerto Rican students from the
island who do attend because of the numb.er of family they have in
the State of New York. '
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So, the migration from the island to New York continues to help
Hispanic students enroll in schools apart from their immediate
home area.

Mr. WEISS. Well, I suspect that the food stamp amendments that
we adopted last year are going to help in that regard, too.

Do you have any view as to whether the cutbacks in the loan
programs also affect Hispanic students?

Mr. OLIVA& The data I have shared with you only includes fresh-
men students, because we have found once our students are at
least in college and out of high school they are there to stay. We
concentratod only upon the freshmen students.

There is considerable evidence, unfortunately anecdotal, our own
experience, that a number of States and lending institutions have
residency requirements which nre appropriate, but they also have
previous banking requirements that preclude families who are not'
already existing customers of those lending institutions to become
so, in some cases up to a year befo .e they are eligible to participate
in those programs.

We think this works against low-income families who have so
httle fiquidity that in many cases there is no reason to participate
in IRA, Keogh plans, savings plans, checking plans, and so forth.

In many cases their bills will be paid in cash or directly with the
agency because it is less expensive than to maintain the monthly
checking charges and because increasingly a number of lending in-
stitutions require a certain amount of deposit in order to partici-
pate,in checking plans.

We think these practices, as well as the very clearly documented
u willingness of many lending institutions to loan mortgage money
to people who live in minority communities, are less likely to be
willing to go out of their way to lend money.

bo, we anticipate in our followup these freshmen students will be
encountering rave difficulty as they progress through college.

We have also found from a 1972 study that had major data prob-
lems but nonetheleSs showed by the time Hispanic students gradu-
ated from college they.had 10"percent higher levels of indebtedness
than Anglo studentS.

So, it is apparent the institutions, once they have felt the stu-
dents are safely nnrolled, have increased the amount of loans and
because Hispanic families have not traditionally had the opportuni-
ties to negotiate purchases and to arrange their finances, because
there is so little liquidity, that we will increasingly find evidence
that Hispanic families have been actively discouraged or in many
was subtly discouraged by lending institutions who have no previ-

nus Credit dealings with these populations.
We also find relatiyely few loan officers who are bilingual and

who can negotiate with the parents in many cases to mortgage
their home or to put.down the collateral that is necessary.

I draw your attention to the fact thai the median income of His-
panic families is $10,000, which is less than the cost of education in
leading institutions. It is very difficult to explain to these families
there will be need-based aid to enable their son or daughter to
attend college.

So, we anticipate the cutbacks in TRIO programs in particular,
which provide the information and the counseling that enables the
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students and their parents to understand the processes, will not
even allow our families to get to the level of discussion about
whettkr or hot one State or another has sufficient loan guarantees.

We are interested in getting our students into colleges and keep-
ing them there. We think a number of the proposals, while ostensi-
bly concerned for the truly needy, will in fact work just the oppo-
site.

Mr. WEISS. It has been my experiencenot just in this area, but
across the boardthat advocacy groups from within the affected
communities are the most effective in getting the message out and
being persuasive in having legislation tailored in effect to meet the
real needs of the particular community.

I know there has been a ti.emendous inciease in effective advoca-
cy within the Hispanic community. I assume you see that effort
growing and becorning even more effective. Indeed, I assume your
participation here with us is part of that ongoing effort.

Mr. OuvAS. We would like to think that is the case. We would
like to have opportunities to articulate our perspectives more and
have access to research sources to study our own populations. We
feel that monolingual English speakers would not be able, to con-
duct the studies we did.

However, we also feel that we don't have the margin of error
other ommunities do in that sense. The issues are very real. The
University of Puerto Rico and other colleges down there have had
considerable unrest that we think is going to give other students
and institutions pause if they see now how the cutbacks have af-
fected one group of people who are politically powerless in the
sense they are not able to vote in Congress.

SO, we are optimistic in the sense that our numbers are growing
and that public policy consideration has been accorded us. Howev-
er, people continue to see this as a new problem. That is simply not
the case. We are more able to articulate our points of view.

Proposea cutbacks, particularly in TRIO programs, would literal-
ly devastate a number of Hispanic organizations who have by
virtue of their not being tied to institutions been able to provide

, the very information that enables students to have a range of
choices, ,

So, Talent Search, for example, administered by institutions,
tend to have a loyalty *to the institution that provides their over-
head whereas our studenfs range from community colleges they
may wish to attend by virtue of their family's financial situation,
all the way to more prestigious institutions that may be outside
their State.

In the private sector we have been focusing upon scholarships.
The League of United Latin American Citizens, for example, has
always administered scholarships now, over 50 years.

The Hispanic,Higher,EdUcation Coalition and its member organi-
zations have a ftmber of scholarship funds, and we do this because
of the historical perception that institutions themselves will not be
sensitive to our students and our families simply do not have the
resources available that majority families have relative to our stu-
dents.

"4.
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So, we have always stressed the need. We just have not had the
opportunity or the forums where we could articulate these perspec-
tives.

Mr. Wens. Thank you.
Does either counsel have questions?
Ms. Mc/kJ:4th'. On page 5 of your testimony you make a state-

ment that within institutional types the lowest income students are
receiving less aid than lower middle income groups. Now, you went

on to explain there are differences on how great that was, depend-
ing on institution types. ,

Did your data show any reason why that is true?
Mr. OWIAS. I would refer you to table 2, which actually shows

that. We can only speculate because although we had the coopera-
tion of a number of institutions, financial aid decisions were made
on a number of bases, not always well articulated and in many
cases purely administrative.

I would draw your attention to the top line 'in each of the institu-
tional types. The premise of financial need is that the neediest will

get the most. Yet, you will find that the only sector in which that
properly operates is the public 2-year sector. Those are the poorest
students, whose families come from under $7,500, receiving $1,805,

sloping down to $1,400.
We are particularly concerned about the private 4 year data be-

cause private 4-years are frequently perceived to be the most
prestigious institutions. There you will see that the poorest stu-
dentsthose are the ones in the lefthand columnreceived $3,200

a year. It ranges all the way to $4,700, to families that are wealth-
ier. Then it goes down again if they are extremely wealthy. We
would have expected just the opposite.

We are not precisely sure what the explanation is, We of course

hope to follow it up. The data are quite clear because we had IRS
forms. This was not students reporting what their parents made.

These were actual figures, verified in every case, and not students

simply recalling What financial aid they got, but institutional re-
ports of what they were.

So, we think on both ends of the study our data are better than
previously published data. We can only speculate that 2-year col-
leges take their tasks more seriously in enrolling low-income stu-

dents. They take all comers and provide aid when they did. They

have less reliance, particularly in California, upon Fedml aid be-

cause there is no tuition in a number of the 2-year colleges.
However, this also takes into account other expensetrofattending

college. Even when students do not live on campus there are costs
associated with maintenance that should be taken into account We
would like to explore that anomaly a little more thoroughly. We

are seeking money from private sources that would enthle us to do

SO.
We are particularly concerned that the consideration is so bad. It

is again like being overly dependent upon Pell grants. That is the
only one being cut back in all amounts. If the 2-year colleges are

the ones that have the least access to disoretionary money, that is

their own inatitutional resources, and that is where our students

are, they are less likely to have much packaged aid, whereas if our
students go to Yale or more heavily endowed schools, the institu-

4 10
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tions are more likely to give them institutional assistance becausethe gap between Federal assistance and the need is going to belarger,
It has to be made up by some source. If they are serious aboutkeeping their students, they consider them good investments. Bilin-gual students that graduate from college are exceptional invest-ments,
Mr. D.N. What percentage offlispanic students receiving Pellgrants are receiving the maximum Pell grant?
Mr. OhIVAS The total I believe was approximately 80 percent.Mr. DEAN. Do you also want to supply this for the record. If theCongress were to pass legislation reducing the maximum grant sayto $1,200 or $1,300, what impact would you project that would haveon educational opportunity for Hispanic students.Mr. OLIVAS. I think we have that evidence in decline in enroll-ments from 1978 to 1979. Our kids are the most marginal.. withregard to their economic resources. Not only does word of cutsspread fast, but that there are more to come spread faster.
Because our students are not having access to other institutionalresources, the word gets out very quickly that if Pell grants arecut, "I will not be able to attend college." We have seen that, andwe think the difference between 1978 and 1980 in enrollmentsmanifests that exactly.
Mr. DEAN. One final question.
Of the Hispanic students who complete a 2-Year course in a com-munity college, what percent of them actually pursue additional,education after graduation?
Mr. OLIVAS. Transfer data are very difficult to get. I have somedata I would be glad to share in book form, published by theHoward University Press, a book I wrote on the topic. I would giveyou two indices to give you the figures: 4.8 percent of all associatedegrees are awarded to Hispanics and 2 percent of all bachelor'sdegrees are awarded to Hispanics.
The attritionein my view, is roughly equivalent to that. Whereasthe enrollments and graduation rates in associate degree programs,predominately in 2-year colleges, are approximately the age cohort;that is, you would expect, given the demographics on the mainlandHispanic students, given the relative youth, would bc about 5 per-cent. However, you would expect the investment in Federal and- State resources would have led to a greater production of bache-lor's degrees.
What we do find, those students who do go on graduate in num-bers that are actually higher than Anglo students who traneihr. Itis misleading, however. What we find is with up to 40-percent attri-

tion rates at the high school level, we are getting the cream of thecrop.
Mr. DEAN. OK. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Dr. Olives, thank you very much for your important,

significant testimony.
The record will be kept epen for you to submit additional materi-

al, if you so deem appropriate, for the nee.t 10 days.
Againethank you very much.
Mr. OLIVAS. Thank you, Mr. Weiss.
Mr. WEISS. I am sure we will be in touch as the year goes aloog,

4 1
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The subcommittee standa adjourned subject to call of the Chair.
rwhere.upon, at 12.40 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject

, to call of the Chair.)
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